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ROYAL NUMISMATIC SOCIETY.

SESSION 19041905.

OCTOBER 20, 1904.

SIB JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., Sc.D., F.R.S.,

F.S.A., F.G.S., President, in the Chair.

Sir Richard Claverhouse Jebb, Litt.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,

M.P., Sir Richard Carnac Temple, Bart., C.I.E., Dr. Julius

Cahn, Edgar de Knevett, Esq., and Charles Winter, Esq.,

were elected Fellows of the Society.

The following Presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Zeitschrift fur Numismatik. Band xxiv. Heft, 3, 4.

2. Monatsblatt der Numismatischen Gesellschaft in Wien.

Nos. 251-254.

3. Biographical Dictionary of Medallists. Vol. ii. By L.

Forrer. From Messrs. Spink & Son.

4. Royal Irish Academy. Proceedings, Vol. xxv., Sec. C.,

Nos. 1-5.

5. Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historic, 1903.

6. Numismatische Zeitschrift, 1903.

7. Di alcune nuove Zecche Italiane. By S. Ambrosoli.

From the Author.
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8. Sul valore del Tipi Monetali nei Problem! Storici. By
E. Gabrici. From the Author.

9. The Horniman Museum. 2nd Annual Report, 1903.

10. Academie royale de Belgique. Bulletin de la Classe

des Lettres. Nos. 4-8, 1904.

11. Die tempeltragenden Gottheiten und die Darstellung

der Neokorie auf den Miinzen. By B. Pick. From the

Author.

12. Die iiltesten Thiiringen-Miinzen. By B. Pick. From
the Author.

13. Revue Beige de Numismatique. 3me et 4me livr., 1904.

14. Bulletin international de Numismatique. Vol. iii.,

Nos. 2,3.

15. Bulletin de la Societe des Antiquaires de 1'Ouest.

l ire
trim., 1904.

16. Annual of the British School at Athens. No. ix.

17. American Journal of Archaeology. Vol. viii., Nos. 2, 3.

18. Essai sur les Jetons et Medailles des Mines fran9aises.

By J. Florange. From the Societe de Combustibles, Paris.

19. Le Sceau de la haute Cour du Comte d'Agimont. By
the Victe B. de Jonghe. From the Author.

20. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1902.

21. Revue Numismatique. 2me trim., 1904.

22. Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.

Vol. xxxv., Pts. 2, 3.

23. Rivista Italiana di Numismatica. Fasc. 2, 1904.

24. Bulletin de Correspondance hellenique. Ecole frangaise

d'Athenes. Tome xxvii., and Pts. 1-6, xxviii.

25. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the American

Numismatic and Archaeological Society, 1904.

26. Archaeologia Aeliana. Vol. xxv., Pt. 3.

27. Les fausses Piastres de Birmingham. By P. Bordeaux.

From the Author.

28. La Piece de 20 Francs de Louis XVIII frappee a

Londres en 1815. By P. Bordeaux. From the Author.
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29. Monnaies Arsacides surfrappees. By C. Allotte de

la Fuye. From the Author.

30. Revue Suisse de Numismatique. Tome xii.

31. Bulletin de Numismatique. Juil.-Aout, 1904.

32. Proceedings of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society

of Philadelphia, 1902-1903.

33. Ein Portrat der Lais auf korinthischen Miinzen. By
L. Forrer. From the Author.

34. Die Darstellung der Aphrodite des Praxiteles auf den

Miinzen von Knidos. By L. Forrer. From the Author.

35. Photograph of the old Mint-house at Shrewsbury.

From Harry Price, Esq.

The President exhibited three aurei of Carausius, two of

which were of the London mint, and one of Rouen fabric
;

and three silver denarii remarkable for their types of reverse,

or for the special form of the emperor's bust on the obverse.

Mr. J. E. Pritchard, F.S.A., showed an unrecorded seven-

teenth-century token of "Ambrose Bishop in Bath, 1660;"
a counter of Henry IV. of France, bearing his shield of arms

and bust
;
and a medal commemorating the fitting-out of the

American ships,
" Columbia and Washington, at Boston, North

America, for the Pacific Ocean in 1787;" all these pieces

having been found during recent excavations at Bristol.

Mr. T. Bliss exhibited a counter-stamped Spanish dollar

of A. Gibson & Co., Lochwannoch, for 5s., and others (dollar,

half, and quarter dollar) of the Rothsay Cotton Works for

4s. Qd.
9 2s. 6d., and Is. Sd. respectively.

The President read a Paper on "Rare and Unpublished
Coins of Carausius" in his collection. The specimens de-

scribed, numbering twenty-six, appear in nearly every instance

to present some new and unpublished variety either in type
or legend. This paper is printed at p. 18 of this volume.
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NOVEMBER 14, 1904.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., President, in the Chair.

Miss Helen Farquhar, W. E. M. Campbell, Esq., F.C.S.,

Frederick A. Harrison, Esq., John Edward Taylor Loveday,

Esq., Arthur W. Page, Esq., and Robert de Rustafjaell, Esq.,

were elected Fellows of the Society.

The following Presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Rivista Italiana di Numismatica. Fasc. III., 1904.

2. Sceau-matrice de Robert de Bavay. By the Yicte B. de

Jonghe. From the Author.

3. Nouvelles Recherches sur le Systeme monetaire de

Ptolemee Soter. By M. C. Soutzo. From the Author.

4. Monatsblatt der Numismatischem Gesellschaft in Wien.

No. 255.

5. Die Schaumiinzen Friederichs I. By B. Pick. From
the Author.

6. Revue Numismatique. 3me trim., 1904.

7. American Journal of Numismatics. Vol. xxxix., No. 1.

8. La Representation de la Tete en face sur les Monnaies

grecques. By L. Forrer. From the Author.

9. Roman coins found in India. By R. Sewell. Coins

and Seals collected in Seistan by G. P. Tate, E. J. Rapson,

and 0. Codrington. From the Royal Asiatic Society.

10. Ta No/uayxara TOV KpaVovg run/ IlToAe/xatwv. By J. N.

Svoronos. From J. N. Svoronos and M. Marasly.

Mr. T. Bliss exhibited two Pontefract siege pieces of the

current value of Is. each, one being struck on a large flan.

Mr. F. G. Hilton-Price showed a sovereign of Edward VI

with mint-mark an ostrich head, the hitherto supposed crest

of the Peckhams of Kent, Sir Edmund Peckham having been

High Treasurer of the Mint from the reign of Henry VIII

to that of Elizabeth; a pound sovereign of Elizabeth with
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mint-mark 2, struck in the year 1602; also a twenty-shilling

silver piece of Charles I struck at Oxford, and a half-crown

of the same king of rough work, struck at a local mint.

Mr. W. Wroth communicated a paper on "Greek Coins

acquired by the British Museum in 1903," amongst which

were a copper coin of Graxa, in Calabria, with head of Zeus

and two eagles on thunderbolt, formerly unattributed ;
a

silver coin of Euboea with head of nymph and bull of fine

style, and of an earlier date than most of the coins of this

type ;
another of Pergamum with reverse type a boar's head,

above which is represented a net (cassis) used in hunting this

animal
;
a copper coin of Antioch in Cilicia with type, head

of Demeter and horse, which Mr. Wroth was of opinion was

struck within a short time of the change of the name of that

city from Adana to Antioch
;
and an extremely fine tetra-

drachm with the busts of Alexander I Bala of Syria and his

wife Cleopatra Thea, struck circ. B.C. 150, probably at the

city of Seleucia in Syria, as the Victory, which Zeus on the

reverse supports on his right hand, holds a thunderbolt,

the symbol of that city. This paper is printed in Vol. iv.

p. 289.

DECEMBER 15, 1904.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., President, in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Journal of Hellenic Studies. Vol. xxiv., Pt. 2.

2. Transactions of the Japan Society. Vol. vi., Pt. 2.

3. Bulletin de Correspondance hellenique. Vol. xxviii.,

Pts. 7-12.

4. Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of London.

Vol. xx., Pt. 1.
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5. Papers of the British School at Rome. Vol. ii.

6. Report on the Administration of the Government

Museum, Madras, 1903-1904.

7. Catalogue of Greek Coins in the British Museum,
Cyprus. By G. F. Hill. From the Trustees of the British

Museum.

8. Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society.
Vols. xli.-xliv.

Annals of Gonville and Caius College. By J. Venn.
The Verses inserted on 12 Windows in Canterbury

Cathedral. By M. R. James.

Cambridge Guild Records. By Mary Bateson.

Place-names of Cambridgeshire. By Walter S. Skeat.

Cambridge Borough Charters. By F. W. Maitland. From
the Cambridge Antiquarian Society.

9. Monatsblatt der numismatischen Gesellschaft in Wien.

No. 256.

10. The Early History of India. By Vincent A. Smith.

From the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.

Mr. C. Winter exhibited a specimen in gold of the Blake

Medal by Thomas Simon, which has a wreath-border, and

was awarded to Capt. Haddock
;
a military badge in gold of

the Earl of Essex
;
and an engraved silver medal awarded by

the Plymouth Independent Rangers to John Partridge for

" skill at arms."

Mr. F. A. Walters showed a penny of Henry I, struck at

Chichester, and having on the obverse the bust of the king

in profile, and on the reverse a cross with annulet in each

angle (as Hks. No. 264).

Sir Augustus Prevost exhibited a specimen of the new

French 25-centime piece in nickel, with a polygonal edge,

and a pewter medal struck on the occasion of the opening

of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway.

The President read a note on the mint-mark, an ostrich

head, on the "Horseman" shilling of Edward VI. This
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mint-mark is supposed to be the badge of Sir Edmund

Peckham, High Treasurer of the Mint from Henry VIII to

Elizabeth. As the crest of the Peckhams was a leopard's

head, this badge was probably a punning allusion to the

name of that family.

The President also communicated a paper, entitled "A
Numismatic Question raised by Shakespeare." The passage

referred to occurs in The Merry Wives of Windsor, Act I.

Scene i., where Slender, in reply to Falstaff, complains that

Pistol had robbed him " of seven groats in mill-sixpences,

and two Edward shovel-boards, that cost me two shillings

and twopence apiece." That Slender had to pay 28 pence

for evidently four mill-sixpences was explained by the fact

that the latter pieces, which were then much used as counters,

commanded the enhanced value of 7d. each. That these

milled sixpences were scarce at this time is borne out by the

evidence of finds, in which they rarely occur. The Edward

shovel-boards were evidently shillings of Edward VI, which

were used in the game of shovel-board. Many writers of the

Elizabethan and later periods were cited to explain the nature

of this game, at which, there is abundant evidence, such coins

were employed.

Mr. Grueber read a paper on "An Unpublished Half-

Unicorn of James IV of Scotland," in the possession of the

Marquess of Bute. This coin differed from similar coins of that

reign in having on the obverse the letters QRA(=QVARTVS)
after the king's name, and on the reverse a flaming star

enclosing the letter I, the initial of the king's name, and

around the legend FAC SALVVM, &c., instead of EXVRGAT

DEVS, &c. The extreme rarity of this piece, and the fact

that the new type w as not adopted, show that it was a pattern.

It was struck about 1496, when a similar change was made

in the legend on the groats. In illustration of this paper

Mr. T. Bearman exhibited a series of unicorns, half-unicorns,

groats, &c., of James IV from his collection.
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JANUARY, 19, 1905.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., President, in the Chair.

Major Ranulphus John Carthew, Evelyn Grant Duff, Esq.,

Leopold G. P. Messenger, Esq., and the Rev. W. G. Searle

were elected Fellows of the Society.

The following Presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Traite des Monnaies gauloises. By A. Blanchet. From

the Author.

2. Revue Beige de Numismatique. l
er

livr., 1905.

3. Academic royale de Belgique. Bulletin de la Classe

des Lettres. Nos. 9-11.

4. Monatsblatt der numismatischen Gesellschaft in Wien.

No. 257.

5. Bulletin de la Societe des Antiquaires de 1'Ouest. 2nd

et 3me trim., 1904,

6. The Most Southern Hoard of Bactrian Coins in India.

By Vincent A. Smith. From the Author.

7. Monthly Numismatic Circular, 1904. From Messrs.

Spink & Son.

8. Medallic Illustrations of the History of Great Britain

and Ireland. Plates xi.-xx. From the Trustees of the

British Museum.

9. Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy. Vol. xxv.,

Sec. C., Nos. 5, 6.

10. Memoires de la Societe royale des Antiquaires du Nord,

1903.

Dr. Arthur Evans exhibited a series of rare tetradrachms

of Crete, amongst which was one with a representation of the

Minotaur, struck at Cnossus
; others of Gortyna showing the

plane-tree and the willow-tree ; of Kydonia with the reverse

type an archer and the engraver's name NEYANTOZ ETTOEI,

and another of the type of Lysimachus of Thrace, but with
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the Kydonian magistrate's name AIOQN, unpublished; and of

Phaestus with Heracles and cauldron, and on the reverse a

bull and the legend 0EY.

Mr. Percy Webb exhibited a series of silver and bronze

coins bearing portraits of Roman empresses from the first

century to the fourth.

Mr. W. C. Boyd showed an unpublished
" second brass

"
of

Antoninus Pius, struck in the last year of his reign, A.D. 161,

and having on the reverse a terminal figure.

Mr. F. A. Walters exhibited a groat (struck in London) of

Henry VII, with the mint-mark a lis and a rose dimidiated,

which he attributed .to the first issue of that reign. This

coin is described at p. 207 of this volume.

Mr. C. Winter exhibited specimens in gold, silver, and bronze

of the Louisburg medal, commemorating the taking of that

place in 1758, and the expulsion of the French from Canada.

Mr. W. J. Hocking read a communication on " Some Coins

of William II in the Royal Mint," in which he showed that

in one instance the moneyer's name had been altered after

the dies had been engraved ;
and he also discussed the

question of overstruck and double-struck coins, distinguishing

the two series. This communication is printed on p. 109 of

this volume.

Mr. G. Macdonald communicated an account of a hoard of

Edward pennies recently discovered at Lochmaben, Dumfries-

shire. The hoard consisted of 422 English, 5 Irish, and

9 Scottish pennies, and 12 foreign sterlings. The English

pennies were classified by Mr. Macdonald as of the reigns of

Edward I and II, and he also attributed to the former reign

those with the king's name reading EDW REX. In a dis-

cussion which ensued, Dr. Evans, Mr. Lawrence, and Mr.

Grueber held to the view already expressed by them that, on

account of certain variations in the lettering, the last coins

were to be assigned to an early issue of Edward III. This

paper is printed at p. 63 of this volume.
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FEBRUARY 16, 1905.

SIR HENRY H. HOWORTH, K.C.I.E., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Smithsonian Institution. Annual Report, 1903. From
the Regents.

2. Un Denier noir frappe a Ypres par Gui de Dampierre,
Comte de Flandres. By the Victe B. de Jonghe. From the

Author.

3. Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy. Vol. xxv.,

Sec. C., No. 7.

4. Bulletin de Nuinismatique. Sept.-Oct., 1904.

5. Rivista Italiana di Numismatica. Fasc. 4, 1904.

6. Bulletin international de Nuniismatique. Tome iii.,

No. 4.

7. American Journal of Numismatics. Vol. xxxix., No. 2.

8. American Journal of Archaeology. Vol. viii., No. 4
;

and Annual Report, 1903-1904.

9. Bulletin de Correspondance hellenique. Pts. i-ii.,

1905.

10. Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.

Vol. xxxiv., Pt. 4.

11. Monatsblatt der Numismatischen Gesellschaft in Wien.

No. 258.

12. Revue Numismatique. 3 nle

trim., 1904.

Mr. F. A. Walters exhibited two London half-groats of

Henry VI of the rosette-mascle coinage, described by Hawkins

as being in the Longstaffe Collection.

Mr. W. Webster showed a gold crown of Edward VI with

the name of his father, Henry VIII, but with the mint-mark

E
;
and a pattern broad of Charles II by Thomas Simon

without the artist's initial.
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Mr. T. Bliss exhibited a half-crown of George I of 1717,

reading on the edge TIRTIO for TERTIO.

Mr. H. Fentiman exhibited a crown-size copper blank,

stamped with the obverse and reverse of the half-crown of

1816, and with the edge inscribed ;
another crown-size copper

blank with the edge inscribed with the 58th year of the reign

of George III
;
a pattern for a sixpence (?)

of George III with

the reverse type, the Star of the Garter
;
and a United States

dollar, struck to show the contrast between the actual size

of the coin in currency and what it would be if a silver

standard was adopted.

Mr. A. H. Baldwin showed an unpublished half-crown

token issued by R. Simpson, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall, having

the Prince of Wales's plumes on the obverse and the letters

R S in script on the reverse.

Mr. Stewart A. McDowall communicated particulars of a

small hoard of silver pennies of Henry I recently found at

Lowestoft. They were struck at Bristol, Canterbury, London,

Northampton, Norwich, and Oxford, and are of Hawkins'

types Nos. 255, 262. This communication is printed at

p. 112 of this volume.

Mr. R. LI. Kenyon read a paper on a recent find of coins at

Oswestry. The hoard consisted of 401 silver coins, ranging

from Henry VIII to Charles I, and of 4 gold coins of James I

and Charles I, and appears to have been buried in 1643.

This paper is printed at p. 100 of this volume.

Mr. H. A. Grueber gave an account of William Hole, or

Holle, who was appointed cuneator to the Royal Mint in the

Tower in 1618
;
but of whom Ruding makes no mention. As

considerable changes took place in the designs of the gold

coins issued in the following year, it is probable that they

were executed by Hole. He appears to have remained in

office till 1633, when he was succeeded by Nicholas Briot.
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MARCH 16, 1905.

SIR HENRY H. Ho WORTH, K.C.I.E., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Joshua Watts Brooke, Esq., H. Clay Miller, Esq., and

Howard Saunders, Esq., were elected Fellows of the Society.

The following Presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Britannia und die Republique Fransaise. By L. Forrer.

From the Author.

2. Coins of Great Britain and Ireland. By W. S. Thorburn.

4th ed. From the Publisher.

3. Monatsblatt der Nuinismatischen Gesellschaft in Wien.

No. 259.

4. Bulletin de la Societe des Antiquaires de 1'Ouest. 4me

trim., 1904.

5. Academic royale de Belgique, (a) Bulletin de la Classe

des Lettres, No. 12, 1904; (6) Annuaire, 1905.

6. Atti del Congresso Internazionale di Scienze Storice

(Roma, 1903). Vol. vi. Numismatica.

7. Ancient Greek Coins. Pts. xi.-xiv. By F. S. Benson.

From the Author.

8. An Account of Jesmond. By F. W. Dendy. From the

Society of Antiquaries, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

9. (a) L'Iconographie par les Medailles des Empereurs

remains; (b) Les Campagnes Germaniques de Constantin;

(c) La Triomphe de Licinius
; (d) Le Labarum de Constantin

;

(e) Les Signes Chretiens sur les Monnaies de Constantin le

Grand
; (/) L'Origine des Monogrammes et du Labarum de

Constantin; (g) Les Emissions monetaires de 1'Atelier de

Lyon pendant la periode constantinienne ; Qi) L'Atelier

de Sirmium, &c.
; (i)

Le Genie d'Auguste. By Jules Maurice.

From the Author.
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Dr. T. Armstrong Bowes exhibited a Gaulish gold half-

stater, recently found on the shore near Reculver. It has on

the obverse a widespread laureate head, and on the reverse

Victory in a chariot drawn by a single horse, and holding a

leaf-shaped sword
;
below the horse a similar shaped sword.

The coin is unpublished.

Mr. A. H. Baldwin showed a gold stater, weighing I04grs.,

which purported to have been struck by Tigranes, King of

Armenia, and which showed on the obverse the bust of the

king, and on the reverse a turreted seated figure.

Mr. H. A. Hoblyn exhibited a series of gun-money pieces of

James II, of interesting varieties of type.

Mr. A. Banes showed a half-crown of Charles II of his

early coinage, which may have been a contemporary forgery.

Mr. Percy Webb exhibited a dupondius of Septimius Severus,

with an unpublished type of Victory.

Mr. L. G. P. Messenger showed a sestertius of Titus with

a figure of Annona on the reverse, and without the usual

letters S. C.

Mr. H. W. Monckton exhibited a silver ticket of the

style associated with Vauxhall Gardens, probably struck

about 1750.

Mr. L. M. Hewlett read a paper on "
Anglo-Gallic Coins

from Henry II to Edward I." In the early series the writer

suggested several fresh attributions and rectifications in the

chronological sequence of the issues
;
and in dealing with the

coins of Edward I, which are more numerous than those of

any previous reign, he divided them into several classes, which

corresponded with various periods of his reign. The districts

in which Edward I struck his French money were Gascony,

Aquitaine, and Ponthieu, and amongst the mint places were

Abbeville, Bordeaux, and Guessin. This is the first of a

series of papers, in which the writer proposes to deal with the

whole series of Anglo-Gallic coins.
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APRIL 27, 1905.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., President, in the Chair.

Hugh Drummond McEwen, Esq., William Henry Moore,

Esq., and Edward Snelling, Esq., were elected Fellows of the

Society.

The following Presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Cuba Sugar Estate Tokens. By H. A. Ramsden. From
the Author.

2. American Journal of Archaeology. No. 1, 1905.

3. Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy. Vol. xxv.,

Sec. C., Nos. 8, 9.

4. Revue Beige de Numismatique. 2me livr., 1905.

5. Revue Numismatique. l
er

trim., 1905.

6. Rivista Italiana di Numismatica. Fasc. 1, 1905.

7. Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.

Vol. xxxv., Pt. 1.

8. Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

Vol. xxxviii.

9. Monatsblatt der Numismatischen Gesellschaft in Wien.

No. 260.

10. Bulletin de Correspondance hellenique. Pts. iii.-vi.,

1905.

11. Foreningen tilNorske Fortidsmindesmerkers Bevaring.

Aarsberetning for 1901.

12. Bonner Jahrbiicher Verein von Alterthumsfreunden

im Rheinlande. Heft iii., No. 112.

13. Medallic Illustrations of the History of Great Britain

and Ireland. Plates xxi.-xxx. From the Trustees of the

British Museum.

14. Numismatische Zeitschrift. Band xxxvi.

15. Contributions a la Numismatique Orientale. By E.

von Zambaur. From the Author.
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Mr. W. J. Webster exhibited a silver coin of Archelaus of

Macedon (B.C. 413-399) with the reverse type (a horse)

curiously double-struck so as to represent a horse with two

heads; a half-rider of the second issue of James III of

Scotland, without the Us under the sword on the reverse (a

very rare variety); and a Merovingian triens of Luxeuil

(Haute-Sa6ne).

Mr. A. H. Baldwin showed a crown of Charles IT dated

1682, struck over one of 1681, and having the mistake

QVRRTO for QVARTO in the lettering on the edge.

Mr. H. W. Monckton exhibited a penny of William I of

the bonnet type, probably of the Sandwich mint, of which

no other specimen of
*

this type seems to be known
; also, a

London halfpenny of Richard II, having the N's in " London"

of the Roman form, and crossed in the normal manner, instead

of from right to left.

The President exhibited on behalf of Signor Dattari, of

Cairo, a small selection of Roman coins, mostly of the

Constantino period, from a hoard of about 30,000 recently

discovered in Egypt. These coins, before being cleaned,

seemed not to differ in any respect from what are usually

known as "third-brass" coins; but, on being cleaned by
means of a much-diluted bath of nitric acid, they presented

all the appearance of silver coins. The blanks seem to

have been silvered, or perhaps more probably tinned, before

they were placed between the dies. Signor Dattari suggests

that this may have been done as a precaution against forgery

by casting in a mould coins in imitation of the originals.

Mr. Percy Webb read a short paper on "Fausta N.F. and

other Roman Coins," illustrated by specimens from his own

collection. He supported the view of Cohen, who attributes

the coin bearing the legend FAVSTA N F. to Flavia Maxima

Fausta, wife of Constantine the Great, rather than to a sup-

posed wife of Constantius II, named Fausta, as has been

suggested by other writers. Mr. Webb also gave reasons for

I
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declining to believe in the numismatic existence of a Helena,

wife of Crispus, in addition to the well-known Helena, mother

of Constantine the Great.

Mr. F. A. Walters read the first part of a paper on " The

Coinage of Henry IV," in which he dealt fully with what is

known as the "
heavy coinage." He accounted for the great

rarity of all the heavy coins from the fact, to which the mint

accounts bear witness, that only comparatively trifling amounts

of bullion were coined previous to Henry's fourteenth year.

He gave reasons, however, for believing that there are actually

a larger number of coins in existence which were struck

during the earlier part of Henry IV's reign than has been

supposed, but that these bear the name of Henry's predecessor

on the throne. In support of this view Mr. Walters referred

especially to a groat bearing the name of Richard. This

groat is of peculiar character, and shows, on the breast of the

king, a crescent a badge which was used by Henry IV in

the early part of his reign, and which appears also on at least

two heavy nobles and quarter-nobles bearing Henry's name,

and undoubtedly belonging to his reign.

MAY 18, 1905.

SIE JOHX EVANS, K.C.B., President, in the Chair.

Albert R. Frey, Esq., and Sidney Nathan, Esq., M.D., were

elected Fellows of the Society.

Mr. Edward K. Burstal was elected to represent the Society

at the coming audit of the Society's accounts.

The following Presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Monatsblatt der Numismatischen Gesellschaft in Wien.

Nos. 261, 262.

2. Bulletin de Numismatique. Nov.-Dec., 1904.
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3. Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historic, 1904.

4. Journal of Hellenic Studies. Vol. xxv., Pt. i.

5. La Numismatica di Augusto. By E. Gabrici. From

the Author.

The President exhibited a series of gold and silver coins of

Henry IV from his collection in connection with the Paper

by Mr. F. A. Walters, which followed. This exhibition con-

sisted of two nobles, and a half and a quarter noble of the

heavy coinage ;
two nobles and three half-nobles of the light

coinage, and also of a groat and a penny.

Mr. T. Bliss showed a proof shilling of Charles I, with

mint-mark a rose and pellets ;
a pattern shilling by Briot,

and a pattern broad of the same reign, and also a coronation

medal struck in 1628, and the work of Briot.

Mr. F. A. Walters read the remaining portion of his paper

on " The Coinage of Henry IV," dealing with the light coinage.

Attention was drawn to the comparatively large issue of

1412, which, according to the Mint accounts, exceeded in

amount the whole of the coinages of Richard II and the

earlier issues of Henry IV combined. It was suggested

that this fact established strong reasons for assuming that a

considerable number of coins, hitherto assigned to early issues

of Henry V, really formed part of the last coinage of Henry

IV, and that the great variety of types was due to the

number of special die-engravers who are recorded to have

been engaged on the work of the new coinage, and who, as it

proceeded, introduced a type of the king's bust which has

hitherto been considered to represent that of Henry V.

Evidence was also adduced from Wylie's History of England

under Henry IV and other sources to prove the correctness of

the old chroniclers as to the date of the light coinage.
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JUNE 15, 1905.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., Sc.D., F.R.S.,

F.S.A., F.G.S., President, in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting were

read and confirmed.

Alfred Ernest Weightman, Esq., was elected, and Hugh
Frank Newall, Esq , M.A., F.R.S., and Herr Armin Egger

were proposed as Fellows of the Society.

Dr. Stephen W. Bushell and Lieut.-Col. H. Walters

Morrieson were appointed scrutators of the ballot for the

Election of the Council and the Officers for the ensuing year.

The following Report of the Council was then read to the

meeting :

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, The Council again have the

honour to lay before you their Annual Report as to the

state of the Royal Numismatic Society.

With much regret they have to announce the death of the

following eight Ordinary Fellows :

Henry Arthur Allbutt, Esq., LL.D., D.C.L., M.R.C.P.

Alfred C. Cronin, Esq., F.S.A.

Reuben Cull, Esq.

The Rev. F. Binley Dickinson, M.A.

F. A. Inderwick, Esq., K.C., F.S.A.

J. Henry James, Esq.

E. C. Krumbholz, Esq.

Jonathan Rashleigh, Esq., M.A., D.L., J.P.

And of the two following Hon. Fellows :

M. A. de Barthelemy.
F. W. Madden, Esq.

The Council also regret to announce the resignation of the

following three Ordinary Fellows :

John Dudman, Esq., jun.

H. Erhardt, Esq.
Herbert Virtue, Esq.

On the other hand, the Council have much pleasure in
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recording the Election of the following twenty-four Ordinary

Fellows :

Joshua Watts Brooke, Esq.

Dr. Julius Cahn.

W. E. M. Campbell, Esq.

Major R. J. Carthew, Esq., J.P.

Evelyn Grant Duff, Esq.
Miss Helen Farquhar.
Albert R. Frey, Esq.
Frederick A. Harrison, Esq.
Sir Richard Claverhouse Jebb,

LITT.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,
M.P.

Edgar de Knevett, Esq.
John Edward TaylorLoveday,

Esq., J.P.

Hugh Drummond McEwen,

Leopold G. P. Messenger, Esq.

Henry Clay Miller, Esq.

William Henry Moore, Esq.

Sidney Nathan, Esq., M.D.

Arthur W. Page, Esq.
Robert de Rastafjaell, Esq.

Howard Saunders, Esq.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S.

The Rev. W. G. Searle, M.A.
Edward Snelling, Esq.

Sir Richard Carnac Temple,

Bart., C.I.E.

Alfred Ernest Weightmau,

Esq.
Charles Winter, Esq.

Esq.

It will be seen from the above statement that the losses by

death are above the average : but the elections of new Fellows

have raised the numerical status of the Society to a point

which exceeds that of any preceding year.

As compared with last year the number of Fellows is,

therefore, as follows :

Ordinary. Honorary. Total.

June, 1904 ...... 290. 23 313

Since elected 24 24
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The Reports of the Council and of the Hon. Treasurer

having been adopted, the President handed the Society's

Medal to Dr. Parkes Weber to convey to his father, Sir

Hermann Weber, who through illness was unable to attend

the meeting, and addressed him as follows :

Dr. Parkes Weber, It is a cause of great regret to this

meeting that your father, Sir Hermann Weber, is unable to

be present this evening, and we much deplore the cause of his

absence. I have, however, much pleasure in handing to

you, on behalf of Sir Hermann Weber, the Medal of this

Society, which has been awarded to him by the Council in

recognition of the aid that he has afforded to numismatic

science, especially in the department of the early Greek

coinage.

For upwards of twenty years Sir Hermann has been one

of our body, and during that period we have, on at least four

occasions been indebted to him for important communica-

tions. The five Plates of Rare or Unpublished Greek Coins

that appeared in the Chronicle for 1892 and 1896 give some

idea of the riches of his collection, and his account of

a find of coins of Mende in 1898, and the two Plates of

Archaic coins found in Egypt, accompanied in all cases by
careful descriptions, exhibit a full appreciation of the interest

attaching to such coins. But it is not merely for his

magnificent collection that the medal is awarded to him,

but for the manner in which he has made it subserve to

the advancement of knowledge, and for the assistance that

he has always, with that advancement in view, been willing

to afford to other numismatists. In another manner he has

also forwarded the interests of the Society, by frequently

serving on our Council, and on several occasions by being

one of our Yice-Presidents.

I am sure that all our Fellows will rejoice in this recogni-

tion of his work and abilities, and will join with me in
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expressing a hope that he may long be spared to carry

on his work, and still farther advance numismatic science.

Dr. Parkes Weber replied as follows :

Sir John Evans, I have only to thank the Council and

the Society, in the name of my father, for the great honour

which has been conferred upon him in awarding him the

Medal of the Society.

Unfortunately, owing to illness, he is unable to be present

this evening to receive the Medal in person, and he has,

therefore, asked me to act on his behalf, and to express to

you his sense of the great honour which the Royal Numis-

matic Society has conferred upon him. When he received

Mr. Grueber's letter informing him that the Society's Medal

had been awarded to him, he at first hesitated whether he

would accept it, feeling that his contributions to numismatics

scarcely deserved such a recognition ;
but I am glad that,

in accordance with the wishes of his relations, he set aside

these scruples, and decided to accept the honour which the

Society has conferred upon him. It is a great disappointment

to my father not to be able to be present here this evening

to receive the Medal in person ;
but I shall not fail to convey

to him the flattering terms which accompanied the placing of

the Medal in my hands.

I can only renew my thanks on behalf of my father, and

add that it has been a great pleasure to me to act for him on

this occasion, much as I regret his inability to be present

himself.

The President then delivered the following Address :

In once more addressing the Royal Numismatic Society at

one of its anniversary meetings, I am glad that I may again

congratulate the Fellows on the prosperous condition of our

body, both numerically and financially.
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During the past year we have lost eight of our Ordinary

Fellows by death and three by resignation, making eleven in

all
; while, on the other hand, the Society has elected twenty-

four Fellows, making the total number of the Ordinary Fellows

303, a larger number than has hitherto been recorded.

So far as our finances are concerned our Treasurer shows a

balance in hand of 189 lls. Id., as against 156 19s. lid. at

the corresponding epoch of last year.

Our Meetings have been fully attended, and the communica-

tions made to the Society are, at all events, equal in value

to any of those of previous years. At each of our Meetings

a considerable number of interesting exhibitions have been

made, and the friendly feeling that exists among our Fellows

has been promoted by such exhibitions of courtesy between

them. I trust that in the coming year each Fellow who

is of opinion that he possesses some object that he thinks will

be of interest to the Society will not hesitate to exhibit it.

I believe that one of the circumstances most conducive to the

welfare of the Society is that feeling of confraternal interest

among its Fellows which makes us rejoice in the good fortune

of others, and makes each to feel that his own good success

is far from raising any feeling of envy or bitterness among
those who may not have been so successful in the engrossing

pursuit of collecting.

In addition to the eight Ordinary Fellows who have been

removed from us by death, we have lost two of our Honorary

Fellows.

Of these I must, in the first place, mention M. Anatole de

Barthelemy, Member of the Institute of France (Academie

des Inscriptions), who had been a Member of our body since

1862.

Born at Reims on July 1, 1821, he at an early age

developed a taste for numismatic research, and before he

attained the age of eighteen he was already, in 1838, a

contributor to the Revue Numismatique. From that time up
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to 1904 hardly a year passed without some contribution to the

Revue from his pen. In conjunction with F. de Saulcy and

Eugene Hucher, he edited the Melanges de Numismatique,

and in 1883, with the aid of Schlumberger and Babelon, he

resuscitated the Revue, which, owing to the sad circumstances

of the time, had ceased for some few years to appear. The

range of his knowledge was so wide and his numismatic

essays so numerous, that it is impossible for me here to

recapitulate even a selection from these latter. An appre-

ciative notice from the pen of M. Maurice Prou will be found

in the Revue Numismatique, in which some of de Barthelemy's

principal works are cited. As a personal friend of very

many years' standing I had the highest regard for him, and

it would be hard to conceive a more perfect ideal of an

educated, stately, and courteous French gentleman of the old

school than Anatole de Barthelemy. His death took place

on June 27, 1904.

Another of our Honorary Fellows whom we have lost is

Mr. Frederic William Madden, who for many years took

an active part in the working of the Society. He was

the eldest son of the late Sir Frederic Madden, K.H.,

Keeper of MSS. in the British Museum, and was born at

his father's official residence at the Museum on April 9,

1839. After passing through Merchant Taylors', St. Paul's,

and the Charterhouse Schools, he became an Assistant in

the Department of Antiquities and Coins and Medals in the

British Museum in 1859, remaining in that post until 1868.

He subsequently held various offices in connection with

International Exhibitions, and in 1874 became Secretary

and Librarian to the Brighton College. In 1888 he was

appointed Chief Librarian of the Public Library of that

town, retaining the office until 1902. He was a Member
of the Royal Asiatic Society from 1877, and an Honorary
Member of several American Numismatic and Antiquarian
Societies.
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He was elected into our Society in December, 1858, and

became my colleague as Secretary in 1860, and one of the

joint-editors of the Numismatic Chronicle shortly afterwards,

remaining in office until 1868. Inl896I had the pleasure

of presenting to him the Medal of the Society, and in 1898

his name was added to the list of our Honorary Members.

His communications to the Society were numerous, especially

during the first years of his membership. His first Paper,

read in 1860, was " Which is Right, Brit or Britt on the

New Coinage of 1860?" The answer was in favour of the

latter form.

In the first ten volumes of the New Series of the Chronicle

no less than twenty-four articles appear under his name.

Some few of them relate to Saxon coins, but the bulk of

them are either on Roman or Jewish numismatics. The

most important of the former are accounts of the Wigan
and Due de Blacas collections of the latter, perhaps

that on the coins of the two Revolts of the Jews stands

first.

In the last ten volumes of that Series there are fourteen

Papers either on Jewish or Christian numismatics.

Of his separate publications the following may be men-

tioned : The Handbook of Roman Numismatics, 1861
;

The

History of Jewish Coinage and Money in the Old and New

Testaments, 1864 ; and The Coins of the Jews, 1881. This

last, which forms the second volume of the International

Numismata Orientalia, would alone suffice to establish Mr.

Madden's high reputation as a student of History as illustrated

by coins. He also contributed articles to several Cyclopaedias

and Dictionaries on subjects relating to Jewish and Christian

numismatics.

Of late years, with failing health, he had to resign his post

as Librarian at Brighton, and finally departed this life on

June 20, 1904, within four days of our last Anniversary

Meeting.
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Among the Fellows that during the last twelve months

the Society has lost by death, I must first mention one of our

earliest members, Mr. Jonathan Rashleigh, of Menabilly,

Cornwall, who was elected into our body so long ago as

March 23, 1848. He was born on January 7, 1820, and was

educated at Harrow, afterwards proceeding to Balliol College,

Oxford. Descended from an old Cornish family, he took an

active part in the affairs of that county, of which he was

High Sheriff in 1877. By his marriage with the eldest

daughter of Mr. William Stuart, of Aldenham Abbey, Herts,

he became to a certain extent a Hertfordshire man, and my
intimacy with him thus began.

As already mentioned, he was elected a Member of this

Society in 1848, and in June of that year became a Member

of the Council, Mr. Haggard at that time being President,

Mr. Bergne, Treasurer, Mr. J. Cove Jones and Mr. C. Roach

Smith, Secretaries, and Mr. J. Y. Akerman Foreign Secretary.

He remained a Member of Council for several succeeding

years.

In the Numismatic Chronicle for 1849-1850 (vol. xii.)

appeared a most important paper by Mr. Rashleigh, a " De-

scriptive List of a Collection of Coins of Henry I and Stephen
discovered in Hertfordshire in 1818." To this is appended
a note on two coins of Henry Newburgh, Earl of Warwick,
and on some coins supposed to be Baronial. This excellent

paper, relating to a hoard of nearly 1100 coins, at once

placed Mr. Rashleigh on a high level among English

numismatists.

It was followed in 1850 by a "Brief Notice of the Bute

Collection of Medals and Coins," and by a valuable account

of 41 Some Baronial and other Coins of King Stephen's

Reign." To this latter is appended a list of some forty

coins of Henry I and Stephen found near Dartford, Kent,
in 1826.

Mr. Rashleigh's next communication to the Society was in
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1868, when he gave "An Account of Anglo-Saxon Coins and

Gold and Silver Ornaments found at Trewhiddle, near St.

Austell, Cornwall, A.D. 1774." An account of the hoard had

already been communicated to the Society of Antiquaries in

1788 l
by Mr. Philip Rashleigh, of Menabilly, and the orna-

ments figured, though but one coin, and that of Burgred,

was described. The hoard, however, consisted of at least

114 coins, and among them were specimens from the mints

of Offa, Coenvulf, Beornvulf, Berhtulf, Eanredof Northumber-

land, Ecgbeorht, Ethelvulf, Aethelred I, Alfred, and Arch-

bishop Ceolnoth. A valuable analysis of five other nearly

contemporaneous hoards was appended.

A Paper of the highest importance on the coins of the

Anglo-Saxon and Danish Kings of Northumberland followed

in 1869, and is remarkable for the amount of careful and

judicious research that it displays. It extends over no less

than fifty pages of the Numismatic Chronicle. A short notice

of an unpublished or unique half-crown of Charles I from the

Exeter mint, which I mentioned in my Address of last year,

was printed in the Chronicle for 1903.

This, to the great loss of numismatic science, was the last

Paper that Mr. Rashleigh communicated to the Society, and

the last time that we had the great pleasure of seeing him

at one of our Meetings was in June, 1899, when the Society

so kindly presented me, through his hands, with a medallion

on the occasion of my having completed my fiftieth year as

a Member, and my twenty-fifth year as President of this

Society.

Of his wonderful collection of coins I need hardly

speak, except to say that any information that he could

give with regard to the rarities that it comprised was

always at the disposal of any one really interested in

numismatics.

1

Archxologia, ix. p. 187.
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Besides possessing keen antiquarian tastes, Mr. Rashleigh

was much interested in botany and horticulture, and those

who have visited the gardens at Menabilly must all have

carried away a lasting impression, not only of the almost

tropical climate and the luxuriant vegetation of the spot,

but also of the skill with which these natural advantages

have been utilized by the proprietor of this beautiful domain.

Personally Mr. Rashleigh was the model of a courteous

educated gentleman, and after a friendship now extending

over nearly sixty years, I can hardly express the feeling with

which I contemplate his loss. Mr. Rashleigh died on the

12th of April last.

Ill Mr. John Henry 'James we have lost one who has

been a Member of our body for a period of upwards of

thirty years, inasmuch as he was elected in the year 1873.

He was the third and last surviving son of the late Mr.

William James, of Barrock Park, Cumberland, who represented

that county and the city of Carlisle in Parliament from

1820 to 1847. He was born in September, 1825, and after

passing through Rugby, where he obtained an exhibition,

he entered University College, Oxford, taking his B.A. degree

in 1847 in the First Class of the Final Classical School of

that year. Shortly afterwards he was elected to a Fellowship

at Brasenose College. His subsequent career was that of a

solicitor in London as a member of the firm of Williams

and James. Though immersed in business, he retained a

refined taste for coins and classical literature, and his

collection of English coins, which was dispersed some years

ago, was remarkable for the carefully chosen specimens of

which it was composed. In his later years he was an active

magistrate in the Watford division of Hertfordshire, in which

he resided. He died on the 3rd of October last, and as a

neighbour and close friend for upwards of forty years, I

deeply deplore his loss.

Mr. E. C. Krumbholz joined the Society in 1879, and was
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a frequent attendant at our meetings, at which, from time

to time, he made interesting exhibitions, mainly in connection

with the English series. A short Paper from his pen entitled

" Historical Dollars and the English Shilling," was read in

1886, and is to be found in the Chronicle, 3rd series, vol. vi.

p. 244. He also made some communications on the subject

of the modern French coinage. His death took place in

November of last year.

Mr. Frederic Andrew Inderwick, K.C., F.S.A., one of his

Majesty's Commissioners in Lunacy, was better known as a

distinguished lawyer and a zealous antiquary than as a

numismatist. He had, however, been a Member or Fellow

of our Society since 1892. He was the son of the late A.

Inderwick, R.N., and was born in 1836. For many years

he resided at Winchelsea, and was much interested in its

antiquities and history, and among his published works will

be found The Story of King Edward and New Winchelsea.

The Records of the Inner Temple and The King's Peace must

also be mentioned. He was twice mayor of Winchelsea,

where he was deservedly popular, and for five years repre-

sented the neighbouring town of Rye in Parliament. He
died on the 16th August of last year.

The Rev. Frederick Binley Dickinson, M.A., was the third

and only surviving son of Mr. William Binley Dickinson, of

Macclesfield and Leamington, one of the original Members

of this Society, and the author of numerous Papers both in

the First and in the New Series of the Chronicle. The son

joined this Society in 1888, and only last year presented

to us two most interesting and valuable books one of them

of autographs of many of the early Members of the Society,

and the other a volume of portraits of eminent collectors

of coins and writers on numismatic subjects. The autographs

were mainly collected and illustrated heraldically by the

late Mr. Benjamin Nightingale, who also formed the collection

of portraits. On his death they became the property of Mr.
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W. B. Dickinson, by whom they were passed on to our late

Fellow, who took a keen interest in all numismatic studies.

He was born in 1832, and on retiring from active clerical

work he settled at Ottery St. Mary, Devon, of which county

he was a Justice of the Peace. After a long illness he died

on December 20, 1904.

Our other three deceased Fellows, Dr. Henry A. Allbutt,

Mr. Alfred C. Cronin, F.S.A., and Mr. Reuben Cull, joined

our Society in comparatively recent years, and did not make

any communications to us. We much regret that they were

not Members of our body for longer periods.

I must now for a short time direct your attention to the

various subjects that have been brought before the Society

during the past year. As usual, they have in a very

great degree related either to the coinage of Britain or

to coins preserved in collections within the United

Kingdom.
In Greek numismatics, Mr. Wroth, as so often in previous

years, has given us an account of the more important recent

accessions to the National Collection in the British Museum.

The Greek coins acquired during 1903 are slightly less nume-

rous than those in the previous year, being 541 in number as

against 543 in 1902. Among them is a quadrans of Graxa

in Calabria, presented by our Vice-President, Sir Henry H.

Howorth. But little is known of the coinage of this town,

or, indeed, of the town itself. Its coins in former times

were erroneously attributed to Graviscae in Etruria. A fine

example of the silver coins of Thurium was also presented

by Sir Henry Howorth.

One of the most remarkable acquisitions is a tetradrachm

of Alexander Bala of Syria and his wife Cleopatra Thea,

of which but one other example, in the Brera collection at

Milan, is at present known. The jugate busts of the king
and queen are delicately executed, and her clever features

seem to justify the action of two other Kings of Syria,

c
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Demetrius II. and Antiochus Sidetes, who successively had

her to wife.

The type of the reverse of a bronze coin of Philip the

Younger, struck at Diocaesarea in Cilicia, is worthy of

notice, inasmuch as it represents a winged thunderbolt placed

on the seat of a throne with two arms. A thunderbolt

occupies an analogous position on coins of the tetrapolis of

Seleucis and Pieria in Syria. Mr. Wroth points out that

Appian records that the people of Seleucia in his day, say

A.D. 150, worshipped the thunderbolt and sang hymns to it.

Some coins of Delphi, with a pellet within a circle on the

reverse, are of interest, and seem to refer to Delphi as the

omplialos of the world. An early coin of Proconnesus may
also be mentioned, but the whole series shows many points

of individual interest.

A Paper on " Some Athenian Problems "
by Mr. Earle

Fox raises some difficult questions as to the probability of

the early bronze coinage of Athens being merely money of

necessity, representing the silver coinage. The acceptance

of this view, in favour of which weighty arguments may be

raised, leads to far-reaching conclusions, which seem to

involve the reconsideration of the chronological arrangement

of some of the Athenian bronze coins.

An interesting Paper on a stele from Abonuteichos from

the pen of our Honorary Fellow, M. Theodore Reinach, will

appear in the forthcoming number of the Chronicle. The

small town of Abonuteichos, on the coast of Paphlagonia, is

but little known in history, though its name was in the time

of the Antonines changed, under the false prophet Alexander,

into lonopolis. A single coin of the town struck during

the pre-Roman period is known, which is now in the Bodleian

collection at Oxford. Its types are connected with the

worship of Zeus, and it seems possible that the monogram
on this coin may give the name of Kriton, who appears

from the inscription on the stele to have been the father
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of the chief priest of Zeus Poarinos in the days of Mithra-

dates Euergetes or Philopator.

A Paper by Prof. Rapson on " Ancient Silver Coins from

Baluchistan" relates mainly to coins of the Seleucid kings

of Syria, and to those of the Greek kings of Bactria and

their imitations, though coins of later date are incidentally

mentioned. Actual coins of the three first Antiochi are

described, but no little interest attaches to the barbarous

imitations of them struck in Western Asia. Coins of

Bactrian kings, from Demetrius to Eucratides, have also

been found in Baluchistan, and their native imitations, as

Prof. Rapson remarks, present some analogies with the

debased representations of the Macedonian Philippus struck

by the Ancient Britons.

Some rare and interesting coins of Crete have been

exhibited to us by Dr. Arthur Evans.

In Roman numismatics we have had several Papers,

some of them of considerable importance. Our Secretary,

Mr. Grueber, dealing principally with coins in the National

Collection, has favoured us with a valuable dissertation on

the Roman Bronze Coinage from B.C. 45-3. In discussing

the dates of some of the Family Coins, the chronology of the

late Count de Salis has been adopted in preference to that

of our Honorary Fellow, M. Babelon. The districts in which

the coins that form the basis of this essay were struck are

Sicily, Africa, Spain, Gaul, the East (including Greece and

Asia Minor), and the Cyrenai'ca ;
but they are mainly con-

sidered in their relation to the bronze money struck in Rome
itself. The order in which these practically extraneous coins

are discussed is, (1) the East
; (2) Spain ;

and (3) Gaul.

The bronze coinage of the Roman mint, from those struck

" Consule Planco "
in B.C. 45 onwards, is fully considered,

and among other matters it is pointed out that under

Augustus the sestertius and dupondius were struck from

orichalcum or yellow brass, while the as and its subdivision,
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the quadrans, were of copper without alloy. Mr. Grueber

points out that in designating such coins as "
large,"

"
second,"

or "third" brass, we entirely lose sight of their relative

current values, the dupondius and the as being both classed,

notwithstanding their great difference in value, the one

being worth the double of the other, as "second" brass.

The whole Paper will require careful study by those who

wish thoroughly to understand the Roman coinage of the

latter half of the first century B.C. A valuable table of

analyses by Prof. Gowland is appended to the Paper.

In a Paper on " Rare or Unpublished Coins of Carausius
"

I have discussed twenty-six specimens of this character,

some of them being of considerable interest. I need only

mention the Legionary coins, some of which appear to bear

original types, while others are more probably merely imita-

tions of those of previous emperors, such as Gallienus. The

coin reading IMP . C M AV M CARAVSIVS P F AVG

taken in conjunction with other specimens and a lapidary

inscription found at Carlisle, goes far to prove that the

name Valerianus ascribed by Stukeley to Carausius, is purely

imaginary. Though I have brought forward this contention

as my own, I must mention that I had been anticipated by

M. Mowat so long ago as 1896.

The mint of Heraclea in Thrace during the Constantine

Period has been the subject of another of the exhaustive

articles by M. Jules Maurice, relating to the Roman mints

of that time. In this Paper he traces no less than nine

separate issues from this mint, each issue comprising from

one to seven series, thus giving ample means of classification

of the coins concerned. M. Maurice's Papers are unfortu-

nately dispersed over a large number of numismatic periodicals,

which have appeared in Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Milan, and

London. Should they ever be brought together, they will

form an invaluable Handbook of the Coinage of the Con-

stantine Period. The section relating to Heraclea will
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appear in the forthcoming number of the Numismatic

Chronicle.

The only other Paper on Roman numismatics to which I

need refer is a short memoir by Mr. Percy Webb on Fausta

N.F. and other coins, including those of Helena.

On the Anglo-Saxon coinage little has been written, but a

valuable and suggestive Paper by Mr. Carlyon-Britton on

Eadward the Confessor and his coins has now been printed.

After an historical sketch in which he relates the principal

events of the reigns of Aethelred, Harthacnut, Harold, and

Eadward, he proceeds to the consideration of the types of the

coins struck under Eadward. By eliminating the " mules "

he reduces the number of types to eleven, and in an appended

table suggests the dates and duration of each. In the earlier

part of the reign a type is regarded as having lasted for a

period of three years, and in the later part of the reign,

after the abolition of the Dane-gelt, of two years.

Many varieties of the types are described, and the mules

with the obverse of one type and the reverse of another are

brought, as they should be, into requisition as furnishing

evidence of the succession of the types. The suggestion that

such mules were issued between Michaelmas and Christmas

in the years when the change of type was made in order to

preserve a record of sequence, may be regarded as open to

question, but this matter is of minor importance. Another

suggestion that the PACX on the coins refers to the treaty or

pact by which Harold was named as the successor to the

throne of Eadward must also be duly considered. The Paper
will appear in the forthcoming Part of the Chronicle, and will

be welcomed by all collectors of Saxon coins.

The immediately succeeding period of William I and

William II has been illustrated by the important Paper by
the late Mr. Frederick Spicer to which I referred in my last

Anniversary Address. After a consideration of various hoards

in which the coins of the Williams predominated, he enters
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into the consideration of the different types and their suc-

cession. Of these, he assigns seven, including the PACX type,

to the Conqueror and five to Rufus. The PACX inscription,

he suggests, relates to the "
King's Peace," and any one

conversant with the documents of the time will agree that

the "Pax Domini Regis" was a most important factor in

legislation and of a wide-spreading interpretation. It is

impossible here to enter into the details of Mr. Spicer's

arrangement of the series, but the Paper is well worthy of

study, and will be found replete with historical research.

Appended is a Table of the Mints, Moneyers, and Types of

coins of William I and II arranged under the Nos. of

Hawkins. Though no doubt incomplete, the thirty-two pages

which have been devoted to it will be found to contain

an immense amount of useful information, and will cause

a deep feeling of regret that its compiler was not longer

spared to place a finishing touch upon his work.

Mr. Hocking has also favoured us with a short Paper on

some coins of William II in the collection of the Royal Mint,

and showed that in one instance the moneyer's name was

altered on the die after it had been engraved.

Mr. Stewart A. MacDowall has given us an account of a

small hoard of coins of the succeeding reign of Henry I

recently found at Lowestoft. They are from various mints,

but all of the types of Hawkins, Nos. 255 and 262.

Coming down to the days of the first Edwards, we have

an interesting Paper on a hoard of Edward Pennies found at

Lochmaben, Dumfriesshire, from the pen of Mr. George

Macdonald. In the hoard there were about 480 pieces in

all, including about a dozen foreign sterlings. Mr. Macdonald

enters into an interesting discussion as to the attribution of

the coins among the first three Edwards, and comes to the

conclusion that the QDW R8X pennies that were present, as

well as the QDW R coins, some 155, were struck under

Edward I. The QDWfi R and flDWfiR R coins, 258 in
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number, are probably of Edward II, and the earliest date

of the deposit of the hoard may be fixed to the last years of

Edward II, or possibly to the first years of Edward III.

While congratulating the author on the position to which

he has recently been appointed in the Scottish Education

Department, we may express a hope that amongst his official

duties he may still find time to continue those numismatic

researches his devotion to which has placed him so high

among the students of our science.

On the coinage of Henry IY, both in gold and silver,

Mr. Walters has given us an exhaustive Paper. He suggests

the probability of the. issues of some of his earlier years,

especially in silver, having been made with dies still retaining

the image and superscription of Richard II, and instances

especially a groat apparently of that monarch, but bearing

upon the breast of the obverse type a crescent which is one

of the badges of Henry IV. In contravention of the view

of Mr. L. A. Lawrence he maintains that the chroniclers of

the period are right in their statement as to the date when

the weight of all the coins was lowered. This contention

is, moreover, strengthened by means of the records as to the

amount of bullion coined in each year of Henry's reign.

Possibly the difference of opinion between the two antagonists

may have been accentuated by the one having confined

himself principally to the silver coinage, while the other

relied on the evidence of both the silver and the gold.

A find of coins near Oswestry forms the subject of a Paper

by Mr. R. Lloyd Kenyon. The constituent pieces range
from the time of Henry VIII until towards the close of the

reign of Charles I. Rather more than 400 coins were

present in the hoard, of which five were of gold of the reigns

of James I and Charles I. The earliest coins present were

much worn, but among those of Elizabeth nearly every mint-

mark of her reign was represented. Altogether it would

seem that the currency of about 1643 was of a very
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miscellaneous character, comprising coins of nearly a century

old mixed with about 25 per cent, struck within twenty years

of the date of the deposit. The large hoard found in 1905

at East Worlington, Devonshire, and described by Mr. Grueber,

exhibited much the same phenomena.

Mr. Grueber has given us some account of William Hole

or Holle, who was cuneator at the Tower mint in 1618, but

is not mentioned by Ruding. He seems to have been

succeeded by Nicholas Briot, and may have been much

concerned with the changes in the designs of the coinage at

the end of the reign of James I and the beginning of that of

Charles I. Our diligent Secretary has also given us an

account of an unpublished gold half-unicorn in the collection

of the Marquis of Bute.

Dr. Philip Nelson has supplied us with an interesting

notice of a plumbago mould for the fabrication of coins

of Henry VII. The material is one more frequently employed

for crucibles than for moulds, but is well susceptible of being

heated so as to avoid any tendency to chill the molten metal

when being poured into the mould. Immediately following

this note is one by Mr. Frederick A. Walters on a genuine

open crown groat of Henry VII with the mint-mark of the

lis and rose dimidiated. This mint-mark appears to be

unpublished, but possibly it has been confounded in other

instances with the better-known mint-mark of the lis upon

a rose.

Mr. Hewlett has communicated to us the first of a valuable

series of essays on the Anglo-Gallic Series, which of late years

has not received the attention that it deserves. The Paper

treats of the coins from Henry II to Edward I and the

writer suggests some modifications in the views of earlier

authors. The extensive coinage he divides into various

classes, in accordance with their dates of issue and the

districts in which they were struck. Some account is also

given of the towns in which mints were established.
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Some lighter notes of my own may also be mentioned.

One of them related to the ostrich-head mint-mark upon

one of the coinages of Edward VI, which appears to be

connected with Sir Edmund Peckham, High Treasurer of

the Mint from Henry VIII to Elizabeth. The bird's head,

however, forms no part of his arms or crest, and it was

suggested that it might be a badge bearing a punning

allusion to the name of the family.

The other paper related to "A Numismatic Question

raised by Shakespeare," and in it I attempted to explain

the manner in which Master Slender could lose seven groats

(or two shillings and fourpence) in mill sixpences, with what

success I leave others to judge.

I must now briefly call attention to some of the more

important numismatic books that have been published during

the past twelve months.

Among these is the twenty-fourth volume of the Catalogue

of the Greek coins in the British Museum. It relates to the

coins of Cyprus, and has been compiled by Mr. G. F. Hill,

and bearing the imprimatur of Dr. B. V. Head upon it. A
valuable introduction of 144 pages is prefixed to the work

as well as a detailed map, and among other matters discussed

is the question of a ring-money currency. The weights,

however, of the specimens that have been examined do not

present evidence of any definite system of graduation. As
is well known, the Cypriote system of signs is on the whole

syllabic rather than alphabetic. It is to be regretted that

the tables of the variety of signs in use at the different

mint cities are not more boldly rendered. One would gladly

have seen these characters throw some light on the mysterious

inscribed tablets of Knossos in Crete, but the interval in

time between the two sets of characters places any accordance

in an impossible light. As to the coins themselves, the book

must be consulted. Looking, however, at the number of

specimens and their state of preservation, it would appear
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that the British Museum may fairly stand a comparison with

those of either France or Germany.
The medals of the Italian engravers have during the past

year attracted much observation, but certainly not more than

they deserve.

Some interesting articles upon them from the pen of Lord

Egerton of Tatton have appeared in the Monthly Eeview.

Italian Medals, by Cornelius von Fabriczy, has been trans-

lated into English by Mrs. Gustavus Hamilton, and has been

published by Duckworth, and the work is interesting, and

the translation from the German, on the whole, satisfactory.

In France, Natalis Rondot has brought out a work on

Les Medailleurs et les Graveurs de Monnaies, Jetons, et

Medailles en France, which has already been noticed in the

pages of the Chronicle.

Mr. Charles Stainer, a Fellow of the Society, has written

on the Oxford Silver Pennies from A.D. 925-1270. The book

is issued by the Oxford Historical Society, and forms one

of the series of its useful publications. The coins described

extend from the reign of Aethelstan to that of Henry III,

the mint at Oxford evidently ceasing operations soon after

the introduction of the "long-cross" pennies in 1248. As

complete a series as possible is given by Mr. Stainer, who,

besides having examined both public and private collections in

England and Scotland, has visited the Museums at Stockholm,

Christiania, and Copenhagen. In this respect the work is

excellent. Mr. Stainer has questioned the attribution of

the "Orsnaforda" coins of Alfred to Oxford. He thinks

they are Norse or Danish, and were issued in the North,

and not in the South-West. In consequence he has excluded

the description of this series. He seems to have been chiefly

influenced by what he thinks to be the evidence of the large

hoard found at Cuerdale near Preston. Mr. Stainer would

like also to include among Danish coins the so-called "pall"

pennies of Alfred, as well as those with the legend REX DORO
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(Doroberniae). These re-attributions are, at first sight, some-

what startling, and it will be interesting to see what those

numismatists who have given attention to the early English

coins may have to say upon this subject.

In my own opinion, though many of the Cuerdale coins

are Danish imitations, yet Saxon originals exist. I may add

that in the same manner as on the coins of the Conqueror it

is hard to distinguish between the P and the F or W, so on

these coins of Alfred the R may be merely a variant of a K,

so that the legend would be OKSNAFORDA, which can hardly

designate any other place than Oxford. This view is cor-

roborated by the fact tl^at some specimens ignore the R and

read OHSNAFORDA.

The Trustees of the British Museum have issued two

further series of plates of the Medallic Illustrations of British

History, which carry us down to nearly the end of the reign

of Charles I. I need hardly say that the plates are excellent.

In conclusion, I have only to thank you for the kind

attention with which you have listened to this Address, and

to express a hope, in which you will all join, that the Royal
Numismatic Society may go on and prosper.

A vote of thanks to the President for his Address having

been moved by Mr. W. C. Boyd, and seconded by the Rev.

Alfred W. Hands, the meeting proceeded to ballot for the

Council and Officers for the ensuing year, when the following

were elected :

President.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., Sc.D.,

F.R.S., F.S.A., F.G.S.

Vice-Presiden ts.

SIR HENRY H. HOWORTH, K.C.I.E., F.R.S., F.S.A.

HORACE W. MONCKTON, ESQ., F.L.S., F.G.S.
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Treasurer.

W. C. BOYD, ESQ.

Secretaries.

HERBERT A. GRUEBER, ESQ., F.S.A.

PROP. EDWARD J. RAPSON, M.A., M.R.A.S.

Foreign Secretary.

BARCLAY VINCENT HEAD, ESQ., D.LITT., D.C.L.j PH.D.

Librarian.

OLIVER CODRINGTON, ESQ., M.D., F.S.A.

Members of the Council.

LADY EVANS, M.A.

LORD GRANTLEY, F.S.A.

REV. ALFRED W. HANDS.

LIONEL M. HEWLETT, ESQ.

GEORGE FRANCIS HILL, ESQ., M.A.

SIR AUGUSTUS PREVOST, BART., F.S.A.

F. G. HILTON PRICE, ESQ., D.S.A., F.G.S.

FREDERICK A. WALTERS, ESQ., F.S.A.

PERCY H. WEBB, ESQ.

SIR HERMANN WEBER, M.D.
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1904 BURTON, EEV. EDWIN, St. Edmund's College, Old Hall, Ware,

1900 BUSHELL, STEPHEN W., ESQ., M.D., C.M.G., Eavensholt,.
Mount Park, Harrow.

1878 *BUTTERY, W., ESQ. (address not known).

1904 CAHN, DR. JULIUS, Niedenau, 55, Frankfurt-am-Main,,

Germany.
1886 CALDECOTT, J. B., ESQ., Wallfields, Hertford.

1904 CAMPBELL, W. E. M., ESQ., Allahabad Club, Allahabad,.
United Provinces, India.

1894 CARLYON-BRITTON, P. W. P., ESQ., D.L., J.P., F.S.A., 14 V

Oakwood Court, Kensington, W.
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1898 CARNEGIE, MAJOR D. LINDSAY, 6, Playfair Terrace, St.

Andrews, N.B.

1905 CARTHEW, MAJOR E. J., J.P., Woodbridge Abbey, Suffolk.

1886 CHURCHILL, WM. S., ESQ., 102, Birch Lane, Manchester.

1884 *CLARK, JOSEPH, ESQ., 5, Grosvenor Gardens, Muswell Hill,

N.W.

1905 CLARKE, Miss EDITH CORNELIA, 1, West Eighty-First Street,
New York, U.S.A.

1890 CLARKE, CAPT. J. E. PLOMER, Welton Place, near Daventry,
Northamptonshire.

1891 *CLAUSON, ALBERT CHARLES, ESQ., Hawkshead House, Hat-

field, Herts.

1890 CLERK, MAJOR-GEN. M. G., Bengal Army, c/o Messrs. H. S,

King & Co., 9, Pall Mall, S.W.

1903 CLULOW, GEORGE, ESQ., 51, Belsize Avenue, Hampstead,
N.W.

1886 CODRINGTON, OLIVER, ESQ., M.D., F.S.A., M.E.A.S., 12,

Victoria Eoad, Clapham Common, Librarian.

1895 COOPER, JOHN, ESQ., Beckfoot, Longsight, Manchester.

1902 COVERNTON, J. G., ESQ., M.A., 18, Queen's Gardens, Poona,
India.

1874 CREEKE, MAJOR ANTHONY BUCK, Westwood, Burnley.

1886 *CROMPTON-EOBERTS, CHAS. M., ESQ., 52, Mount Street, W.
1900 fCRONiN, ALFRED C., ESQ., F.S.A., 25, Kensington Palace

Mansions, De Vere Gardens, W.

1884 DAMES, M. LONGWORTH, ESQ., M.E.A.S., Alegria, Enfield,
Middlesex.

1900 DATTARI, SIGNOR GIOVANNI, Cairo, Egypt.

1891 DAUGLISH, A. W., ESQ., Stanmore, Foxley Lane, Purley.

1902 DAVEY, EDWARD CHARLES, ESQ., 10, Sion View, Wells Eoad,
Bath.

1878 DAVIDSON, J. L. STRACHAN, ESQ., M.A., Balliol College,
Oxford.

1884 DAVIS, WALTER, ESQ., 219, Moseley Eoad, Birmingham.

1898 DAVIS, WILLIAM JOHN, ESQ., Erceldeane, Wake Green Eoad,
Moseley, Birmingham.

1888 DAWSON, G. J. CROSBIE, ESQ., M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S., F.S.S.,

May Place, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

1897 DAY, EGBERT, ESQ., F.S.A., M.E.I.A., Myrtle Hill House,
Cork.

1886 *DEWICK, EEV. E. S., M.A., F.S.A., 26, Oxford Square, Hyde
Park, W.
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1889 DIMSDALE, JOHN, ESQ., c/o T. Mercier, Esq., Northwick

Lodge, Harrow, Middlesex.

1868 DOUGLAS, CAPTAIN K. J. H., Junior United Service Club,
Charles Street, St. James's, S.W.

1905 EGGER, HERE ARMIN, 7, Operaring, Vienna.

1893 ELLIOTT, E. A., ESQ., 16, Belsize Grove, Hampstead, N.W.

1904 ELLISON-MACARTNEY, ET. HON. WILLIAM, The BoyaJ Mint, E.

1895 ELY, TALFOURD, ESQ., M.A., D.Litt., F.S.A., 3, Hove Park

Gardens, Hove, Brighton.

1888 ENGEL, M. ARTHUR, 66, Eue de 1'Assomption, Paris.

1872 EVANS, ARTHUR J., ESQ., M.A., D.Litt., LL.D., F.R.S.,

V.P.S.A., Corr. de 1'Inst., Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

1849 EVANS, SIR JOHN, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., Sc.D., F.E.S.,

F.S.A., Corr. de 1'Inst., Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstead,.
President.

1892 *EVANS, LADY, M.A., Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstead.

1861 EVANS, SEBASTIAN, ESQ., LL.D., Abbots Barton, Canterbury.

1904 *FARQUHAR, Miss HELEN, 11 Belgrave Square, S.W.

1886 FAY, DUDLEY B., ESQ., 53, State Street, Boston, Mass.,
U.S.A.

1902 FENTIMAN, HARRY, ESQ., Murray House, Murray Eoad, Ealing
Park, W.

1901 FLETCHER, LIONEL LAWFORD, ESQ., Norwood Lodge, Tup-
wood, Caterham.

1898 FORRER, L., ESQ., 11, Hammelton Eoad, Bromley.

1894 *FOSTER, JOHN ARMSTRONG, ESQ., F.Z.S., Chestwood, near

Barnstaple.

1891 *Fox, H. B. EARLE, ESQ., 37, Markham Square, S.W.

1903 Fox, HENRY ELLIOTT, ESQ., Jeune House, Salisbury.

1905 FRANCKLIN, EDWARD, ESQ., 12, Southwick Street, W.

1868 FRENTZEL, EUDOLPH, ESQ., 96, Upper Osbaldeston Eoad,.
Stoke Newington, N.

1882 *FRESHFIELD, EDWIN, ESQ., LL.D., F.S.A., New Bank
Buildings, 31, Old Jewry, E.G.

1905 FREY, ALBERT E., ESQ., 673, Greene Avenue, Brooklyn, New
York, U.S.A.

1896 *FRY, CLAUDE BASIL, ESQ., Howcroft, Stoke Bishop,,
Bristol.

1897 GANS, LEOPOLD, ESQ., 207, Madison Street, Chicago. U.S.Ac
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1871 GARDNER, PROF. PERCY, Litt.D., F.S.A., 12, Canterbury Road,.

Oxford.

1889 GARSIDE, HENRY, ESQ., Burnley Road, Accrington.

1904 GOLDNEY, FRANCIS BENNETT, ESQ., F.S.A., Abbots Barton,

Canterbury.
1894 GOODACRE, H., ESQ., The Court, Ullesthorpe, Rugby.

1885 GOSSET, MAJOR-GEN. MATTHEW W. E., C.B., Westgate House,

Dedharn, Essex.

1899 GOWLAXD, PROF. WILLIAM, F.I.C., M.C.S., F.S.A., 13,

Russell Road, Kensington, W.

1904 GRAHAM, T. HENRY BOILEAU, ESQ., Edmund Castle, Carlisle.

1905 GRANT DUFF, EVELYN, ESQ., British Legation, Teheran, Persia.

1891 *GRANTLEY, LORD, F.S.A., Oakley Hall, Cirencester.

1865 GREENWELL, REV. CANON W., M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A., Durham.

1903 GRIFFITH, FRANK LB., ESQ., M.A., F.S.A., Riversvale, Ashton-

under-Lyne.

1894 GRISSELL, HARTWELL D., ESQ., M.A., F.S.A., 60, High
Street, Oxford.

1871 GRUEBER, HERBERT A., ESQ., F.S.A., Assistant-Keeper of

Coins, British Museum, Hon. Secretary.

1899 HALL, HENRY PLATT, ESQ., Toravon, Werneth, Oldham.

1898 HANDS, REV. ALFRED W., Wanstead, Essex.

1904 HARRIS, EDWARD BOSWORTH, ESQ., 5, Sussex Place, Regent's
Park, N.W.

1904 HARRISON, FREDERICK A., ESQ., 101, Highbury Quadrant,
Highbury, N.

1903 HASLUCK, F. W., ESQ., The Wilderness, Southgate, N.

1902 HAVERFIELD, FRANCIS J., ESQ., M.A., F.S.A., Christ Church,
Oxford.

1864 HEAD, BARCLAY VINCENT, ESQ., D.Litt., D.C.L., Ph.D., Corr.

de I'lnst., Keeper of Coins, British Museum, Foreign
Secretary.

1886 *HENDERSON, JAMES STEWART, ESQ., F.R.G.S., M.R.S.L.,
M.C.P., 1, Pond Street, Hampstead, N.

1901 "HENDERSON, REV. COOPER K., M.A., 67, West Kensington
Mansions, Beaumont Crescent, W.

1892 HEWITT, RICHARD, ESQ., 28, Westbourne Gardens, W.
1900 HEWLETT, LIONEL M., ESQ., Parkside, Harrow-on-the-Hill,

Middlesex.

1880 HEYWOOD, NATHAN, ESQ'., 3, Mount Street, Manchester.

1903 HIGGINS, FRANK C., ESQ., 78, Rue Richelieu, Paris.

1893 HILBERS, THE YEN. G. C., St. Thomas's Rectory, Haverford-
west.
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1898 HILL, CHARLES WILSON, ESQ. (address not known).

1893 HILL, GEORGE FRANCIS, ESQ., M.A., British Museuir.

1873 HOBLYN, RICHARD A., ESQ., F.S.A., 30, Abbey Road, St.

John's Wood, N.W.

1898 HOCKING, WILLIAM JOHN, ESQ., 1, Royal Mint, E.

1895 HODGE, EDWARD G., ESQ., F.S.A., 13, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.
1895 HODGE, THOMAS, ESQ., 13, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

1889 fHoDGES, GEORGE, ESQ., Thornbury, Gloucestershire.

1877 HODGKIN, T., ESQ., D.C.L., F.S.A., Barmoor Castle, Beal,
Northumberland.

1878 HOWORTH, SIR HENRY H., K.C.I.E., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

30, Collingham Place, Earl's Court, S.W., Vice-President.

1883 HUBBARD, WALTER R., ESQ., 6, Broomhill Avenue, Partick,

Glasgow.
1885 HUGEL, BARON F. VON, 13, Vicarage Gate, Kensington, W.

1897 HUTH, REGINALD, ESQ., 32, Phillimore Gardens, Kensington,W.

1904 fJEBB, SIR RICHARD CLAVERHOUSE, Litt.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,
M.P., Springfield, Cambridge.

1879 *JEX-BLAKE, THE VERY REV. T. W., D.D., F.S.A., Deanery,
Wells.

1880 fJoHNSTON, J. M. C., ESQ., 3, Knaresboro' Place, Cromwell
Road, S.W.

1898 JONAS, MAURICE, ESQ., 9, Drapers' Gardens, E.C.

1902 JONES, E. ALFRED, ESQ., Junior Conservative Club, Albemarle

Street, W.
^ 843 JONES, JAMES COVE, ESQ., F.S.A., Loxley, Wellesbourne*

Warwick.

1873 KEARY, CHARLES FRANCIS, ESQ., M.A., F.S.A., Savile Club,

Piccadilly, W.
1874 *KENYON, R. LLOYD, ESQ., M.A., Pradoe, West Felton, Salop.

1884 KING, PROF. L. WHITE, C.S.I., F.S.A., Roebuck Hall,
Co. Dublin, Ireland.

1891 KIRKALDY, JAMES, ESQ., Park House, Hendon Lane, Finchley,
N.

1876 KITCHENER, GENERAL VISCOUNT, OF KHARTOUM, G.C.B.,

K.C.M.G., O.M., c/o Messrs. Cox & Co., Charing Cross,
S.WT .

1884 *KiTt, THOS. W., ESQ., Snowdon, Woodbridge Road, Guildford.

1904 KNEVETT, EDGAR DE, ESQ., 36, Guilford Street, Russel

Square, W.C.

1901 KOZMINSKY, ISIDORE, ESQ., Langport Villa, 43, Robe Street

St. Kilda, Victoria, Australia.
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1883 *LAGERBERG, M. ADAM MAGNUS EMANUEL, Chamberlain
of H.M. the King of Sweden, Director of the Numis-
matic Department, Museum, Gottenburg, and Eada,
Sweden.

1901 LAMBERT, HORACE, ESQ., Norgrave Buildings, 59A, Bishops-

gate Street Within, E.G.

1888 *LAMBROS, M. J. P., Athens, Greece.

1871 *LANG, SIR ROBERT HAMILTON, The Grove, Dedham, Essex.

1900 LANGTON, H. NEVILLE S., ESQ., 62, Harley Street, W.
1898 LAVER, PHILIP G., ESQ., M.R.C.S., Head Street, Colchester.

1899 LAWES-WlTTEWRONGE, SlR CHARLES BfiNNET, BART., The
Studio, Chelsea Gardens, S.W.

1877 LAWRENCE, F. G., ESQ., Birchfield, Mulgrave Road, Sutton,

Surrey.

1885 ''LAWRENCE, L. A., ESQ., 51, Belsize Park, N.W.

1883 *LAWHENCE, RICHARD HOE,.ESQ., 15, Wall Street, New York.

1871 *LAWSON, ALFRED J., ESQ., Smyrna.
1893 LESLIE-ELLIS, LiEUT.-CoL. HENRY, D.L., F.S.A., F.R.G.S.,

Magherymore, Wicklow.

1892 LEWIS, PROF. BUNNELL, M.A., F.S.A., Queen's College, Cork.

1862 LINCOLN, FREDERICK W., ESQ., 69, New Oxford Street, W.C.

1900 LINCOLN, FREDERICK W., ESQ., JUN., 69, New Oxford Street,
W.C.

1904 LOFTING, HUGH JOHN, ESQ., Mount St. Mary's, Ealing, W.
1904 LOVEDAY, JOHN E. T., ESQ., J.P., Williamscote, Banbury.
1887 Low, LYMAN H., ESQ., 36, West 126th Street, New York,

U.S.A.

1893 LUND, H. M., ESQ., Waitara, Taxanaki, New Zealand.

1903 LYDDON, FREDERICK STICKLAND, ESQ., Nore House, Portishead,
Somerset.

1885 *LYELL, ARTHUR HENRY, EsQ.,F.S.A., 9, Cranley Gardens, S.W.

1895 MACDONALD, GEO., ESQ., M.A., 17, Learmouth Gardens,

Edinburgh.

1901 MACFADYEN, FRANK E., ESQ., 24, Grosvenor Place, Newcastle-

on-Tyne.

1887 fMACKERELL, C. E., ESQ., Dunningley, Balham Hill, S.W.

1895 MARSH, WM. E., ESQ., Marston, Bromley, Kent.

3897 MARTIN, A. TRICE, ESQ., M.A., F.S.A., The School House,
Bath College, Bath.

1903 MARTIN, T. COWPER, ESQ., 44, White Ladies Road, Clifton,

Bristol.

1897 MASSY, COL. W. J., 96, Oakley Street, Chelsea, S.W.
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1880 *MAUDE, REV. S., The Vicarage, Hockley, Essex.

1905 MAVROGORDATO, J., ESQ., 2, Fourth Avenue Mansions, Hove.

1901 McDowALL, STEWART A., ESQ., Christian College, Madras,
India.

1905 McEwEN, HUGH DRUMMOND, ESQ., 24, Lanier Eoad, Lewisham,
S.E.

1868 MCLACHLAN, B. W., ESQ., 55, St. Monique Street, Montreal,
Canada.

1905 MESSENGER, LEOPOLD G. P., ESQ., 30, Oakford Road, Lady
Somerset Road, N.W.

1905 MILLER, HENRY CLAY, ESQ., 35, Broad Street, New York,
U.S.A.

1897 MILNE, J. GRAFTON, ESQ., M.A., Duncroft, Linden Gardens,
Leatherhead, Surrey.

1895 MINTO, JOHN, ESQ., The Chief Librarian, Brighton Public

Library, Church Street, Brighton.

1898 *MONCKTON, HORACE W., ESQ., F.L.S., F.G.S., 3, Harcourt.

Buildings, Temple, E.G., Vice-President.

1888 MONTAGUE, L. A. D., ESQ., Penton, near Crediton, Devon.

1905 MOORE, WILLIAM HENRY, ESQ., Bayley Mansions, Bayley
Street, W.C.

1879 MORRIESON, LT.-COL. H. WALTERS, R.A., 42, Beaufort

Gardens, S.W.

1904 MOULD, RICHARD W., ESQ., Newington Public Library,
Walworth Road, S.E.

1894 MURPHY, WALTER ELLIOT, ESQ., 17, Longridge Road, Earl's.

Court, S.W.

1900 *MYLNE, REV. ROBERT SCOTT, M.A., B.C.L., F.S.A., Great

Amwell, Herts.

1893 NAPIER, PROF. A. S., M.A., D.Litt., Ph.D., Headington Hill,

Oxford.

1905 NATHAN, SIDNEY, ESQ., M.D., 50, Harrington Gardens, S.W.

1864 NECK, J. F.,EsQ., c/o Messrs. F. W. Lincoln, 69, New Oxford

Street, W.C.
1880 NELSON, RALPH, ESQ., 55, North Bondgate, Bishop Auckland.

1891 NERVEGNA, M. G., Brindisi, Italy.

1905 NEWALL, HUGH FRANK, ESQ., M.A., Madingley Rise, Cam-

bridge.

1903 NEWALL, WILLIAM, ESQ., Red Heath, Croxley Green, R.S.O.,
Herts.

1905 NEWELL, E. T., ESQ., 370 "White," Yale College, Newhaven,
Connecticut, U.S.A.

1904 NORFOLK, DUKE OF, E.M., K.G., Arundel Castle, Arundel.

1904 NORTHUMBERLAND, DUKE OF, K.G., 2, Grosvenor Place, S.W.
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1898 OGDEN, W. SHARP, ESQ., Hill View, Danes Road, Rusholme,
Manchester.

1897 *0'HAGAN, HENRY OSBORNE, ESQ., Al4, The Albany,
Piccadilly, W.

1882 OMAN, PROF. C. W. C., M.A., F.S.A., All Souls College,
Oxford.

1904 PAGE, ARTHUR W., ESQ., 19, Northumberland Eoad, Redland,
Bristol.

1890 PAGE, SAMUEL, ESQ., Hanway House, Nottingham.

1903 PARSONS, H. ALEXANDER, ESQ., 6, Clayton Road, Peckham,
S.E.

1890 PATON, W. R., ESQ., Maison Camus, Place Maze, Viroflay,
S. et 0., France.

1882 *PECKOVER, ALEXANDER, ESQ., LL.D., F.S.A., F.L.S.,
F.R.G.S., Lord Lieut. Cambridgeshire, Bank House,
Wisbeach.

1898 PEDLER, G. H., ESQ., L.R.C.P., 6, Trevor Terrace, Rutland
Gate, S.W.

1896 PEERS, C. R., ESQ., M.A., F.S.A., 96, Grosvenor Road, S.W.

1894 PERRY, HENRY, ESQ., Middleton, Plaistow Lane, Bromley,
Kent.

1862 *PERRY, MARTEN, ESQ., M.D., Spalding, Lincolnshire.

1888 PINCHES, JOHN HARVEY, ESQ., 21, Albert Embankment, S.E.

1904 PITT, JAMES SMITH, ESQ., Manneriug, 11, Waverley Road,
Redland, Bristol.

1889 POWELL-COTTON, PERCY H. GORDON, ESQ., Quex Park,
Birchington, Thanet.

1887 PREVOST, SIR AUGUSTUS, BART., F.S.A., 79, Westbourne
Terrace, W.

1897 PRICE, F. G. HILTON, ESQ., F.S.A., F.G.S., 17, Collingham
Gardens, S.W.

1903 PRICE, HARRY, ESQ., Cloverley, St. Donatt's Road, New
Cross, S.E.

1878 PRIDEAUX, COL. W. F., C.S.I., F.R.G.S., M.R.A.S., 1, West
Cliff Terrace, Ramsgate.

1899 PRITCHARD, JOHN E., ESQ., F.S.A., 8, Cold Harbour Road,
Redland, Bristol.

1902 RAMSDEN, HENRY A., ESQ., Consulado General de la Republica
de Cuba, Barcelona, Spain.

1887 RANSOM, W., ESQ., F.S.A., F.L.S., Fairneld, Hitchin, Herts.

1893 RAPHAEL, OSCAR C., ESQ., 37, Portland Place, W.
1890 RAPSON, PROF. E. J., M.A., M.R.A.S., British Museum,

W.C., Hon. Secretary.
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1848 fEASHLKiGH, JONATHAN, ESQ., M.A., D.L., J.P., Menabilly,
Par Station, Cornwall.

1905 EASHLEIGH, EVELYN W., ESQ., Stoketon, Saltash, Cornwall.

1887 EEADY, W. TALBOT, ESQ., 55, Eathbone Place, W.
1903 EEGAN, W. H., ESQ., 51, Queen's Eoad, Bayswater, W.
1895 EIDGEWAY, PROFESSOR W., M.A., Fen Ditton, Cambridge.

1876 *EOBERTSON, J. D., ESQ., M.A., Comrie House, Cambridge
Park, Wanstead, Essex.

1889 EOME, WILLIAM, ESQ., C.C., F.S.A., F.L.S., Creeksea Place,
Burnham-oii-Crouch.

1903 EOSENHEIM, MAX, ESQ., F.S.A., 68, Belsize Park Gardens,
N.W.

1900 EOSKELL, EGBERT N., ESQ., 10, Oakwood Court, Ken-

sington, W.
1862 EOSTRON, SIMPSON, ESQ., 1, Hare Court, Temple, E.C.

1896 *EOTH, BERNARD, ESQ., J.P., King's Wood, Enfield.

1904 EOWLANDSON, HERVY, ESQ., 17, King Edward's Eoad, South

Hackney, N.E.

1903 EUBEN, PAUL, ESQ., Ph.D., 39, Lexham Gardens, Kensington,
W.

1904 EUSTAFJAEL, EGBERT BE, ESQ., 1, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.

1872 *SALAS, MIGUEL T., ESQ., 247, Florida Street, Buenos Ayres.

1877 *SANDEMAN, LIEUT.-COL. JOHN GLAS, M.V.O., F.S.A., Whin-
Hurst, Ha3r

ling Island, Havant, Hants.

1905 SAUNDERS, HOWARD, ESQ., F.L.S., F.Z.S., 7, Eadnor Place,
Gloucester Square, W.

1875 SCHINDLER, GENERAL A. HOUTUM, C.I.E., Teheran, Persia.

1905 SCOTT, EGBERT, ESQ., H.M. Mint, Strand Eoad, Calcutta,
India.

1905 SEARLE, EEV. W. G., M.A., 11, Scroope Terrace, Cambridge.

1904 SEEBOHM, FREDERICK, ESQ., LL.D., Litt.D., F.S.A., The

Hermitage, Hitchin.

1895 SELBY, HENRY JOHN, ESQ., The Vale, Shortlands, Kent.

1890 SELTMAN, E. J., ESQ., Kinghoe, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

1900 SHACKLES, GEORGE L., ESQ., Southfield, Hessle, near Hull.

1896 SIMPSON, E. C., ESQ., Huntriss Eow, Scarborough.

1893 *Sms, E. F. MANLEY-, ESQ., 11, Sumner Place, South

Kensington, S.W.

1896 SINHA, KUMVAR KUSHAL PAL, EAIS OF KOTLA, Kotla, Agra,
India.

1904 SMITH, CECIL HARCOURT, ESQ., LL.D., British Museum, W.C.

1883 SMITH, E. HOBART, ESQ., 542, West 150th Street, New York.
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1866 SMITH, SAMUEL, ESQ., 25, Croxteth Road. Prince's Park,.

Liverpool.

1890 SMITH, W. BERESFORD, ESQ., Kenmore, Yanbrugh Park Road
West, Blackheath.

1892 SMITH, VINCENT A., ESQ., Hazlewood, The Park, Cheltenham,

1881 SMITHE, J. DOYLE, ESQ., F.G.S., Ecclesdin, Upper Norwood.

1905 SNELLING, EDWARD, ESQ., 26, Silver Street, E.G.

1890 *SPENCE, C. J., ESQ., South Preston Lodge, North Shields.

1894 SPINK, SAMUEL M., ESQ., 17, Piccadilly, W.

1902 STAINER, CHARLES LEWIS, ESQ., 10, South Parks Road, Oxford..

1890 STANFORD, CHARLES THOMAS-, ESQ., 3, Ennismore
Gardens, S.W.

1869 *STREATFEILD, REV. GEORGE SIDNEY, Fenny Compton Rectory
Leamington.

1896 STRIDE, ARTHUR LEWIE, ESQ., J.P., Bush Hall, Hatfield.

1894 STROEHLIN, M. P. C., 86, Route de Chene, Geneva, Switzer-

land.

1864 *STUBBS, MAJOR-GEN. F. W., R.A., M.R.A.S., 2, Clarence

Terrace, St. Luke's, Cork, Ireland.

1896 *TAFFS, H. W., ESQ., 35, Greenholm Road, Eltham, S.E.

1879 TALBOT, LIEUT. -CoL. THE HON. MILO GEORGE, R.E., 2, Paper
Buildings, Temple, E.G.

1897 TALBOT, W. S., ESQ., I.C.S., c/o Messrs. King & Co., 9, Pall

Mall, S.W.

1888 TATTON, THOS.E.,EsQ.,Wythenshawe, Northenden, Cheshire.

1892 *TAYLOR, R. WRIGHT, ESQ., M.A., LL.B., F.S.A., 8, Stone

Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

1887 TAYLOR, W. H., ESQ., The Croft, Wheelwright Road,
Erdington, near Birmingham.

1904 TEMPLE, SIR RICHARD CARNAC, BART., C.I.E., The Nash,.
Worcester.

1887 THAIRLWALL, F. J., ESQ., 12, Upper Park Road, Haverstock
Hill, N.W.

1880 THEOBALD, W., ESQ., North Brow, 9, Croftsea Park,
Ilfracombe.

1896 THOMPSON, SIR HERBERT, BART., 3, Kensington Park

Gardens, W.
1896 THORBURN, HENRY W., ESQ., Cradock Villa, Bishop Auckland.

1903 THORPE, GODFREY F., ESQ., 1, Garstin Place, Calcutta, India.

1888 THURSTON, E., ESQ., Central Government Museum, Madras.

1894 TRIGGS, A. B., ESQ., Bank of New South Wales, Yass, New
South Wales.
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RLECTXD

1880 TRIST, J. W., ESQ., F.S.A., F.S.I., 3, GreatiSt. Helens, E.G.

1887 TROTTER, LiEUT.-CoL. HENRY, C.B., United Service Club,
Pall Mall, S.W.

1874 VERITY, JAMES, ESQ., The Headlands, Earls Heaton, Dewsbury.
1903 VINTER, WALTER FREDERICK, ESQ., Linsdisfarne, Walton-on-

Thames, Surrey.

1874 VIZE, GEORGE HENRY, ESQ., 15, Spencer Eoad, Putney, S.W.

1899 VLASTO, MICHEL P., ESQ., 12, Allee des Capucines, Marseilles,
France.

1892 VOST, DR. W., Muttra, United Provinces, India.

1905 WAGE, A. J. B., ESQ., Calverton House, Stoney Stratford,
Bucks.

1902 WAKLEY, THOMAS, ESQ., JUN., L.E.C.P., 16, Hyde Park Gate,
S.W.

1883 WALKER, R. K., ESQ., M.A., Trin. Coll. Dub., Watergate,
Meath Road, Bray, Ireland.

1897 WALTERS, FRED. A., ESQ., F.S.A., 37, Old Queen Street,

Westminster, S.W.

1894 WARD, JOHN, ESQ., J.P., F.S.A., Lenoxvale, Belfast,
Ireland.

1889 WARREN, COL. FALKLAND, C.M.G., 911, Nicola Street, Van-
couver, British Columbia.

1901 *WATTERS, CHARLES A., ESQ., Highfield, Woolton Road,
Wavertree, Liverpool.

1901 WEBB, PERCY H., ESQ., Walton-on-Thames.

1887 *
WEBER, EDWARD F., ESQ., 58, Alster, Hamburg, Germany.

1885 *WEBER, F. PARKES, ESQ., M.D., F.S.A., 19, Harley Street,
W.

1883 *WEBER, SIR HERMANN, M.D., 10, Grosvenor Street, Gros-
venor Square, W.

1884 WEBSTER, W. J., ESQ., 10, The Parade, Norbury, S.E.

1904 WEIGHT, WILLIAM CHARLES, ESQ., 6, Ship Street, Brighton.

1899 WELCH, FRANCIS BERTRAM, ESQ., B.A., 8, York View,
Pocklington, East Yorks.

1883 WHELAN, F. E., ESQ., 6, Bloomsbury Street, W.C.

1869 *WIGRAM, MRS. LEWIS, Redcourt, Haslemere.

1881 WILLIAMSON, GEO. C., ESQ., F.R.S.L., The Mount, Guildford,

Surrey.

1869 WINSER, THOMAS B., ESQ., 81, Shooter's Hill Road, Blackheath,
S.E.

1904 WINTER, CHARLES, ESQ., Oldfields, Thetford Road, New
Maiden, Surrey.
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ELECTED

1860 WORMS, BARON G. DE, F.E.G.S., F.S.A., V.P.E.S.L., F.G.S.,

D.L., J.P., 17, Park Crescent, Portland Place, W.

1903 WRIGHT, H. NELSON, ESQ., Allahabad, United Provinces,
India.

1880 WROTH, W. W., ESQ., British Museum.

1885 WYON, ALLAN, ESQ., F.S.A., F.E.G.S., 2, Langham Chambers,
Portland Place, W.

1904 YEAMES, ARTHUR HENRY SAVAGE, ESQ., British Museum, W.C.

1889 YEATES, F. WILLSON, ESQ., 7, Leinster Gardens, Hyde
Park, W.

1880 YOUNG, ARTHUR W., ESQ., 12, Hyde Park Terrace, W.
1898 YOUNG, JAMES, ESQ., 9, Eegent's Park Eoad, Gloucester Gate,

N.W.

1900 ZIMMERMANN, EEV. JEREMIAH, M.A., D.D., LL.D., 107, South
Avenue, Syracuse, New York, U.S.A.

HONORARY FELLOWS.
ELECTED

1898 His MAJESTY VICTOR EMMANUEL III, KING OF ITALY,
Palazzo Quirinale, Eome.

1891 BABELON, M. ERNEST, Mem. de 1'Inst., Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris.

1903 BAHRFELDT, OBERSTLEUTNANT M., Kronprinzenstrasse, 6,

Halle, Saxony.

1898 BLANCHET, M. J. A., 40, Avenue Bosquet, Paris.

1898 DRESSEL, DR. H., Miinz-Kabinet, K. Museen, Berlin.

1899 GABRICI, PROF. DR. ETTORE, Salita Stella, 21, Naples.

1893 GNECCHI, SIG. FRANCESCO, 10, Via Filodrammatici, Milan.

1886 HERBST, HERR C. F., Director of the Museum of Northern

Antiquities and Inspector of the Coin Cabinet, Copenhagen.

1886 HILDEBRAND, DR. HANS, Eiksantiquarien, Stockholm.

1873 IMHOOF-BLUMER, DR. F., Winterthur, Switzerland.

1893 JONGHE, M. le VICOMTE B. DE, Eue du Trone, 60, Brussels.

1878 KENNER, DR. F., K.K. Museen, Vienna.

1904 KUBITSCHEK, PROF. J. W., Pichlergasse, 1, Vienna.

1893 LOEBBECKE, HERR A., Cellerstrasse, 1, Brunswick.

1904 MAUKICK, M. JULES, 33, Eue Washington, Paris.
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1898 MILANI, PROF., Luigi Adriano, Florence.

1899 PICK, DR. BEHRENDT, Herzogliche Bibliothek, Gotha.

1895 EEINACH, M. THEODORE, 26, Eue Murillo, Paris.

1891 SVORONOS, M. J. N., Conservateur du Cabinet des Medailles>
Athens.

1886 WEIL, DR. KUDOLF, Konigliche Museen, Berlin.

MEDALLISTS

OF THE KOYAL NUMISMATIC SOCIETY.

1883 CHARLES KOACH SMITH, ESQ., F.S.A.

1884 AQUILLA SMITH, ESQ., M.D., M.K.I.A.

1885 EDWARD THOMAS, ESQ., F.K.S.

1886 MAJOR-GENERAL ALEXANDER CUNNINGHAM, C.S.I., C.I.E.

1887 JOHN EVANS, ESQ., D.C.L., LL.D., F.E.S., P.S.A.

1888 DR. F. IMHOOF-BLUMER, of Winterthur.

1889 PROFESSOR PERCY GARDNER, Litt.D., F.S.A.

1890 MONSIEUR J. P. Six, of Amsterdam.

1891 DR. C. LUDWIG MULLER, of Copenhagen.

1892 PROFESSOR E. STUART POOLE, LL.D.

1893 MONSIEUR W. H. WADDINGTON, Senateur, Membre de 1'Institut >

Paris.

1894 CHARLES FRANCIS KEARY, ESQ., M.A., F.S.A.

1895 PROFESSOR DR. THEODOR MOMMSEN, of Berlin.

1896 FREDERIC W. MADDEN, ESQ., M.E.A.S.

1897 DR. ALFRED VON SALLET, of Berlin.

1898 THE EEV. CANON W. GREENWELL, M.A., F.E.S., F.S.A.

1899 MONSIEUR ERNEST BABELON, Membre de 1'Institut, Con-
servateur des Medailles, Paris.

1900 PROFESSOR STANLEY LANE-POOLE, M.A., Litt.D.

1901 S. E. BARON WLADIMIR VON TIESENHAUSEN.

1902 ARTHUR J. EVANS, ESQ., M.A., F.E.S., F.S.A., Keeper of the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

1903 MONSIEUR GUSTAVE SCHLUMBERGER, Membre de 1'Institut,

Paris.

1904 His MAJESTY VICTOR EMMANUEL III, KING OF ITALY.

1905 SIR HERMANN WEBER, M.D.



I.

SOME ATHENIAN PEOBLEMS.

(See Plate I.)

" BRONZE money," writes Dr. Barclay Head,
1

"appears

The Council of the Royal Numismatic Society
request that Fellows will return as soon as con-
venient any books which they may have borrowed
from the Society's Library. Books returned will
be re-delivered, if desired, on the receipt of a
voucher duly signed.

tized about B.C. 393 be identified? If so, we have a

fixed point round which to group the Athenian issues of

the end of the fifth and the beginning of the fourth

centuries.

The bronze coins, which Dr. Head has no hesitation

in classing among the earliest in that metal, are grouped

together on the upper part of plate vi. of the British

Museum Catalogue, Attica (nos. 1 to 7), and include

1 B. M. C., Attica, introd., p. xxviii.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. B
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KLBOTED

1898 MILANI, PROF., Luigi Adriano, Florence.

1899 PICK, DR. BEHRENDT, Herzogliche Bibliothek, Gotha.

1895 KEINACH, M. THEODORE, 26, Eue Murillo, Paris.

1891 SVORONOS, M. J. N., Conservateur du Cabinet des Medailles^
Athens.

1886 WEIL, DR. KUDOLF, Konigliche Museen, Berlin.

MEDALLISTS

OF THE KOYAL NUMISMATIC SOCIETY.
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1897 DR. ALFRED VON SALLET, of Berlin.

1898 THE EEV. CANON W. GREENWELL, M.A., F.B.S., F.S.A.

1899 MONSIEUR ERNEST BABELON, Membre de 1'Institut, Con-
servateur des Medailles, Paris.

1900 PROFESSOR STANLEY LANE-POOLE, M.A., Litt.D.

1901 S. E. BARON WLADIMIR VON TIESENHAUSEN.

1902 ARTHUR J. EVANS, ESQ., M.A., F.B.S., F.S.A., Keeper of the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

1903 MONSIEUR GUSTAVE SCHLUMBERGER, Membre de 1'Institut,

Paris.

1904 His MAJESTY VICTOR EMMANUEL III, KING OF ITALY.

1905 SIR HERMANN WEBER, M.D.



I.

SOME ATHENIAN PEOBLEMS.

(See Plate I.)

" BRONZE money," writes Dr. Barclay Head,
1 "

appears

to have been first struck at Athens in B.C. 406, under the

archonship of Callias (cf! Schol. in Arist. Ran. 725). . . .

The coincidence of type, and to some extent of size,

between silver and bronze may be accounted for on the

hypothesis that bronze coins were originally issued as

money of necessity, and were made legally, for the time

being, equivalent to their counterparts in silver."

That bronze coins did really pass as money of necessity

during the hard times of the Peloponnesian War may

fairly be inferred, as Dr. Head points out, from a passage

in the Eccleziazusae of Aristophanes (816 et seqq.), which

refers to a decree demonetizing bronze and restoring

silver as the only legal tender. Can the coins demone-

tized about B.C. 393 be identified? If so, we have a

fixed point round which to group the Athenian issues of

the end of the fifth and the beginning of the fourth

centuries.

The bronze coins, which Dr. Head has no hesitation

in classing among the earliest in that metal, are grouped

together on the upper part of plate vi. of the British

Museum Catalogue, Attica (nos. 1 to 7), and include

1 B. M. C., Attica, introd., p. xxviii.

VOL. V., SEMES IV. B
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PI. I. 1, 12, 16, and 17, or specimens closely resembling
them. They are, to quote his own words,

"
identical, even

as regards the symbol in the field, with the pentobol in

silver, identical with the tetrobol,
2 identical in type with

the triobol, and identical with the diobol, while plate vi. 7

may represent the obol." It is impossible to accept all

these coins as money of necessity, the issue of which must

have been confined to a period having B.C. 406 and B.C.

393 as its outside limits. A glance at the plate will

show that they are not all contemporary. The supposed

obol may be left out of the discussion, as being obviously

of much later date, and the diobol type is certainly

separated from the pentobol and tetrobol by more than

a dozen years.

The absolute identity of some of these coins with the

corresponding types in silver is in itself a strong argu-

ment against their having been issued as money of

necessity. The resemblance, in point of style, between

the pieces in the two metals, is so striking that it is im-

possible to doubt that they were coined simultaneously.

Moreover, the issue of the tetrobol type one of the

commonest of Athenian bronze coins to this day must

fyave lasted a considerable time. There is a marked

difference in style between the earlier and later 3
speci-

mens, and the changes are exactly the same which

occur in the silver tetrobol, thus proving that the two

were issued together. On reference to PI. I. it will be

2 This is not strictly accurate, as the bronze coins have the reverse

type enclosed in a wreath of olive, which does not appear on the silver.

3 By
" later specimens

"
I mean those which have a symbol between

the owls (B. M. C., pi. vi. 3 and 4), not a subsequent revival of tke type

which has a border of dots on the obverse, and on which the owls stand

on a thunderbolt ; still less a yet later revival of extremely coarse work-

manship (B. M. C., pi. xiv. 3).
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seen that nos. 13 and 14 closely resemble one another,

in spite of the difference of metal, and are readily

separated from the later group, nos. 15, 16, and 17.

There remains, then, the coin "identical in type"-

not, be it noted, identical in detail with the triobol, and

to it must be added another variety, which is, I believe,

unpublished. In these two coins I would recognize the

bronze coinage demonetized by the decree of about

B.C. 393, and it is therefore necessary to describe them

at length.

M. 11 mm. Head of Athena left, of fine style, wearing

pendent earring (and probably necklace) and close-

fitting crested helmet, adorned at the back with a floral

scroll, with the cheek-piece turned up ;
Eev. H , Owl

facing, wings closed, standing on a grain of corn
;

on

either side of it a pellet ;
the whole between two branches

of olive fastened together at the top. (B. M. C., No. 220,

pi. vi. 5, 1 gr. 44; Earle Fox, 1 gr. 16, 1 gr. 03 and

gr. 95. [PI. I. 1]).

J&. 8mm. As previous coin
;
Rev.

A
H , Owl facing, with

wings expanded, standing on grain of corn ; above, on

either side, a pellet. (Earle Fox, gr. 66. [PI. I, 2]).

The first point to which I wish to call attention is

that, unlike the coins previously referred to, these are

not exact copies of any existing silver piece. They bear

types which no Athenian could fail to identify with the

silver triobol and trihemiobol, but the coincidence of

type is not absolute. That of size does not exist. They
are much smaller than the denominations which they

may be supposed to represent, a peculiarity which can

hardly be explained on grounds of economy, seeing how

trifling is their intrinsic value. A reason for it may,
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perhaps, be found in the well-known habit of carrying

money in the mouth, a habit doubtless abandoned a few

years later, when copper coins of fair size had become

familiar.

When these two pieces are examined in detail, it will

be seen that they present peculiarities which are not

found on any other Athenian coins, and which seem in-

tended to emphasize the extraordinary character of the

issue. The head of Athena is turned to the left, which

is not the case on any other coin until Imperial times,

and is treated with a freedom and delicacy which are

most unusual; indeed, it more closely resembles the

head on the fine didrachms of Thurium, signed by the

engraver <J>, than those on the coins of Athens itself.

The substitution of A0H for the familiar A0E is no less

noteworthy, and is just what might be expected on

money intended for purely local circulation ;
its im-

portance is increased rather than diminished by the fact

that the older form was at once reverted to when the

issue of an honest currency was resumed. The pellet

on each side of the owl and the grain of corn under its

feet are also peculiar to this issue, and must have had

some special significance.

From first to last there is an obvious intention to

distinguish these two coins from any others, whether of

silver or of bronze, and everything seems to point to the

conclusion that if money of necessity really was issued,

it must be recognized in these most exceptional little

pieces.

But the acceptance of this theory entails very con-

siderable consequences nothing less, in fact, than a

complete revision of the accepted ideas concerning the

chronology of the later issues of the " old style.
"

If
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these were, indeed, the unpopular bronze currency issued

in B.C. 406, and called in about B.C. 393, it follows that

the coin bearing the type of the diobol (PL I. 12)

must be placed after the latter date. It is impossible

to separate it from the gold staters, tetradrachms, the

drachms, and, above all, the diobols, which it so closely

resembles, and the whole coinage with the eye of Athena

drawn in profile (B. M. C., Class IV.4
) must therefore be

assigned to the earlier part of the fourth instead of the

latter part of the fifth century.

This suggestion certainly sounds revolutionary, but

many arguments, some of them very strong ones, may
be invoked in its favour.

Firstly, there is the testimony of the money of

necessity itself. The smaller of the two bronze coins

unquestionably represents the trihemiobol, a denomina-

tion which does not exist in Class IV., and which, had

the issue of that class begun about B.C. 430, would have

been quite obsolete and unfamiliar by B.C. 406, the date

of the issue of the bronze.

Next comes a noteworthy fact, to which, I think,

attention has never been drawn, and which, I confess,

I completely overlooked until it was brought home to

me by the necessity of placing Class IV. in the fourth

century. The coins given in the British Museum Cata-

logue to Class III., a, |3,
and y, and assigned to the

period B.C. 527-430, show a most gradual development
in style. It is easy, in a large collection, to pick out

a series of tetradrachms or drachms which exhibits the

slow progress of the change, and, though a coin of

4 In this and subsequent quotations Class IV. must be understood to

include only the earlier coins with the eye of Athena in profile, the

pentobols and tetrobols and the drachms with symbols being excluded.
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Class III. y is very unlike one of Class III. a, the chain

of evolution may be followed link by link.

Then there is a dead stop ! No coins transitional

between Class III. y and Class IV. are forthcoming, and

the differences in style are so marked, both in the head

of Athena and in the owl, that they can only be accounted

for by the theory of a resumption of coinage after a sus-

pension of some years, just such a gap, in fact, as is

supplied by the interval between B.C. 406 and B.C. 393.

The appearance of the crescent on the drachms for the

first time also points to a break in the traditions of the

mint.

A further argument in favour of the later date for

Class IV. is afforded by the fact that it, and it alone, is

copied on the Oriental imitations of the famous "
owls,"

most of which date, at the earliest, from the latter part

of the fourth century. Such imitations are likely to

have begun while the originals were still current in

large numbers. Had Class IV. been issued before the

Peloponnesian War it would not have been much more

plentiful a hundred years afterwards than the later coins

of Class III., and these would also have been copied.

Everything tends to confirm the view that Class IV.

is separated from Class III. by a considerable interval.

With its advent one denomination, the trihemiobol,

disappears from the series, possibly because its bronze

counterpart had brought it into ill repute. On the other

hand, several new denominations make their appearance.

First and foremost there is the gold stater, which Dr.

Head attributes to B.C. 407 or B.C. 393, seemingly with

a bias in favour of the later date. 5 The diobol replaces

5 B. M. C., Attica, introd., pp. xxyiii., xxix.
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the perhaps disgraced trihemiobol, and, not least in sig-

nificance, there is a whole series of silver coins repre-

senting minute values, f, f, f , and J of the obol, in

addition to the previously familiar obol,
6 with its half

and quarter. It is not unreasonable to suppose that

these little coins owed their existence to the dislike for

bronze which is so forcibly expressed by Aristophanes.

Such tiny pieces of metal the smallest weighs only

0'09 gr. must, however, have been found extremely

inconvenient, and it is not surprising that the bronze

coin bearing the types of the diobol should soon have

made its appearance, no't as money of necessity, but as

an honest copper coin, passing, its type would suggest,

for two chalki.

To determine the duration of the issue of Class IV. is

not easy. It may have lasted until the Macedonian con-

quest in B.C. 322. The coins themselves show little, if

any, development in style, but their archaism is obviously

affected. Moreover, their abundance, even at the present

day, and the frequency with which they were imitated,

prove that they must have been struck in enormous

quantities, and have circulated for a considerable period.

There is certainly a gap between them and the pento-

bols and tetrobols, but not a big one, for some of the

latter are of very good style and have the familiar olive

leaves on the helmet of Athena, though on all of them

she wears the pendent, instead of the old round earring.

Perhaps Athens was soon allowed to strike small denomi-

nations for local use, though the coming of tetradrachms

6 Both obol and kemiobol, with the eye of Athena in profile and with

the reverse owl to right, are known, though neither is figured in the

li. M. C. The hemiobols are less common than those of Class III., and

the obol is distinctly scarce.
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was doubtless forbidden. Later tetrobols omit the olive

leaves on the helmet, and some of the latest have the

plemochoe between the owls. Probably there are also

tetrobols with the kalathos, but I have not met with

them. As has been pointed out above, the bronze imita-

tions of the type (pieces of 4 chalki ?) follow exactly on

the lines of the silver.

The pentobol is of extreme rarity, but, like the tetrobol,

seems to have been issued for some years. The earliest-

looking specimens have an amphora as symbol ;
on others

this is replaced by an acrostolion or a bunch of grapes.

The bronze imitation in the British Museum is, as far as

I know, unique. I am almost tempted to regard it as the

core of a plated piece, but the fact that it is of the full

weight of the silver coin is somewhat against this theory.

Last of the silver coins of the "old style" come the

drachms with symbols in the field, of which there are

numerous varieties, all rather rare. Their Attic origin

has been doubted, but a strong point in its favour is the

fact that on all the certain Oriental imitations of Athenian

coins Athena wears the round earring of the earlier period.

These drachms may be contemporary with some of the

latest tetrobols, but on the whole I am inclined to regard

them as later; a few of them are so late in style as

almost to form a connecting link with the series bearing

names of magistrates in monogram. With the earlier

of them must be classed, in spite of the fact that Athena

wears the old round earring, the gold stater, in the

Hunterian Museum,7 which Mr. Macdonald assigns to

B.C. 338 or B.C. 295. If the conclusions of this paper

be accepted, it must be given to the later date.

7
Cat., vol. ii. p. 54, no. 29, pi. xxxiii. 23.
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This rearrangement of the coins of the fourth century

entails a rejection of the theory that the coinage of

Athens came to an end about B.C. 322,
8 and began again

with the silver of the " new style
"

in B.C. 220. There

seem to have been more or less frequent, though scanty,

issues of small silver until well on into the third century,

while, as regards bronze, there are at least a dozen

varieties, most of them with the head of Athena wearing

a crested Corinthian helmet, and with an owl or owls

on the reverse, which, while later than the imitations of

the pentobol and tetrobol, certainly precede the issue of

the tetradrachms with the head of Athena Parthenos.

In conclusion it may be added that imitation of the

types of the silver is not confined to the fourth cen-

tury. It is frequent in the " new style
"

(see B. M. C.,

pi. xiv., nos. 1 and 2), and copies of the drachm and

trihemiobol of the fifth century may be found even in

Imperial times.

H. B. EARLE Fox.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

No. 1, money of necessity (triobol type); no. 2, money of necessity

(trihemiobol typo); nos. 3 to 7, drachms of Class III. (/3 and 7); no. S,

stater of Class IV. ; nos. 9 and 10, drachms of Class IV. ; no. 11, diobol ;

no. 12, M of diobol type; no. 13, tetrobol (earlier style); no. 14, M of

ti'trobol type (earlier style); no. 15, tetrobol (later); nos. 1G and 17,

M of tetrobol type (later) ; nos. 18 and 19, drachms of latest style, witli

symbols in the field.

8 B. M. C., Attica, introd., p. Iviii.
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A KECENT FIND OF EOMAN COINS IN
SCOTLAND.

A SMALL but remarkable find of Koman coins was made

recently on the estate of Mr. Whitelaw, of Gartshore, in

the parish of Kirkintilloch. Thanks to the owner's kind-

ness, I am able to offer the following account of it to

readers of the Chronicle.

Travellers by the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway can

hardly fail to notice the conspicuous summit of the Bar

Hill, which at one point of the journey rises high between

themselves and the Forth and Clyde Canal. Since the

days of "
Sandy Gordon "

it had been known that its

northern slope was the site of one of the stations on the

Antonine Vallum. Successive observers had surveyed
and mapped out the superficial traces of the Koman

occupation, and miscellaneous relics had from time to

time been uncovered by the plough ; but no systematic

excavation had taken place until November, 1902, when

a thoroughgoing exploration was commenced under the

energetic direction of Mr. Alexander Park, factor on the

estate. The explorers were fortunate in striking almost

immediately upon a built well, forty-two feet in depth,

which had evidently been the main source of the water-

supply of the garrison. The well was filled almost to its

mouth with an extraordinary collection of debris of the

Eoman period. On the top was a fourteen-feet layer of
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miscellaneous rubbish, mainly hewn stones. Beneath

this, and extending the whole way down, came a great

mass of architectural fragments, including one or two

inscribed stones, together with much pottery, woodwork,

and leatherwork, and a probably unique assortment of

tools and implements of various kinds.

The point of interest for numismatists is that in the

sludge at the bottom of the well there were found

thirteen denarii. The following is an exact record of

the varieties :

M. ANTONY.

(CIRCA 35 B.C.)

1. ANT - AVG (above), III VIR R P . C (beneath).
Praetorian galley with rowers.

R. Inscription illegible. Roman eagle, flanked

by two standards.

Wt. 2*54 grammes.

VESPASIAN.

(69-79 A.D.)

2. [IMPC]AESVESPAVG[PM] Head of Vespasian
r., laureate.

R. AVGVR (above), TRI - POT (beneath). In-
struments of sacrifice.

Wt. 3-24 grammes (Cohen, i. p. 371,
no. 43).

DOMITIAN.

(81-96 A.D.)

3. IMPCAESDOMITAVG GERMPMTRPXV Head of

Domitian r., laureate.

R. IMPXXIICOSXVIICENSPPP Minerva stand-

ing r. on prow in attitude of attack.

Wt. 2-58 grammes (Cohen, i. p. 496,
no. 293).

Number of

specimens.
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TRAJAN. Number of

specimens.

(98-117 A.D.)

4. IMPTRAIANOAVGGERDACPMTRPCOSVIPP
Head of Trajan r., laur&ate.

R. PAX
(beneath), SPQROPTIMOPRINCIPI

Peace standing 1., holding cornucopiae on 1.

arm, and with r. setting fire to a heap of

booty.

Wts. 3-04; 2-72; 2'60; 2-52; 2'39 grammes
(Cohen, ii. p. 39, no. 198).

5. IMPTRAIANOAVGGERDACPMTRP Head of Tra-

jan r., laureate.

R. COSVPPSPQROPTIMOPRINC Hope 1.

Wts. 3-24; 3-16; 2-86 grammes (Cohen,
ii. p. 27, no. 84).

HADRIAN.

(117-138 A.D.)

6. HADRIANVS AVGCOSIIIPP Head of Hadrian
r., laureate.

R. SALV SAVG Health r., feeding serpent
twined round altar.

Wt. 3-81 grammes (Cohen, ii. p. 216,
no. 1334).

M. AURELIUS.

(161-180 A.D.)

7. AVRELIVSCAESAR AVGPIIFCOS Youthful head
of M. Aurelius r., bare.

R. PIETASAVG Instruments of sacrifice.

Wt. 2-71 grammes (Cohen, iii. p. 46,
no. 450).

It will be seen that the composition of this find is

precisely what we should expect under the circumstances.
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The list published by Mr. Haverfield L shows that (with

the exception of the legionary denarii of Antony, for the

survival of which there were special reasons) the Roman

silver found in Scotland is, as a rule, not earlier than

Nero and not later than Commodus. It is in the indi-

vidual specimens that the peculiarity lies. The piece

representing variety no. 6 is not silver. The metal

seems to be some alloy of copper, and it has suffered

from the action of fire to an extent that made it exceed-

ingly difficult to decipher the types and legends. At the

first glance the remaining twelve appeared to be all alike

and all of silver, although they had assumed a dark glossy

hue from the mud amidst which they had lain so long.

Closer scrutiny revealed two notable features. In the

first place the weight was, in most cases, considerably

below the average for the denarius of the period. In the

second place, the five specimens of variety no. 4 and the

three specimens of variety no. 5 seemed to be, in each

instance, from the same dies. This latter coincidence was

so singular that Mr. Grueber at once suggested that the

coins must have been cast. Certainty on the point was

not possible until they had been carefully cleaned. It

then became evident that only two out of the twelve

the Antony and the Vespasian were struck coins of

(more or less) genuine silver. The other ten had been

run in moulds. Moreover, they were not made of silver,

but of some much lighter and softer metal. Dr. Carrick

Anderson, of Glasgow University, was good enough to

examine them with a view to determining their composi-

tion. As the result of analysis, he reports that the metal

1

Glasgow Archaeological Society's lieport on the Antwtine Wall,

PP. l.VJ if.
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employed has been pure tin ; there is no trace of any

alloy.

Tin coins were not unknown among the ancients.

Aristotle and Pollux vouch for the attempt of Dionysius

to foist a tin currency upon the Syracusans.
2 When we

come to a later age we find the following reference in the

Digest (xlviii. 10) : Eadem lege exprimitur ne quis nummos

stanneos, plutiibeos emere, vendere dolo malo velit. In

quoting this extract, Eckhel points out that the allusion

must be to spurious coins. He adds that, so far as his

knowledge goes, no actual specimens have survived,

owing probably to the liability of tin to corrosion

(D. N. V., i. p. xix.). The Bar Hill pieces are not, how-

ever, the first that have come to light. Lenormant (La
monnaie clans Vantiqiiite, i. pp. 213 f.) records the finding

at Lyons of a vase containing 700 tin denarii of Sep-

timius Severus, Caracalla, Geta, and Julia Domna. From

their style, and from the fact that they were all fleur de

coin, he draws the following conclusion: "II est done

evident qu'elles ont ete frappees pour etre mises dans la

circulation avec la couleur et 1'aspect propres a leur

metal, non pour etre donnees par fraude conime de

1'argent. La regularite de leur frappe et le soin apporte

a leur fabrication excluent d'ailleurs 1'idee d'un travail

clandestin de faux-monnayeurs ;
ce sont des nionnaies

sorties des ateliers bien organises du gouvernement." He
then proceeds to formulate a very ingenious hypothesis.

Noticing that all the coins in the hoard were subsequent

to the great expedition of Severus to Britain, he suggests

that the emperor, after his visit to the tin country, may
have hit upon the idea of issuing a fiduciary currency of

2 Cf. A. J. Evaus in Num. Cfiron., 181)4, pp. 211) ff.
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tin in order to supplement the meagre stores of senatorial

bronze that reached the provinces. He explains the

disappearance of all other traces of this experiment by

supposing that it was almost immediately abandoned

owing to the resulting confusion with silver.

What light does the new find throw on the question ?

Obviously it enables us to set aside once and for all the

hypothesis that has just been outlined. The Bar Hill

denarii are long prior to Severus. But this is not all.

I think that they can be made to yield positive evidence.

In the first place, I entirely agree with the view that

our tin coins are not the
1

work of ordinary forgers, and

that they were never intended to pass current as silver.

Their light weight and the softness of the metal the

coins can be bent readily with the fingers would have

led to instant detection. Furthermore, the fact that

in one case five, and in another case three, of the ten

have been cast in the same moulds, shows clearly that

they cannot have found their way from a distance to

North Britain in the ordinary process of trade. On
the other hand, it is in the last degree unlikely that

a forger would have selected as a convenient centre of

his activity a small military outpost on the very fringe

of civilization. The clue, I think, lies in the character

of the "
find-spot." The throwing of money into wells

from superstitious motives is a very familiar phenomenon.
I would suggest, therefore, that our tin denarii were

shams expressly manufactured for devotional purposes.

Whether the Lyons hoard is to be similarly interpreted

is perhaps more doubtful. But why not? Lenormant

speaks as if the coins composing it had been struck, not

cast. As they were found in close proximity to an

important mint, this would be perfectly intelligible on
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the assumption, of course, that the making of such offer-

ings was a recognized practice. It should be noted that

the prohibition of the Digest is not directed against the

manufacture of nummi stannei, but against their being

fraudulently passed into circulation "
emere, vendere

dolo malo"

Two additional points may be noted as to some extent

confirmatory of the suggestion here put forward. In the

first place, during the subsequent excavations on the site

of the Bar Hill fort, a certain number of other coins

have come to light here and there among the buildings.

The majority of these are of bronze. But there are four

denarii. All of them are normal. The tin coins of

the well thus form a class by themselves. In the second

place, there were found in the bed of the Tiber some

twenty years ago a number of Koman denarii of the

Republic and of Augustus, which were struck in lead,

and which are said to have been perfectly executed.

They were exhibited to the German Numismatic Society

on April 5, 1886, by Prof. Dressel
;

3 who regarded them

as ancient forgeries. But, having in view the "
find-spot/'

I incline to think that we may have here a parallel to

the Bar Hill tin pieces. Eivers, no less than wells, were

the receptacles of coins as votive offerings. Lenormant

cites several instances.4

So far as the Roman Empire is concerned, these frag-

ments of evidence would seem to stand alone
;
there is

no record, for instance, of any tin coins having occurred

in the huge accumulation of money discovered in

Coventina's well at Procolitia.
5 But parallels could

3
Z.f. N., xiv.,etf., p. 14.

4 Hist, dc la Monnaic, vol. i. p. 30.

5 Arch. AeL, viii. 40-43 ;
cf. Num. Chron., Xew Ser.

t
xix. pp. So IF.
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easily be found in other times and countries. Archaeo-

logists know that the objects unearthed from Greek

tombs are often mere "dummies," cunning imitations

of the articles they are supposed to represent. And
even under the sharp eyes of the priests false coins

occasionally found their way into the treasuries of

Greek temples.
6 But for a really close analogy we

must go to China, where " coins
"
of paper are regularly

manufactured to be used as offerings by devout wor-

shippers. Sir Eobert Douglas informs me that these

generally follow the model of the "silver slipper," but

that they sometimes tal^e the shape and size of the

more common " cash."

GEORGE MACDONALD.

6
E.g. Dittcnbcrger, Sylloge*, 586, 61, and 588, 15.

VOL. V., SERIES IV.



III.

EAEE OK UNPUBLISHED COINS OF
CABAUSIUS.

(See Plates II., III.)

IN the following pages I propose to give an account of a

portion of my collection of the coins of Carausius, the

specimens constituting which appear in nearly every

instance to present some new and unpublished variety

either in type or legend.

The exact meaning of the word "unpublished," as

applied to the coins of Carausius, is difficult to define.

On the present occasion I have assumed that coins not

recorded in Cohen, the Monumenta Historica Britannica,

Eoach Smith's Collectanea Antiqua, or the Numismatic

Chronicle are "unpublished." I have not entirely

ignored Stukeley's Medallie History of Carausius, nor

the works of my old friend Akerman ;
but the former is

absolutely untrustworthy, and the latter are not in every

one's hands. When it has appeared desirable I have

referred to both.

The coins are reproduced in the two accompanying

plates by the autotype process. In several instances

they are in sufficiently good condition for them to appear

fully and faithfully in the plate. In some other instances,

where the condition is not quite what a collector would

like, the photographic camera has truthfully recorded
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what in a certain light it was able to perceive. In such

cases the draughtsman or engraver would have recorded

what he was able to see on examining the coin in

different lights, and my reading of the legends might

perhaps have been more fully substantiated. I venture,

however, to hope that the plates may, on the whole,

be more satisfactory than if some human agency had

been brought to bear on the interpretation of the

coins.

I will only add to these introductory remarks the

statement that a considerable proportion of the coins

engraved in Koach Smith's Collectanea Antiqua are now

in my cabinet, and that if the Society desires that they

should be photographically reproduced in the pages of

the Numismatic Chronicle, I shall be happy to arrange

for their republication in that form.

1. Obv. IMP- CARAVSIVS P AVG Draped and laureate

bust to right.

Eev. CONCORDIA AVG In exergue RSR Two hands

joined.

M. [PI. II. 1.]

This coin, which came from the collection of the late

Charles Warne, F.S.A., is not mentioned in Cohen, nor

in the Monumenta Historica JBritannica, the usual legend

accompanying the clasped hands being CONCORDIA

MILITVM, sometimes abridged. I possess another speci-

men with AVG, which bears P.F instead of P on the

obverse. The reverses of the two coins may, however,
have been struck from the same die.

The type of the two hands joined as emblematic of

Concord dates back to the time of the Republic.
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2. Obv. IMP CARAVSIVS P F - AVG Laureate bust to left

in cuirass and consular robes. In his right hand
the emperor holds a vertical sceptre surmounted

by an eagle.

Eev. FELICITA AVG In exergue RSR A galley on

waves, with five rowers and a steersman.

JR. [PL II. 2.]

This coin, unpublished by Cohen or the Monumcnta

Historica Britannica, was found in the Thames at London,

and acquired by me in 1903. Its chief peculiarity is

the sceptred and well-executed bust on the obverse. The

galley with a legend referring to Felicity had been a

well-known type from the days of Hadrian downwards,

and was destined to become one of the most popular

devices under Allectus, the successor of Carausius. A
similar coin has been engraved by Stukeley (pi. iii. 1).

3. Obv. IMP CARAVSIVS P - F AVG Draped and
laureate bust to right.

Eev. FEDES MILITVM In exergue RSR Drapedfemale
figure looking left, and holding in each hand a

military standard.

M. [PL II. 3.]

This coin belonged to the late Charles Warne, F.S.A.

It does not appear to be known in silver, though a nearly

similar coin in brass is described by Cohen under no. 75,

and in the Monumenta Historica Britannica (pi. vii.,

no. 12). These, however, read FIDES. The form FEDES

is remarkable, and seems to point to a pronunciation

preserved in the Italian Fede. The next coin gives

another type in connection with another form of

legend.
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4. Olv. IMP CARAVSIVS P F - A Draped and laureate

bust to right.

Rev FIDE Ml AV Fidelity, holding a standard in her

left hand, gives her right to the emperor, who
is standing in military costume.

JR. [PI. II. 4.]

This is the coin of which I made mention in a former

paper (Num. Chron. kill Ser., iv. p. 142), when I pointed out

that the draped female figure of FIDES was much like the

personification of Britain on the coins of Carausius read-

ing EXPECTATE VENI. The general arrangement of the

two types is
remarkably^

similar. Tl^e extreme abbre-

viation of FIDES MILITVM AVGVSTI is worthy of notice.

The coin was formerly in the Huxtable and Warne

collections.

o. Obv. As No. 3.

Rev. HIVTI AV Galley with four rowers, waves below.

M. [PI. II. 5.]

The reverse of this coin bears a barbarous legend which

it is difficult to interpret. It may, however, be a cor-

ruption of FELICITA AV, though VIRTVTI AV has also

been suggested.

As a rule, the exergual letters RSR occur on silver coins

only, but I have copper coins of Carausius with them,

and with the following reverses :

ADVENTVS AVG Emperor on horseback, left. Coll Ant.
t
v.

pi. xvii. 5.

EXPECTATE VEN Britain welcoming emperor.
FORTVNA AVG Bust within inner circle. Coll. Ant., v.

pi. xvii. 11.

VBERTAS AVG Cow and milkmaid. Coll Ant., vi., pi.

xxi. 9.

VOTVM PVBLIC MVLTIS XX IMP. on altar. Coll. Ant., iv.

pi. xxx. 9.
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In addition to these, I possess the two following :

6. Obv. As no. 3.

Rev. FELICITAS In exergue RSR. Galley with five

rowers.

M. [PI. II. 6].

7. Obv. IMP CARAVSIVS AVG Radiate and cuirassed bust

to right.

Rev. EFLICITAS (sic)
In exergue RSR As no. 6, an

anchor at prow.
M. [PI. II. 7.]

The type of the reverse of these coins is almost identi-

cal with that so Commonly to be seen on the copper or

brass coins of Allectus with the legend LAETITIA AVG.

Not improbably they belong to the latter part of the

reign of Carausius. It will be observed that no. 7,

though bearing the letters RSR, is of the Rouen rather

than of the British fabric. The reverse die appears to

have been copied from a coin struck in Britain.

8. Obv. IMP- C- M-AV-M- CARAVSIVS P-F- AVG Radiate

and cuirassed bust to right.

Rev. (PROVID) AVGGG S P in field; C in exergue.
Providence standing left, in her right a wand

upon a globe, and in her left a cornucopiae.

M. [Pl-lII. 8.]

Although of interest as having the three G's indicative

of Carausius, Diocletian, and Maximian, this coin is

most remarkable on account of the legend on the obverse.

The full name of Carausius is usually given as Imperator

Caesar Marcus Aurelius Valerianus Carausius, and this

reading rests, I believe, solely on a unique coin of the

ordinary PAX type published by Tanini l in his supplement

1 P. 229.
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to Banduri, 1791. The coin which is stated to give

IMP C . M AYR V CARAVSIVS P AVG is cited as being

in the collection of Doct. Sloane ; it ought, therefore, now

to be in the British Museum. No such coin, however,

exists in the National Collection, and there seems every

probability of the legend having been misread. There

can, moreover, be but little doubt that Tanini derived

his description of the coin from Stukeley's Medallic

History of Carausius, p. 115, published in 1757-1759.

The coin bearing the obverse legend in question is

engraved as no. 1 of plate vi., and is thus described

"A.D. 290, jan. 30.

" VI I, a coin of Sir Hans Sloan's, and of my friend Mr.

Joseph Ames, secretary to the Antiquarian, and Fellow of the

Royal Society ; an ingenious person and diligent in preserving

everything, either in art, or nature, that pertains to learning,

curiosity, antiquity. This has the emperor's prsenomen and

names of adoption in obverse, and again proves the lid

Article of the Treaty of peace,

IMP - C M AVR V CARAVSIVS P - AVG

"reverse, PAX AVG

" a sacred coin, struck at Cateric, this day."

In the absence of the coins described by Stukeley, and

in the presence of mine, which distinctly reads M and

not V, I think that it will be safe to discard the name

of adoption,
"
Valerius," from the other names of Carau-

sius. Those of Marcus Aurelius may be retained, but

what the M following the M AV may have been intended

to designate I am not prepared to say. It may, of course,

have been placed on the die instead of R by an engraver's

error, in which case the legend would have begun
IMP . C M AVR. But the careful manner in which the

legend has been rendered rather precludes such a
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supposition, and if so the M must be accepted. Possibly
it may have been intended merely to represent the title

MAGNVS or MAXIMVS.

A bronze coin in the collection of M. L. Naville with

the reverse VIRTVS AVGG (?) and s P - in the field reads

distinctly on the obverse IMP C - M AYR M - CARAVSIVS

P AVG.

The names Marcus Aurelius were favourites with the

Eoman emperors contemporary with Carausius, and were

used by Probus, Cams, Numerianus, Carinus, and Maxi-

mianus, as well as by the usurper Julianus.

Since the above was written, Mr. Grueber has kindly
called my attention to an article by M. Kobert Mowat

in the Revue Numismatique for 1896.2 In it the author

describes and figures a coin in his own collection which

is almost, if not quite, identical with mine. The only

differences are that the figure on the reverse holds a

globe instead of a wand in her right hand, and that

the S in the field is nearer to her feet. M. Mowat

agrees with me that the name of Valerius as given to

Carausius rests on the sole authority of Stukeley, who

probably misread the legend on a coin. He, moreover,

cites an interesting article on a Koman milestone found

near Carlisle, and described by Mr. Haverfield.3 The

inscription on the stone relating to our emperor reads as

follows :

IMP C M
AVRMAVS
CARAVSIO PF
INVICTO AVG

Mr. Haverfield suggests that MAVS maybe a blundering

2 Third Ser., vol. xiv., p. 145.

3 Trans. Cuml. and W^tm. Ant. and Arch. Soe., vol, xiii. (1895), p. 437.
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anticipation of ARAVS in the next line, but M. Mowat

does not accept this view, and completes the name as

MAVSAIVS. The small size of the V as compared with

that of the other letters is remarkable, and I acknowledge

that I should like to see the actual milestone before

speculating further. Akerman4 cites a coin in the cabinet

of Mr. F. Douce which gives the title of Carausius as

IMP - C M AYR CARAVSIVS P AVG.

9. Obv IMP (C . CAR) AVSIVS P AV Radiate and

draped bust to right. Double-struck in a

peculiar manner.

JfotvABVNDENTIAWWG Infield S C. Abundance

standing left.

M. [PI. II. 9.]

This reverse type is of considerable rarity, but an

almost similar coin was in the Blackmoor hoard, and is

engraved in Num. Chron., New Ser., vol. xvii. (1877),

pi. iv. 7. The spelling of Abundentia is peculiar.

10. Obc. IMP- C- CARAVSIVS P F AVG Radiate and

draped bust to right.

Tfr^ADVENTVS AVG In exergue C. Emperor gal-

loping to left, holding a spear vertically ;

beneath the horse a prostrate foeman.

M. [PI. II. 10.]

On the coins of this type the horse is usually walking

to the left, and a captive is crouching in front. On a

silver coin (Mon. Hist. Brit., pi. v. 8) in the British

Museum the emperor is galloping to the right and

throwing a spear, while a prostrate enemy is below the

horse.

4
Desc. Cat. of Ttom. Coins, II. p. 171.
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11. Olv. IMP CARAVSIVS P - F AVG Radiate and draped
bust to right.

Rev. CON[CORD EXEjRCI (?)
In exergue ML. Four

military standards.

M. [PI. II. 11.]

This coin seems to be unpublished both as to reverse

type and legend, which latter, however, is but imperfectly

shown. The same type occurs on coins of Allectus, with

the legend FIDES EXERCIT,
5 and of Carausius, with that

ot FIDES MILIT.6 On these the details of the four stan-

dards are shown with greater precision. Another coin of

Carausius gives four military standards, with the legend

COHORT PRAET,
7 with ML in the exergue.

Yet another allied coin is the following :

12. Obv. IMP - CARAVSIVS P AVG Radiate and draped
bust to right.

Rev. FIDES MILITVM In exergue C. Two hands

joined.

M. [PL II. 12.]

This type of the " Fides Militum
"

is new, though on

silver coins of Carausius it is frequently associated with

Concordia Militum. The " commissa dextera dextrae
"

was a well-known emblem of fidelity, said to have been

derived from the Persians. Cicero 9
speaks of the " dex-

terae quae fidei testes esse solebant." The type recurs on

some of our own eighteenth-century Tradesmens' Tokens.

5 Num. Chron., New Ser., xiv. (1874), p. 91.

6
Op. cit., p. 87.

7
Smith, Coll Ant., v. p. 184.

8
Ovid, H. 2, 31.

3
Phil., ii. 2, 5.
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13. Obv.A&no. 11.

Rev. FIDES MILIT[VM] In exergue CXXI. Female

figure seated left, holding patera and cornu-

copiae.

M. [PI. II. 13.]

This coin also presents an unpublished type, Fides

being usually represented as standing and holding two

military standards, and not, as on this coin, sitting. The

attributes seem to be more those of a female Genius or

Juno than of Fides.

14. Olv IMP CARAVSiyS P AVG Radiate and draped
bust to right.

Rev. IOVI VICTOR! Jupiter, nude, facing, but look-

ing to right, his right arm elevated and hold-

ing a thunderbolt ;
in his left hand a slanting

sceptre.

M. [PL II. 14.]

A somewhat similar coin, now in my own collection, is

figured in the Hon. Hist. Brit., pi. viii. 2, but there is a

mantle under Jupiter's left arm.

I now come to some of the legionary coins of Carau-

sins, and it will be well to say a few words by way of

introduction, as some interesting questions arise as to the

derivation of their types and the bearing of the coins on

the history of the period. I do not, however, propose to

enter upon a dissertation on legionary coins in general,

as the subject has already been discussed by Spanheim,

Eckhel, and others.

Some account of the Roman Legions in Britain is

given by Horsley in his Britannia Romana.

The legionary coins of Mark Antony were struck both

in gold and silver, but belong to too early a period to
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have influenced the coinage of Carausius. The same may
be said of those of Clodius Macer, which, moreover, were

struck in Africa, and are of extreme rarity. There

remain the coins of Septimius Severus, Gallienus, and

Yictorinus. Those of the first are, with a single excep-

tion, struck in gold or silver. Nearly all those of the

last are in gold and very few in number, so that to the

coins of neither of these two emperors can we with any

degree of confidence look for the prototypes of the

legionary coins of Carausius. They may, however, be of

service as showing the attributes of various Legions at a

date anterior to the days of that emperor.
The whole of the coins of this class struck under

Gallienus are, on the other hand, of billon, and from

them the moneyers of Carausius may fairly be presumed
to have copied, at all events to some extent. The main

question, however, is whether the legions whose names

appear on the coins were in existence in Britain and

under the command of Carausius, or whether the coins

purporting to give their names and devices were not

servile copies of coins issued some twenty or thirty years

earlier under Gallienus. That some of the types of

Carausius as, for instance,those with PRINCI Pi IVVENTVTIS

and SAECVLARES AVG were such servile imitations, may
be accepted without hesitation.

It has occurred to me that in the case of the legionary

coins of Carausius there is a possible criterion by which

we may distinguish those that are probably mere imita-

tions of earlier coins and those that are probably con-

nected with legions serving under Carausius. It is this :

to compare the title of the legion and its device on the

coins of the two emperors, and if on both the title and

device are identical, to regard the coin of Carausius as
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possibly a mere imitation of one of Gallienus. If, on the

other hand, there is a difference either in the title or the

device, to regard the coin as probably an original pro-

duction of the mint of Carausius.

Take, for instance, a coin of this emperor bearing the

title LEG -
I MIN (Legio prima Minervina). Coins of

this legion are known of Gallienus and Yictorinus,

though the title is somewhat extended. The device,

however, is in all cases the figure of Minerva. On the

coins of Carausius, of which I have two specimens, the

device is a ram either to the right or the left, and the

inference may be that apportion of the first legion gave
in its adherence to the cause of Carausius and adopted

a new device.

Taking the second legion, we find it under Gallienus

with various titles, but not with that of Augusta. A
coin of Carausius, however, gives that title and the device

of a Capricorn which is not to be found on the coins with

the name of that legion struck under Victorinus or

Gallienus. The long association of Legio II Aug. with

Britain is proved by numerous lapidary inscriptions. On
the other hand, the Legio II Parthica with the device of

a centaur is not infrequent on coins of Gallienus, and the

coins of Carausius with the same legend and device may
be mere imitations.

The Legio IIII Flavia with the lion device appears on

coins of both emperors, but that with the two lions of

Carausius (Cohen, 142) seems to have been copied from

a gold coin of Victorinus (Cohen, No. 60), so that a

portion of that legion may have transferred its allegiance
from Gaul to Britain. It is not known by inscriptions.

The coin hereinafter described with the legend LEG -

1 1 II- FLAVIA seems to be peculiar to Britain. The
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collocation of the type and legend can hardly be the

result of a moneyer's error.

The coins of Carausius with LEG VI I CL, and with the

type of a bull may be only imitations of those of Gal-

lienus. The same may be said of the British coin with

LEG -Vili AVG and a similar device. That with LEG-

VIM GE suggests originality.

Those with LEG MXX - PRIMIG and a Capricorn may be

merely transcripts of coins of Gallienus. A vexillatw of

this legion was, moreover, in Britain in the days of

Hadrian.

The coins with LEG . XXX VLPIA of Carausius have the

same type, Neptune, as those of Gallienus with the same

legend, and those of the first-mentioned emperor may
be mere imitations of those of the second. The name

of the legion does not occur in inscriptions found in

Britain.

The legionary coins that I am now about to describe

are only two in number, but several more that have

already been published are in my collection.

15,16. Obv. IMP CARAVSIVS P - F AVG Radiate and

draped bust to right.

Rev. LEG II - PARTH In exergue ML. Boar

standing to right.

M. [PL III. 1, 2.]

I have two examples of this coin, and have thought it

worth while to figure both, inasmuch as they are from

different dies. The usual device of the Legio Secunda,

Parthica or Augusta is a Centaur walking to the left,

and the boar in conjunction with the name of this legion

on the coins of Carausius is, I believe, unpublished. A
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boar with the name of Legio XX (Valeria Victrix) is

to be seen on a coin in the Hunter collection at Glasgow.
10

On the coins of Gallienus the centaur is always the

device of this legion, and the probability is that this

coin relates to a legion under the command of Carausius

rather than that the association of the new type with the

old legend is merely a blunder.

17. Obv As no. 15.

Eev LEG Illl FLAVIA In exergue CXXI. Centaur

walking to left, holding a wand in his left

hand.

M. [PI. fll. 3.]

The usual emblem of this legion is a lion, or more

rarely two lions facing. In the present instance the

well-known device of the Second Legion has from some

cause or other been adopted. Two coins bearing the

name of the Legio quarta Flavia, one with a centaur to

the right, and the other with one to the left, have been

published by Mr. Koach Smith (Coll. Ant., vii., pi.

xxii. 1, 2). The latter may be the same coin as that

above described. Akerman, in his Descriptive Catalogue

of Roman Coins (1834), has figured a silver coin very

nearly of this type, with the letter C in the exergue.

Though this piece fetched a very high price at the

Brumell sale, I am by no means confident as to its

authenticity.

The coin here described seems to refer to a legion in

Britain, and not to be a mere imitation of a coin of

Gallienus.

10 Hon. Hist. Brit., pi. ix. 2.
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18. Obv. IMP C . CARAVSIVS P AVG Radiate and draped
bust to right.

fiev. NEPTVNO REDVCI Infield S- P. Neptune nude,

standing to left, holding a dolphin on his right

hand, and in his left a trident.

M. [PL III. 4.]

The sea-god is represented on several of the coins of

Carausius both in silver and copper, either seated or

forming part of a group of two, but this I believe to be

the only instance at present known in which lie stands as

the principal device. The only other emperor on whose

coins this reverse legend appears is the Gaulish usurper,

Postumus, whose connection with the sea was infinitely

less than that of Carausius.

19. Obv. VIRTVS CARAVSI AVG Radiate and cuirassed

bust to left, holding in the right hand a spear
over the shoulder, and in the left a circular

buckler.

Eev. PROVI(DEN)T AVG In exergue MLXXI, in field

B - E. Providence standing left, holding in

right hand a globe, and in left hand a trans-

verse spear.

M. [PL III. 5.]

The principal interest of this coin arises from its

obverse type and legend. I possess, however, nearly

similar coins with the legend VIRTVS CARAVSI AVG, with

the reverses

EXPECTATE VENI MSCC in exergue.

PAX AVG, one with MLXXI in exergue, and
VICTORIA AVG

The exact meaning of the B - E in the field is at present

involved in mystery.
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20. Olv. IMP CARAVSIVS P AVG Radiate bust of

mperor to left, as on no. 19.

. RESTIT SAECVL In exergue C. Emperor in

military costume standing left, in his right
hand a globe, and in his left a vertical spear ;

behind him Victory standing left, in her left

hand a palm branch, with her right apparently

crowning him.

M. [PL III. 6.]

This coin differs from two in the Hunter collection

(Mon. Hist. Brit., pi. xil, 17, 18) in the type of the

obverse, and the following coin in the type of the

reverse.

21. Obv. IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG Radiate and draped
bust to right.

Bet;. RESTIT (SAEC) In exergue XXI C. Victory march-

ing right, in her left hand a palm branch, in

her right a wreath which she presents to the

emperor in military costume standing left, and

holding in his right hand a globe and in his

left an upright spear.

M. [PI. III. 7.]

The type of the reverse of this coin is new. It appears
to have been borrowed from a coin of Probus (Cohen, 511),

while that of the previous coin reproduces another device

of the same emperor (Cohen, 513) with a slight variation.

'2-2. Olv. IMP CARAVSIVS (P) AVG Radiate and draped
bust to right.

Rev SECVRIT- PERP In exergue ML, in field L.

Security, draped, standing left, her right hand
over her head, her left resting on a column.

M. [PI. III. 8.]

VOL. V., SE1UES IV. I)
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This coin is of British fabric, probably from the London

mint, and differs entirely from those found near Kouen,

which were struck in France. The type seems to have

been derived from coins of Probus.

23. Obv. IMP C M CARAVSIVS P F AV Radiate and

draped bust to right.

Rev. VIRTVS AVG Hercules, nude, marching right,
in his left hand his club, which rests on the

ground, in his right carrying what may possibly
be the Hydra.

M. [PI. III. 9.]

Hercules is represented on other coins of Carausius

with the legend VIRTVTI AVG, but not in the attitude in

which he appears on this coin. Unfortunately, the object

that he carries is too indistinct to be accurately deter-

mined. I have another coin of the same type, but it does

not assist in settling the question. In the case of a coin

in the Hunter collection Hercules is described as holding

a bow as well as a club.

24. Obv. IMP- CARAVSIVS P AVG Radiate bust to left,

with spear and shield, much as on no. 19.

Rev. VIRTVS AVG Mars, nude, standing right, in his

right hand a vertical spear, his left on a shield,

which rests on the ground.

M. [PI. III. 10.]

The peculiarity of this coin is the obverse, which gives

the bust of the emperor in the same manner as the coins

with the obverse legend VIRTVS CARAVSl AVG, a legend

which in this case was unnecessary, owing to the VIRTVS

appearing on the reverse.

i
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25. Obv. IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG Radiate and draped
bust to right.

Rev. VIRTVS AVG In exergue CXXI. Mars, nude,

standing right, in his right hand a vertical

spear, his left resting on a shield.

M. [PI. III. 11.]

This coin has the peculiarity of giving CXXI in the

exergue of the reverse, showing that in all probability it

was struck at Camulodunum. The XXI may well be in

some manner indicative of value.

26. Obv. IMP- CARAVSIVS P F- AVG Radiate bust to

right.

JSev. VIRTVS (MILIT)P In exergue XX. Britannia

standing right, presenting a standard to the

emperor standing left in military costume and

holding a vertical spear.

M. [PI. III. 12.]

The reverse type of this coin is new, but is closely

connected with that of the coins reading EXPECTATE
VENI. On the coins of Aurelianus, with much the same

legend, it is a soldier, and not a province, that is pre-

senting homage to the emperor.

With this coin my list concludes, and I can only

express a hope that the details into which I have been

compelled to enter may not have been intolerably dry.
I may, however, claim to have added some new types and

varieties to the long list already known of the coins of

an emperor who, whatever there may be to say against

him, was the first who claimed, and for some years

secured, the independence of this kingdom of Britain.

JOHN EVANS.

D2



IV.

KOMAN COINS FEOM CEOYDON.

(CONSTANTIUS II., CONSTANS, MAGNENTIUS, AND

GALLUS.)

THE hoard which is described in the following pages
1 was

found at Croydon, Surrey, on March 10, 1903, by a work-

man in the employ of the Corporation, who was digging

a drain-trench in Wandle Eoad, opposite No. 56. The

coins were contained in two pots, buried only two feet

below the surface. The pots were in fragments, and so

much is missing that reconstruction appears to be impos-

sible. One of the pots, of a red clay, was decorated with

a single band of pattern (a row of circular pits between

parallel lines) ; the other, of grey clay and harder ware,

appears to have been quite plain. The pots were appa-

rently without handles.

The discovery of the hoard excited considerable interest,

as is evident from the fact that, although when the coins

were first counted they are said to have numbered 3600,

the total number which I have been able to see amounts

1 The details of the discovery here given are gathered from information

kindly supplied by Mr. Samuel Jacobs, Assistant Town Clerk of Croydon,
and from a report in the Croydon Times for March 11. I have to express

my thanks to the Corporation for allowing me to examine and publish

the hoard. Mr. Head has shared the somewhat tedious task of sorting

out the coins, and has made several suggestions which I have been glad
to adopt. Finally, I have been able to profit by many valuable sugges-

tions made by M. Jules Maurice, who has kindly looked through the MS.
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to 2796. Of these the Corporation have generously pre-

sented 210 to the Trustees of the British Museum ;
23

are in the Guildford Museum
;
and the remainder have

been returned to the Corporation, and, it is hoped, will be

kept together in the Croydon Museum.

Every numismatist worthy of the name must deplore

the way in which hoards are dispersed before they have

been properly examined; but so long as collectors are

allowed to defy the law of treasure-trove with impunity,

it is hopeless to expect that hoards, to which the law

unfortunately does not apply, should escape the hands of

the spoiler. At the same time, since there are very

few hoards which can be regarded as having been pre-

served in their entirety, and none of which we can be

certain that, even if complete, they represent all the

money in circulation at the date of deposit, we may
assume that what remains in this case affords a fair

average of the whole. With the proviso, therefore, that

at any time my conclusions may be met by an instantia

contradictories, I proceed to deal with the hoard as if it

were practically complete.

The coins (which are all of the kind known as " second

brass") bear the busts and titles of the emperors Con-

stans (1311), Constantius II. (738), Magnentius (724),

and of the Caesar Constantius Gallus (11) ; further,

twelve coins are so badly preserved that it is difficult to

say whether they belong to Constans or to Constantius II.

It is also very difficult in many cases to distinguish

between the better executed barbarous imitations and the

worse executed official issues, and, as there can be no

doubt that the imitations were accepted in commerce, I

have not attempted to draw the line between the two

kinds. The mints represented are Ambiani, Treviri,
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Lugdunum, Arelate, Roma, Aquileia, Siscia, Thessalonica,

Constantinopolis, Heraclea,Cyzicus, Nicomedia, Antiochia.

The types and inscriptions are as follows :

TYPES OF OBVEESES.

Constantius.a. Bust 1., diademed, holding globe in hand.

D N CONSTANT1VS P F AVG.

ft (1). Bust r., diademed. D N CONSTAN-
TIVS P.P. AVG.

ft (2). Bust r., diademed. CONSTANTIVS P

F AVG.

Comtans.ft (1). Bust r., diademed. D . N CONSTANS
P F AVG.

ft (2). Bust r., diademed. CONSTANS P F

AVG.

Magnentius. y (1). Bust r., bareheaded. IM CAE MAG-
NENTIVS AVG.

y (2). Bust r., bareheaded. D N MAGNEN-
TIVS P F AVG.

y (3). Bust r., bareheaded. MAGNENTIVS
P.p. AVG.

8 (1). Bust r., diademed. D - N - MAGNENTIVS
P-F. AVG.

8 (2). Bust r., diademed. D - N - MAGNENTIO
PERPETVO AVG.

Gallus.c (1) Bust r., bareheaded. D N . CONSTANTIVS
NOB CAES.

(2). Bust r., bareheaded. D - N - CONSTAN-
TIVS NOB - C.

c (3). Bust r., bareheaded. D N PL - CL
CONSTANTIVS NOB - CAES.

e (4) Bust r., bareheaded. D N CONSTAN-
TIVS IVN NOB - C.
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TYPES OP REVERSES.

A. PEL - TEMP REPARATIO Soldier walking to r., turn-

ing his head; he holds spear, and drags a young
captive by the hand out of his hut

;
behind the hut,

a tree. Cohen, vii. p. 448, no. 56.

B. PEL TEMP REPARATIO The emperor standing in a

galley to 1., holding Phoenix in r., labarum in 1. ;
the

galley is steered by Victory seated in the stern.

Cohen, vii. p. 406, no. 9
; p. 446, no. 35.

0. PEL -TEMP- REPARATIO Similar to' B, but the Phoenix
is replaced by a Victory holding out a wreath to the

emperor. Cohen, vii. p. 406, no. 11; p. 445, no. 32;
viii. p. 10, no. 11.

D. PEL TEMP - REPARATIO Soldier 1., piercing with his

spear a fallen horseman. Cohen, vii. pp. 406, 407,
nos. 15-17 ; p. 446, no. 44

; p. 447, nos. 46, 47. This

type (or a variety) is also described under Magnentius
by Cohen, viii. p. 10, no. 14, on a small bronze.

E. (1). SALVS AVG - NOSTRI Christian monogram be-

tween A and (A). Cohen, vii. p. 466, no. 176.

(2). SALVS DD - NN - AVG - ET CAES. Similar to E (1).

Cohen, viii. p. 13, no. 31.

F. CONCORDIA MILITVM The emperor standing to front,

looking L, holding labarum in each hand ;
above his

head, a star. Cohen, vii. p. 439, no. 3.

G. GLORIA ROMANORVM The emperor on horseback r.,

about to spear kneeling enemy. Cohen, viii. p. 11,
no. 20; p. 12, no. 24; cp. no. 22.

H. FELICITAS REIPVBLICE The emperor standing to

front, looking 1., holding Victory in r., labarum in 1.

Cohen, viii. p. 9, nos. 5-9.

K. VICTORIAE DD - NN AVG ETCAES Two Victories stand-

ing, holding wreath, within which VOT V MVLT - X.

Cohen, viii. p. 19, no. 68.

L. VICTORIA AVG - LIB - ROMANOR. The emperor standing
r., holding in r. standard (with eagle), in 1. laurel-

branch, 1. foot on the back of a seated captive.
Cohen, viii. p. 16, no. 57.

M. PEL -TEMP REPARATIO The emperor standing 1.,

holding labarum in r. Cohen, viii. p. 10, no 12.
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The date of the burial of the hoard, or rather of the

issue of the latest coins contained in the hoard (for we

must remember that they had to find their way to Britain),

is apparently the first half of the year 351 A.D. It con-

tains no coin of Decentius, and only two which allude to

him, viz. the coins of Magnentius bearing the legend

VICTORIAE (or SALVS) DD NN AVG - ET CAES. (Lugdu-

num type E and Ambiani type K). It follows, there-

fore, that the latest coins must date from just after the

elevation of Decentius to the rank of Caesar. On the

other hand, Constantius Gallus, who was made Caesar by

Constantius II. on March 15, 351, had enjoyed his rank

for some time, since the hoard contains coins issued in

his name at Eastern mints. The war between Magnentius

and Constantius II. did not actually break out before

the summer of 351
;
until that time, although Constantius

had been preparing for war for nearly a year,
2
Mag-

nentius would have continued to strike coins at the

Western mints in the name of the rival Augustus and

his Caesar. On the other hand, had any coins of Decen-

tius been in existence, it would be remarkable that they

should not be represented in this hoard, which consists

mainly of coins issued in Gaul. Everything, therefore,

conspires to show that the latest coins must be dated

between the elevation of Gallus to the rank of Caesar

and the outbreak of the war, i.e. to some time in the early

summer of 351. The composition of the hoard also shows

that Decentius was made Caesar only just before Mag-
nentius left for the campaign against Constantius.3

The earliest types in the hoard are those which I have

2 Soe Schiller, Gesch. d. rdm. Kaiserzeit, ii. p. 240,noto.
3

Schiller, ii. p. 2f>f), coraos to the same conclusion.
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called A, B, C. These, with still earlier types, all occurred

in the hoard of " third brass
"

of Damery (Marne), which

contained no coins of Magnentius.
4

The Croydon hoard thus overlaps that of Damery by
three types, but it contains no coins of the smallest

module, to which, apparently, all the Damery pieces

belonged.

But a record exists of another hoard, which must have

been deposited at just about the same time as that of

Croydon. It was contained in a leathern purse, protected

by a pot, in a stone sarcophagus found at Eheinzabern in

1852.5 Hettner describes 588 out of the 600 or 700

pieces which were found. They range from before 330

to the time of Magnentius and Decentius (one coin of

Claudius II., the rest of Constantine the Great and his

successors). The largest numbers belong to Constans

Augustus (293) and Constantius II. Augustus (112).

Magnentius has only 2 coins, Decentius 1. The majority
are "small brass," but a few "middle brass" of the

PEL- TEMP . REPARATIO group of Constans and Con-

stantius were also included, and the three coins of Mag-
nentius and Decentius are also " middle brass." There

were, as in the Croydon find, a great number of blun-

dered, barbarous imitations. For purposes of comparison
I give here the analysis of the coins representing types
also found in the Croydon hoard.

4 Rev. Num., 1837, p. 173 ; Lenormant, La Monn. dans VAnt., iii.

p. 207 ; Mommsen-Blacas, iii. p. 136, no. 11. They were the latest types in

the hoard, and were represented by about 100 specimens out of a total of

some 3900. Even if, as is supposed, the coins of this hoard were all made
at Damery under unusual circumstances, still they would represent the

types then in circulation.
5
Hettner, Romische Miinzschatzfunde in den Rheinlanden, in the West-

deutsche Zeitschr. fiir Gesch. u. Kumt., vii. (1888), pp. 137 f.
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probably barbarous imitations. At Arelate, again, type C

was only issued in small quantities in the name of Con-

stantius. Type D (another of the PEL TEMP REPARATIO

types) is not much later than B and C, but was probably
struck in larger quantities in the East than in the West.

Constans and Magnentius between them provide only

15 specimens out of a total of 249. The coins of Mag-
nentius of this type are evidently uncommon. Types

Gr, H, K, L, M are confined to Magnentius. Types E, F,

K, L, M were probably all issued for the first time in 350

or 351, for they occur in very small numbers
;
E and K,

on the specimens issued by Magnentius, allude to the

Caesarship of Decentius
;
F was introduced by Vetranio,

from whom Constantius took it over ;

7 and L probably

refers to the crushing of Nepotian at Kome. In De Salis'

arrangement of the British Museum collection, however,

type E is usually placed first.

I cannot undertake here to discuss the history of the

various mints during this period in the light of the new

find
;
but I append brief notes on three points.

As was to be expected, the hoard contains a certain

numbev of coins struck at Ambiani, where a mint was

opened by Magnentius. It is true that M. Mowat has

suggested
8 that this mint was opened in 352, after the

defeat of Magnentius at Mursa
;
but our hoard, with its

42 coins of Ambiani, forces us to assign an earlier date

to the opening of the mint, which was necessitated by
the enormous quantity of the coins struck by Magnentius

out of the treasure extorted from his subjects.
9 The mint-

marks represented in the hoard (AMB,

7
Schiller, ii. p. 253.

8 Rev. Num., 1895, p. 171.

Cp. Schiller, ii. p. 254.
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belong to the earliest issues
;
at a later date the star and

crescent, as at other mints, were employed as differentiae.

Hettner (p. 146), in discussing the PEL - TEMP - REPA-

RATIO types as represented at the mint of Trier, gives

the following list, with the mint-marks which he has

noticed :

(a)
Phoenix on rock or globe. TRP or TRP #.

(b) Soldier dragging captive from hut (our type A). TRP

(c) Emperor in galley (our types B and C). TRP, sometimes

in field A.

(d, e).
Soldier spearing fallen horseman (our type D).
TRP, TRPu.

Type a was, curiously,enough, not represented in the

Kheinzabern find, as it was not in that of Croydon. Its

absence in the former case is peculiarly strange, since the

find covered a long period anterior to its issue. Hettner's

types d, e were also unrepresented at Eheinzabern. He

points out that d (with the mint-mark TRP) was probably

not issued in large quantities until after the fall of

Magnentius. He also concludes that e, with TRPu was

not issued at all until after that event. His conclusions

are, on the whole, borne out by the new evidence, although
a reference to the description of the find given below

will show that his statement of the mint-marks found at

Trier with these types requires modification.

Certain of the issues of Aquileia have been studied by
M. Mowat.10 The specimens in the hoard throw no light

on the interpretation of the mint-marks peculiar to this

mint and to Siscia, but the date of the hoard shows that

31. Mowat's explanation of the numeral LXXIl is incorrect.

It' the numeral referred, as he supposes, to the restoration

of the sole monarchy on the fall of Magnentius, after

10 Kev. Num., 1897, pp. 186 f.
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seventy-two years which had elapsed since the death of

Probus, then this hoard must date as late as 354 A.D.

I see no reason to doubt the explanation of the numeral

as indicating that the coins were struck nominally at

72 to the pound. M. Mowat's average weight for the

coins in question is 4*385 grammes. The weights of the

three new specimens are

Constantius (Aquileia) ... ... 4-146 grammes.
Gallus 4-562

(Siscia) 4-191

The combined averages yield 4'321 grammes, i.e. only

0'227 grammes (or less than 4 grains troy) below the

normal weight. Surely such a slight deficiency in coins

of this metal, especially if allowance be made for loss

by wear, need not surprise us.
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CONSTANTIUS II continued.

THEV1KI continued.
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CONSTANTIUS II continued.

LUGDUNUM continued.
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CONSTANTIUS II continued.

AEELATE continued.
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CONSTANTIUS II continued.

CYZICUS.

Obv.

Obv.

Obv.

Obv.'

Obv.
1

Mint marks. No. Total.

Rev. Type D.
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CONSTANS.

TREVIRI.

Rev. Type B.
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CONSTANS

LUGDUNUM continue*.
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CONSTANS continued.

ROMA continued.
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CONSTANS continued.

UNCERTAIN MINTS continued.

Rev. Type C.

Obv. Type (1) (DNOOM8TANSPF-
AVG) .
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MAGNENTIUS continued.

TREVIRI continued.
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TREVIRI continued.
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MAGNENTIUS continued.

LUGDUNUM continued.
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MAGNENTIUS continued.

ROMA.

Rev. Type G.

Olv. Type 7 (2) ; behind bust, A
RS

Jj*
RT

J*
RQ~

Rev. Type L.

Obv. Type 7 (1) (IMPCAEMAGNEN-
TIVSAVG) . . RJ

UNCERTAIN MINTS.

Rev. Type G.

Obv. Type 7 (2) .

> ; behind bust, A .

(!).

Rev. Type H.

O&v. Type 7 (1) ^A
////

; behind bust, A . . |
A

/////

7 (2) |A

srn m
" '

Illegible

Rev. Type M.

.Type 5 (1) ; behind bust, A .

Mint marks.

Aj
//////
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CONSTANTIUS GALLUS.

TREVIRI.
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UNCERTAIN EMPERORS.

(EITHER CONSTANTIUS II. OR CONSTANS.)

UNCERTAIN MINTS.

Rev. Type B.

v. Type (1) or ft (2)

R&v. Type B or C.

y. Type (1) or (2)

Mint marks.

Illegible

Illegible

No. Total.

12

G. F. HILL.



V.

A HOARD OF EDWARD PENNIES FOUND
AT LOCHMABEN.

(See Plate IV.)
1

ON October 11, 1904, while a labourer named Matthew

Green, belonging to Lochmaben, Dumfriesshire, was

engaged in filling in a drain in a park near the town,

he came upon a small earthenware vessel containing a

number of coins. The upper part and the handle were

broken away; otherwise it was intact, and it still

showed here and there a few patches of the yellowish-

green glaze with which it had originally been covered.

It is interesting to note that in shape, dimensions, and

fabric it was almost an exact counterpart of the vase or

jar of which Sir John Evans gives a description and a

figure in his account of the find at Neville's Cross.2

Green believes that when he counted the contents

of the vessel there were 476 pieces in all. Unfortunately

it is not possible to verify his impression, as the coins

did not pass direct into the hands of the Crown authorities.

The total received by the King's Remembrancer was

448. These were forwarded by him in ordinary course to

1 After I had examined and classified the find, it was returned by the

Crown authorities to the finder, and at once dispersed. As I did not

secure impressions of any of the coins when they were in my hands, this

paper is illustrated from typical specimens in the British Museum,
selected by the Editors.

2 Num. Chron., Ser. III. vol. ix. p. 313.
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the National Museum in Edinburgh for examination and

report. A summary will indicate the general character

of the hoard.

Edward L, II. (and III. ?)

English pennies . . . .422
Irish pennies ..... 5

Alexander III.

Long Cross pennies . . . .9
Foreign sterlings 12.

Total . . 448

With the exception of one or two of the foreign

sterlings, which were badly corroded, the coins were in

good condition. In almost every instance it was possible

to determine the exact variety to which a specimen

belonged. There were hardly any rarities, the few

Scottish coins, in particular, being of the commonest.

At the same time, the hoard presented one distinct

advantage from the numismatic point of view. It was

of singularly convenient size, being sufficiently large to

be fairly representative, and yet not large enough to

render a minute scrutiny an unduly irksome task. In

subjecting the coins to a very careful examination, my
original intention was merely to compile an exact record

which should illustrate the conclusions arrived at by
Messrs. Grueber and Lawrence in their masterly report

on the Balcombe find. But when the record was com-

pleted, there were seen running through it certain lines

of demarcation which seemed to justify me in proposing

a more detailed classification of the pennies of Edward I.

than any hitherto suggested. This attempt, it should be

premised, rests wholly on the evidence of the present

hoard, although its value has subsequently been tested
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by a comparison with the trays of the Hunter Cabinet.

At the best, it will require to be supplemented, if not to

be corrected, by further researches on the part of those

who are more at home in the field of English numismatics

than I can pretend to be. But when the problems to

be solved are complicated, it is only by small stages that

progress is possible at all.

Our main concern is with the English pennies of the

Edwards. The first rough arrangement of these was

based on the spelling of the king's name and title.

They fell into the following groups, each of which we

shall have to discuss sepaiately :

EDW R .155
EDWA R 175

EDWAR R . . . . . .83
EDWARD R 6

EDW REX 3

422

COINS READING EDW R.

The coins reading EDW R were first sorted by mints,

and then subdivided according to the principles of

classification laid down by Hawkins. This subdivision

completed, the obverses were scanned closely, with the

view of discovering whether the hoard would yield any

examples of the type with bushy hair and spread bust,

the lateness of which was first noted by Sainthill,
3 and

afterwards, independently, by Mr. A. J. Evans in his

account of the Oxford find.4 No such pieces were forth-

coming, and it was therefore permissible to conclude that

3 .Yum. Chron., vol. xiv. p. 20.

4
Ibid., Ser. II. vol. xi. p. 2<>4 ft'.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. F
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the whole 155 coins were struck during the reign of

Edward I. But the examination also revealed certain

points of difference, after repeated observation of which

the conclusions now to be stated were reached.

Apart from the late specimens which were mentioned

above, and which were unrepresented in this find, the

pennies reading EDW R can best be arranged, not in

three main classes, as Hawkins suggested, but in two,

which we shall call Class A and Class B respectively.
5

Class A corresponds to the "Class I" of Hawkins. A
broaderflan, a larger mint-mark, a superior style of letter-

ing these are the characteristics by which the coins that

belong to it are distinguished. A very little experience

enables one to recognize them at a glance. Further,

each of the two main classes consists of two divisions, to

which we shall give the names of Division a and Division j3,

while each division in its turn presents us with not less

than two varieties.
" Mules

"
between different varieties

of the same division are not uncommon. " Mules
"

between different divisions are almost unknown.6 In all,

the hoard contained 107 pennies belonging to Class A,

and only 48 belonging to class B.

The simplest method of securing a verdict on the

merits of the proposed classification will be to give a

catalogue of the find. To save space, we shall omit all

mention of the types. The variation in these is too

slight to be of service. We shall take Class A first, and

deal with each of its two divisions separately. The most

5 The nomenclature I have adopted is, I fear, a somewhat awkward

one, but for a tentative classification it possesses distinct advantages.
6 I speak of this find only. It is not improbable that wider examina-

tion would show a larger number of these. This might be an aid in

determining chronological sequence.
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striking characteristics of the class as a whole have

already been enumerated. Minor differences will show

themselves as we proceed. Division a is distinguished

from Division /3 by the use of the barred fi as compared
with the unbarred ft. Similarly, the two most important

varieties of Division a are distinguished from each other

by the use of N and H respectively. The changes in

the forms of C and E are not constant, but an endeavour

will be made to indicate them as they occur. In the list

that follows the mints are taken in the usual order.

LONDON.
Variety = Aa1

.

Obv. * eDWR'KNGL'DNShYB )

Rev. CIVI TSS LON DON \
'

[PL IV. 1.]

Variety = Aa-.

Olv. ^QDWR'SHGL'DHShYB 7
i

Eev. CIVI TfiS LOH DOM J

'

Mule.

Obv. As Aa1
]

Rev. AsAa'2
J

BRISTOL.

Variety = Aa1
.

Obv. *DWR'KNGL'DNShYB )

Rev. VILL SBR ISTO LLI6 f
*

Variety = Aa2
.

Obv. ^QDWR'RHGL'DHShYB )

Rev. VILL flBR ISTO

7 The closing of the Q was not invariable. This applied to A a2 ut

other mints besides London. Sometimes it was impossible to distinguish
between the open and the closed form.

8 On the reverse of one specimen the inscription was differently divided
-VILL KBRI STO LLI6.

p2
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CANTERBURY.

Variety = Aa1
.

Obv. * QDWR'SNGL'DNShYB )

Rev. CIVI TSS C7UM TOR \
*

Variety =Aa~.

Obv. ^etDWR'SHGL'DMShYB)
Rev. CIVI TSS CSH TOR !

'

[PL IV. 2.]

DURHAM.

I. WITH MINT-MARK OF BISHOP BECK (1283-1310).

Variety Aa
1
.

Olv. GDWR'SNGUDNShYB i

]

Rev. &C\V\ TAB DVR I'I6|

[PI. IV. 3.]

II. WITH ORDINARY MINT-MARK.

Variety = Aa1
.

Obv. *DWR'RNGL'DNSHYB) ^
Rev CIVI TSS DVR 61-16 5

Variety = Aalbls
.
9

Obv. ^QDWR'SNGL'DNShYB| 2

Rev. CIVI TSS DVR QMeO

LINCOLN.

Variety = Aa1
.

Obv. *DWR'KNGL'DNShYB|
Rev. CIVI TfiS LIN COL' I

This is obviously very closely connected with Aa 1

. At the same time,

the fact that both Q and M had a different form, justified its being classed

apart.
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NEWCASTLE.

Variety = Aa1
.

Ofo. ^eDWR'KNGL'DNShYB
|

Rev. VILL SNO VICK STRM *

YORK.
Variety = Aa1

.

Obv. & GDWR'SNGL'DNShYB)
Rev. CIVI TSS 6BO RRClf

*

Turning now to Division ]3 differentiated, as will be

remembered, by the use of the unbarred "K we find that

it is much smaller than. Division a, but that it contains

a larger number of distinct varieties. In the present

hoard the only mints represented are London and

Canterbury.

LONDON.
Variety = A/3

1

.

Obv. *DWR'fiNGL'DNShYB)
Rev. CIVI TfiS LON DON f

'

Variety = A/5'
2
.

Obv. *-6DWR'fiNGL'DNShYB >10
)

Rev. -CIVI TfiS LON DON J

Variety = A08
.
11

Obv. & GDWR'fiNGL'DNShYB
j

(Three dots on king's breast) > . , .1
Rev.~ CIVI TfiS LON DON 12

)

[PI. IV. 4.]

10 The apostrophe at the end was certain on the London coins, but

doubtful on the corresponding variety at Canterbury.
11 This rare variety was represented in the Oxford hoard; see Num.

Chron., Ser. II. vol. xi. p. 265. The Hunter Cabinet contains an example
of the same variety from the Canterbury Mint, the dot on the reverse being

placed before TOR, instead of before CAN. Cf. no. 10 of the Balcombe
find (Num. Chron., 1898, p. 23).

12 The example illustrated is double-struck on the reverse.
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Variety = A/5
4
.

13

Obv. HhCXDWR'TXNGL'DNShYBj
(Rosette on king's breast) > .

Rev. CIVI T7XS LON DON j

[PL IV. 5.]

Jfttfe.

Obv. As

CANTERBURY.

Variety = A/3
2

.

* DWR'7\NGL'DNShYB|
. CIVI TfiS CAN TOR J

*

Variety doubtful
14 ...... 3

In giving our lists of the coins belonging to Class B,

it will be convenient to describe both divisions together.

This class includes Class II. and Class III. of

Hawkins. The lettering, as well as the work generally,

is inferior to that found in Class A. The coins are

usually less well spread, and where they are well spread

there is often a tendency for the reverse to become

scyphate. They fall, like the coins of Class A, into two

main divisions. The differentia between these is not,

however, the presence or absence of a star, as Hawkins
.

considered, but the particular form assumed by the

letter N.15 The star distinguishes the varieties within the

13 There was also a single example of A# 4 in the Balcombe hoard
; see

Num. CJiron., Ser. III. vol. xviii. pi. iii. 1. There is another in the

Hunter Collection. A specimen of the same variety from the Canterbury
Mint is figured in Num. Chron. I.e., pi. iii. 2.

14 These three coins were a good deal rubbed, and it was impossible

to assign them confidently. On one there was a pellet on the reverse

before TOR. This probably belonged to A 3
; see footnote 11 on

p. C9 supra.
15 The use of apostrophes is another criterion.
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divisions. The lists given below will, I think, place this

beyond all doubt, the Newcastle pennies being specially

instructive. The ft is always without the bar, and the

a and a are practically always closed.

LONDON.

Variety = Ba1
.

Obv. ^QDWR'TXNGL'DNShYB')
Rev. aiVI TAS LON DON i

*

[PI. IV. 6.]

Variety = Ba2
.

Similar to Ba1

,
but star on king's breast . , 2

Variety = B^
1
.

01)v. * SDWR'TUlGLDUShYB 16
)

Rcv.~ CUVI TfiS LOU DOU >

[PI. IV. 7.]

Variety =
By8'

2
.

Similar to B/3
1

,
but star on king's breast . 10

BRISTOL.17

Variety = Ba2
.

Olv.
^QDWR'ANGL'DNShYB'j

(Star on king's breast) > .

Eev. VI LL BRI STO LI6C j

Variety = B/3
1

.

Obv. ^SDWR'AUGL'DllShYB)
Eev. VI LL BRI STO LIQ }

*

Variety =

Similar to B/3
1

,
but star on king's breast

16 On coins of all mints the apostrophe on B/8
1 and BjS

2 was always

small, and sometimes barely visible.
1T Note that the mint name is spelt with two L's in Class A, and with

one L in Class P>.
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CANTERBURY.
Variety = Ba1

.

Obv.- ^QDWR'TXNGL'DNShYB')
Rev. aiVI TfiS (XfiN TOR J

*

Variety = Ba2
.

Similar to Ba1

,
but star on king's breast . 1

Variety = B/3
1
.

Obv. * QDWR'TUXGLDUShYB )

Rev. CXIVI TfiS CfiU TOR }
' '

[PL IV. 8.]

Variety =
Ej3'

2
.

Similar to Bfi\ but star on king's breast . 1

Mule.

Obv. As Ba1
}

Rev. AsB/? )

'

CHESTER.

Variety = B^8
2
.

Obv. ^aDWR'TXUGLDUShYBj
(Star on king's breast) > . . .2

Rev. CUVI TAS OSS TRIG j

DURHAM.
I. WITH MINT-MARK OP BISHOP BECK (1283-1310).

Variety = Ba2
.

.

6(DWR'7\NGL'DNShYB'j
(Star on king's breast) > . . .1

DVR

II. WITH ORDINARY MINT-MARK.

Variety = Ba1
.

Obv. * SDWR'ANGL'DNShYB' )

Rev. aiVI TfiS DVR SNS \
'

18 The form of M on this and the variety next to be described was

not distinguishable from N,
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Variety =

. ^QDWR'UGLDUSHYB
j

(Star on king's breast) > . . .2
Rev. aiVI TfiS DVR SMS 19

)

III. MULE BETWEEN EPISCOPAL AND ORDINARY MINTS.

Obv. As Ba1 of I.
| l

Rev As Ba of II. )
'

NEWCASTLE.20

Variety = Ba1
.

Obv.
*QDWR'KNGL'DNSriYB'| 1

Rev. VI LL NO^I <*7\S TRI 5

Variety = Ba2
.

Similar to Ba1

,
but with star on king's breast 21

1

Variety = B^
1
.

Obv.
*e(DVVR'7UlGLDlXShYB|

Rev. VILL UOV QfiS TRI f

'

Variety = B/3
2

.

Similar to B/3
1

,
but star on king's breast . 1

YORK.

Variety = B/3
1

.

Obv. *6(DVVR'7UlGLDUShYB)

Rev. aiVI T7\S 8BO RfiCU f

Variety = B/3
2

.

Similar to B^S
1

,
but star on king's breast . 2

-

19 On both specimens the exact form of M was obscure. I have, there-

fore, printed it simply in conventional fashion.
20 Xote the difference in the spelling of the mint name on o 1 and a2,

as

compared with 1 and
'-',
and also the difference as compared with ( 'lass

A. I have seen coins of Bo 1 with N( >^, which represents a transition

stage.
- l The bar of the N was hardly visible on this piece.
22 On one of these two specimens the mint name was arranged thus

SBOR fiCI.
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Looking back over the preceding catalogue of EDW R

pennies, we find that it has been possible to distinguish

at least ten different varieties, and, further, that in most

cases these varieties have been issued, no doubt simul-

taneously, from several different mints, the dies being all

cut at one centre, presumably London. The existence of

" mules
"
proves that, although the varieties are distinct,

some of them are practically contemporaneous. It would

be premature to offer any suggestions as to the chrono-

logical order of the issues. But I venture to think that

light may ultimately dawn even upon that obscure

question, if further observation should confirm the out-

line sketched above and enable additional details to be

filled in. Assuming that all of Edward I's pennies read

EDW R (an assumption that we shall subsequently have

occasion to question), we may give the following summary
of the issues and mints, so far as the material above

described can carry us :

Mints.
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COINS BEADING EDWA R.

The pennies reading EDWA R were the most numerous

of all the groups. They also proved to be much more

homogeneous than those reading EDW R. Minor varieties

were occasionally distinguishable. But there were no

well-marked classes or divisions. The following record

contains all the points of interest :

LONDON.

Obv. *6(DWfiRfiNGLDNShYB)
Rev aiVI TfiS LON DON

[PI. IV. 9.]

Variety with 7XNGDNS

,, n on obv 2

,,
n. on rev. ..... 3

ll on rev. .

BERWICK.-4

Olv. >JeDWfiRfiNGLDNShYB* r

Rev. VILL ABG R6V VICI (

Variety with fiNGLOUS ..... 2

BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

Obv.
^QDWfiRfiNGLDNShYBj

/,>,,-._ VILL saiet DNV NDI I

CANTERBURY.

)

49
Rev. aiVI TfiS CAN TOR )

[PL IV. 10.]

Variety with TfiS TOR ..... 1

K on rev/
25 ..... 1

-' The work on all of the Berwick coins was particularly poor. 6 and

C are always open.
25 This is the solitary instance of a barred A I was able to find on any

of the 2G4 coins reading EDWA, EDWAR, and EDWARD.
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DURHAM.
I. WITH MINT-MARK OF BISHOP BECK (1283-1310).

Obv. 6(DWfiRfiNGLDNShYB)
Rev. CUVI TfiS DVR QMS f

II. WITH MINT-MARK OP BISHOP KELLOW (1311-1316).

)

Rev. [M.m.]
26 aiVI TfiS DVN 6U_M f

III. WITH ORDINARY MINT-MARK.

Obv.
Je(DWfiRfiNGLDNShYB|

Rev. CUVI TfiS DVR 6(Me( f

IV. WITH OBSCURE MINT-MARK.

Either I. or III...... 5

COINS WITH EDWAR R.

The 83 pennies reading EDWAR R exhibited much
more variety. Although I failed to detect any satis-

factory principles of classification, I incline to believe

that, with a larger number of coins to work upon, there

would be a good prospect of discovering such principles.

A few indications which I did observe are shown in the

list now to be given.

LONDON.

Obv. ^QDWfiRRfiNGLDNShYB)
Rev CUVI TfiS LON DON J

[PI. IV. 11.]

Variety with LOU DOU .... 3

[PI. IV. 12.]

Obv. ^etDWfiR'R'ANGL'DNShYB)

Rev. CUVI TfiS LON DON )

'

(Superior workmanship.)

26 One end of the cross bent towards the left, so as to form a crozier.
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BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

Obv. * aDWfiRRfiNGLDNShYB )

Rev. VILL saiS DMV NDI 5

Obv. & QDWfiR'R'fiNGL'DNS KB
'

2r
)

Rev. VILL SONS DMV NDI f
'

(Superior workmanship.)

Obv. *6(DVVfiR
' R -fiNGLDNShYB)

. VILL saiS DMV NDI

CANTERBURY.

Rev. aiVI T7XS CCfiN

Variety with TT^N for TAS . . . 1

Obv. ^ e(DWRR'R'7^nGL'Dn,ShYB

Rev. aiVI TKS C7\n TOR '

060.

Rev. aiVI TAS a^N TOR

Obv.-
Rev. aiVI TfiS CAN TOR

:

[

DURHAM.

I. WITH MINT-MARK OF BISHOP KELLOW (1311-1316).

Obv.

Rev.[M..m.]
w

Oi\V\ T7XS DVN

[PL IV. 13.]

7 The tendency to ligature h and Y was apparent elsewhere in this

group, but nowhere so distinct as on these two pieces.
28 I find I have made no note as to the workmanship of these coins.

Analogy with the corresponding pieces of London and Bury St. Edmund's
would suggest that it must have been unusually good.

28 One end of the cross bent to the left, so as to form u crozier.
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II. WITH MINT-MARK OF BISHOP BEAUMONT (1318-1333).

Obv. [M.m.]
ao aDWARRTXNGLDNShYBJ

Rev. CUVI TfiS DVN 6CLM f
' '

III. WITH ORDINARY MINT-MARK.

Obv. 3? QDWfiRR'fiNGLDNShYB )

Rev. aiVI TAS DVR SMS i

'

COINS READING EDWARD R.

The six pennies reading EDWARD R were all of the

London mint. They call for no special remark.

LONDON.

Obv. *e(D\XmRDR'7\NGL'DNShYB'

Rev QIVI TfiS LON DON

[PI. IV. 14.]

Variety with LOu DOU .

COINS READING EDW REX.

I have reserved to the last the interesting little group

reading EDW REX, because it is in connection with

these that the non-English portion of the hoard can most

appropriately be considered. We may begin with a

description. It will be seen that no two of the three

pennies are precisely alike.

30 A lion rampant left. On four of the specimens there were two fleurs-

de-lis in the field before it ; on two, there was one fleur-de-lis in front

and one behind ;
on the remaining specimen only one fleur-de-lis was

visible in front. There was a horizontal stroke above the M on the

reverses of several of the pieces.
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LONDON.

Obv. *DWREXrtMGL'DHShYB )

1

ReVt CIVI TfiS LOH DOH )

[PI. IV. 15.]

Variety with LON DON . . . . 1

Variety with LOH "DON .... 1

This class of coins is discussed in detail in the

Balcombe report,
31 the conclusion arrived at being that

it was issued very early in the reign of Edward III. The

arguments by which that view is supported are certainly

powerful. Coming from such an authoritative source,

they render it difficult to maintain a contrary opinion.

At the same time, after full consideration, I am bound to

say that, in workmanship and lettering, the three speci-

mens from Lochmaben showed far more affinity with

Class A of the EDW R coins than with any of the later

groups represented in the hoard. It may be that EDW
REX pennies were issued at more than one period. It

is certain that, so far as this particular find is concerned,

the balance of evidence is in favour of attributing them

to Edward I. The testimony of the Northampton hoard,

as described by Neck,
32 tells even more strongly in the

same direction. It may be useful to recapitulate it

here.
t

Of the 195 Edward pennies found at Northampton,
192 read EDW R and 3 read EDW REX. Not one

read EDWA R, EDWAR R, or EDWARD R. It is in-

credible that, in a chance collection of this kind, there

should be a sprinkling of Edward Ill's pennies and

31 A'uni. C/jron., Ser. III. vol. xviii. pp. 8 ff.

32
Ibid., vol. ii. pp. 108 ff.
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absolutely no representation of the issues of Edward II.

It might be replied that possibly the EDW R coins were

all of the late type, now admitted to belong to Edward

III. But Neck's report shows him to have been a care-

ful observer. He was perfectly familiar with this late

type he speaks of it at length in the course of his

paper and he is not in the least likely to have confused

it with the ordinary one. Further, while his descriptions

do not go into minute detail, they are sufficiently full to

make it clear that the great majority, if not the whole, of

the EDW R coins from Northampton belonged to what I

have called above " Class A." The forms of the letters

show this plainly the barred s, the open C and G, the

reversed H were all common, while on every one of the

eight Bristol pieces the mint name was spelt with a double

L. On the other hand, there is not a single example

which can, with any reasonable probability, be assigned

to " Class B." The inference is not to be resisted. The

Northampton hoard was buried in the course of Edward

I's reign, and it was by Edward I that the EDW REX

pennies it contained were issued.

It remains to inquire whether the date of burial of the

Lochmaben hoard could be approximately determined,

and, if so, whether it is possible to deduce from that

date any argument to support the evidence supplied by

the lettering of the EDW REX pieces. We may reply

to the latter question first. The answer is in the negative.

The probable date of burial would cover either attribution.

Leaving the EDW REX pennies out of account, and

having regard only to the English coins, we find that the

composition of the rest of the hoard compels us to accept

the last years of Edward II as the earliest limit of

possibility. The latest limit might conceivably be
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extended to cover the very first years of Edward III

but it could not with any show of reason be extended

further, seeing that no certain coins of his reign were

included.

The opinion just stated is fully borne out by the

evidence of the non-English pieces, of which we have

now to speak briefly. The Scottish long-cross pennies

were nine in number, but they presented absolutely no

feature of interest. All ofthem were very common varieties

of the ordinary issues of Alexander III. There were

five Irish pennies of Edward I, all minted at Dublin.

They had the usual obverse type the bust of the king

facing, within a triangle, and with a dot or pellet on his

breast. There were two varieties of legend.

6DWR' fiNGL'D NShYB' )

CIVI TfiS DVBL INIG

QDWR' fiNGL'D NShYB') ,.
}

TfiS DVBL INIS

The twelve deniers esterlings are of more value from

the point of view of dating. The following were the

kings, princes, and bishops represented :

Robert of Bethune (1305-1322)
Mint of Alost (Chautard, Nos. 13

f)
. . .2

John of Hainault (1280-1304)
Mint of Mons (Chautard, No. 29) . . . .1

John III. of Brabant (1312-1355)
Mint of Brussels (Chautard, No. 112) . . .1

John the Blind (1309-1346)
(Chautard, No. 185) 1

Guy de Collemede (1296-1306)
Cambray (Chautard, Nos. 216 ff

34

) . .1

33 The closing of the C( was certain, that of the 9 less so.

34 The exact variety \vas not determinable.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. G
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Valeran II. of Ligny (1316-1354)
Mint of Serain (Chautard, No. 237) . . 2

Gaucher of Porcien (1303-1329)
Mint of Yves (Chautard, No. 241) ... 1

Mint of Neuf-Chateau (Chautard, No. 248) . . 2

It will be seen that the dates given above entirely

confirm the suggestion that the hoard must have been

buried in the latter part of Edward IPs reign, or at the

very beginning of the reign of Edward III. But there

is still one foreign sterling to take account of. This was

a piece similar to that described by Chautard as No 197,
35

and by him attributed to Thomas de Bourlemont, Bishop
of Toul, from 1330-1353. It bears no name, however,

and Chautard himself admits that the attribution is con-

jectural, although he prefers it to the proposal of Serrure,

who would assign it to the time of Ferry IV, Duke of

Lorraine (1312-1328). If Chautard be right, then our

hoard cannot at the earliest have been buried before

Edward Ill's fourth year. It is exceedingly difficult to

reconcile this with the rest of the evidence, and especially

with the fact that this particularcoin was wornand corroded.

If we are to judge the doubtful sterling by the company it

keeps, and, in the absence of a name, this is the only

sure criterion, we are compelled to say that, whether

Serrure was right or not, Chautard was undoubtedly wrong.

Our review of the whole set of coins thus fully justifies

us in considering that the Lochmaben hoard was de-

posited in its resting-place within a period of three or

four years on either side of 1325 A.p.

GEOKGE MACDONALD.

35 Imitations des Monnaies au type esterlin, pp. 130 if.



VI.

THE COINAGE OF HENKY IV.

(See Plate V.)

IN several of the earlier volumes of the Numismatic

Chronicle may be found papers and references to the

coinage of Henry IV and to the connection between

the coins of this king and those of his predecessor,

Richard II, on the one hand, and his son and successor,

Henry V, on the other. The summary of these papers is

to be found in the last edition of Hawkins. The editor

is careful to take all responsibility to himself where he

differs from the authors of the original papers. The

result of all this literature is the following classifica-

tion. Henry IV coins are marked

1. By a cross pattee mint-mark.

2. By a bust after the style of Eichard II, i.e. the

hair standing well out from the head, no separate side-

lock of hair under the crown.

3. By a slipped trefoil as ornament.

4. By having the N in London Roman.

5. By the presence of the final m of the word fiDiVTO-

Reun in the groats.

6. By the pellets on the reverse usually being united.

In like manner coins of Henry V. are characterized as

follows :

1. By a plain or pierced cross mint-mark.

G2
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2. By a bust on which there is a distinct side-lock

under the crown.

3. By a mullet, a quatrefoil, or by a broken annulet

as ornaments.

4. By having the N in London in old English form.

5. By the omission of the final m of fiDiVTOReun.

6. By the pellets being usually distinct.

7. By being in certain cases of very coarse work.

The above classification has worked very fairly well

for a number of years as regards Henry IV, but there

are now known a number of coins which either bear no

distinguishing marks at all, and yet must belong either

to Henry IV or Henry V, or which bear marks on one

side that are appropriated to Henry IV, and on the

other side marks which would refer the coins to Henry V.

Mr. Neck, indeed, in 1871 (Num. Cliron., New Ser.

vol. xi. p. 93 f) has taken some trouble to point out these

transitional coins, but gives it as his opinion that they

must all be referred to very early years of Henry V.

Since Mr. Neck's paper practically nothing further has

been written on this section of English numismatics.

That there are some grounds for a revision of this now

thirty years' old paper is probable on account of the

numerous examples of the so-called transitional coins

which have been unearthed since that time. It will be

necessary to touch on old ground, however, to make the

new facts intelligible.

Henry IV came to the throne in 1399, and died in

1413, so that he reigned some thirteen years. Henry V
followed him, and, dying in 1422, reigned nine years.

Eichard II, who preceded Henry IV, reigned from 1377

to 1399, twenty-two years. For the present only the

silver coins, and chiefly the groats, will be referred to.
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Hawkins says, and perhaps quite correctly, in describing

the groats of Kichard II,
" There are three distinct styles

of head of Kichard II, one like that of Edward III,

another like that of Henry IV, and one intermediate."

The very early Edward III like head on these Kichard

groats does not concern the arguments put forth in this

paper, and may therefore be passed over. The other two

heads, however, are worthy of more attention, and are

illustrated in PL V. 1, 2.
1 It will be seen that No. 2 is still

an Edwardian head, and has been treated in much the

same manner as those heads on the latest Edward III

groats. The same sort^of crown is visible, and the hair

very much resembles that of Edward III. The fleuring

of the arches is in the same style too. The head on No. 1

is quite different
;
the bust is longer and narrower ;

the

crown is wider from side to side, and not so high, and

projects even beyond the hair; and the face is much

thinner. Besides these differences in the bust, there are

many other variations in the general treatment of these

two groats of Kichard II. The lettering is different,

notably the N's in London. On the earlier coin the

serifs are square and the marks of contraction plain.

On the later coin an ornamental indentation is to be

found. Of these two pieces the second is an extremely

rare coin, and hardly ever to be found in good condition.

Now, this description of the third bust of Richard II

accurately applies to the bust found on the majority of coins

now attributed to Henry IV, but the coins of Henry with

this bust are relatively numerous as compared with those

bearing Richard's name. Besides these pieces with the

name of Henry and with Richard's latest bust, there are

1 Xo. 1 is a late groat of Richard II, and No. 2 is an early groat of

Henry IV with a bust of Richard II, earlier than No. I.
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a few of exceeding rarity bearing the earlier bust of

Eichard II. All these Henry groats bear characteristics

mentioned at the beginning of this paper. They all

have a slipped trefoil somewhere on the coin, a cross

pattee for mint-mark, the Roman N in London, and read

fiDlVTORSm. They are all admitted coins of Henry IV.

An example is shown on PI. V. 3. No. 2 is an example
of the greatest rarity with Eichard II's earlier head, and

not only has it this bust, but the obverse, at any rate, is

struck from a die of Eichard II, in which the name hedlRlcx

is engraved over RiQfiRD. A pellet has, however, been

added at one side of the crown, and an annulet at the other.

The weight of the piece is just upon 60 grains, and it is

but little worn. The coin next in the plate, No. 3, is a

representation of the second variety of Henry IV's groat

with Eichard II's third bust. The first fact, therefore,

in connection with these coins is that the admitted groats

of Henry IV bear the bust of Eichard II. The next

point that must be considered is their weight. Edward

III and his successor, Eichard II, issued money at the

weight of 72 grains to the groat. Henry IV followed

their example, and later in his reign altered the weight

to 60 grains. Hawkins gives the date as in Henry's

thirteenth year. In describing the so-called heavy groat

Hawkins refers to pictures in Euding and Snelling, and

then, following writers in the Numismatic Chronicle, pro-

ceeds to throw doubt on the genuineness of the coins,

supposing the pictures to be accurate. In throwing this

doubt, these writers were in all probability correct. At

any rate, the existence of a 72-grain groat of Henry IV is

still open to doubt. According to the hitherto accepted

descriptions of Henry IV's groats, all these must be

placed to his thirteenth year. If this proposition be
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true, a great difficulty is introduced, which probably

cannot be explained. All Henry IVs groats bear

Richard II's head. Some have been struck from Eichard

II's dies, and yet their weight shows that they cannot

have been struck before his thirteenth year. Clearly all

this cannot be correct, but supposing for one moment

that it is so, a still more glaring difficulty comes to light,

in the impossibility to account for specimens of the

coinages of the thirteen previous years. A possible

answer to this last point may clear the way for removing

many of these anomalies. Either Henry did not strike

coins during his first thirteen years, or the produce of

such coinage is now lost. It is not necessary to consider

these two alternatives at any length, as every student

of English numismatics knows that there never was a

period of thirteen years during which the mint prac-

tically yielded nothing, and again that, as there must

have been a coinage during this period, some specimens
must have come down to modern times. They are there-

fore not lost. If not lost, then the question may be

asked, where are they? The answer obviously is that

they are mixed up with other coins. One object of this

paper is to show some of these issues. Again, before

doing so, one or two more topics must be touched upon
as bearing on this coinage. Any reader taking up
Hawkin's Silver Coins of England will there be informed

that no coins can be precisely given to the first quarter

of a century of Edward Ill's reign, notwithstanding the

fact that Hawkins himself quotes dates within this period

during which, according to indentures, alterations were

made in their weight. It may be asked what has become

of these coinages, were coins never struck, or are they

lost? The answer given before applies precisely here.
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Coins were struck, and have not been lost. In this case

it has been shown that these early Edward III coins

have previously been mixed up with coins of Edward I

and II. Here, then, indentures were extant, and coins

had to be found which would furnish the necessary

characteristics. The next reign to be considered is that

of the young king, Edward V. His coins are well known

and beyond dispute, yet there is no indenture to account

for the striking of them. This is the opposite of what

occurred in Edward Ill's early years. The coins exist,

but no indenture. Now, if these two facts are applied to

the elucidation of those dark thirteen years of Henry IV,

it is wonderful how easily the difficulties can be solved.

If we suppose that the alteration in weight took place

quite early in the reign of Henry IV, and that no

indenture can now be found ordering this provision,

we can then account for (1) the great rarity of the

heavy coinage; (2) the reason for the continuance of

Eichard II's bust;
2 and (3) the comparative frequency

of these light coins.

The acceptance of this view of the matter naturally

introduces one difficulty in the way, viz. that it places

a hiatus between the coins of Henry IV and those of

Henry V ;
but the filling up of this space with coins

previously called transitional is more or less simple and

natural. Besides this, some coins will be taken from

Henry V and added to Henry IV, so that, although those

of Henry V, who reigned only nine years, will still out-

number those of his father, who reigned fourteen years,

there will not be quite the same disparity as hitherto.

A careful examination of the accompanying list discloses

2 The same may be noted in the early years of Edward IV, when the

earliest light groat is struck from dies for the heavy coinage.
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many points of interest. The list is arranged to show

the relationship of the coins to each other rather than

to demonstrate the actual chronological order of issue.

Thus groat No. 4 is probably nearly contemporary

with groat No. 2, but it is not placed next to No. 2

because No. 3 bears the identical obverse of No. 2, and

yet has a reverse of No. 4 work. The connection of these

coins is not analogous to the connection of coins such

as Edward IV's, where three coins are connected by two

mint-marks, the middle one bearing both, and thus being

a link between the other two. The work of No. 2 obverse

and reverse is the same, and the remark applies to No. 4.

The obverses and reverses, therefore, of these two coins

must have been made for each other, but the obverse

and reverse of No. 3 were certainly not made to produce

groat No. 3, therefore it is later than No. 2, and probably

later than No. 4. No. 2, however, bears an early head,

and therefore No. 3 cannot be a late coin, and for the

same reason No. 4 must be classed as an early piece.

In much the same way groats Nos. 6 and 7 arc

connected, and also Nos. 8 and 9. These pieces must be

nearly contemporary, because on one side they are from

identical dies. The head on No. 8 is an early head,

and therefore No. 9 cannot be a very late coin. If it

be admitted that these coins, from identical dies one

side or the other, were issued within a short period of

each other, and also that the head appearing on the

earliest of them is really a head of Eichard II, the only

conclusion that can follow is that these must be coins

of Henry IV. Additional reasons pointing in the same

direction may also be given. If a new king wishes to

alter his coin, the obverse would naturally be the side

to treat first, as it is the more "
kingly

"
side. In the
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list, however, it will be noticed that the reverses are in

the larger variety. Thus the idea put forward by Hawkins,

following Mr. Neck, can be shown to be of very little value,

as the new reverse would not be joined to an old obverse,

if Henry V were the author, but the other way round.

Of course, the whole argument fails, as the list here

given shows that obverses and reverses were joined quite

indiscriminately. One coin bears an old obverse with

a new reverse, and the next has the obverse belonging to

the new reverse, which again is attached to another reverse.

If these coins, then, are to be considered as having been

issued by Henry IV, the marks on some of them cannot

have been introduced by Henry V and used exclusively

on his coinage, and therefore the two descriptive

paragraphs at the commencement of this paper require

amending. The features given to the coins of Henry IV
still hold

; all coins with those characteristics are still to

be considered as Henry IV's, but early ones.

With Henry V, however, the case is different.

The plain cross and the cross with an annulet in the

middle of it have both been shown to exist on what is

otherwise a coin of Henry IV (see Nos. 3, 4, 5). The

bust with side-locks also shares the fate of the mint-

mark as it appears on Nos. 7, 10, 11. The mullet

on the shoulder on No. 9, a typical obverse of Henry IV,

and the quatrefoil after POSVI on No. 3, also remove these

marks from belonging exclusively to Henry V.

In like manner the absence in ADiVTOReurc of the

final JTC, the presence of the Lombardic ft in London,

and the separation of the pellets from each other in

the angles of the cross, can no longer be held as signs

separating the coinage of Henry IV from that of his son,

Henry V.
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Two points only still remain to be mentioned, viz.

the broken annulet and the coarse work. With regard

to the broken annulet, one difficulty exists in the circum-

stance that the mark is frequently blundered in the

striking, and thus a really unbroken circle often appears

as a broken one. If the half-groat figured by Mr. Neck

in Num. Chron., New. Ser. vol. xi. pi. iii., has really

a broken annulet, then this mark was probably used by
both kings, as that half-groat has an early Henry IV

reverse ;
and again, the same remark holds in reference

to a noble of Henry IV, a heavy coin of 119 grains

described in the Montagu sale catalogue (pt. 2, pi. iii.,

No. 475). If the annulet is truly broken, then it is of

no use as a decisive mark.

All the marks hitherto said to characterize the coinage

of Henry V have thus been shown to be present on

some coin or coins bearing besides them features which

would more reasonably assign them to his father. In

the failure, therefore, of these marks, it is necessary to

find some other method of distinction between the

coinage of Henry IV and Henry V. Hitherto it has

been the custom to refer to the " mullet marked "
groat

as of the first coinage of Henry V. This coin has all

the characteristics of the coinage of Henry V, as pointed
out in an early paragraph of this paper. There is a

mullet on the shoulder, a quatrefoil after hSnmcx,

another after POSVI
;

the reading is SDlVTORet; the

n's in LOftDOR are Lombardic, and lastly, and of more

importance by far than any other feature, the coin is of

coarse work. Some definition of coarse work should be

attempted if it is to be adopted as a criterion, and

possibly the only criterion, of Henry V's early coinage.

It is easy enough at a glance to appreciate at once the
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difference between this style of workmanship and that

which is called the finer work preceding it. It is much

more difficult to display this difference in words that

would convey an intelligible meaning to the reader.

It may be noticed that on most coins with an inner or an

outer dotted circle these circles are composed of minute

dots more or less coalescing. On the coarse-work coins

these dots are fewer and larger, and each dot is distinct

from its neighbours. On looking at an ordinary coin the

dotted inner circle simply conveys to the eye the sensa-

tion of a circle, but on the coarse-work coins, in addition,

a sensation of individual dots. The lettering, too, shows

a difference of treatment. Though of the same shape
and style, the strokes are much thicker

;
the pellets on

the reverse are also larger, and the large cross dividing
the coin is much more spread. Owing to these differences

much less plain ground is visible on these coins than on

those which preceded and succeed them. On the groats

of this issue, of coarse work, a mullet is found on

the left shoulder, a cjuatrefoil (not a stop) occurs after

hetriRia, and another after POSVl. The arch on the

breast is fleured, but not those above the crown, and

AftGLiet is a constant reading. The half-groats and

smaller coins exhibit the same sort of work. Mullets,

trefoils of three pellets (not resembling the typical

slipped trefoils of Henry IV), and broken annulets appear

on these pieces. They are the coins described by

Hawkins, following Mr. Neck, as Class II under Henry V.

There seems no reason to remove this large class from

Henry Y, and the coarse work certainly differentiates

it from the earlier pieces. The class as a whole seems

to have more affinities and connections with the annulet

coinage of Calais and London than with the coins
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described before. It is hoped, therefore, that in this

coarse-work coinage may be found the true distinction

between coins of Henry IV and those of his son. It

may be worth while to point out that gold nobles, half

nobles and quarter nobles are known of coarse work, as

well as all varieties of the silver coins down to the

farthing. They all bear either a plain cross with ends

voided or a pierced one, and are generally marked with

a mullet, quatrefoil, broken annulet, or trefoil of dots.

The coinage is followed by one of finer work, both in

gold and silver. The silver coins are characterized by
an annulet in the centre, of two groups of pellets on the

reverse, by an annulet after POSVl, and by the reading

AftGLiet, which connects it with the coarse-work coinage.

London and Calais were both minting-places of this

coinage.

It is necessary to point out in conclusion that the

appended list does not purport to be a complete one of

the coins of Henry IV. As many examples as possible

of the transitional coins have been obtained and described,

and illustrations are given to show clearly their early

origin, and to bear out the suggestion of placing them

to their proper date. The smaller coins have not been

illustrated. They follow on the larger ones, and the

same arguments hold for all of them.

DESCRIPTIONS OF COINS.

GROATS.

1. Qlv. * hQftRia * D6U * 6R7V x R9X * AllSLIQ. Head

in a tressure of nine arches, all fleured ;

annulet to right, pellet to left side of

crown.
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Rev. * POSVI fDSVJTl
* fiDIVTORQSTl * maVJYl * CUVITfiS

LOU DOM. The usual cross and pellets, the

latter united; slipped trefoil after POSVI.

Wt. GOgrs. [PI. V. 2.]

This coin has been struck from an obverse

die of Richard II, and it will be observed that

part of Richard's name and the mark of con-

traction after the final D are still visible on
the coin. The obverse does not present the

slipped trefoil unless the object on the breast

is taken to represent this. The obverse mint-

mark is the typical cross-pattee of the earlier

kings. On the reverse the mint-mark is only

very slightly pattee.

2. Obv. * hQRRICCx DPx GRTTx R9X
FRfirKX. Pellet above and to left of crown,
another to right side of crown

;
all the arches

fleured
; slipped trefoil on breast.

Eev. * POSVI oe(vm x fiDiVTORewn * meivm aiVITAS *

LOH DOM . Pellets united
; slipped trefoil after

POSVI
; the cross mint-mark on both faces only

slightly pattee. [PI. V. 3.]

3. Obv. From same die as last.

. POSVI *Davm*'ADIVTOReumetvm cuviTfis ^

LOriDOn x The mint-mark is a cross-pattee
with an annulet in the centre; there is a

quatrefoil after POSVI ; the n,'s in LOQDOD.
are Lombardic, not Roman, and have a foot

from the front stroke pointing backwards
;

the pellets are not united; all the lettering
is stunted and flattened. [PI. V. 4.]

4. oiv. *hanRia*Di <3Rfi Recx TmsLia-VFRfina. A
curious, broad, flat bust

; quatrefoil after

hG(D.RIC(; all the arches fleured; mint-mark

cross rather pattee.
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ReVt As the last, but not from the same die
;
the

lettering on both sides is the same as that on

the reverse of the last one, viz. flattened and

stunted.

5. Obv.

FRTma. Same peculiar bust and lettering;

quatrefoil after h6(HRIC( ;
all the arches fleured.

Rev. + POSVI x Davm
LOnDOn * No quatrefoil after POSVI. The

lettering not stunted. [PI. V. 5.]

6. Olv. From same die as No. 5.

POSVI DQVm x fiDIVTORS * me(Vm CUVITfiS *

LOPlDOn * Same mint-mark as No. 3
;
letters

as No. 5. [PI. V. 6.]

7. Obv. $heUT.RIC(
v
x Dl x 6Rrt x RSX x 7\HSLI6( x ^ x

FR7\n,Q. Bust with side-locks
;
arches above

crown not fleured
;
no peculiar marks.

Rev. From same die as No. 6.

8. Obv. Same die as No. 7.

Rev. As No. 7, but not from the same die.

9. Qlv. +h3nRIC(' Dl * S - - R9X
Bust as on that of Richard II's latest coinage ;

mullet on left shoulder
; slipped trefoil on

breast and at end of legend ;
arches of tres-

sure fleured ; lettering small, as on the early

groats of Henry IV
;
mint-mark as on Nos. 1

and 2.

Rev. + POSVI x oavm * ADIVTORQ'X mecvm aiVITAS *

LORDOn * No quatrefoil after POSVI
;
work

as on reverse of No. 5. [PI. V. 7.]
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10. Obv

Bust with small side-locks
;
all arches fleured

;

no peculiar marks.

Eev. From same die as No. 9. [PI. V. 8.]

11. Obv. S hariRICCx Dl'x SRTVx R3X x fiftSLia x Jy
*
FR7X.

Bust without side-locks; mullet on left

shoulder all arches fleured.

Rev. $ POSVI DaVJU fiDIVTORa ttiavm CUVITfiS

LOU : DOH : Stops not in saltire. [PI.
V. 12.]

12. Obv. $ hariRia x Dl x 6Rfi x RQX x 7\n<3Lia x ^ *

FRTma * x Bust with small side-locks
;
crown

arches not fleured.

LOR DOIT. * No peculiar marks either side
;

work as on reverse of Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10. [PI.

V. 10.]

13. Obv. From same die as No. 12.

Rev. Same as No. 12, but not from the same die.

14. Olv; $hQn,Ria * Dl

FR7\na. Quatrefoil after hQflRia; bust with

side-locks crown arches not fleured.

. * POSVI oavrn x ADIVTORQ x mavm aiVITAS

Lon,Don *

15. Obv. * han-Ria'x DI'X GRA'X Rax x7\n6Lis x^
Bust with small side-locks

;
mullet on breast

;

crown arches not fleured.

Rev, & POSVI + oavm *
ft DivroRa'x mavm OIVITAS ^

LOnDOn, Cross, not quatrefoil, after POSVI ;

work as No. 14. [PI. V. 9.]
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16. Obv. Same die as No. 15.

RCVt_Same as No. 15, but mark after POSVI more

like a slipped trefoil ;
the work also is in the

style of Nos. 3, 4, and 5.

17. Obv. + hSttRia * Dl'x <3Rfi x R9X x

FR7\na'. Quatrefoil after h^riRICX; bust with

side-locks ; crown arches not fleured
; lettering

something like Nos. 3, 4, and 5.

Rev + POSVI * oavm * ADIVTORQ x msvm aivrnxs i

LOftDOn *
Quatrefoil after POSVI ; ordinary

fine work.

18. Obv. Same die as No. 17.

RGVt Same as No. 17, but from another die.

19. Obv. Same die as No. 17.

Rev. Same as No. 17, but from again another die.

20. Obv. $ hBUlRia x Dl'x SRA'x R8X
Crown arches not fleured.

.Ret;. Same mint-mark. Work and legends as No. 19,

but no mark after POSVI. [PL V. 11.]

21. Obv. As No. 20, but quatrefoil after h^riRld, and

no mark after FR7\nO(.

Rev. As No. 20, but quatrefoil after POSVI.

22. Obv. + hetflRiei'x Dl'x <3R7Vx R3X x finSL'x -^- x FRfina.

No quatrefoil after hSftRICC; the reading
fin<3L is new.

Rev. Same mint-mark. As last, but from a different

die.

23. Obv. (cross with annulet). As No. 21; arch on

breast fleured
;
work approaching in coarse-

ness the later mullet-marked groat.

lieu. As last, except for the coarse work like the

obverse.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. H
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24. Obv. + hanma DI GRTV RX nneua-V FRTma. Bust

with side-locks ; crown arches not fleured
;

mullet on shoulder ; stops not noted .

aiVITAS *

LOnDOn I Quatrefoil after POSVI
;

fine work

both sides.

25. Obv.

Bust with side-locks ; arches above crown not

fleured ;
fine work.

Hev. + POSVI * oavm * ADivTORQ x mavm aiVITAS

LOnDOn. Quatrefoil after POSVI; coarse

work.

HALF-GKOAT.

Obv. * hsnRia x DI x SRA x RQX x 7\nsL -V F - Bust

like Richard ITs
;

all arches fleured.

Rev. Same mint-mark. POSVI DQVm 7\DIVTOR6Un x

mav aiviTAs Lonoon.

PENNIES (LIGHT).

London.

1. Obv. * hGUIRICCx RSX $ 7YR6Lia. Bust of Richard II.

Annulet to right, pellet to left of crown.

Rev. CUVITflS LOMDOM. Slipped trefoil before LOU.
Pellets united.

2. Obv. ^heOlRI ...... R3Xx7m<3L. Same bust, with

annulet and pellet at sides of crown.

Eev. OIVITAS LOW DOM.
This coin is much clipped, but it must

read DI <3Rfi, as there is too much room

for any other legend, such as h6(n.RIC(VS.
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3. Obv. $ hQDRlO'x Dl x 6Rfi x RSX x fi&6L * Bust with

slight side-locks, annulet to right, pellet to

left of crown, work as on groats Nos. 3, 4,

and 5, viz., stunted letters. The mint-mark

is from the same broken puncheon as that

used to produce the mint-mark on the reverse

of groat No. 3.

TfiS LOQDOtl. A small annulet after

TfiS and another before LOEl. The work is

the same as the obverse.

Durham.

Obv. ^hQflRiaVS^ REX * TmaLig. Bust of Henry
IV, slipped trefoil on breast.

ovnvia.

L. A. LAWRENCE.



VII.

A FIND OF COINS AT OSWESTEY.

ON Thursday, November 24, 1904, as some workmen

were making a new street, one of them struck his pick

into an earthenware pot and scattered a number of coins,

which were scrambled for by the six or seven men who

were working together. They sold most of them within

a day or two, chiefly to a local draper and to the foreman

of a silversmith's shop in the town, 'but the police got to

hear of it almost at once, and succeeded in recovering

most of them. Altogether, 401 silver coins and 4 gold

ones were recovered, and at the inquest held by
the coroner on December 15 they were declared to

be treasure-trove, and accordingly were sent to the

Treasury. At the inquest the workmen stated that they

counted the coins and found 407, besides a few which

they threw away as worthless, and that one of them hid

the pot in a hedge close at hand, but on going back to

look for it on the Monday he could not find it or any

part of it. He said it was of a size
" to hold three half-

pints," was made of dark glazed earthenware, had a

handle, but no cover, and was wide in the middle but

narrow at the top. It was found about two feet below

the surface, in a field belonging to Mr. Wilding Jones,

about a yard from the hedgerow which divides the field

from Brynhafod Lane. There were no traces of any

buildings near. The place is within the borough, but
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outside the line of the old walls. The workmen spoke

positively to six gold coins, and only four have been

recovered
;
but if their statements are to be relied on,

the whole hoard did not contain many more than 407

coins, and 405 of these have been recovered. One of

the men distributed several of the coins as presents to

his lady friends, and made holes in them for suspension,

which accounts for the fact that three or four of those

recovered are holed. The workmen cleaned many and

broke one or two.

The following is a list of the coins recovered, arranged

according to Hawkins :

SILVER COINS.

HENEY VIII.

Base groat, reading Posui .

EDWARD VI.

Sixpence, illegibleMM ton

MARY.

Groat, reading Veritas, etc.

illegible .

Half-groat, illegible .

PHILIP AND MARY.

Shilling
Groat

ELIZABETH.

Shilling, MM martlet, Ang Fra et Hi .

Ang Fr et Hib .

No.

1

21

2

5

Total.

2S
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ELIZABETH continued. No. Total.

Shilling, MM martlet, An Fr et Hi . . . 2
cross crosslet, Ang Fr et Hib... 1

>, Ang Fr et Hi . . . 1

An Fret Hib ... 1
bell i
A 5

scallop 1
crescent 2
hand, Hi 1

Hib 1
ton 3

woolpack 2
1 3

Sixpence, illegible . 11
MM pheon, 1561 6

1564 2
1565 2

illegible 8

rose, 1565 2

portcullis, 1566 5
lion (?), 1566 2

1567 1

coronet, 1567 6
1568 6
1569 7
1570 2

castle, 1570 2
1571 6

., ermine, 1572 11
1 ^i7*~5

acorn, 1573 3

doubtful, 1573 1

cinquefoil, 1574 2
1575 4
1576 2

cross, 1577 1

1578 11
1579 1

1580 3
1581 3

sword, 1582 6

bell, 1583 2

A, 1583 2
1584 2

scallop, 1585 6

crescent, 1587 ..... 1

1588 1

hand, 1590 1

ton, 1592 2
1593 6

woolpack, 1594 ..... 3
1595 1

key, 1596 f 3
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ELIZABETH continued.

Sixpence, MM anchor, 1598

1,1601.
2,1602. .

Groat, MM lis

illegible

Threepence, MM pheon (?) .

castle (?) .

1570
1572

illegible .

JAMES I.

Half-crown, Scotch, MM thistle, Quae Deus .

Shilling, Exurgat, MM thistle

i lis

Quae Deus
> rose . .

coronet .

thistle (later) .

lis (later)

Irish, Exurgat, MM bell

,, Henricus rosas, MM large rose

martlet .

Sixpence, Exurgat, MM thistle, 1603 .

1604 .

Quae Deus, MM thistle, 1604

IJ
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CHARLES I. No.

TOWER MINT.

Half-crown, MM portcullis, 1633, type 2c, Mag Br Fr
etHi

portcullis, 1633, type 2c, Mag Br Fr
etHib . .

"

. . . . 1

bell, 1634, type 3a ... . 1

crown, 1635 Mag Bri Fr et Hib . 1

Ma Br Fr et Hi . 1

ton, 1636
, 2

star, 1640, type 4 .... 1

triangle in circle, 1641, type 4, Mag Bri
Fra et Hib 1

triangle in circle, 1641, type 4, Mag Bri
Fra et Hi ... . 2

Shilling, MM lis, 1625, type 1 .

castle, 1627, type la, Hib ..
castle (?), 1627, type 16 ...
harp, 1632, type 3 1

portcullis, 1633, type 3 .... 2
bell, 1634, type 3a . . .

. . . 5

crown, 1635, type 3a, Hi ... 3
> > Hib ... l

ton, 1636 5

upright anchor, 1638, type 4 ... 2

prostrate anchor^ 1638, 5

triangle, 1639, type 4, Bri Fra et Hi . 3
" > > Hib . 6

Brit Fra etHib . 1

Br Fret Hib . 1

star, 1640, type 4 8

triangle in circle, 1641, type 4 . . 6
anchor and B (Briot), 1638 ... 1

Sixpence, MM cross on steps, 1626, type la .

dbv. doubtful ; rev. upright anchor, 1629,

type la 1

rose, 1631, type 2a 1

portcullis, 1632, type 3 .... 1

5, bell, 1634, type 3a 2

crown, 1635
;
2

ton, 1636 8

anchor, 1638, type 4 .... 3

triangle, 1639, Hi.... 1

Hib ... 2

star, 1640 4

triangle in circle (?), 1641 ... 1
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ABEBYSTWITH MINT.

Shilling, MM open book, inner circle on rec., not on obv.

SHREWSBURY MINT.

Half-crown, Hawkins No. 2

No. Total.

GOLD COINS.

James I. Unite (20.), MM lis, 1604-5.

Laurel (20s.), MM lis, 1623-4, reading Hi.
Britain Crown (5s.), MM coronet, reads Jacbus.

Charles I. Ten shillings, type 3, MM doubtful, perhaps triangle in circle.

The characteristics of this hoard are exactly like those

of the much larger one found at East Worlington,

Devonshire, in 1895, and described in the Numismatic

Chronicle for 1897, p. 145, by Mr. Grueber. The pieces

earlier than Queen Elizabeth are almost undecipherable.

The illegible half-groats, attributed above to Mary may

perhaps be of Elizabeth. It is curious that even in this

smaller hoard almost every one of the mint-marks of

Elizabeth's hammered coins should be represented, the

only ones absent being the lis (1560) and (1600).

There are no milled coins. As they had all been in

circulation for forty years before they were buried, they
are naturally in poor preservation, and the only coin of

this reign that calls for any remark is a shilling MM
hand, which reads HI instead of the usual HIB. Of the

401 silver coins in the hoard, 248 are of the reign of

Elizabeth, or earlier. Of 5188 in the East Worlington

hoard, which was buried in 1646, there were 2245 of

Elizabeth, or earlier; and of 1884 found at Crediton in

1897, which were not hidden till after 1683, 801 were of
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Elizabeth, or earlier (Num. Cliron., 1897, p. 159). We
may conclude, therefore, that at the end of the reign of

Charles I half the silver currency of the country still

consisted of coins of Elizabeth.

Of the coins of James I, the laurel, MM lis, differs

from those described in Kenyon's Gold Coins in reading

HI instead of HIB
; and the MM coronet is not men-

tioned as occurring on a Britain Crown, but Mr. Montagu
describes it in the Numismatic Chronicle, 1887, p. 342.

The present specimen is double-struck and blundered.

The Scotch half-crown is as Eud. 41, 2, and seems not to

be a common coin. The shilling with coronet MM has

the earlier head, with which this MM is not mentioned

in Hawkins
; neither is the "

Quae Deus
"
sixpence MM

thistle of 1604.

Of the coins of Charles I, the ten-shilling piece is

clipped and worn or filed, but the MM seems to be a

triangle in circle, which is not mentioned in Kenyon's

gold coins as occurring on a ten-shilling-piece. It reads

BEI FKA ET HIB. The following silver coins show

new varieties of legend : half-crown, MM crown, HI
;

shilling, MM castle, HIB ;
MM crown, HIB ;

MM triangle,

BEIT FEA ET HIB (mis-struck) ;
BE FE ET HIB.

The sixpence, 1629, MM on rev. anchor, is not given in

Hawkins ; this piece reads MAG BEI FE ET HIB.

The sixpence MM rose, type 2a (without plume over

shield), is not given in Hawkins ;
and the reading HIB

on that with MM triangle is a variety. There are no

coins of James I or Charles I of a smaller denomination

than the sixpence, and there were none in either the East

Worlington or Crediton hoard; neither were there any

silver crowns.

The latest coin in this hoard is the Shrewsbury half-
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crown. These pieces were first issued October 21, 1642,

and the mint was removed from Shrewsbury to Oxford

at the end of December, 1642. The latest struck of the

other coins are those with MM triangle in circle, 1641.

Therefore this hoard was probably buried early in 1643.

As the mint which came to Shrewsbury in October was

that from Aberystwith, the Aberystwith shilling in this

hoard was very likely brought to Shrewsbury with it;

and both coins are likely to have been issued at the

same time as pay to the king's troops in Shrewsbury.

Early in 1643 Lord Capel was made lieutenant-general

of the king's forces in Shropshire and other counties,

fixed his headquarters in Shrewsbury, and went with 1000

horse to Oswestry, eighteen miles from Shrewsbury,

where he told the inhabitants that they must entrench

and strengthen the town. This was done, and many
houses outside the walls, and part of the Church, were

pulled down for military reasons. In August a parlia-

mentary force was sent into Shropshire under Colonel

Myddleton, which in September captured Wem. There

is no record of actual fighting at Oswestry in 1643, but

in the early part of that year there was much military

communication between Shrewsbury and Oswestry, and

there must have been much going to and fro. The

presence of the Shrewsbury and Aberystwith pieces in this

Oswestry hoard suggests that it may have been brought
from Shrewsbury to Oswestry at the beginning of 1643

by some one in the king's service, either as being his

own private property or for the purpose of paying some

of the troops in Oswestry ;
and if the owner was suddenly

called away, as many men must have been at this time,

on the king's service, it may well have seemed the safest

course to bury such money as he did not immediately
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require, and to tell no one of the place. Any small

change he may have possessed he would be likely to

keep with him, and this would be enough to account for

the absence of coins of small denomination from the

hoard. The receptacle has been unfortunately lost, but

was probably the first earthenware household jar of

suitable size which came to hand.

R. LL. KENYON.
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NOTE ON SOME COINS OF WILLIAM II IN THE ROYAL MINT
MUSEUM. Among the coins of William II in the Royal Mint
Museum is one by Swetman, of Oxford, which offers some

points of interest. This moneyer is noted in the tables

appended to the late Mr. Spicer's paper in the Numismatic

Chronicle (Series IV. vol. iv. pp. 255-287) as having struck

coins at Oxford, corresponding in type to Hawkins' figures,

Nos. 241 and 249. The coin in the Mint collection bears on
the obverse a full-faced bust with sword in the right hand,
and reads PILLELM REX, while on the reverse is a cross

pattee pierced, within a quatrefoil, the inscription being
SPETMAN ON OXN (Hawkins' No. 246) ; it thus gives a new

moneyer to this type.
An examination of the reverse legend of this coin shows a

feature worth consideration. The letters which form the

moneyer's name (SPETMAN) are seen to be in a totally dif-

ferent style from those on the obverse, and also from those

that conclude the reverse inscription (ON OXN). The latter

letters are of the usual character with heavy and broad down-
strokes. The moneyer's name, however, is composed of

irregular and attenuated letters of the " wire "
variety. In

explanation of this striking difference in style, it is suggested
that an alteration of the moneyer's name was made in the die

by a person inexperienced in the engraver's art, probably

using for his purpose tools other than those usually employed
in cutting the letters. Such an alteration could be effected

by softening tfce die, hammering down the part where the

intended erasure was to be made, and putting in new letters

with a cutting tool. In this instance, besides inferior work-

manship, there was evidently a want of experience in evenly

spacing the letters, for the last three (MAN) are unduly spread
out in order to fill the interval between the T and the O.

Whether this particular alteration was authorized or not,

and whether it was made in London or in Oxford is uncertain.

Swetman is mentioned in the Domesday Book among the

tenants in capite at Oxford as monetarius (Num. Ohron.

Series IV. vol. i. p. 384), and coins of other types by him are

extant. Whatever may have been the reason in this case,

the renewal of old dies was no doubt of frequent occurrence.

It is known that the cuneator in London claimed the old and
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broken dies as his perquisite, and it seems highly probable
that, when not returned cracked across the face, or too short

in the shank for further use,
1

they were softened and re-

engraved, the labour and expense of new forgings being
avoided by this means. If, through imperfect erasure, the
first design was not entirely obliterated before the second

design was engraved, some of the original outlines would be
transmitted to the coins struck from that die, and while such
faint marks on the die might well escape both the engraver
and the moneyer of that day, they are easily discerned on the

coins by the powerful lens of the modern numismatist in his

keen search for fresh data for the differentiation of types.
It has been supposed that coins having indications of a

second design were "
overstruck," that is, coins were used as

blanks or flans. While such procedure is quite possible, it is

difficult to imagine what practical advantage this expedient
would have been to the Norman moneyer, unless the type of

coin so utilized had been demonetized. In such circumstances

the moneyer might make use of the uncurrent coins, if they
were available in any quantity, in order to save himself the

labour of preparing blanks from bullion.

A well-known instance of overstriking coins in modern
times occurred in 1804, when, on account of the scarcity of

cash and the high price of bullion, two million Spanish dollars,

not being themselves legal tender in this country, were over-

struck with new dies in the Boulton presses at Soho, and
issued as British currency. The outlines of the dollar designs
can still be discerned on many of these Bank tokens. This

unusual measure of adapting foreign coins to supply the

deficiencies of the home currency is altogether different from
that of striking current coins for re-issue in the same sphere
of circulation. The latter expedient has been resorted to when
a coinage has been withdrawn from circulation for political

reasons, as, for instance, when the "harpe and cross" money was
re-coined after the Restoration of Charles II. But the immense

labour, as well as expense to the State, involved in the re-

calling and re-issue of a coinage tends to prevent the adoption
of such a measure, unless in circumstances of grave necessity.
Whether numismatists are in possession of adequate evidence

of such a practice by the Norman Williams may be a matter

of debate. But it should not be a difficult task, supposing a

sufficient number of overstruck pennies of the same type are

available, to determine by inspection and comparison whether

1 A short reverse die would probably be re-cut as an obverse, that not

requiring so long a shank.
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they were struck by altered dies or not. In the case of a die

re-engraved without first removing all traces of the previous

design, those traces will of necessity appear in the same rela-

tive position to the lines of the new design on all coins struck

by that die. If, on the other hand, coins were used as blanks

under entirely new dies, the resulting pieces may be dis-

tinguished (1) by the fact that the relative positions of the

two designs are seen to vary considerably, according to the

manner in which the coin happened to be placed on the lower

die; and (2) by the outlines of a double impression being
visible on both the obverse and the reverse sides.

We might, however, reasonably expect to find this class of

evidence preponderating in favour of alterations in the dies,

for the Norman period must have been one of great activity
for the die-engravers. The large number of mints, some

possessing several moneyers each, and the frequent changes
of type combined to make* such a labour-saving device as the

re-issue of the dies in an altered form an advantage, if not an
actual necessity; and particularly so, if, as is generally believed,
the dies were supplied to the whole kingdom from a common
centre. As there was an entire change of dies every two or

three years at least, it is certain the cuneator would exercise

all possible economy of time and labour in the preparation of

new coining-irons, and a ready means of doing this would be
the utilization of returned dies, either by re-engraving the
entire face, or, in the case of the issue of dies of the same

type to another moneyer of the same mint, by re-cutting the
letters of the name only, as appears to have been done on the
die for Swetman. Only in this instance the work was so

unskilfully executed as to attract attention.

There is another coin, also unrecorded, by Swetman of

Oxford, in the Mint Collection. This is of the kind known
as a " mule." It has the same type of reverse (pierced cross

pattee in quatrefoil, Hwks. 246), but a side-faced bust with
sword on the obverse (Hwks. 244). On this coin, however,
the letters of the moneyer's name are uniform in style with
the other parts of the legends.
Some readings on the reverses of other coins of this period

appear to be either new altogether or to show new variations
in spelling.

Eev. SEF[A]R ON PITVN (Wilton, Hwks. 246).
jRev. PRIHTPOD ON CNT (Canterbury, Hwks. 244).

Eev. LIFINC ON LEILET (Leicester (?), Hwks. 244).
Eev. GOD[P]INE ON SIER (Salisbury, Hwks. 244).
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Rev. IELFNOX ON STF (Stafford). This coin has the

full-faced bust of Hwks. 246, and the un-

pierced cross of Hwks. 245.

W. J. HOCKING.

FIND OF COINS OF HENRY I. I recently obtained a small

hoard of twelve pennies of Henry I, found at Lowestoft. As

they came into my possession only indirectly, I have not been

able to ascertain the exact particulars. Apparently, however,

they were all found together on the beach, probably carried

down by a fall of the cliff. I have been unable to find out

whether they constituted the whole hoard or not. With these

pennies I received a brass piece, much corroded, apparently
a French jeton, which was said to have been found with the

others.

All the pennies were of Hawkins' types 262 and 255, six of

each type being present. Most were in fair condition.

The following moneyers and mints occur :

Type 262. 1. + AILWALRA ON BRI

2. + ALFPINE : ON : [LVJNDE :

3. + 6EFFREI : ON : NORh :

4. + SVWI - -

5. Illegible.

6. Illegible.

Type 255. 7. + RODBERT ON CA[NTA]
8. + ON [C]ANT[A]

9. 4. |CR [ON]LVN
10. +VL[FRAVE]N : ON : LVN

11. +[OTE]R : ON : NOR[PIC]
12. +RAVVLF : ON : OXEN

Of these, No. 1 is interesting as affording a complete
reading of Mr. Andrew's hypothetical AILWA[RD] of Bristol.

No. 3 reads NORh : instead of NORhA : as Mr. Andrew's

specimens read.

No. 4 presents a distinct variation in the bust, and

especially in the crown, exactly analogous to that obtaining
in the case of Hawkins' type 242 of William I. Unfortu-

nately, a portion of the coin is broken away, making the

legend indecipherable.
On No. 9 the moneyer may possibly be SMIERPINE.

STEWART A. MC!)OWALL.
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VIII.

A STELE FKOM ABONUTEICHOS.

THE small town of Ineboli, on the coast of Paphlagonia,

about halfway between Amastris and Sinope, has yielded

up to now very few archaeological records. Little is known

of its history, save the famous episode of the soothsayer

and charlatan Alexander, in the time of the Antonines,

who changed its former name of Abonuteiclios into that of

lonopolis, now corrupted to Ineboli.1 The more welcome

is the fine inscription from that provenance which has

been recently shall I say published or concealed ? by
M. E. Ch. Loeper, in the Journal of the Kussian Archaeo-

logical Institute in Constantinople (Izviestya russkavo

arkheologitchewskovo Institute, vol. viii., Sofia, 1902, p. 153

ff). This inscription the only one of pre-Koman times as

yet found at Ineboli is engraved on a handsome stele of

white marble, about 0*50 m. high, preserved in the house

of one M. Sonda; it was copied by M. Collaro, Vice-

Consul of Kussia at Keresonda, a well-known collector of

coins. The stele has sloping sides and a low gable

adorned with plain acroteria and a rose in the centre.

The writing is very legible and practically complete.

M. Loeper has given a good facsimile, and his com-

mentary, so far as I can make my way through his

1 On the coins of Abouuteichos connected with this episode, cp.
Babelon in the Rev. numismatique, 1900. For inscriptions (Roman
period) cf. G. Hirschfeld, Berliner Siizungsb., 1888, p. 886 ff.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. I
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Bussian, is learned and instructive, although sometimes

too ingenious. Numismatists will be glad to find here a

complete transcript of this text, which throws some light

on several disputed points of Pontic numismatics.

Tv\i]C jSaatXtuovroe Mi-

Eufpylrou arouc a%p

A/'ou' s'Sosfv QparopGiv' ACUTT-

C Kpirwvoc lepartiHjjv ttTrav* 'E-

j "A\Ki[JiO Mr)vo(f)i\ov orparrj-

Tijuafltlg virb rou KOIVOV \pv-

awi aretyavwi, a7ro$%a[jLtvo rryv

\dpiTd TroXXaTrXao-too-t

K\OL 7r(t)So(T(7tV (Tj

10 rp]ay, TrpoatTrHTTetyavwaas KOI

apyvpiov (re) $pax (
s/̂ c)

~
Ka

'

L fivag ra)y

*C <f>pa.Topcriv t-

re aurov, Kat irpocrypa^ai

15 rWi rtuy <f>paropwv VOJULWI irpo TO

JUIOVOV 7Tl TT7C VUV r}\lKld TCL^ T

rwi' orf^avwv avayoptvatis KOL

ETratvwv ai auvrtXay Kara ro oo-

%0tv, aXXa ca} TTttjOa

20 Sm reXouc ra aura

^ty UVTWL r KOI ro?c

roi) arivai r ro JIKJJLCL rouro

Kai avaOeivaL avrrjv TTpbc; TWL rov

25

CRITICAL NOTES.

Line 4._The first letter is given as half defaced on the facsimile.

M. Loeper reads it as p, but there is no such name as Adurpos in Greek,

whereas ACUTTTTOS is well known.
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Line 8. no\\a.Tr\a<rio<ri is the perfectly correct dative plural of iro\\a-

I see no reason to alter the text, as M. Loeper proposes

, etc.).

Line 9. The stone has eirESoffea-iv and Evr)<rev, both lapsus.

Line 11. Te rightly cancelled by M. Loeper.
Line 17. wayopevo-eis. So the stone. M. Loeper, apparently by mis-

take, transcribes ayopevcreis.

Line 23. M. Loeper interprets Sia
| pdrpios,

" with a chisel ;

" but there

is no such word in Greek, and Marpts is a common name. The stone has

EI5THAHN.

TKANSLATION.

" To good Fortune !

"Under the reign of Mithradates Euergetes, in the

year 161 and the* month Dios, decree of the Brethren ;

Daippos, son of Kriton, managing priest, moved the

following resolution :

"Considering that Alkimos, son of Menophilos,

strategus, having been honoured by the community with

a golden crown, in acknowledgment of this graciousness

has requited the Brotherhood with manifold honours and

bounties, and presented them, moreover, with a sum of

200 drachmae, and several of the older members with

golden crowns
;

" That it may please the Brethren to praise him

(publicly), and in order that his crowns and praises be

not only proclaimed, conformably to the decree,
2
every

year during his lifetime, but also among our descendants

for ever that an article be added to the standing rules

of the Brethren, to the effect that the same advantages
be assured for ever to himself and his issue ; this decree

to be inscribed by (the scribe) Matris on a stele of white

marble, and the stele to be erected close to the temple of

Zeus Poarinos."

2 Not the present decree, but a previous one.

i 2
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Of the varied information contained in this decree, I

shall only select a few points.

We know now that Abonuteichos was already in the

second century B.C. a flourishing Greek community, with

certainly an old Greek population ; this, as M. Loeper

has well shown, is proved by the existence of such an

archaic institution as a ^purpia, organized on the model

of similar corporations in the mother country. Whether

the town enjoyed a municipal franchise or not remains

an open question ;
the strategus (line 5) may be as well

a communal magistrate as a royal officer (lord-lieutenant).

That Abonuteichos belonged to the Pontic kingdom was, of

course, well known, although we had no positive evidence

on the subject. Amastris was Pontic since 279 (Memnon,

c. 16), Sinope since 183
;
Abonuteichos must have fallen

to the Mithradatids between those two dates.

The existence of a cult of Zeus at Abonuteichos was

already made probable by the unique coin of the pre-

Koman period which has come down to us, viz. :

Laureate head of Zeus to right.

R ABQNOY
|

TEIXOY. Eagle with spread wings, head

to right. In the field the monogram ^. M. 21 mil.

Oxford (Bodleian Library).

As, however, these Zeus types are of common occurrence

in the Mithradatic kingdom and period (they are found at

Arnasia, Amisus, Dia, Gaziura, Kabeira, Pharnacia, Taulara,

Amastris, Pimolisa, Sinope), it has been doubted whether

they really refer in every case to local cult
;
the question

is now settled so far as Abonuteichos is concerned, but

the epithet under which Zeus was worshipped there

remains mysterious. As Troaptov is a diminutive of woa

"grass," found in Theophrastus, it is just possible, as
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M. Loeper suggests, that Zeus Poarinos is a god of pas-

tures and flocks, to be compared with Apollo Ilofywoe at

Naxos.

The new inscription may also give a clue to the mono-

gram on the Oxford coin. This monogram easily resolves

itself into the letters K P I T . , . Now, the name Kptrwv

appears in our inscription as that of the father of the

acting priest ACUTTTTOC. It is therefore not unlikely that

the magistrate who struck the Oxford coin was also called

Kriton, and he may have been the son of our Daippos.

The chief interest of our inscription lies in the first

lines :

" Under the reign of Mithradates Euergetes, in the

year 161, and the month Dios." Mithradates Euergetes

is the last king but one of independent Pontus, the father

of Mithradates Eupator. His surname was attested until

now only by literary texts (Strabo, x. 4, 10
; Appianus,

Mith., 10), by a late and somewhat doubtful inscription,
3

and, lastly, by a very suspicious coin, published by Yaillant,

from the cabinet of Cardinal Massimi :

" Diademed (on the

woodcut: laureate) head to right, ps BAZIAEHZ MI0PA-

AATOY EYEPfETOY. Bearded figure standing, wearing

modius and pallium, an eagle on extended right hand,

a sceptre (woodcut : palm-branch) in left. In field, date (?)

TOP; beneath, the monogram IVK." As no genuine coins

of this king are known, numismatists have been inclined

of late to identify him with Mithradates Philopator Phila-

delphos, whose coins were discovered twenty years ago.

In favour of this identification, I personally adduced an

argument of some weight : Appianus says that Mithradates

3
Boeckb, C. I. G. 2276 (after Spon and Wheler), from Delos : Bao-tAews

MtflpaSarou | Evepytrou 2eAev/cos
) MapaOc&vtos yvfMvaffiapx&V- This use of

the genitive absolute is unparalleled ; we should certainly expect, as on the

Delos stone of Eupator (Hauvette, B. C. H., vi. 343) virtp |8a<nAea>s, etc.
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Euergetes was the first King of Pontus to make alliance

with Kome. Now we possess an inscription from the

Capitol (Inser. gr., xiv. p. 696) stating that Mithradates

Philopator Philadelphos was an ally of the Komans
;
the

inference is, that Philopator = Euergetes. However, later

discoveries have shown this reasoning to be a fallacy, and

in my last memoir on the subject (reprinted in L'Histoire

par les Monnaies, p. 127 ff) I reverted to the distinc-

tion between the two kings. This distinction is now

officially proved to be correct by the Ineboli stone, for in

an inscription like this the surname or surnames of the

king are sure to be given in full
;
so the fact that he is

only called Euergetes proves Philopator Philadelphos to

have been another person, and Appianus to have been

misinformed. The absence of coins of Euergetes is

puzzling, but this gap may be filled up any day.

The date 161 must certainly be reckoned according to

the royal
"
Pontic era,"

4 the origin of which, as is proved

by Bosporan coins, was the autumn of 297 B.C.
;
this era,

of which we have here the oldest example, may be con-

nected with the assumption of the kingly title by the

first Mithradates, or else have been borrowed from the

Bithynian kingdom, where, as I have shown elsewhere

(Trois royaumes, p. 131 ff
),

the same era or, maybe, that

of autumn 298, was in use since at least 149 B.C. Year

161 of the Pontic era corresponds, therefore, to 137-36 B.C.,

when Mithradates Euergetes had already been reigning

for at least a dozen of years, for he it was who assisted

the Romans in the third Punic war, 149 B.C. (Appian,

Mith., 10). Dios is the first month of the year, say

4
Compare the coins of Sinope with year 223 in the Paris and Berlin

collections.
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October, 137. Our text provides us with the long-

expected evidence that the Pontic cities, and most likely

the kingdom itself, had adopted the Macedonian calendar,

including the denomination of the months (see my
Mithradates Eupator, German ed., p. 260).

THEODORE KEINACH.



IX.

L'ATELIER MONETAIRE D'HERACLEE DE
THKACE PENDANT LA PERIODS CONSTAN-
TINIENNE, A.D. 305-337.

(Voir Planche VI.)

L'ATELIER monetaire d'Heraclee de Thrace fut cre^ par
Diocletien. La province dont il porte le nom appartint
au Cesar Galere depuis le partage de 1'empire, qui
eut lieu lors de la formation de la premiere tetrarchie

imperiale en 293.1
Lorsque Diocletien et Maximien

Hercule abdiquerent, le l er Mai 305, et prirent le titre

de Seniores Augusti, 1'atelier d'Heraclee de Thrace

demeura dans les etats de Galere devemi Auguste.
2

II

appartint a ce prince jusqu'a sa mort, le 5 Mai 311
;

et

passa alors dans les etats de Licinius,
3
qui le conserva

jusqu'a sa defaite definitive par Constantin en 324. Aussi

1 Lenain de Tillemout, Hist, des Empereurs, iv. p. 23; Aurelius

Victor, De Caesaribus 39, Illyrici ora ad usque Ponti fretum Galerio.
2
Eutropii breviarium, lib. x. c. 2. Anonymus Valesii, iii. 5.

" Maxi-

mino datum est orientis imperium ; Galerius sibi Illyricum, Thracias et

Bithyniam tenuit." Galere n'abandonna a Maximin Daza que la Syrie
et 1'Egypte avec les ateliers d'Antioche et d'Alexandrie.

s Licinius et Maximin Daza faillirent entrer en guerre apres la mort

de Galere, mais ils y renoncerent au dernier moment, et la mer de

Propontide avec les detroits d'Hellespont et de Chalcedoine servit de

limite aux deux empires. Les ateliers de Cyzique et de Nicomedie

appartinrent done a Maximin Daza jusqu'a sa defaite suivie de sa mort

en 313 ; tandis que celui d'He'racle'e de Thrace se trouva dans les etats

de Licinius a partir de la mort de Galere. Lactance, De mortibus perse-

cutorum, cap. xxxvi.
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cet atelier frappa-t-il les memes emissions monetaires que
tous ceux qui appartinrent a Lieinius a partir de la

inort de Maximin Daza en Juin 31 3.
4 Enfin il entra

dans 1'empire unifie par Constantin en 324, a la suite

de la victoire definitive de cet empereur sur Lieinius.

PREMIERE EMISSION

La premiere emission de la periode Constantinienne parut

depuis la formation de la seconde tetrarchie le l
er Mai 305,

jusqu'a Velevation de Lieinius au rang d'Auguste, lors du

congres de Carnuntum le 11 Novembre 308.5

II y eut an debut de cette emission deux Augustes

Constance Chlore et Gralere, deux Cesars Severe II et

Maximin Daza
;

et enfin deux Augustes qui avaient

abdiqud le 1 Mai 305, mais qui gardaient le titre de

Seniores Augustif Diocletien et Maximien Hercule. Ce

fut au cours de cette emission que survint la mort de

Constance Chlore le 25 Juillet 306.7

Severe fut a partir de cette date promu au rang d'Au-

guste et Constantin a celui de Cesar. La tetrarchie se

trouva reconstitute avec Galere et Severe II Augustes ;

Maximin Daza et Constantin Cesars
; tandis que Diocle-

tien et Maximien Hercule gardaient encore quelque

temps le titre de Seniores Aiigusti.
8 Mais Maxence

4 Of. J. Maurice, ISAtelier mon&aire d'Antioche, Numismatic Chronicle,

1899, pp. 227 a 232; L1

Atelier mon. d'Alexandrie, Num. Chron., 1902,

pp. 120 a 125; L'Atelier mon. de Nicome'die, Num. Chron., 1903, pp. 238 a

258.
5 Consularia Constantinopolitana : Monumenta Germaniae Historica ;

Chronica Minora Saec. IV. A VII. p. 231 ; .anno 308.
6 On leur donue ces titres sur les mommies jusqu'au moment oh

Hercule reprend le pouvoir en Italic en 307.
7 Cons. Const.: Mon. Germ. Hist.; Chron. Min., pp. 231 d 306.
8 Ainsi que le prouvo la frappe de leurs mommies.
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s'etant empare du pouvoir a Eome le 28 Octobre 306,
9

Maximien Hercule son pere, rappele par lui en Italie,

reprit le litre effectif d'Auguste en Fevrier 307. 10 Des

lors le titre de Seniores Augusti ne dut plus etre inscrit

sur les medailles, mais les litres nouveaux de Maxence et

d'Hercule, usurpateurs du pouvoir en Italie, ne furent

pas reconnus par G-alere; aussi n'emit-on pas de mon-

naies a leurs noms a Heraclee de Thrace, atelier de

Galere. Severe ayant peri a son tour, un mois plus

tard, dans sa campagne d'ltalie centre Maxence,
11 Galere

songea a elever au pouvoir Licinius, son ancien com-

pagnon d'armes. C'est ce qu'il fit a la conference de

Carnuntum le 11 Novembre 80S,
12 et cet eVenement

marque la fin de remission presente dans laquelle ne se

trouvent pas de monnaies de Licinius. Les monnaies de

bronze de celte emission sont des folles de deux pieds

monetaires differents. Les plus grands sont encore les

grandes pieces de bronze creees par Diocletien lors de sa

reibrme monetaire vers 296
;
ces monnaies pesent de 9 a

12 grammes. Mais a partir des annees 306 ou 307, Ton

emit dans les divers ateliers de 1'ernpire Eomain des

pieces plus petites pesant de 6 grammes a 7 gr. 50 c.

Cet abaissement du poids des monnaies ne resulta

pas de la creation d'une nouvelle espece monetaire,

9
D'apres Eumene, Panegyr., ix. 16, et Lactance, De mort. per

Maxence trouva la mort a la bataille du Pont Milvius exactement quatre
ana apres son avenement au trone, an jour anniversaire de cet avenement.

10 Pendant 1'invasion de Severe en Italie (Lactantius, De mort. pers.,

cap. xxvi.) qui preceda de plus d'uu mois le mariage de Constantin et de

Fausta au 31 Mars 307 (Lact., De mort. pers., xxvii.).
11 En Avril. Toutes ces dates sont determinees par la suite des

e'venements. Of. Zosimi, Historiae, lib. ii. cap. 10; Aurelius Victor, De

Caesaribus, 40. Maxence fit perir Severe pendant 1'invasion de Galere

en Italie.

12 Consul Const., loc. cit.
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mais de 1'alteration de 1'espece de follis courante;

aussi ne se fit il pas a la meme date dans les ateliers

des diverses parties de 1'empire qui appartenaient a

des empereurs differents.13 Mais il eut lieu partout

posterieurement a la mort de Constance Chlore, qui

avait occupe jusque la le premier rang nominal (titulus

primi ordinis) dans la tetrarchie imperiale et a Toccupa-

tion de ce rang par Galere; aussi 1'on doit attribuer

a cet empereur cette alteration des monnaies qui gagna
tous les ateliers de 1'empire par suite de la necessite

d'avoir des monnaies echangeables entre les divers etats.

Cette alteration des pieces de bronze eut lieu a Heraclee

de Thrace apres que Galere eut herite du premier rang

parmi les Augustes, a la mort de Constance Chlore.

Tableau des Exergues de ^Emission et des Lettres dans le

Champs du Eevers des Pieces.

PREMIERE SERIE :

_L _L _L I I I

HTA HTB HIT HTA HT HTS

DEUXIEME SERIE:

S| F 8| F S| F 8| F S| F S| F
HTA HTB HTf HTA HT6 HTS

TROISIEME SERIE:

13
Cf. J. Maurice, L'Atelier mone'taire d'Antioche, Num. Chron., 1899,

p. 214; et ISAtelier mone'taire de Treves, Mfmoires de la Soddl? Nationale
des Antiquaires de France, 1902, p. 135.
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PREMIERE PARTIE DE I/EMISSION

Frappee anterieurement a la mort de Constance Chlore le

25 Juillet 306.

I. Aurevers. PROVIDENTIA DEORVM QVIES AVGG. La
Providence debout a gauche, tenant un rameau
leve et s'appuyant sur un sceptre, en face d'une
femme qui la regarde et leve la main droite.

Au droit.l . D - N . DIOCLETIANO BEATISSIMO -

SEN AVG. Son buste laure a droite, portant
le manteau imperial et tenant d'une main
une branche d'olivier et de 1'autre le foudre.

Cohen, 422
;

I
6re

serie, off. S ;
collection Voetter.

2. D N DIOCLETIANO FELICISSIMO SEN - AVG.
Meme buste. Cohen, 423; 2me serie, off.

;

Voetter.

3. D . N MAXIMIANO FELICISSIMO SEN AVG.

Buste analogue. Cohen, 489, de Maximien
Hercule

;
2me serie, off. A B A

; Voetter.

4. II manque une piece de Maximien Hercule designee

par les mots "
Beatissimo," etc.

II. Au revers.GEU\0 POPVLI . ROMANI. Genie coiffe du
modius nu debout a gauche, le manteau rejete
sur 1'epaule, tenant une patere et une corne

d'abondance.

Au droitl . IMP C - GAL VAL MAXIMIANVS - P F

AVG. Sa tete lauree a droite. Cohen, 81, de

Galere; I 6re
serie, off. A-B r A -S; BR.

Mus. ; Voetter.

2. IMP C FL - VAL - CONSTANTIVS P F AVG.

Tete analogue. Cohen, 102; I
6re

serie, off.

A B r A 6 S
;
FE. 8384

;
0'027 m.m. BR.

Mus.; Voetter. [PI. VI., No. 1, effigie de

Galere.]

3. FL VAL SEVERVS NOB CAES. Tete analogue.

Cohen, 27 ;
Pre

serie, off. A-B-A-6 S
; BR.

Mus. ;
Voetter.
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4. FL . VAL SEVERVS NOBIL - CAES. Tete analogue.
Cohen, 29

;
I
6re

serie, off. A B f A S
;

FE. 8741; 11 gr. 10 c.; 8744, 10 gr. 15 c.
;

BB. Mus.
;
Berlin

; Voetter.

5. GAL -VAL- MAXIM INVS- NOB CAES. Tete analogue.

Cohen, 81
;

I
6re

serie, off. A B f A 6-S
;

FE. 8859, 8860
;
BE. Mus. ; Berlin

;
Voetter.

Les reinarques suivantes s'appliquent aux effigies

d'empereurs des neuf premiers Nos. de la planche qui

accompagne cet article. Les Nos. 1 et 2 sont des effigies

de Gralere, mais le No. 1 est frappe an noin de Constance

Chlore
;

c'est un exemple de substitution d'effigie. L'ate-

lier etait alors dans les mains de Galere, qui fit frapper

des effigies de Maximin Daza, Nos. 3 et 4 en rneme temps

que les siennes
; parceque Daza etait le Cesar qu'il avait

adopte. L'atelier passa ensuite dans les mains de Lici-

nius, et Ton grava sur les coins monetaires les effigies des

Licinius pere et fils, Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, meme sur des

rnonnaies aux noms de Constantin et de Constantin II.

Enfin la prise de Fatelier d'Heraclee par Constantin en

324 determina les graveurs a reproduire les traits veri-

tables de Constantin et des princes de sa famille sur les

monnaies frappees a leurs noms.

DEUXIEME PARTIE DE I/EMISSION

Frappee apres la mort de Constance Chlore le 25 Juillet

306, et Televation de Severe II au rang d'Auguste et de

Constantin a celui de Cesar.

I. Au revers. GEN IO POPVLI ROM AN I. Avec le type
deja decrit.

1. IMP - C-GAL- VAL- MAXIMIANVS -P-F AVG. Cohen,
81

; deja decrit; I
6re

serie
;
3me s^rie, off. Tj FE.

8621; 6 gr. 25 c.; 0'022 m.m. Les pieces de
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cette seconde partie de 1'emission sont du
moindre des deux pieds monetaires. 2me serie

;

FR. 8622. [PI. VI., No. 2, effigie de Galere.]

2. IMP C FLA - VAL SEVERVS P F AVG. Sa tete

lauree a droite. Variete de Cohen, 31, off.

B r A; Voetter.

3 GAL- VAL MAXIMINVS NOB CAES. Cohen, 81,

deja decrit.

4. FL VAL - CONSTANTINVS - NOB CAES. Sa tete

lauree a droite. Piece inedite de Constantin .le

Grand. I
6re

serie, off. A B-P; BE. Mus.
;

Voetter.

Le genie est toujours coiffe du modius sur les pieces

des ateliers d'Orient qui appartenaient a Diocletien et a

Maximin Daza. II en est de meme sur les pieces sorties

des ateliers de Galere, et de Licinius, Heraclee de Thrace,

Thessalonica, Siscia.

DEUXIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis le congres de Carnuntum en Pannonie,

oil Licinius fut eleve au rang d'Auguste le 8 Novembre

308,
14
|jar Diodetien et GaTcre; jusqu'd la mart dece dernier

empereur survemie le 5 Mai 31 1.
15

L'atelier d'Heraclee frappa des nionnaies de Licinius des

le debut de cette emission, qui correspondent aux der-

nieres pieces de Galere. La frappe de monnaies au nom

de Galerie Valerie, fille de Diocletien et femme de Galere,

14 J. Maurice, L'Atelier monetaire de Thessalonica, Wiener Numis-

matisclie Zeitschrift, 1901, p. 111.

15 Les Consularia Constantinopolitana indiquent 1'annee 311 ; Anony-

mus Valerii, iii. 8.
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fut decidee au meme congres de Carnuntum. 16 Ce fut

enfin au cours de cette emission pendant Fun des mois

d'Avril ou de Mai 309 que Maximin Daza et Constantin

quitterent le titre de Cesars pour prendre celui d'Au-

gustes.
17

Galere, presse par Maximin Daza au debut

de 309, leur avait d'abord attribue a tous deux le titre

de Filii Augustorum, appellation honorifique du meme

genre que celle des Seniores Augusti, rnais Maximin

Daza loin de s'en contenter se fit proclamer Auguste

par ses troupes et le fit savoir a Galere. Ce dernier

contraint par les evenements donna le meme titre a

Constantin. Ce n fut que dans les ateliers de Galere,

et seulement dans ceux de Siscia et de Thessalonica,

que Ton attribua le titre de Filii Augustorum aux deux

Cesars.18 Je n'ai pas trouve de pieces d'Heraclee de

Thrace qui leur donnent ce titre. S'il n'en existe pas

il faut y voir une preuve de plus de ce fait que les

clivers ateliers d'un meme empereur recevaient des attri-

butions speciales. C'est ainsi que 1'atelier de Lyon sous

Constantin frappa des monnaies de Maxence et de Galere

que n'emettaient pas ceux de Treves, de Londres,
19

etc.
;

16 La frappe des monnaies de cette impe'ratrice dans les ateliers de
Galere ainsi que dans ceux de Licinius et de Maximin Daza, creatures

de Galere, a partir de ce congres ou assistaient Diocle'tien pere de Valerie

et Galere, son mari, est en effet caracteristique. Constantin ct Maxence
en liostilite' avec Galere ne firent pas e'mettre les monnaies de Valerie.

Cf. J. Maurice, L' Atelier mone'taire d'Alexandrie, Num. Chron., 1902,

p. 106.

17 J. Maurice, L"
1

Atelier mone'taire d'Antioche, Num. Chron., 1899,

p. 217, et L'Atelier mone'taire de Siscia, memo revue, 1900, p. 306.
18 Les ateliers de Maximin Daza (cf. J. Maurice, L 7

Atelier monftaire

d'Alexandrie, Num. Chron., 1902, p. 103), et Nicomedie, atelier Asiatique
tli < Jalerc, mais ayant de nombreux rapports avec ceux de Daza (I?Atelier

de Nicome'die, m6me revue, 1903, p. 221) u'attribuerent le titre de Filius

Augg. qu'a Constantin au cours de cette emission et de la suivante.
19 J. Maurice, L1

Atelier monetaire de Lyon, Me'moires de la Socie'te

Nationale des Aniiqttaires de France, 1902, pp. 33, 43, 46, 53
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que celui de Kome sous Maxence emit seul des mon-

uaies de Maximin Daza
;

w
que 1'atelier de Treves frappa

presque exclusivement les medailles celebrant la victoire

de Constantin II sur les Goths en 332,
21 etc.

; que
1'atelier de Constantinople fut seul charge de 1'emission

de toute une serie de pieces speciales comme celles de
"
Constantiniana Dafne." 22 II serait facile de multi-

plier les exemples des attributions speciales que chaque
atelier de cette epoque recevait a 1'exclusion des autres

ateliers d'un menie empereur. Celui d'Heraclee de

Thrace donna a Maximin Daza ainsi qu'a Constantin

les titres de P(ius) F(elix) Inv(ictus) Aug(ustus), que
Ton ne rencontre pas sur les pieces frappees dans les

autres ateliers.

Ces titres se trouvent sur des rnonnaies emises a

Heraclee de Thrace depuis le mois de Mai 309 (epoque

de la reconnaissance de Constantin et de Maximin

Daza, comme Augustes par G-alere) jusqu'en 1'annee 312.

Les pieces de bronze de cette emission ont des poids

analogues a ceux des plus petites de 1'emission prece-

dente, variant de 7 gr. 50 c. a 5 gr. 50 c.
;
et des diametres

variant de 0-023 a 0'026 millimetres.23

L'atelier d'Heraclee de Thrace fonctionna a partir de

308 avec cinq officines.

20 J. Maurice, U Atelier mon&taire de Rome, Revue Numiamatique, 1891),

p. 353.
21 J. Maurice, L'Atelier monetaire de Treves, Me'moires des Antiquaires

de France, 1901, p. 93.

22 J. Maurice, ISAtelier de Constantinople, Revue Numismatique, 1901,

p. 187.
23 Les abbreviations usite'es dans ce travail comine dans les pre'cedents

doivent tre rappelees : BR. Mus. = British Museum, FR. = Cabinet de

France; gr. = gramme; c = centigramme ;
ni.tn. = millimetre.
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Tableau des Exergues de ?Emission et des Signes Places

dans le Champ du Bevers des Monnaies :

Premiere serie :

HTA HTB

Deuxieme serie :

HTf HTA HT6

H -T- A H -T. B

Troisieme serie :

I I

H T r H -T- A

- HTA HTB

Quatrieme serie :

* I
* |

HTA HTB

Cinquieme serie :

I
*

I *
HTA HTB

Sixieme se'rie :

J_u lu
HTA HTB

Septieme serie :

*
I u * lu

HTA HTB

HTF

HTF

I u
HTf

* lu
HTF

* I

HTA

HTA

l u
HTA

_

HTA

H -T-

I

HT6-

HT

HTG

lu
HT6"

* lu
RTe

I. Au revers. GENIO CAESARIS. Genie coiffe du modius,
a demi nu, debout a gauche, tenant une patere
dont la liqueur coule et une corne d'abondance.

1. GAL VAL - MAXIMINVS NOB CAES. Sa tete lauree
a droite. Cohen, 40; 2me serie, off. T A

;

Berlin; Voetter
;

3me serie, off. B A
; Fu.

88145
;
6 gr. 90 c. ;

0'026 m.m.
;

4'
5me

serie, off.

B-A; Voetter.

Le Cesar Maximin Daza ayant ete adopte par Galere,

ce dernier fit envoyer a ses ateliers monetaires 1'effigie de

VOL. V., SERIES IV. K
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Daza, que Ton trouve sur les monnaies d'Heraclee de

Thrace frappees a son nom.

L'on devrait trouver dans cette emission des pieces de

Constantin Cesar, mais je n'en ai pas rencontrees.

2. IMP C - VAL LIC LICINIVS P F AVG. Sa tete

lauree a droite. Cohen 39
;

3me serie, off. A
;

FR. 9026
;
5 gr. 25 c. ; 0'027 m.m.

3. II existe peut-etre une piece analogue au nom de
Galere Auguste.

4. IMP . C GAL VAL MAXIMINO P F INV AVG.
Sa tete lauree a droite. Piece inedite. 4me serie,

off. A
; Yoetter.

Cette monnaie est hybride, car Ton ne dut plus inscrire

la legende yenio Caesaris au revers des pieces quand
Maximin et Constantin furent Augustes et qu'il n'y eut

plus de Cesars dans Tempire.

II. Au revers. GENIO IMPERATORIS. Le type est un

genie coiffe du modius, nu et le manteau rejete
sur 1'epaule, debout a gauche, tenant une patere
dont la liqueur coule et une come d'abondance.

1. IMP C GAL VAL MAXIMIANVS P - F - AVG. Sa
tete lauree a droite. Cohen, 48

;
Pre

serie, off.

A A; Yoetter; 3me serie, off. A f A; FR.

8522, 8525; Miisee de Berlin; Voetter; 4me

serie, off. A B f A G
; FR. 8524

;
Berlin

;

Yoetter; 6me serie, off. A-B f A
;

FR.
8526-8

;
6 gr. 05 c. ;

0-025 m.m.
;
7me serie, off.

A r A 6
; Yoetter.

2. IMP C VAL - LIC - LICINIVS P - F AVG. Tete ana-

logue. Cohen, 43 ;
3me serie, off. B f A

; FR.

9035-6 ; Berlin
;

4 serie, off. A
;
FR. 9034

;

6me serie, off. A
; FR. 9033 ;

5 gr. 80 c. ;

0-023 m.m. ; Berlin.

3. IMP C GAL VAL - MAXIMINVS P F INV - AVG.

Tete analogue. Cohen, 54; 7 llie

serie, off.

A B A
;

FR. 8840, 8843-4; Musee de

Berlin; Turin; Yoetter.
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4. IMP C GAL VAL MAXIMINO P - F INV - AVG.

Meme tete. Cohen, 53; 4me serie, off. B-A
;

Voetter
;
6me serie, off. B-f A 6; FR. 8841-2 ;

7 gr. 10 c.
;
0-025 in.m. ;

Turin
; Voetter. [PI.

VI., No. 3 ; effigie do Maximin Daza.]

5. GAL . VAL MAXIMINVS NOB CAES. Meme tete,

piece inedite. 2 me serie, off. l~ A
;
Voetter.

Cette piece doit etre hybrids de meme que celle de

Maximin Auguste qui porte la legende du revers Genio

Caesaris.

III. Au revers. VI RTVTI EXERCITI (sic). Mars nu, le

manteau nottant, marchant a droite, portant
une haste et un trophee.

Au droit.l GAL . VAL MAXIMINVS NOB CAES. Sa
tete lauree a droite. l

ire
serie, off. B

; Voetter
;

piece inedite de Daza frappee avaiit son eleva-

tion au rang d'Auguste en Mai 309.

2. IMP C GAL VAL MAXIMIANVS - P F AVG. Sa
tete lauree a droite; piece voisine de Cohen,
230; I 6re

serie, off. A; FR. 8678; 6 gr. ;
0-027

m.m. ; 5me serie, off. A B
; Voetter.

3. IMP C VAL LIC - LICINIVS P - F AVG. Tete

analogue. Piece inedite. I
6re

serie, off. A
;

Voetter.

4. IMP C . GAL - VAL MAXIMINVS P F INV AVG.
Tete analogue. -Cohen, 210; 6me serie, off. A;
FR. 8917.; 7 gr. 10 c. ; Voetter.

5. IMP C GAL VAL MAXIMINO P - F INV - AVG.

Tete analogue. 5me serie, off. B
; Voetter.

IV. Au revers. VENERI VICTRICI. Venus debout a gauche,
tenant une pomme de la main droite et soulevant

son voile.

Au droit. GAL VALERIA AVG. Son buste diademe et

drape a droite. Cohen, 2
;
Pre

serie, off.

A B r A
; FR. 8701 ;

5 gr. 59 c. ; 0'026 m.m.;
8702, 8708-9; Voetter; 3me serie, off. A;
Voetter ;

4me serie, off. A B-f A
; FR. 8707 ;

Muse*e de Berlin
;

Voetter ; 7me serie, off.

B r A
; FR. 8703-4

;
Voetter.

K2
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Les monnaies de 1'imperatrice Valerie furent einises a

partir de la conference de Carnunturn. et pendant le cours

de cette emission jusqu'a la mort de Galere. Elles

portent les exergues des ateliers de Galere, ainsi que de

ceux de Licinius et de Maximin Daza, qui reconnaissaient

1'autorite de Galere. Valerie etait fille de Diocletien et

femme de Galere, empereurs qui avaient organise la con-

ference de Carnuntum, ou Licinius vint egalement re-

cevoir le titre d'Auguste, et ou fut decidee cette frappe

des monnaies de Valerie. Ces monnaies cesserent d'etre

emises dans les etats de Licinius aussitot apres la mort

de Galere, tandis qu'elles continuerent a 1'etre quelque

temps encore dans les ateliers de Maximin Daza, empereur

qui pretendit d'abord a la main de Valerie, veuve de

Galere; avant de la persecuter a son tour.24 Licinius

la fit enfin perir ainsi que sa mere Prisca a Thessalonica

en 315.

TROISIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis la mort de Vempereur Galere, le 5 Mai

311, jtttg'afi
courant de Tannee 312.

Cette emission est caracterisee par 1'absence des mon-

naies de Galere, mort le 5 Mai 311. L'atelier d'Hera-

clee de Thrace passa a cette epoque dans les etats de

Licinius. En effet cet empereur arriva avec son arrnee

sur Tune des rives du Bosphore tandis que Maximin Daza

occupait 1'autre, apres la mort de Galere, et tous deux

furent sur le point de commencer la guerre, mais ils en

peserent les chances douteuses et convinrent que chacun

d'eux garderait 1'une des rives du Bosphore.
25

24
Lactance, De mort. pers., cap. xxxix.

25
Ibid., cap. xxxvi.
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Les ateliers de Licinius et ceux de Maxirain Daza

eurent des Emissions synchroniques apres
'

la mort de

G-alere.

Les legendes Jovi Conservator i et Jovi Conservatori Augg.

furent communement inscrites sur les monnaies qui sort-

irent des ateliers de ces deux empereurs de 311 a 313.

Ceux de Maximin Daza emirent seuls les pieces qui

presentaient an revers, les legendes, Genio Augusti, Im-

perator-is, etc., et le type du genie coiffe du modius, tenant

une corne d'abondance et versant la liqueur d'une patere

sur un autel allume
; type qui est la representation carac-

teristique du culte provincial de 1'empereur auquel

JMaximin Daza avait rendu une tres-grande importance

dans ses etats.26

Un abaissement simultane du poids moyen des mon-

naies de bronze ou folks se produisit dans les ateliers de

Licinius et dans ceux de Maximin Daza apres la mort de

Galere en 310. Ces monnaies qui pesaient en moyenne
de 7 gr. a 6 gr. 50 c. au cours de remission precedente

tomberent au poids rnoyen de 5 gr. en 311 et a celui de

4 gr. en 312, sans qu'il fut cree d'espece monetaire nou-

velle. Ces degradations successives du poids des monnaies

durent resulter des besoins du tresor. Le poids moyen des

monnaies de bronze se releva pourtant legerement apres

la mort de Daza; il seroble que Licinius ait voulu re-

prendre la frappe d'une monnaie de bronze de Diocletien,

le Denarius Communis de poids variables entre 4 gr.

60 c. et 3 gr. 75 c. Deux courtes emissions parurent

du 5 Mai 311, date de la mort de Galere, a Juin 313,

epoque de celle de Maximin Daza, dans les ateliers

de ce dernier empereur et dans ceux de Licinius. Ce

26 J. Maurice, L'Atelier montfaire de Nicomedie, Num. Chron., 1903,

pp. 225 a 228.
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qui permet de distinguer ces emissions ce sont les fer-

metures et ouvertures d'officines qui se produisirent au

debut de 1'annee 312 dans les ateliers d'Alexandrie,
27

de Nicomedie,
28 de Siscia 29 et de Thessalonica.30

Tableau des Exergues, Lettres d'Officines et Signes Places

dans le Champ du Revers des Pieces.

Premiere serie :

I I I I I

HTA HTB HIT HTA HT6

Deuxieme serie :

fll Ql PI Ql Qj_
HTA HTB HTf HTA HT

Troisieme serie :

Q|A Q| B Q[ T Qj A Q|
SMHT SMHT SMHT SMHT SMHT

I. Aurevers. IOVI CONSERVATORI. Jupiter mi, debout

a gauche, le manteau rejete sur 1'epaule, tenant

un globe et un sceptre ;
a ses pieds a gauche

un aigle.

Au droit.\MP C GAL VAL MAXIMINVS P F INV

AVG. Sa tete lauree a droite. Cohen, 115;
Pre

serie, off. B f e
;
Voetter.

II. Meme revers mais avec la couronne qui est le different

des deux dernieres series au lieu de 1'aigle

dans le champ de la monnaie a gauche.

Au droit.l . IMP C . GAL - VAL - MAXIMINVS P F -

INV AVG. Meme tete. Cohen, 114
;
2me serie,

off. B A
;
Musee de Berlin

;
Yoetter.

27 J. Maurice, I?Atelier d'Alexandrie, Num. Chron., 1902, p. 115.

28 J. Maurice, L'Atelier de Nicomfdie, Num. Chron., 1903, p. 233.

- J. Maurice, VAtelier de Siscia, Num. Chron. 1900, p. 315.

30 J. Maurice, L1

Atelier de Thessalonica, Numismatische Zeitsclirift,

1900, p. 117.
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2. IMP C . VAL LIC LICINIVS - P F AVG. Sa tete

lauree a droite. Cohen, 78
;
2 rae

serie, ofiP. B A
;

FR. 9043
;
5 gr. 65 c.

;
024 m.m. ;

Musee de

Berlin; Voetter.

3. IMP C FL VAL CONSTANTINO P F INV AVG.

Sa tete lauree a droite, piece inedite. 2me serie,

off. B
;
Berlin

; Yoetter.

III. Au revers. IOVI CONSERVATOR I AVGG. Jupiter nu,
debout a gauche, le manteau rejete sur 1'epaule,
tenant un globe et appuye sur un sceptre a ses

pieds a gauche un aigle tenant une couronne en
son bee.

Au droit. 1. NVIP C - GAL VAL MAXIMINVS P F

INV AVG. Sa tete lauree a droite. Cohen,
125

;
3me serie, off. A

; Voetter.

2. IMP- C. VAL- LICINIAN LICINIVS- P- F- AVG. Tete

analogue. Cohen, 121; 3me serie, off. A B r
;

FR. 9058
;
5 gr. 25 c.

;
0-023 m.m. ;

Voetter.

3. IMP C - FL VAL CONSTANTINVS P F INV AVG.

Tete analogue. Piece inedite. 3me serie, off.

A r
; BR. Mus. ;

Voetter.

Le titre d'lnvictus Augustus qui avait ete accorde par

Galere a Maximin Daza et a Constantin en 309 fut encore

conserve a ces deux empereurs par routine dans les

legendes de cette emission, mais il ne fut pas porte

par Licinius, et ne parut plus dans la suivante. Les

legendes du revers, Jovi Conservatori et Jovi Conservatori

Augg., furent principalement inscrites sur les monnaies

des ateliers de Maximin Daza en Orient et de ceux

de Licinius dans la peninsule des Balkans ; parceque
Maximin Daza et Licinius etaient des princes Joviens,

ayant recu Finvestiture du pouvoir de Galere descendant

Jovien de Diocletien.
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QUATRIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis le commencement de Tannee 312,jusqu'a

la guerre entre Maximin Daza et Licinius et la victoire de

Licinius a Tzirallum en Thrace le 30 Avril 313.31

En effet cette emission commenfa en meme temps

que celles des ateliers d'Orient dans lesquelles parurent

encore des monnaies commemoratives de Galere et des

pieces de Valerie, qui durent cesser d'etre emises presque

au debut de 1'annee 312.82 Elle finit avec la frappe

des monnaies de Maximin Daza, a la suite de la guerre de

313 entre cet empereur et Licinius. Cette guerre dont

Lactance nous a laisse un recit detaille fut tres sou-

daine.33 Heraclee de Thrace fut assiegee par Maximin

qui avait envahi le territoire de Licinius, mais au bout

de peu de jours 1'envahisseur dut marcher au devant de

son adversaire et livrer combat a Tzirallum, a 18 milles

de Heraclee, le 30 Avril 313. Maximin Daza fut com-

pletement defait, se sauva a Tarse en Cilicie, ou il

mourut en Juillet 313. L'on dut forcement cesser

d'emettre ses monnaies a Heraclee apres sa defaite du

30 Avril.34

Les folles de cet emission sont de petits bronzes

31
Lactance, De mart, pers., xlvii. ; Kalendis Mails.

32 J. Maurice, VAtelier monetaire d'Alexandrie, Num. Chron., 1902

p. 114.
33

Lactance, De mort. pers., xlv., xlvi., xlvii.

34
Euseb., Hist. Eccles., x. 5; Lactance, De mort. pers., xlvii. a xlix. ;

J. Maurice, L'Atelier montfaire d'Alexandrie, Num. Chron., 1902, p. 117.

Ce fut d'apres Lactance en se voyant abandonne de tous que Maximin

Daza mit fin a ses jours ;
cela dut arriver apres la publication a Nico-

medie, le 30 Juin 313, de 1'edit de tole'rance de Liciuius a 1'e'gard des

Chretiens.
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reduits au poids moyen de 3 gr. 60 c.
;
an diametre

moyen de 0*021 millimetres.

PEEMIEEE SERIE :

I

A IB |r |A |

SMHT SMHT SMHT SMHT

DEUXIEME SERIE :

B
|

T
|

A
| |

SMHT SMHT SMHT SMHT SMHT

Les pieces suivantes ont peut-etre ete frappees egale-

ment au cotirs de Remission precedente.

I. Au revers. GEN IO AVGVSTI. Le genie coiffe du modius,
debout a gauche, tenant une tete de Serapis et

une corne d'abondance
;
a ses pieds a gauche un

aigle.

Au droit. IMP C GAL - VAL MAXIMINVS P - F AVG.

Sa tete lauree a droite. Piece inedite. l
dre

serie,

off. r A
;
Voetter.

II. Au revers. GENIO AVGVSTI. Meme type, si ce n'est

que le genie tient une patere et une corne

d'abondance.

Meme droit. Piece voisine de Cohen, 28
;
Pre

serie, off.

A; Voetter.

III. Au revers. SOLI INVICTO. Le soleil radie, debout, en
robe loiigue, levant la main droite et tenant la

tete de Serapis.

Au droit. IMP C GAL - VAL MAXIMINVS P F AVG.
Sa tete lauree a droite. Cohen, 161 ;

2me serie,

off. A A
; Voetter/''

35 Des pieces voisines des trois pre'ce'deutes ont ete emises a partir de
la mort de Galere on 311, dans 1'atelier voisin de Nicomedie. L'Atelier

d'Heracle'e de Thrace apparteuait k Licinius, mais Ton y frappa beau-

coup do monnaies de Maximiii Daza a cause du voisinagc des etats de
ce prince.
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Les pieces suivantes, qui sont toutes de petits bronzes

du poids moyen de 3 gr. 60 c., ont certainement ete

emises en 312-313.

IV. Au revers.\OV\ CONSERVATORI AVGG. Jupiter nu,
debout a gauche, le manteau rejete sur 1'epaule,
tenant de la droite une Victoire sur un globe et

appuye sur un sceptre ;
a ses pieds a gauche un

aigle tenant une couronne en son bee.

Au droit. l. IMP C - GAL - VAL MAXIMINVS P - F -

AVG. Sa tete lauree a droite. Piece inedite.

I
6re

serie, off. A
; BR. Mus. ; Voetter.

2. IMP C FL VAL - CONSTANTINVS P F - AVG.

Cohen, 297
;

l'
re

serie, off. A B I"
;
FR.

1471; 3 gr. 55 c. ;
0-021 m.in. ; 14718, 4 gr.

60 c. ; 0-021 m.in. ; BR. Mus.; H. Mus. V.
;

Voetter. [PI. VI. No. 4, tete de Maximin

Daza.]

3. IMP C - VAL - L1CIN LICINIVS P F AVG. Tete

lauree a droite. Cohen, 108
;

oft'. A B 1~ A
;

FR. 9054
;
3 gr. 15 c. ;

0'022 m.m.
; 9055, 9056,

3 gr. -01 c.; BR. Mus.; Voetter.

CINQUIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis la victoire de Licinius a Tzirallum en

Thrace, le 30 Avril 313, jusqu'a la rupture suivie de

guerre entre Constantin et Licinius en Aout ou Septemlre

314.36

En effet cette emission ne comprend plus les monnaies

de Maximin Daza, qui cesserent de paraitre apres la

defaite de cet empereur. Elle comprend au contraire

les monnaies de Licinius et de Constantin avec le revers,

Jovi Conservatori Augg., indiquant la coregence de ces

deux empereurs avant la guerre qui eclata entre eux en

36
J. Maurice, ISAtelier monetaire de Tarragone, Revue Numismatique,

1900, p. 285.
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Septembre 314, et mit momentanement fin a la frappe

des monnaies de Constantin.

Les poids des folks de cette emission sont voisins de

ceux des memes pieces de la precedente, mais ils ont

une tendance a s'abaisser encore.

PREMIERE SERIE:

I I
1 I I

HTA HTB HIT HTA HT6

I. Au revers. IOVI - CONSERVATORI AVGG. Meme revers

que dans 1'emission precedente.

Au droit. 1. IMP C - VAL-LICIN LICINIVS P F AVG.

Sa tete lauree a droite. Cohen, 108
;

l
fere

serie,

off. B r A
;
H. Mus. V.

;
Voetter.

2. IMP C FL VAL . CONSTANTINVS P F AVG.

Tete analogue. Cohen, 297; I
6re

serie, off.

B-; Voetter.

II. Au revers. IOVI CONSERVATORI. Meme revers.

Au droit. IMP C VAL LICIN - LICINIVS P F - AVG.

Tete analogue. Cohen, 74
;

off. A
;
Voetter.

SIXIEME EMISSION

Frappee a partir de la rupture entre Constantin et

Licinius en Septembre 314, pendant et apres la guerre de

314 jusqua la reconnaissance des trois Cesars, Grispus,

Licinius II et Constantin II, par Constantin le 1
er Mars

317.37

Cette emission se compose de deux parties tres dis-

tinctes qui poiirraient former deux emissions differentes ;

37 J. Maurice, L1

Atelier mon&aire de Trevee, Memoires de la Socfcte

Nationals des Antiqunires de France, 1902, pp. 180 a 183.
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n'etait la penurie des pieces emises pendant la guerre.

En effet Ton ne frappa pendant la guerre que quelques

rnonnaies et medallions aux noms des deux Licinius pere

et fils, mais lorsque Const antin et Licinius eurent fait la

paix, et pris le consulat en cominun le l
er
Janvier 315,

38

les monnaies de Constantin et de Licinius furent de

nouveau emises les unes et les autres dans 1'atelier

d'Heraclee de Thrace qui appartenait a Licinius. Get

empereur s'effora rneme de faire reconnaitre son fils

Licinius II comme Cesar par Constantin en frappant des

monnaies de Licinius II, de Crispus et de Constantin II,
39

deux ans avant que Constantin ne leur reconnut le titre

de Cesars en 317, et ne fit emettre leurs monnaies dans

ses propres ateliers.

La partie d'emission qui correspond a la guerre de 314

est signalee dans les deux empires d'Orient et d'Occident

par la frappe de monnaies a legendes caracteristiqu.es. En
Occident Ton inscrivit sur les monnares la legende, Soli

Inviclo Comiti . Aug. N. 9 pour le seul Auguste reconnu,

Constantin, dans les ateliers de Borne, Tarragone, Londres ;

tandis que dans les etats de Licinius depuis Thessalonica

jusqu'a Alexandrie, Ton fit paraitre sur les monnaies Tin-

scription, Jovi . Conservatori . Aug., pour le seul Auguste

reconnu, Licinius, ou bien 1'on frappa des monnaies et

medaillons aux noms des deux princes Joviens FAuguste
et le Cesar, Licinius pere et fils, seuls empereurs reconnus,

pendant la guerre de 314. Ce qui indique que ces

38 Consularia Constantinopolitana : Constantino III. et Licinio IV., Coss.,

Chronicon Paschale, Mcnumenta Germaniae Historica ; Chronica Minora

SaeCj iv., v., vi., vii., p. 231.
39 J'ai expose ces faits dans mes articles sur 1'atelier d'Alexandrie

(Num. Chron., 1902, pp. 125 a 130) et sur 1'atelier de Nicomedie (16., 1903,

pp. 238 a 242).
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pieces ont et6 frappees pendant la guerre, c'est que les

ateliers cTOrient emisent aussitot apres la paix des

monnaies frappees aux noms des deux Augustes, Licinius

et Constantin, et des trois Cesars, Licinius II, Crispus

et Constantin II.40 C'est done anterieurernent a cette

epoque que parurent les monnaies des deux Licinius pere

et fils, seul Auguste et seul Cesar, dont la description va

suivre. J'ai donne dans une etude sur 1'atelier d'Alex-

andrie la raison qui dut, a ce qu'il semble, decider

Licinius a elever son fils au rang de Cesar, des la guerre

314
;

41 a savoir le desir de le faire echapper aux conse-

quences de sa naissftnce servile.

Lorsque la paix fut conclue entre les deux empereurs
a la fin de cette annee, le desir de conserver a son fils le

titre de Cesar decida Licinius a faire des avances a Con-

stantin et a attribuer le meme titre a ses fils
;

c'est

ce qu'indique la frappe des monnaies des trois Cesars

en Orient aussitot apres la guerre.
42 J'ai explique, dans

une etude sur 1'atelier de Nicomedie, pourquoi Ton devait

dater de la periode qui suivit la guerre de 314 la frappe de

ces rares monnaies, notamment de celles de Constantin II,

prince dont il faut fixer en consequence la naissance deux

ans plus tot qu'on ne le pensait, c'est-a-dire au 7 Aout

314.43

40 J. Maurice, ISAtelier de Nicomedie, Num. Chron., 1903, pp. 247-8.
41 J. Maurice, L'Atelier d'Alexandrie, Num. Chron., 1902, p. 130.
42 Ainsi que I'inscription sur les monnaies des le'gendes Jovi Conser-

vatori Caess, au pluriel (voir J. Maurice, L'Atelier d'Alexandrie, Num.

Chron., 1902, pp. 125 et 126), et Providentiae Caess., au pluriel, que Ton

trouve dans remission pre'sente d'Heraclee de Thrace.
43

J. Maurice, L'Atelier ds Nicom&die, Num. Chron., 1903, p. 242.
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PREMIERE PARTIE DE I/EMISSION

parue pendant la guerre de 314 a partir du inois de

Septembre et peut-etre jusqu'a la prise en commun du

consulat par Constantin et Licinius, le l
et

Janvier 315.

PREMIERE SERIE :

I _!
HTA HTB

DEUXIEME SERIE :

_L_ I _
SMHA SMHB

TROISIEME SERIE :

SMHTA SMHTB SMHT6 (? Banduri)

L'atelier d'Heraclee de Thrace (Heraclea Thracium)

est designe dans les exergues ainsi qu'on le voit dans le

tableau ci-dessus par les lettres H et HT et Ton a les sigles

HTA SMHA SMHTA ou B a traduire par Heraclea Thra-

cium ou Sacra Moneta Heracleae ou Heracleae Thracium,

officines A ou B. II y eut peut-etre d'atitres officines

ouvertes que les officines A et B a Heraclee de Thrace

pendant la guerre de 314. Banduri indique en effet

1'officine comme celle d'une piece des deux Licinius

frappee pendant la guerre.

Cette emission est composee des memes folles que la

precedente.

I. Au revere. IOVI CONSERVATOR I AVG. Jupiter mi,
debout a gauche, le manteau sur 1'epaule gauche,
tenant une Victoire sur un globe et appuye sur

un sceptre ;
a ses pieds a gauche un aigle tenant

une couronne en son bee.
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Au droit. IMP C - VAL LICIN LICINIVS P - F - AV<3.

Sa tete lauree a droite. Cohen, 91
;

I
6re

serie,

off. A ; Voetter.

II. Au revers.\ O M ET FORT CONSER D D N N

AVG ET CAES. (Jovi Optimo Maximo et

Fortunae Conservatoribus Dominorum Nostro-

rum Augusti et Caesaris) ; et comme type,

Jupiter nu, debout a gauche ;
le manteau rejete

sur Fepaule, tenant un globe surmonte d'une

Yictoire et un sceptre, en face de la Fortune

debout tourelee qui tient une corne d'abondance

et un gouvernail pose sur un globe.

Au droit. D D N N - IOVII LICINII INVICT - AVG
ET CAES. Bustes laures et en regard des

deux Ucinius, soutenant ensemble une statue

de la Fortune. Cohen, tome vii. p. 210; 2me

serie, off. A
;
Yoetter.

III. Au revers. I O M ET VIRTVTI D D N N AVG
ET CAES. Jupiter nu, debout a gauche, le

manteau rejete sur 1'epaule gauche et tenant
un sceptre ;

a cote de lui un trophee au pied

duquel sont deux captifs.

Au droit. Meme legende du droit. Bustes semblables

des deux Licinius mais soutenant ensemble
un trophee orne de boucliers. Cohen, tome
vii. p. 211; 2 me serie, off. A; H. Mus. Y.

;

3me serie, off. A; FR. 14343; 3 gr. 60 c.
;

0-022 m.m. [PI. VI., No. 5, effigies des deux

Licinius] ;
off. . Banduri, supplement par

Tanini, p. 257, les deux bustes au droit sou-

tenant une Yictoire.

La piece d'or suivante est classee dans cette emission

par son exergue qui est celui de la troisieme serie et qui
ne parut pas plus tot

;
mais le chiffre des voaux. qui sont

inscrits sur cette monnaie est celui qui fut compte a

partir de 1'annee 313 dans les etats de Licinius. En effet

c'est en cette annee que cet empereur accornplit ses

quinquennalia (ayant ete elu en 308) et qu'on lui

souhaita pour 1'avenir ses Vota X, suivant la formule
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VOTIS . V. MVLTIS . X. Cette forrnule dut etre reproduite

sur les monnaies jusqu'a 1'annee de 1'accomplissement

des Decennalia de 1'empereur (318), ou seulenient jusqu'a

1'annee precedente (317), qui fut celle pendant laquelle

on celebra peut-etre ces Decennalia par anticipation
44

et ou on les inscrivit sur les monnaies, sous la forme

VOTIS X MVLTIS - XX.

On trouve

IV. Au revers. VOTIS - V . MVLTIS X. La Victoire debout
de face regardant a droite, tenant un bouclier

pose sur un cippe ; sur le bouclier on lit :

VICTORIA AVG. II est a remarquer que
1'Auguste designe est au singulier.

Au droit. LICINIVS AVGVSTVS. Sa tete lauree a droite.

Cohen, 204
; piece d'or

; BR. Mus.

DEUXIEME PABTIE DE I/EMISSION

Frappee depuis la prise en coinmun dii consulat par

Constantin et Licinius, le l
er

Janvier 315, jusqu'a la

reconnaissance des trois Cesars dans tout Vempire, le

l
er Mars 317.

Cette partie de 1'emission qui presente les memes series

d'exergues que la premiere est caracterisee par la reprise

de la frappe des monnaies de Constantin et la reouverture

de cinq officines dans 1'atelier. L'on emit pour la premiere

fois en 315-316 les pieces portant les legendes Providentiae

Augg. et Providentiae Caess. autour d'une porte de camp,

mais cette porte de camp est surrnontee de trois tourelles

tandis que celle que Ton representa sur toutes les monnaies

de I'ernpire de 324 a 326 est surmontee de deux tours

44 St. Jerome indique la double celebration des anniversaires pour
Constantin (Hieronymi Chronicon, anno 2342, et Eusebe, Vita Constan-

tini 111, 14 et 15). L'on en trouve 1'indication dans la Chronique
Paschale et Idace. En etait-il de meme pour Licinius ?
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entre lesquelles se trouve une etoile. Ce dernier type fut

envoye par la chancellerie de Constantin, apres la guerre

de 324, dans tous les ateliers de 1'empire unifie. Quant

au premier il n'etait paru que sur les monnaies des deux

ateliers voisins de Nicomedie et d'Heraclee de Thrace,

sous le regne de Licinius.45 Les pieces qui vont etre

decrites presentent encore les series d'exergues qui ont

ete signales dans la description de la premiere partie de

1'emission
;

il faut y ajouter une serie nouvelle pre-

sentant des points comine differents monetaires. Cette

deuxieme partie de remission est caracterisee egalement

par les titres, noms et prenoms que reput a cette epoque

le jeune Licinius II sur les monnaies de divers ateliers

d'Orient appartenant a son pere de 314 a 317.

Ce sont les suivants : D(ominus) N(oster) Val(erius)

Const(antinus)
4G Licinius Nob(ilissimus) C(aesar).

A partir du l er Mars 317 au contraire, Licinius II fut

designe sur les monnaies de tous les ateliers de 1'empire

de la fapon suivante : D(ominus) N(oster) Val(erius)

Licin(ianus) Licinius Jun(ior) Nob(ilissimus) C(aesar).

Le prenom de Constantinus, que Licinius semble avoir

donne a son fils intentionnellement apres la guerre de

314 en I'empruntant a 1'empereur Constantin, disparut

de la liste de ses noms anterieurement au ler Mars 317 ;

ce fut a partir de cette date au contraire qu'il porta le

nom de Licinianus qu'il tenait de son pere.
47

45 C'est pourquoi cos monnaies sont beaucoup plus rares. On trouve

dans Cohen comme pieces presentant ce type le No. 459 de Constantin I,

le No. 167 de Constantin II, les Nos. 145 a 178 de Liciuius empereur,
et les Nos. 41 a 44 de Licinius II. Les pieces de Crispus sont mal
de'crites dans Cohen.

46 On trouve quelquefois : Constantinus, sans abbreviation. J. Maurice,
L'Atelier monetaire d'Alexandrie, Num. Chron., 1902, p. 126.

47 Voir dans la meme etude (pp. 129 a 131) les raisons probables de la

conduite do Licinius.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. L
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II semble qu'un accord dut intervenir entre les chan-

celleries de Constantin et de Licinius car, a partir du l er

Mars 317, les trois Cesars re9urent les raemes noras dans

les differentes parties de Tempire.

EXERGUES DE LA 2mc PARTIE DE L'EMISSION.

Premiere serie :

HTA
I

HTB HIT HTA

Deuxieme serie :

HT6

SMHA SMHB

Troisieme serie :

I 1

SMHA* SMHB* SMHT* SMHA*

SMH

I

8MH

Quatrieme serie :

On trouve

I. Au

SMHTA

. PROVIDENTIAE AVGG N N. Porte de

camp ouverte au milieu et surmontee de trois

tourelles.

Audroit IMP- LICINIVS - AVG. Son buste laure et

drape a gauche et tenant de la gauche un

globe et un sceptre sur 1'epaule et de la droite

le foudre. Piece inedite. l
ire

serie, off. B
;

Voetter.

II. Au refers. PROVIDENTIAE
revers.

AVGG. Meme type du

Au droit.l . IMP - LICINIVS AVG. Son buste laure et

drape a gauche, tenant de la gauche un globe et

un sceptre sur 1'epaule et de la droite le foudre.

Cohen, 145; Pre
serie, off'. A-B-f-A-; FR.

14251-3
;
3 gr., et 0'018 m.m. ;

et 2 gr. 80 c. ;

Voetter.
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2. IMP CONSTANTINVS AVG. Buste analogue a

gauche. Cohen, 459
;
2me serie, off. B

;
Musee

de Turin ; Voetter.

Ces trois pieces continuerent a etre emises au cours de

1'emission suivante, mais la premiere serie d'exergues ne

fut plus inscrite sur les monnaies apres le l
er Mars 317.

III. Au revers. PROVIDENTIAE CAESS. avec la meme porte
de camp surmontee de trois tourelles.

Au droit. D N VAL CONST LICINIVS NOB C.

Buste analogue au precedent. Piece inedite.

3me serie, off. A ; Voetter.

II est probable que des pieces de Crispus et de Con-

stantin II ont ete frappees a Heraclee de Thrace comme

a Nicomedie 48
apres la guerre de 314, mais je ne les ai pas

rencontrees. Les monnaies de Nicomedie emises a cette

epoque sont caracterisees par des legendes du droit

fautives
; par des omissions ou des changements de lettres.

Mais peut-etre la disorganisation du travail que Ton con-

state a Mcomedie ne s'est-elle pas produite dans Fatelier

d'Heraclee de Thrace. Je n'ai pas rencontre de monnaies

de cet atelier qui presentassent des legendes incorrectes

commes les suivantes que Ton trouve sur les pieces

de Nicornedie : FL VN CRISPVS NO CAS- ;
ou encore

FL CL - CONSTANTINVS NOV. CS. 4<J

La piece d'or suivante est classee dans cette emission

par son exergue.

I. Au revcrs.\OV\ CONSERVATOR! AVGG. Jupiter nu,
clebout a gauche, le manteau rejete sur 1'epaule

gauche, tenant un globe surmonte d'une

48 J'ai decrit ccs pieces prescntant des le'gendes des droits irregulieres

duns mon etude sur 1'atelier do Nieome'die duns la Num. Chron., 1903,

pp. 247-248.
49 J. Maurice, I?Atelier monetaire de Nicomedie, Num. Chron., 1903,

p. 248.

L 2
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Victoire et appuye sur un sceptre ;
a; ses pieds a

gauche un aigle tenant une couronne en son

bee.

An droit. CONSTANTINVS P F -AVG. Sa tete

lauree a droite. Cohen, 296
;
4me serie, off. B

;

exergue deja inscrite sur les pieces de la I
6ie

partie de remission et qui ne parut plus a partir
du l

er Mars 317. Musee Brera, No. 7324.

SEPTIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis la date de la reconnaissance des trots

Cesars, Crispus, Constantin II, et Licinius II dans tout

Vempire, le ler Mars 317; signalee par la frappe de leurs

monnaies dans tons les ateliers de Constantin et de Licinius ;

jusqu'a raccomplissement, le ler Mars 320, des Vota V des

Cesars.

Cette emission se distingue en efifet de la precedente

par 1'unifomiite des legendes monetaires aux noms des

Augustes et Cesars que Ton inscrivit a partir du l
er Mars

317 sur les monnaies des deux empires d'Orient et

d'Occident. 50

Elle est en outre caracterisee par tout un ensemble

d'exergues, et se distingue de 1'emission suivante parce-

qu'elle fut frappee dans cinq officines, tandis que 1'officine

fut fermee de 320 a 324. Une diminution du nonibre

des officines se fait egalement remarquer sur les monnaies

de Nicomedie et d'Antioche frappees de 320 a 324 sans

50
Crispus porte frequemment les noms de FL IVL CRISPYS

NOB CAES. ou simplement CRISPVS NOB CAES. ;
Constantin

II, ceux de FL CL - CONSTANTINVS NOB CAES. ou de CON-
STANTINVS IVN NOB CAES.; Licinius II, ceux de VAL

LICIN(ianus) LICINIVS NOB CAES. ou LICINIVS IVN - NOB
CAES. Tous trois re9oivent parfoisle titre de Doininus Noster = D N
II existe de tres nornbreuses variantes de ces legendes, c'est-a-dire des

abbreviations differentes des preuoms ou titres des empereurs.
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qu'on en puisse decouvrir la raison
;

51 mais ce fait suffit

pour distinguer les emissions.

Le poids moyen des petites monnaies de bronze qui

etait, avant la guerre de 314, de 3 gr. 60 c., tombe aux

environs de 3 gr. II est important de constater que
Licinius n'adopta pas les reformes monetaires de Con-

stantin.52 En effet tandis que ce dernier empereur creait

en 309 et faisait frapper a partir de cette date presque

exclusivement le solidus ou le soixante douzieme a la livre

d'or dans ses etats ;

53 Licinius continua a faire emettre

jusqu'en 324 une piece d'or qui est le soixantieme de la

livre.
54 De meme a'pres la guerre de 314, Constantin crea

une nouvelle espece de bronze, le nummus centenionalis, qui

fut exclusivement frappee a partir de cette date dans tous

ses ateliers
;

55
le poids moyen de ces pieces nouvelles tres

regulierement maintenu pendant plus de dix ans, fut de

3 gr. 50 c. Ce n'etait pas le poids des monnaies emises

dans les etats de Licinius dont le poids moyen tomba

bientot a 3 gr. et a 2 gr. 60 c. Ce fut sur ces petits

folles que fut marque de 320 a 324 un signe special

51 J. Maurice, L'Atelier monetaire d'Antioche, Num. Chron., 1899, pp.
230 et 231.

52 J. Maurice, L'Atelier monetaire de Nicomfdie, Num. Chron,, 1903,

pp. 252 et 253. J'ai intitule: Deuxieme serie dans 1'emission de 317
a 324, ce qui constitue en realite une deuxieme emission puisque le

nombre des officines n'est plus le meme que dans la premiere serie.
53 J. Maurice, L1

Atelier monetaire de Tarragone, Revue Numismatique,
1900, p. 282, et L'Atelier monetaire de Treves; Mfmoires de la Society

Nationale des Antiquaires de France, 1902, p. 155. Ce sont les monnaies
d'or frappees dans ces deux ateliers qui mettent particulierement en
lumiero le fait de la creation du solidus par Constantin en 309.

54 J. Maurice, L' Atelier monetaire de Nicomfdie, Num. Chron., 1903,

pp. 254-255, pieces pesant 5 gr. 25 c. et 5 gr. 30 c.

55 Voir pour Treves, Rome, Tarragone, Londres, Siscia, Thessalonica,
mes etudes sur ses ateliers, Memoires des Antiquaires, 1902 ; Revue

Numismatique, 1899-1900; Num. Chron., 1900, et Numismatische Zeit-

schrift, 1901.
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X
de valeur jjp II n'y eut done pas entente entre les

empires d 'Orient et d'Occidentjusqu'en 324
; relativement

a remission des especes monetaires. Licinius avait con-

serve toutes les traditions de Diocletien et notamment

son systeme de poids et mesures. Son administration

des monnaies n'avait que des rapports restreints avec

celle de Constantin, et les echanges d'effigies imperiales

meme n'avaient pas lieu entre les differentes parties de

1'empire.

Les coregents ne faisaient pas emettre les memes

especes monetaires, mais ils avaient interet a avoir des

especes voisines qui pussent s'echanger entre elles, et

celui qui emettait des pieces de valeur legerement in-

ferieure a celles de 1'autre empereur devait faire beneficier

son gouvernement de la difference de valeur des monnaies.

Ainsi Licinius avait avantage a emettre une petite piece

de bronze d'un poids et d'une valeur legerement inferieurs

a ceux du nummus eentenionalis de Constantin. On se

servait sans doute de la balance pour les echanges im-

portants de pieces d'or; et le systeme de Diocletien

persista pour les pieces d'argent jusqu'a la creation du

miliarense et de la silique d'argent par Constantin, mais

ces reformes n'eurent lieu qu'en 324 apres la chute de

Licinius.56

Les diverses series d'exergues de remission peuvent se

reunir en deux groupes qui presentent 1'un ou 1'autre des

deux exergues suivants :

MHTA-6 6t SMHA

Les diverses series ne different entre elles que par des

points places aux exergues ou dans le champ des monnaies.

56 J. Maurice, L'Atelier montfaire de Sirmium, Atti del Congresso
Internazionale di Scienze Storiche, vol. vi., 1904 (Roma), p. 249.
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PREMIER GROUPE.

Premiere serie :

MHTA MHTB MHTT MHTA

Variete de cette serie :

|
A ,

MHTA a

Deuxieme serie :

I

1
A

MHT6

MHTA* MHTB* MHTf* MHTA* MHT6*

Troisieme serie :

MHTA *MHTB

Quatrieme serie :

I I

MHTF MHTA

MHTA* *MHTB* *MHTI~* *MHTA* *MHT*

DEUXIEME GROUPE.

Cinquieme serie :

_L_ _1_
SMHA SMHB

Variete de cette serie :

IA >

SMHA

Sixieme serie :

I I

SMHA* SMHB*

Septieme serie :

SMHA SMHB

SMHT

SMHT*

SMHA SMH

1

A
SMH

I _L
SMHA SMI
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Huitieme serie :

I I I I I

SMHA SMHB SMHT SMHA SMHG

Neuvieme se'rie :

I

SMHA SMHB SMHT

On trouve

I. Au revers. PROVIDENT!AE AVGG. Avec la porte de

camp ouverte au milieu et surmontee de trois

tourelies.

Au droit.l. IMP LICINIVS AVG. Son buste laure et

drape a gauche, tenant de la gauche un globe
et un sceptre sur 1'epaule, et de la droite le

foudre. Cohen, 145
;
Pre

serie, off. A B f A;
FR. 14255-7; 2 gr. 95 c.; 0-021 m.m.

;
H.

Mus. V.
;

variete avec la lettre A dans le

champ; Voetter; 8me et 9 nie
series, off. A;

Voetter. [PL VI., No. 6, effigie de Licinius].

2. Meme legende et meme buste mais a droite. Cohen,
146

;
5me serie, variete avec la lettre A dans le

champ; off. A B
;
FR. 14258-9; 3 gr. 10 c. ;

0-019 m.m.
;
Voetter.

3. IMP CONSTANTINVS AVG. Buste analogue mais a

gauche. Cohen, 459; Pre

serie, off. B; H.
Mus. V.

;
et variete avec la lettre A dans le

champ; FR. 14846; 5me
,
7me

,
8me

,
et 9me series,

off. B
;
Voetter.

II. Au revers. PROVIDENT!AE CAESS. Avec le meme
type du revers.

Au droit.l. D - N VAL - LICIN LICINIVS - NOB C.

(Dominus Noster Valerius Licinianus Licinius

Nobilissimus Caesar). Buste analogue. Cohen,
41; Pre

serie; FR. 14416; Pre
,
2me

,
3me et 5me

series. [PL VI., No. 7, effigie de Licinius II.]
Voetter et Musee de Turin; 7me serie; FR.

14417, et 9me se'rie; Voetter; toutes les series,

off. A; variete de la 5me serie avec la lettre

A dans le champ, off. F
;
Berlin.
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2. D N FL - IVL . CRISPVS NOB CAES. Buste ana-

logue. Piece inedite; Pre
serie; FR. 15476; 2

gr. 60 c. ;
0-017 m.m. ; Yoetter; 4me et 5me

series, FR. 15477 ;
Voetter ; 8me serie, BR. Mus. ;

Voetter ; 9me serie, Yoetter ;
toutes les series,

off. r.

3. D N FL CL - CONSTANTINVS NOB C. Buste

analogue. Cohen, 167; Pre

serie, off. ; BR.

Mus. ;
FR. 15806

;
3 gr. 20 c.

;
0-019 m.m.

[PI. VI., No. 8, effigie de Licinius II];
4me

,
5me

,
et 7 series, off. 6

;
Voetter

;
8me et 9me

series, off. A et
; Voetter.

4. D N CONSTANTINVS IVN - NOB CAES. Meme
buste. JPiece inedite

;
Pre

serie, off. 6
;
5me serie,

off. A et G
;

coll. Gnecchi.

5. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C. Son buste laure et

drape a gauche. Cohen, 165; indique dans

Banduri, supplement par Tanini, p. 289.

III. Aurevers. IOVI - CONSERVATOR! - AVGG. Jupiter nu,
debout a gauche, le manteau sur Fepaule gauche,
tenant un globe surmonte d'une Victoire et

appuye sur un sceptre ;
a ses pieds a gauche un

aigle tenant une couronne en son bee.

Au droit.\MP C - VAL . LICIN LICINIVS P F AVG.

Sa tete lauree a gauche; piece d^crite dans

Banduri, supplement par Tanini, p. 256; 5me

serie, variete avec la lettre A dans le champ,
off. T.

Les monnaies de Licinius pere, seules, portent les

lettres de toutes les officines. Les monnaies de Con-

stantin le Grand sont presque e,xclusivement frappees

dans Tofficine B, celles de Crispus dans 1'officine r,

celles de Licinius II dans I'officine A et, celles de Con-

stantin II dans I'officine e.

Les pieces d'or suivantes ont ete frappees dans 1'atelier

d'Heraclee de Thrace, au cours de remission qui vient
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d'etre decrite et ont du conthmer a 1'etre au cours de la

suivante.

En effet Licinitis qui avait ete cree Auguste par Galere

en 308 celebra ses Decennalia des 1'annee 318, et peut-etre
des 317 par anticipation d'un an. Des lors, en constatant

1'accomplissement de ces Vota X, on lui souhaita les Yota

XX, par les sigles sic . x . sic xx, ou VOT x MVL - xx. 57

Les memes chiffres se trouvent au revers de pieces

analogues de Licinius et de Constantin. C'est une con-

firmation de la regie que j'ai indiquee dans 1'etude des

ateliers de Constantin; a savoir que les empereurs co-

regents de cette epoque se pretaient sur les monnaies

qu'ils faisaient frapper a leurs noms respectifs les chiffres

de leur Vota, c'est-a-dire que Constantin attribua a Lici-

nius ses propres Yota XX sur des pieces frappees au nom
de Licinius dans ses etats; et que Licinius preta ses

Vota X MultaXX a Constantin sur des monnaies frappees

au nom de cet empereur dans ses propres ateliers.

On trouve

I. Au revers. SIC X SIC XX dans une triple couronne
de perles; un aigle repose en haut sur la

couronne. L'exergue SMHB (Sacra Moneta
Heracleae, off. B)se trouve egalement a 1'interieur

de la couronne en dessous de 1'indication des

Vota.

Audroit. 1. LICINIVS AVGVSTVS. Sa tete lauree a

droite. Cohen, 158; FE. 1508; 4 gr. 80 c. ;

0-019 m.m.
; piece de 1'espece du 60me a la

livre d'or.

57 J'ai decrit dans une etude sur L'Atelier monetaire de Nicomedie

(Num. Chron., 1903, pp. 254 a 257) une serie de pieces portant rinscrip-
tion de ces Vota soluta et suscepta ou multa. Dans les etats de Con-

stantin, les Vota XX de Licinius furent frappes avec ceux de Constantin

regulierement a partir de 320 et non plus tot. Cf. J. Maurice, L'Atelier

mon&aire de Tarragone, Revue Numismatique, 1900, notamment, p. 302,
et L1

Atelier monetaire de Siscia, Num. Chron., 1900, p. 336.
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2. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG. Son buste diademe (?)
et

drape, selon Tanini, qui decrit cette piece comme
se trouvant dans le Musee Hunter.

Au revers. L'exergue serait HB et non SMHB; et il

y aurait une quadruple couronne de perles.

La description du droit de cette piece est certainement

fautive, car Constantin ne porta le diademe qu'apres la

guerre de 324. La couronne de laurier a souvent ete

confondue avec le diademe. L'emission de cette piece ne

peut etre reculee apres la guerre de 324, car Ton n'inscrivit

pas les Vota X de Constantin sur les monnaies apres la

defaite de Licinius. .
II faut admettre que Tanini a pris

la couronne de laurier pour le diademe.

HUITIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis le printemps de 320, jusqu'a Televation de

Constantius II Cesar le 8 Novembre 324.

En effet cette emission, distincte de la precedente par

la fermeture de la cinquieme officine, correspond a celles

des ateliers d'Occident qui debutent par la frappe des

monnaies portant en inscription les Vota V des Cesars.

Ces pieces furent emises a partir du l
er Mars 320, date

des quinquennalia des Cesars anticipes d'un an.58

Les legendes inscrites au revers des monnaies des

ateliers d'Occident sont des legendes symboliques. Les

Victoriae Laetae Principis Perpetuae symbolisent la

victoire qui accompagne Tempereur ;
les Virtus Exercitiis,

la valeur de 1'armee
;

les Beata Tranquillitas, la paix de

1'empire ;
ce symbolisme vague n'a plus de caractere

58 Sur cette anticipation d'un an de la celebration des anniversaires

imperiaux, voir O. Seeck, Die Zeitfolge der Gesetze Constantim dans la

Zeitsch. d. Savigny-Stiftung f. liecUtgesch. (Kom.), Abth., x. p. 18G.
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pai'en bien determine. Les legendes inscrites sur les

monnaies des ateliers d'Orient ont au contraire ce

caractere paien. Les Jovi Conservatori expriment la

descendance meme de 1'empereur.

Les monnaies sur lesquelles on lit cette legende portent

une marque de valeur particuliere. C'est une inscription
X

en deux lignes ,-|p, placee dans le champ du revers a

droite. Mommsen, dans I'Histoire de la Monnaie Eo-

maine,
59 hit cette inscription comme si elle etait ecrite

sur une seule ligne, et donnant au signe r le sens de S,

il obtint la lecture 12J, dont Ton ne comprend pas le sens
;

le Commandant Mowat fit remarquer dans une communi-

cation a VAcademic des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres qu'il

y avait toute raispn de lire separement les deux lignes. II

obtint ainsi X et lir. En considerant la lettre r comme

1'equivalent de S, il obtint le signe habituel du Sesterce

ou IIS, et il proposa de lire le chiffre X comme 1'indica-

tion de la dixieme partie, decima pars Sestertii. Je dois

renvoyer au travail du savant numismate pour la dis-

cussion des arguments qui plaident en faveur de sa

maniere de voir. Je ferai seulement remarquer que les

poids de ces pieces oscillent de 2 gr. 50 c. a 3 gr. 10 c.,

et que leur poids moyen est supe'rieur a celui du quadrans
ou dixieme partie du sesterce, qui est de 2 gr. 30 c.

D'autre part M. Babelon a assimile cette espece monetaire

au denarius communis de Diocletien, et cette assimilation

est d'autant plus vraisemblable que de petits bronzes

frappes a Alexandrie en 306, et presentant au droit les

59 Th. Mommsen, Histoire de la Monnaie Romaine (traduction de

Blacas), tome iii. p. 88.

60 R. Mowat, Explication d'une marque monetaire du temps de Con-

stantin, Comptes Rendus de VAcad. des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres,

d'Octobre, 1886.
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tetes radices d'empereurs et qui ont des poids oscillant de

2 gr. 80 c. a 3 gr. 60 c. Ces petites pieces emises aussi-

tot apres Tabdication de Diocletien sont evidemment de

1'espece du denarius communis, telle qu'elle a ete definie

par M. Babelon. 61

II est surtout important de remarquer que 1'empereur

d'Orient n'avait pas adopte les reformes monetaires de

Constantin, et que Ton continua a se servir en Orient

jusqu'a la chute de Licinius en 324, des especes monetaires

du systeme de Diocletien.62

SMHA

I

X

SMHA'

SMhfAi

I

SMHA

PREMIERE SERIE I

SMhTB SMHT

DEUXIEME SERIE :

X
nr

SMHB
nr

SMHT

TROISIEME SERIE :

I I

SMHB* SMHT

QUATRIEME SERIE I

__
SMHB

SMHA

I
x

_jjHr
SMHA

I

SMHA*

I

SMHA

CINQUIEME SERIE I

SMHA SMHB SMHT SMHA

61 E. Babelon, Traite des Monnaies Grecqucs et Pomaines, tome i.

pp. 611-612. Le Denarius Communis sous Diocletien pesait de 4 gr. 60 c.

a 3 gr. 75 c., mais cette espece monetaire subit des reductions de poids
coinme toutes les autres.

62 M. Mowat fait remarquer que le compte par Sesterce e'tait encore

employe en 296 en Gaule, ainsi qu'en temoigne le Pane'gyrique d'Eumene,
xi. 14. pro Listaurandis Scholis prouonce a cettc date a Aiilun.
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La cinquieme serie d'exergues ne fut probablement
inscrite sur les monnaies qu'a partir de 324.

On trouve

T. Au revers IOVI - CONSERVATORI. Jupiter nu, debout
a gauche, le manteau sur 1'epaule gauche, tenant
une Victoire sur un globe et un sceptre sur-

monte d'un aigle qui tient une couronne ; a ses

pieds a gauche un aigle tenant egalement une
couronne en son bee et a droite un captif assis.

L'on trouve souvent dans le champ a droite le

sigle ~, qui caracterise la 2me serie de cette

emission.

Au droit. 1. IMP C VAL LICIN LICINIVS P - F - AVG.
Son buste radie, drape, et cuirasse a droite.

Cohen, 74; 2 me serie, off. A B f A; BE.

Mus.; Yoetter.

2. IMP C FL VAL CONSTANTINVS - P . F - AVG.
Buste analogue. Cohen, 292

;
I
6re et 2me series,

off. B r
; BB. Mus Voetter.

3. D - N VAL LICIN - LICINIVS NOB C. Son buste

casque et cuirasse a gauche, tenant une haste
sur 1'epaule et un bouclier. Cohen, 21; Pre et

2 nie

series, off. A B F-A
; BE. Mus.

; Voetter
;

FE. 14380-2
; poids 2 gr. 95 c. et 3 gr. 0'05 c. ;

diametre O021 m.m. [PL VT., No. 9, effigie
de Licinius.]

4. D . N FL IVL CRISPVS - NOB CAES. Son buste
laure et drape a droite. Cohen, 77

;
I
6re et 2me

series, off. r
;
BE. Mus. ; Voetter.

5. D N - FL CL CONSTANTINVS NOB - C. Buste

analogue. Cohen, 133
;

I
6re et 2me series, off.

A F A; Musee de Turin
;
Voetter.

Ces pieces ont ete frappees tres abondamment dans

tons les ateliers de 1'empire d'Orient, Elles sont tres

communes dans les collections.
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Pieces frappees aprh la prise de Vatelier d'Heraclee de

Thrace par Constantin.

Les monnaies suivantes presentent toutes, la premiere,

la troisieme, et la cinquieme series d'exergues qui ont

continues a etre inscrits sur les monnaies au cours de

1'emission suivante. Leurs trois legendes du revers n'ont

pas ete frappees aux noms des deux Licinius pere et fils

qui regnaient encore mais qui n'etaient plus reconnus

a Heraclee de Thrace lorsque parurent ces monnaies.

On trouve

II. Au revers. DOM INOR - NOSTROR -CAESS. Autour d'une
couronne de laurier dans laquelle on lit VOT V.

Au droit. 1. CRISPVS NOB CAES. Son buste laure
et drape a droite, variete de Cohen, 64

; 5me

seYie, avec une etoile dans la couronne au
dessous des VOT V

; off. r
;
BR. Mus.

2 CONSTANTINVS - IVN NOB C. Buste analogue.
Cohen, 97; Pre

serie, off. T; FK. 15659; 3 gr.
40 c. ;

0-020 m.m.
;

Voetter
; Gnecchi

; 5me

serie, off. B f, avec 1'etoile dans la couronne
sous les VOT V.

;
Voetter.

III. Au revers. D N CONSTANTINI MAX AVG. Autour
d'une couronne de laurier dans laquelle on lit

VOT XX.

Au droit. CONSTANTINVS AVG. Sa tete lauree a droite.

Cohen, 123
;

l*
re

serie, off. A B A; BR. Mus.
;

Voetter ;
3 nie

serie, off. A B A
; BE. Mus.

;

Voetter ; 5me serie, avec 1'etoile dans la couronne
sous les VOT- XX.; Cohen, 127; FB. 14559-

14562; 3 gr. 35 c.
;
0-018 m.m.; BR. Mus.;

Voetter.

IV. Au revers. DOM I NOR NOSTROR CAESS. Autour d'une

couronne de laurier dans laquelle on lit VOT X.

Au droit. 1. CRISPVS - NOB - CAES. Son buste laure

et drape, en cuirasse a droite. Cohen, 65
;

I
6re
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serie, off. B
;

Voetter
;

5me serie, avec 1'etoile

dans la couronne sous les VOT X. Cohen, 68
;

off. T; Voetter
;
BR. Mus.

2. CONSTANTINVS - IVN NOB C. Son buste laure et

drape a droite. Cohen, 98; I
6 ' 6

serie, off. F~;

Voetter
;
5me serie, avec 1'etoile dans la couronne

sous les VOT X.
;
Voetter.

Ces monnaies n'ont pas ete frappees aux noms des deux

Licinius pere et fils. Ce frit done lorsque Constantin

se fut empare de 1'atelier d'Heraclee de Thrace, apres sa

victoire d'Andrinople sur Licinius le 3 Juillet 324,
63

qu'elles commencerent a etre emises. Constantin dut

s'emparer d'Heraclee placee sur la route de Byzance
avant d'atteindre cette ville, dont il commenpa le siege

le plus rapidement qu'il put apres sa victoire
;
mais il ne

put passer en Asie qu' environ deux mois plus tard

lorsque la mer lui fut ouverte par la victoire navale de

Crispus,
64 aussi ne remporta-t-il sa victoire definitive de

Chalcedoine sur la rive asiatique que le 18 Septembre
324. II ne prit qu'ensuite la ville de Nicomedie ou se

trouvait 1'atelier monetaire le plus voisin de celui

d'Heraclee de Thrace. Les autres ateliers d'Orient

tomberent encore plus tard dans ses mains. Ces faits

expliquent pourquoi celui d'Heraclee fut le seul, parmi
ceux dont Constantin s'enipara en 324, qui emit les

monnaies sur lesquelles sont inscrites les Vota V des

Cesars. Leurs Vota X furent en effet seuls inscrits

sur les pieces de Nicomedie, mais j'ai deja montre dans

63 C. I. L., i. p. 346 (Calendrier de Philocalus); Cod. Theod., vii. 20, 1

(privileges accordes aux veterans apres la premiere victoire de Thrace

du cinquieme jour des Nones dc Juillet).
64 Yoir principalement le re'cit de Zosime, ii. pp. 22 et 23.
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une etude sur Siscia 65
que ces Vota ne parurent sur les

monnaies que pendant la guerre de 324. II faut ajouter

qu'ils continuerent a etre inscrits sur les monnaies a la fin

de cette guerre, lorsque 1'atelier de Nicomedie fut tombe

au pouvoir de Constantin apres la defaite de Chalcedoine,

qui est du 18 Septembre 324, tandis que les Yota V des

Cesars et XX des Augustes ne paraissaient plus. L 'ate-

lier de Nicomedie ne recut plus 1'ordre d'inscrire les

Vota V des Cesars, ordre que 1'atelier d'Heraclee de

Thrace avait encore repu deux mois plus tot.
66

SEPTIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis Velevation de Constance II au rang de

Cesar le 8 Novembre 324,
67

jusqu'd la mort de Fausta qui

suivit eelle de Crispus en Septembre 326.68

En effet cette emission est caracterisee par la presence

des monnaies de Constance II en meme temps que par

celle des pieces de Crispus et de Fausta. Elle Test

egalenient par 1'apparition du diademe sur les bustes

de 1'imperatrice Ste
Helene, ensuite sur les effigies

de Constantin le Grand que Ton trouve sur les pieces

d'argent (miliarensia) creees probablement en 325,
69

65 J. Maurice, ISAtelier mone'taire de Siscia, Num. Chron., 1900, pp.

340 a 342.
66 Pour la chronologie de 1'aunec 324, je suis les conclusions d'O. Seeck

dans Die Zeitfolge der Gesetze Constantins, Zeitsclirift f. Saviyny-Stiftung,

x. pp. 191-195 (Kom.) ; ainsi que dans Zur Chronologie Constantins,

Hermes, 1902, p. 155.

67 C. I. L., i. p. 256 ;
in. 3705. De Kuggiero, Diz. Epig., vol. ii. p. 668.

Article " Constantius II," par Ferrero. Les Consularia Const., indiquent
Panne'e 327.

68 J. Maurice, L'Atelier d'Antioche, Num. Chron., 1899, p. 236.
69 Voir plus loin.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. M
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enfin sur les pieces de bronze et d'argent emises pour
celebrer 1'anniversaire des dix ans (Decennalia) des

Cesars. Ces pieces sont caracterisees par une disposition

speciale des figures, le regard tourne vers le ciel.
70 C'est

1'attitude de la priere et egalernent celle des Divi. Elle

fut adoptee lors de la celebration des Decennalia des

Cesars fils de Constantin, et reproduite ensuite sur les

monnaies a tous les anniversaires imperiaux importants

jusque sous 1'empereur Julien. Cette attitude religieuse

des figures ne se montra qu'apres le Concile de Nicee

en 325 et 326 sur ces pieces dont les premieres furent

emises lors de la celebration par anticipation d'un an

des anniversaires imperiaux (Decennalia des Cesars ou

Yicennalia de Constantin).
71 Cette disposition des

figures doit etre celle a laquelle Eusebe fait allusion

dans la vie de Constantin, lorsqu'il dit que cet em-

pereur se fit representer dans Fattitude de la priere,

le visage tourne vers le ciel
;

72 mais Eusebe n'a fait

cette remarque que a 1'egard des pieces d'or, tandis qu'on
trouve les memes effigies sur celles de bronze et d'argent.

Une autre observation a faire sur les pieces de bronze qui

presentent au revers la legende Providentiae Augg., c'est

70 J. Maurice, L' Atelier de Niconufdie, Num. Chron., 1903, pp. 273-
274.

71 Le Concile de Nicee et la victoire du christianisme durent etre les

motifs determinants de Constantin. La date de remission de ces monnaies
semble le prouver, mais 1'expression religieuse de ces pieces n'est pas
absolument nouvelle, puisque Ton trouve des bustes de Divi avec le

regard tourne en haut. C'est sans doute pour cette raison que Julien

fit encore frapper des monnaies analogues.
72 Sa description est en effet la peinture de la realite. Cf. Eusebe,

Vita Constantini, iv. 15: " us h rots xpvffo?s roplffpoffi TTJJ/ avrdv a.vrbs

et/c^j/a wSe ypatyeffOai SICTVTTOV, us &vu> )8Ae7retv So/ce?^ avarera^vos irpbs

6ebv, rp6irov evx<>yueVou." Tous les types de ces monnaies existent d'ailleurs

en pieces d'or. Cf. J. Maurice, ISAtelier de Nicomedie, Num. Chron.,

1903, p. 275.
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que celles de ces pieces qui sont sorties des ateliers de

Nicomedie, d'Antioche et de Cyzique presentent toutes

des tetes ou des bustes diademes de Constantin le Grand

ail droit, tandis que Ton trouve sur les pieces sorties des

autres ateliers des tetes ou bustes laures ou casques de cet

empereur. Pour expliquer ce fait il faut tenir compte

de ce que Constantin sejourna en Asie pendant un an

apres la conquete de 1'Orient ;

73 de telle sorte que lorsque

la guerre de 324 fut terminee, et qu'il adopta pour lui-

meme le diademe, symbole de la monarchie orientale, sa

chancellerie dut d'abord envoyer Fordre d'en decorer

1'effigie imperiale aux trois ateliers d'Orient, Antioche,

Cyzique et Mcomedie, places plus directernent sous ses

ordres. Ce ne fut en consequence que lorsque 1'experi-

ence d'un tel changement dans les mosurs romaines eut

ete tentee en Orient que Ton commenpa a frapper dans

les ateliers d'Occident des rnonnaies sur lesquelles 1'effigie

de Constantin etait diademee. II n'en fut pas de meme

pour I'imperatrice Ste

Helene, dont toutes les effigies

furent diademees sur les monnaies de tous les ateliers,

mais il devait etre moins contraire aux idees romaines de

voir 1'imperatrice diademee que 1'empereur. Plusieurs

imperatrices avaient porte un croissant, qui ressemblait

au diademe, avant Ste Helene
;

74 et d'autre part 1'Orient

avait deja vu les monnaies de Caracalla diademe frap-

pees a Tarse, mais ainsi que 1'a fait observer M. Saglio,

73 0. Secck, Die Zeitfolge dcr Gexetze Comtantins, Zeitsch. f. Rechtsge-
schichte Rom., Abtk., x., pp. 232 et 233. La succession des lois datees

de Nicome'die, de Nicee, et de Nassete pres de Nicomedie jusqu'au
25 Octobre 325 epoque ou Constantin arriva seulement a Heraclee de

Thrace, est tout-a-fait probante.
74 On peut citer en remontant la se'rie chronologique Galerie Vale'rie,

Magnia Urbica, Ze'nobie, Se'vcrine, etc.

M2
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jamais en Occident cet empereur n'adopta ni en realite,

ni dans ses effigies un pareil insigne.
75

Les monnaies de bronze de cette emission sont de

1'espece du Nummus Centenionalis, dont le poids moyen
est de 3 gr. 50 c.

; espece universellement emise dans les

etats de Constantin. L'on frappa en 326 des pieces de

bronze d'un poids reduit a la moyenne de 2 gr. 50 c.

L'espece d'argent appelee miliarense d'un poids

moyen de 4 gr. 55 c., d'un diametre moyen de 0'023 a

0*024 millimetres, et la silique du poids moyen de 2 gr.

60 c. furent frappees egalement au cours de cette emission.

PREMIERE SERIE I

I I I I I

SMHA SMHB SMHT SMHA SMH6

DEUXIEME SERIE :

_L _J_ _L_ _L I

SMHA* SMHB* SMHT* SMHA* SMH6*

TROISIEME SERIE :

QUATRIEME SERIE:

SMHA *SMHB *SMHr SMHA VSMH6

SMHA* SMHB* SMHF* SMHA* SMHG*

CINQUIEME SERIE :

I I I

SMHT SMHA SMH6
I

SMHB

75 Dictionnaire des Antiquites Grecques et Pomaines, par Daremberg ei

Saglio, tome ii. p. 120, article (Diadcma) par E. Saglio.
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SIXIEME SERIE :

*SMHA #SMHB #SMHA

I
*

SMHA

*
I

SMHA

SEPTIEME SERIE :

SMHB

SMHB

sMRr

*
I

SMHT

I*
SMHA

*
I

SMHA

SMH6

SMH6

SMHA SMHB SMHT SMHA SMHG

Le point et 1'etoile sont les differents monetaires dont

le nombre et les positions permettent de distinguer les

series de monnaies, mais la septieme serie presente des

etoiles diversement placees dans le champ du revers

des pieces en raison siinplement de la place disponible.

On trouve

I. Au revers. PROVIDENTIAE AVGG. Porte de camp
ouverte au milieu, surmontee de deux tours

;

au dessus une etoile.76

Au droit.\MP CONSTANTINVS AVG. Son buste laure

a gauche avec le manteau imperial, tenant le

foudre de la droite et un globe et un sceptre de
la gauche. Cohen, 457.

II. Au revers. PROVIDENTIAE CAESS avec le m6me type
du revers.

Au droit. 1. CRISPVS NOB CAES. Son buste laure

et drape a droite. Cohen, 116. I
6re et 2me series

;

FE. 15478, 15480. [PI. VI., 10, effigie de

Crispus] ;
off. T, rarement A

; BE. Mus.
;

Voetter.

70 Cette porte de camp differe de cello qui etait frappee sur les

monnaies d'Heraclee de Thrace avant la guerre de 324, en ce qu'on

y remarque une etoile et deux tours au lieu de trois tourelles au dessus

de la porte (p. 144).
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2. CONSTANTINVS IVN - NOB - C. Son buste laure et

drap^ a droite. Cohen, 164
; off. A B r

A-6. Pre et2me series; FR. 15771 ;
3 gr. 40 c.

;

15773; 3 gr. 50 c. ; BE. Mus.
; Voetter; 5me

serie, FR. 15772, 15774; Voetter; 7
me

serie,

etoile a gauche ;
Voetter.

3. FL IVL CONSTANTIVS NOB C. Son buste laure

et drape a gauche. Cohen, 167; off. A B T
A . l

fere
serie

;
BR. Mus.

;
Voetter

;
2me serie ;

FR. 16249; 2 gr. 90 c.
;

0-018 m.m. ;
BR.

Mus. ;
4me se*rie

; Voetter
;

7me serie, etoile a

gauche ;
Voetter. [PL VI., No. 11, effigie de

Constance II.]

III. Au revers. SECVRITAS REIPVBLICE
(sic.). LaSecurite

voilee debout a gauche, tenant un rameau baisse

et soutenant sa robe.

Au droit. FL HELENA - AVGVSTA. Son buste a droite,

drape, et portant un diademe orn de perles et

un collier forme de deux rangs de perles ; Cohen,

12etl3; Pre

se*rie, off. B-A ; FR. 13902
;

2me

serie, off. B
; Mowat

;
Voetter

;
3me serie,

off. B 6
; Voetter ; 7 me serie, 1'etoile a gauche,

off. 6; FR. 13903.

IV. Au revers. SPES REIPVBLICAE. Fausta debout de

face regardant a gauche et tenant deux enfants

dans ses bras. 77

Au droit. FLAV MAX FAVSTA AVG. Son buste en

cheveux et drape a droite. Cohen, 15
;
Pre

serie,

off. A
; Voetter

;
H. Mus. V.

;
2ms serie

;

Voetter.

Les Vota XXX de Constantin le Grand furent

inscrits sur ses monnaies a partir de I'accomplissement

de ses Vota XX en 326, et peut-etre meme des la

premiere celebration de ces Vota en 325. C'est ce

qui fait que Ton trouve les Vota XX inscrits sur les

77 Ces enfants sont des personnages symboliques. Us representent la

fe'condite de rimpe'ratrice, mais ne sont nullement des enfants d'un &ge
determine.
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pieces de Constantin sorties d'ateliers qui ferinerent en

326, comme ceux de Tarragone
78 et d'Aquilee. On lit

notamment sur un railiarense, piece d'argent, frappee a

Aquilee en 325-325 1'inscription suivante en legende

du revers, VOTA ORBIS ET VRBIS SEN ET p R et sur

un cippe place au milieu du champ XX XXX - AVG.79

Les pieces qui vont etre decrites furent done emises en

325 et 326
;
elles presentent des tetes diademees de tous

les empereurs alors regnants.

V. Au revers. D N CONSTANTINI MAX - AVG. Autour
d'une couronne de laurier dans laquelle on lit

VOT- XXX.

Audroit. 1. CONSTANTINVS AVG. Sa tete diademee

a droite, le regard dirige vers le ciel. Cohen,

130; Pre et 2me series, off. A B f A
; BR.

Mus.; Voetter; 3me serie, off. A B-F-A
; FR.

14568-70; Voetter.

2. Meme droit mais avec sa tete lauree a droite. Cohen,

129; l*
re et 2me series, off. A B f-A; PR.

14566-7; Voetter; variete avec SMH - A

SMH B
;
Voetter.

3. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG. Son buste diademe et

drape a droite. Cohen, 131; 3me serie, off.

A B-r A; FR. 14571; Voetter; BR. Mus.
;

6me serie, off. A B f A
;
Voetter.

VI. Au revers. OR IS PVS CAESAR SMHB en trois lignes
dans le champ ;

une etoile au dessus.

Au droit. 1. Sans legende. Buste diademe et cuirasse

de Crispus a gauche. Cohen, 60. L'etoile dans
le champ est celle de la 7me serie, off. B

;

Voetter.

78 J. Maurice, L'Atelier monetaire de Tarragone, Revue Numismatique,
1900, pp. 285 et 290.

79 J. Maurice, L'Atelier monetaire d'Aquile'e, Eivuta Italiana di Numis-

matica, 1901, p. 317.
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VII. On doit sans doute classer ici la piece de CONSTANTINVS
CAESAR. Cohen, 86

;
mais avec 1'exergue

d'Heraclee au lieu de celui de Siscia. Au droit,
sans legende, buste de Constantin II diademe
et cuirasse a gauche.

VIII. II doit exister une piece analogue de Constance II.

Une serie complete de pieces analogues presentant au

revers les incriptions des noms des empereurs, ainsi que
de ceux de Fausta et de Helena, fut emise a Antioche 80 a

la meme epoque. Ces petites monnaies de bronze pesent

de 2 gr. 10 c. a 2 gr. 50 c. au lieu du poids moyen de

3 gr. 50 c.
; qui est celui des autres monnaies de bronze de

remission presente. Get abaissement du poids des petites

monnaies de bronze eut lieu pour la premiere fois en 325-

326, mais en 330 la monnaie de bronze du poids moyen
de 3 gr. 50 c. cessa completement d'etre frappee. Les

pieces qui presentent au revers GLORIA EXERCITVS ne

pesent plus egalement que 2 gr. 50 c. II ne semble pas

qu'il s'agisse de la creation d'une nouvelle espece rnone-

taire dont il n'est pas question dans les textes, mais de la

diminution de poids et de diametre du Nummus Cente-

nionalis.

Pieces d'argent frappees au cours de cette emission

avec 1'exergue SMH .

81

I. Au revers. FELICITAS ROMANORVM. Constantin

debout a gauche entre deux de ses fils, tous

trois appuyes sur un sceptre et tenant un globe ;

au dessus d'eux une voute soutenue par des

colonnes.

80 J. Maurice, ISAtelier mon&aire d'Antioche, Num. Chron., 1899,

p. 234.
81 Cet exergue ne comprend pas de lettre d'officines, mais ce n'est pas

le cas general pour les monnaies d'argent qui parfois presentent une

lettre d'offlcine a leur exergue.
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Au droit. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG. Son buste

diademe et cuirasse a droite. Cohen, 149;
FR. 130; 4 gr. 45 c. ;

0-024 m.m. (PI. VI,
No. 12).

Cette piece est de 1'espece du miliarense,
classee parmi les medallions d'argent dans la

collection du cabinet de France, ainsi que dans
la plus part des Cabinets Numismatiques.

Les pieces d'argent dont la description va suivre sont

d'une autre espece monetaire que la precedente ;
ce sont

des siliques, dont le poids moyen en argent est de 2 gr.

60 c.
82 M. Babelon a etabli le rapport, d'apres les textes

connus et la pesee des pieces ;
de la silique et du miliarense

d'une part ;
de la silique et du solidus d'autre part. Les

siliques frappees sous le regne de Constantin pesent en

general un peu plus que le poids moyen de 2 gr. 60.

La silique comme le miliarense dut etre creee au cours

de cette emission. Constantin le Grand fit successive-

ment une serie de reformes monetaires, en creant le

solidus en 309,
83

1'espece de bronze le Nummus Cen-

tenionalis en 314,
84 et les deux especes d'argent, le milia-

rense et la silique, probablement en 325.85 II est assez

vraisemblable que lorsqu'il se fut rendu maitre de tout

1'empire en 324, il voulut creer des especes d'argent d'un

rapport facile a etablir avec sa monnaie d'or.
86 Le

miliarense est le ^me du solidus, et la silique le 2
J
4
me

.

82 E. Babelon, Traite des Monnaies Grecques et Eomaines, tome i.,

pp. 575-576.
83 J. Maurice, L'Atelier monftaire de Treves, Me'moires de la Socifte

Nationale des Antiquaires de France, 1902, p. 155.
84 J. Maurice, L'Atelier monetaire de Tarragone, Revue Numismatique,

1900, pp. 285-286.
85 J. Maurice, L'Atelier mone'taire de Sirmium, volume du Congres

historique de Home de 1903, p. 249.
88 Voir sur ce sujet: E. Babelon, Traite des Monnaies Grecques et

Romaines, tome i. pp. 509-570 et 575-576.
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TI. Au droit. CONSTANTINVS AVG. Une Victoire mar-
chant a gauche tenant une palme et une
couronne.

Au droit. Sans legende. Tete diademee de Constantin
le Grand, a droite, les yeux leves au ciel. Cohen,
97, mais avec SMH a 1'exergue ; FR. 9530;
piece d'argent, silique ;

2 gr. 72 c. ; O018 m.m.

III. Au revers. CONSTANTIVS CAESAR. Meme type du
revers.

Au droit. Sans legende. Tete diademee de Constance

II, a droite, les yeux leves au ciel. Cohen, 14
ou 15 mais avec SMH a 1'exergue ;

H. Mus. V. ;

2 gr. 88 c.
;
0-020 m.m.

IV. II reste a trouver une piece analogue de Constantin II

voisine du No. 72 de Cohen ;

V. et sans doute une piece analogue de Crispus.

Ce prince en effet n'etait pas encore mort lorsque

furent celebres les Decennalia des Cesars, une premiere

fois en 325, une seconde an l er Mars 326
;

87 et ce fut a

1'occasion de la celebration de ces Decennalia que furent

emises ces pieces des Cesars coiffes du bandeau imperial

ou diademe, et dont le regard est tourne vers le ciel, dans

1'attitude de Poraison. Cette expression du visage se

retrouve sur des pieces emises a Toccasion des anniver-

saires des empereurs a partir de 326 et jusqu'a Julien qui

en fit encore frapper.

L'atelier d'Heraclee de Thrace fut ferme apres la cele-

bration des Vicennalia de Constantin (25 Juillet 326) ;

et les morts de Crispus et de Fausta, dont les pieces paru-

rent au cours de cette emission (Septembre 326).
88 II le

87 J. Maurice, L1

Atelier mone'taire d'Antioche, Num. Chron., 1899, p. 236.
88 La plupart des ateliers de 1'empire furent fermes momentanement

(ce sont ceux d'Antioche, Heraclee, Nicomedie, Cyzique, Siscia, Tbes-

salonica) ou definitivement (ce sont ceux de Sirmium, Tarragone et de
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demeura jusqu'au moment oil les nionnaies, portant au

revers en inscription la legende Gloria Exereitus et pre-

sentant comme type deux soldats casques et se regardant,

tenant chacun un etendard et appuyes sur des boucliers,

furent frappees au nom de Constant I elu Cesar le 25

Decembre 333.

HUITIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis I'elevation de Constant Ian rang de Cesar

le 25 Decembre 333,
89

jusqu'a celle de Delmatius au meme

rang le 18 Septembre 335.90

En effet les pieces qui font partie de cette emission et

que Ton n'avait pas encore rencontrees dans les prece-

dentes sont celles de Home, de Constantinople, et celles a

Feffigie de Constant I. Les deux premieres etaient frappees

dans les autres ateliers de 1'empire depuis I'inauguration

solennelle de Constantinople le 11 Mai 330
;

91 celles de

Constant I le furent a partir de son elevation, comme

Cesar, le 25 Decembre 333. L'on ne peut pas encore

classer parmi les pieces de cet emission celles de Delmatius,

qui sont caracterisees par 1'etoile comme different mone-

taire et qui ne parurent qu'apres le 18 Septembre 335.

Loiidres) en Septembre 326. Les grands ateliers de Constantinople et

d'Alexandria en Orient, de Rome, Treves et Aries en Occident resterent

souls ouverts. Celui d'Aquile'e avait e'te ferine en 324, ceux de Serdica

d'Ostia et de Carthage plus tot.

89 Idatius in Fastis, vel Comularia Constantinopolitana. anno 333.

Dalmatio et Zenophilo. His. Conss. Mon. Germ. Hist. Chron. Minora

Saw., iv.-vii. p. 234.
90 Idatius in Fastis, Constantino et Albiuo. His Conss. levatus eat

Dalmatius Caes., xiv. Kal. Oct. Mon. Germ. Hist., p. 235.

91 J. Maurice, L'Atelier de Constantinople, Rev. Num., 1901, p. 182.
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L'on peut en conclure que la frappe de 1'emission etait

arretee a cette date.

Les monnaies de bronze de cette emission ont un poids

moyen de 2 gr. 50 c. Ce sont des Nummi Gentenionales

de poids reduits, car il ne fut pas cree de nouvelle

espece de bronze a cette epoque.

PREMIERE SERIE :

I I

SMHA SMHB SMHA
I

SMH6

SMHA

DEUXIEME SERIE :

_L_ I I _i_
iMHB *SMHT SMHA *SMH6

TROISIEME SERIE I

SMHA* *SMHB* *SMHF* *SMHA* *SMH*

QUATRIEME SERIE:

| | |
i |

SHMA SMHB* *SMHF* *SMHA* *SMH6*

CINQUIEME SERIE :

SMHA

SMHA

SMHB SMHT SMHA SMH6

SIXIEME SERIE:

SMHB SMHT

I. Au revere. Sans legende. La louve a gauche allaitant

Romulus et Eemus et les regardant.
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Au droit. VRBS ROMA. Son buste a gauche, casque,

drape et cuirasse, avec une aigrette sur le casque.
Pre

serie, off. ; Voetter; FB. 15265; 2 gr.
40 c. ;

0-018 m.m.
;
2me

,
3me et 6me series, off. ;

Voetter; Gnecchi.

II. Au revere. Sans legende. Victoire debout a gauche, le

pied pose sur une proue de vaisseau, tenant un

sceptre transversal et appuyee sur un bouclier.

Au droit. CONSTANTINOPOLI
(sic).

92 Son buste casque
et cuirasse a gauche tenant un sceptre. Cohen,
21

;
off. f A dans toutes les series

;
Pre

serie,

FB. 15201 [PL VI., No. 13] ;
2me

,
3me et 6me

series
; Voetter.

III. Au m;m. GLORIA EXERCITVS. Deux soldats debout,

casques, appuyes chacun sur un bouclier ; entre

eux deux enseignes militaires surmontes de

drapeaux ornes de couronnes.

Au droit. 1. CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG. Son buste
diademe et drape a droite, avec le diademe orne
d'un rang de perles. Cohen, 254

;
I
6re

serie, off.

A B r-A 6; FE. 14648; Musee de Turin;
BE. Mus. ; Voetter

;
2me serie, BE. Mus. ;

Voetter; 3me serie, FE. 14647; BE. Mus.;
Voetter

;
memes officines

;
5me serie, off. A B

;

Voetter.

2. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C. Son buste laure et

cuirasse a droite. Cohen, 122; I
6re

serie, off.

A B r-A
;
BE. Mus. ; Voetter

;
2me serie, off.

A B-F; FE. 15712
;

2 gr. 50 c. ;
0'018 m.m.;

Voetter; 3me serie, off. A r
; BE. Mus.

;
Voetter ;

4me serie, off. A; Voetter; 5me serie, off. T;
Voetter.

92 La legende CONSTANTINOPOLI an datif se trouve egalement
sur les pieces de 1'atelier de Constantinople, capitals daDS le voisinage

immediat de laquelle se trouvait Heraclee de Thrace et sur celles des

deux ateliers asiatiques les plus proches de Constantinople, Nico-

medie et Cyzique. Ailleurs on frappa la legende CONSTANTI-
NOPOLIS.
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3. FL IVL - CONSTANTIVS NOB - C. Son buste laure

et drape a droite. Cohen, 104
;
l"e

serie, off.

A B r A 6
;
Voetter

;
2ine

serie, memes off.
;

FR. 16201-2; 2 gr. 10 c. ;
0-018 m.m. ; BR.

Mus.
;
Voetter ; 3me serie, off. A B f A

; FR.
16192

;
BR. Mus.

;
Voetter

;
4me serie, memes

off.
;
Voetter

;
5me serie, off. T A

; Voetter.

4. FL I CONSTANS NOB - CAES, Son buste laure et

drape a gauche. Cohen, 74
;
Pre

serie, off. B G;
FR. 15968; Voetter.

NEUVIEME EMISSION

Frappee depuis Televation de Delmatius au rang de Cesar

le 18 Septembre 335, jusqud I'elevation des trois fils de

Constantin au rang d'Augustes le 9 Septembre 337.93

En effet les deux series de monnaies qui cornposent

cette emission comprennent des pieces de Delmatius

frappees depuis sa nomination comme Cesar jusqu'a sa

mort, qui eut lieu pendant Fete de 1'annee 337
;
elles ne

comprennent pas encore les monnaies sur lesquelles les

fils de Constantin sont designes comme Augustes, ni celles

du Divus Constantinus (Constantin le Grand) designe

comme pere des Augustes, P T AVGG. Ces dernieres

pieces furent done emises avec celles des trois nouveaux

Augustes Constantin II, Constance II, et Constant I

apres le 9 Septembre 337, date de la proclamation de

leur elevation comme Augustes. La mort de Constantin

survenue le 22 Mai 337 fut suivie d'une periode d'inter-

regne pendant laquelle ii n'y eut par d'autre Auguste

que Constantin suivant la rernarque d'Eusebe.94 L'atelier

de Constantinople ne fonctionna pendant cet interregne

03 Idatius in Fastis. Feliciaiio et Titiano. 1. His Conss. Constantinus

Aug. ad caelestia regna ablatus est die xi Kal. Jun. 2. Et ipso anno

uuncupati sunt tres August! Constantinus et Constautius et Constans v.

Idus Septemb., v.. vi., vii., p. 235.
94

Eusebe, Vita Constantini, iv. 67.
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qu'avec une seule officine
;
celui d'Heraclee au contraire

continua les memes frappes monetaires que precedemment
et avec les memes officines jusqu'au 9 Septembre 337, ne

refletant pas les evenements de Tinterregne.

Les monnaies de bronze de cette emission sont de deux

sortes : les unes deja decrites en tete de remission prece-

dente ont un poids moyen de 2 gr. 50 c. et un diametre

moyen de 0*017 a 0*018 millimetres
;
les autres ont un

poids moyen de 1 gr. 50 c. et un diametre de 0'015 a

0*016 millimetres. Cette deuxieme et plus petite sorte de

bronzes represente la rnoitie du Nummus Centenionalis de

3 gr. 50 c.
;
en tenant compte d'un leger abaissement du

poids de cette espece monetaire. La plus grande repre-

sente ce meme Nummus Centenionalis, dont le' poids moyen
serait tombe a 2 gr. 50 c. L'on a vu plus haut que le

Denarius Communis du systeme de Diocletien est represente

sous Licinius, de 320 a 324, par de petites pieces de bronze

on folles d'un poids moyen tres voisin de 2 gr. 50 c. sur

x
lesquelles se trouve inscrit le signe de valeur

jjp
95 II

est impossible de ne pas faire un rapprochement entre

ces deux especes de bronze, justifie par le fait que le

Nummus Centenionalis remplapa le Denarius Communis a

partir de 324. L'on doit admettre que Constantin, apres

avoir reuni Fempire d'Orient a Tempire d'Occident, dut

approprier la frappe de ses pieces de bronze aux besoms

de Fernpire tout entier et que tout en gardant theorique-

ment Tespece du Nummus Centenionalis qu'il avait creee

en 315 et que Ton trouve mentionnee sous ses succes-

seurs, il fut amene a emettre des pieces de bronze de

meme poids que celles qui devaient encore circuler en

grande quantite en Orient.

65 Voir plus haut, p. 156.
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PREMISE SERIE :

I I I I I

SMHA SMHB SMHT SMHA SMH

DEUXIEME SERIE I

I I I I I

SMHA* SMHB* SMHT* SMHA* SMH6*

On trouve

I. Au revers. GLORIA EXERCITVS. Deux enseignes
militaires entre les soldats.

Audroit. 1. CONSTANTINVS MAX - AVG. Cohen, 254
;

deja decrit ;
I
6re

serie, off. A B f~ A
;

2me

seYie, off. A; FR. 14646; Voetter. [PI. VI..
No. 14.]

2. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB - C. Cohen, 124
; deja

decrit; off. A B 1~ A; 2me serie, meme officines
;

Yoetter.

3. FL - IVL CONSTANTIVS NOB C. Cohen, 104
; off.

A B r A-G
;
Pre

serie
;
2me serie; Voetter.

4. FL I CONSTANS NOB - CAES. Cohen, 74; P e

serie, off. B- ;
2 me serie, off. A

; FR. 15968;
Voetter.

5. FL - DELMATIVS NOB CAES. Son buste laure et

drape a droit. Inedite
;

l*
re serie

;
2me serie,

off. T
; Voetter.

6. FL DALMATIVS NOB - CAES. Meme buste. Cohen,
14; 2me serie, off. T.

7. Variete produite par une erreur du graveur. FL
DELANTIVS (sic) NOB CAES. Meme buste.

2me serie, off. T
;
Voetter.

IT. Au revers. GLORIA EXERCITVS. Deux soldats debout,

casques, tenant chacun une haste et appuyes
sur un bouclier; entre eux, une enseigiie
militaire surmontee d'un drapeau sur lequel
est une couronne.
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Au droit. l
e

. CONSTANTINVS MAX . AVG. Son buste

diademe et drape a droite avec le diademe orne

d'un rang de perles. Cohen, 250
;
Pre

serie,

off. A B r A 6
;
Voetter.

2. CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C. Son buste laure et

cuirasse, ou laure et drape a droite. Cohen,

114; off. A B r A; Pre
serie; Voetter.

3. FL IVL - CONSTANTIVS NOB C. Son buste laure

et drape a droite. Cohen, 92 ; off. A B [" A ;

l sre
serie; FR. 16145; Voetter.

4. FL -
I CONSTANS . NOB - CAES. Son buste laure,

drape et cuirasse a gauche. Cohen, 49
; off.

B 6; Pre

serie; FR. 15919; 1 gr. 30 c. ; O017
m.m. [El. VI., No. 15.]

5. FL DELMATIVS NOB CAES. Son buste laure et

drape a droite. Cohen, 6; I
6re

serie, off. T;
Voetter.

6. VRBS-ROMA. Buste de Rome a gauche avec un

casque surmonte d'une aigrette et le manteau

imperial. Cohen, 1
;

off. A B A 6
; FR.

15230; 1 gr. 85 c.; O'OIG m.m.; 15231-2;
BE. Mus.

;
Musee de Turin

;
Gnecchi. [PI. VI.,

No. 16.]

7. CONSTANT! NOPOLL Buste de Constantinople a

gauche, avec le casque laure et le manteau

imperial, tenant un sceptre. Cohen, 5
; off.

A r A 6; FR. 15175; Voetter; Gnecchi.

Pieces de Constantin le Grand emises apres le 9 Sept-
embre 337.

I. Au revers. IVST YEN -MEM. L'Equite debout a gauche,
tenant une balance et la main gauche enveloppee
dans son vetement.

Au droit. DV- CONSTANTINVS. P T- AVG. Satetevoilee

a droite. Cohen, 314
; exergue SMH ;

Voetter.

VN
|

MR ,

11. Au revers. - dans le champ, et comme type une

figure feminine (la Piete?) debout a droite,
voilee et les mains enveloppees dans sa robe.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. N
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Memedroit. Cohen, 716; exergues, SM
'

Hr ;
serie

avec un point, Q M[_|A< p 6 >
avec deux points,

Voetter.SMHT

III. Au revers. Sans legende. Constantin dans un quadrige
au galop a droite, tendant la main a une main

celeste, qui s'avance pour le recevoir. Meme

droit; exergues, SMHA_B- et^ ;
Voetter.

JULES MAURICE.



X.

EADWAKD THE CONFESSOE AND HIS COINS.

(See Plates VIL, VIII.)

IN these few pages an attempt will be made to ascertain

the chronological sequence of the types of the coins of

Eadward, the son of* the unfortunate ^Ethelraed II by
his queen, the Lady Emma ^Elfgifu, daughter of Kichard I,

Count or Duke of Normandy.
The dominions of ^Ethelraed and Eichard suffered

alike from the incursions of the sea-roving Danes, and

it is fair to assume that the marriage of .ZEthelrsed to

Eichard's daughter in the autumn of the year 1002

was intended to cement a bond of union against the

common foe.

To this marriage is almost directly attributable the

subsequent conquest of England by Emma's great

nephew, William II, Count or Duke of Normandy,
and King William I of England.

It is certain that she took the earliest opportunity of

appointing her countrymen to positions of authority, as,

under the year 1003, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records

that Exeter was taken by storm through the French

Count Hugo, whom " the lady
"

(the then description

of a queen consort) had appointed her reeve. It is

clear from the context that the word "
through

"
here is

equivalent to "
by the fault or neglect of." To ^Ethelraed

and Emma were born two sons, viz. ^Elfred and Eadward.

N2
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No mention is made of either of these until the year

1013, when it is recorded that when London had sub-

mitted to King Svein's forces, and King JEthelrsed was

with his fleet which lay in the Thames, the lady (Emma)
went oversea to Normandy to her brother, Richard II.

At this time also the king sent " the JEthelings," ^Elfred

and Eadward, to Normandy in the care of Bishop .ZElfhun

of London. ^Ethelrsed himself soon followed, and abode

with his brother-in-law, Richard, until the time when
Svein was dead (3rd February, 1014). Although Cnut

was chosen king by the fleet, the " witan
"
resolved that

^Ethelraed should be recalled, and sent to him a loyal

message.

On this occasion the king sent his son Eadward with his

messengers to give his assent to the request of the witan.

It is, therefore, probable that Eadward was born within

the first two or three years of his parents' marriage, or he

would scarcely have been old enough to have travelled

on so important a mission.

After his restoration j^Ethelraed's troubles continued

until his death on the 23rd April, 1016. It would

appear that during the struggle which afterwards ensued

between ^Ethelraed's son, King Eadmund (Ironside), and

the Danish king Cnut, Emma, with her sons JElfred

and Eadward, again retired to Normandy. After a short

reign over Wessex, Eadmund died, and thereupon King
Cnut drove out Eadwig

" the .ZEtheling
"
(King Eadmund's

brother), and afterwards caused him to be slain, and

having obtained possession of the whole kingdom, he, in

July, 1017, married the relict of King ^Ethelraed, and she

became by Cnut the mother of Harthacnut. Alfred

and Eadward, her sons by King ^Ethelreed, appear to

have remained at the court of their uncle, Richard II,
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in Normandy. After the death of King Cnut on the

12th November, 1035, Harold, who claimed to be a

son of Cnut by JSlfgyfu, the daughter of JElfhelm the

ealdorman, obtained possession of the throne to the

prejudice of the descendants of .ZEthelraed and of

Harthacnut the lawful son of Cnut, who remained too

long in Denmark to make good his claim to the English

throne.

Harold also took from Queen Emma at Winchester

all the "best treasures" that King Cnut had possessed.

In the following year ^Elfred (and, according to Florence

of Worcester, Eadw&rd also) came to England to visit

Queen Emma at Winchester, and, as is said, through the

instrumentality of Earl G-odwine .ZElfred was blinded and

foully done to death, but Eadward returned again to

Normandy.

Queen Emma ^Elfgyfu was driven out from England,
and took refuge with Count Baldwine at Bruges.

King Harold died on the 17th March, 1040, and was

succeeded by Harthacnut, and in the following year

his maternal brother Eadward returned to England from

Normandy. On the 8th June, 1042, died Harthacnut
" as he stood at his drink, falling to the earth with a

terrible struggle, and afterwards speaking no word."

Harthacnut having thus succumbed, apparently to

apoplexy, all the people received Eadward for king.

The writer of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle adds " as was his

natural right," thus ignoring the claims of the descend-

ants of King Eadmund (Ironside), son of ^Ethelraed by
a marriage prior to that with the usurious and power-

seeking Emma.

From the above sketch it will be seen that Eadward

was brought up in the Norman Court, and continued to
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reside there until he was of an age approaching forty,

and it may be safely assumed that his ideas were more

in accord with those of the Normans than of the English,

but this seems in no way to have affected the system
and manner of coinage hitherto in vogue in this country.

It is also well known that his views inclined towards

the religious and monkish side of the Norman character

rather than to the military or baronial standard.

Having reviewed in brief the events leading up to and

preceding the accession of Eadward to the throne of his

ancestors, it is now proposed to consider the main subject

of this paper, viz. the number and chronological sequence

of the types of this king's coins.

If reference be made to vol. 2 of the Catalogue of

English Coins in the British Museum, it will be seen that

the compilers of that volume in the preliminary "De-

scription of Types
"
assign no less than seventeen types

(in addition to varieties) to this monarch's reign of

approximately twenty-three years and seven months

(8th June, 1042, to 5th January, 1066).

It has been found requisite, by removing the "
mule,"

or combination, coins from the status of distinct types,

to materially reduce this number, with the result that,

after establishing type iii., var. C of Hildebrand and

the Museum Catalogue as a distinct type, the seventeen

types of that work are reduced to eleven, and the average

duration of a type on the assumption that all were issued

during the same length of time would be a little over

two years. It does not, however, appear that such an

assumption would be a correct one.

It is proposed, first, to give a list of the distinct types,

with the varieties of each, in the order which the " mule
"

coins clearly show that they should be placed, and,
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secondly, to make some attempt at assigning to each

distinct type the approximate dates of the commence-

ment and close of its issue. In the case of a "mule"

coin the obverse is always of an earlier type than (and,

generally speaking, is of the next preceding type to)

the type of its reverse.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TYPES.

TYPE I. "HARTHACNUT" TYPE.

Obverse. Reverse.

Bust to left, diademed ;
in front, Over short cross voided, quadri-

sceptre terminating in a fleur-de- lateral ornament with pellet in

lis, and sometimes held in left each angle and in centre. Around,
hand. Around, inscription inter- inscription : outer circle,

rupted by bust : outer circle.

This is precisely similar to the last English type of Harthacnut

(British Museum, type ii.).

Examples.

+ ECDI RECCE + +/ED-ELPINE OW BRIC&:
(Bristol)

There is a similar coin in the British Museum

Catalogue (except that the third letter of the king's

name is there rendered instead of D), where it is

described as of Cnut, type xvii. It is No. 21 of the

Museum coins under that reign.

The moneyer occurs as of Bristol on other types of

Cnut's coins as /EC-ELPINE and ^ELPINE, and also as

of the same place during Edward the Confessor's reign

as /ELFPINE, so the attribution to the right king is

dependent entirely on the obverse legend.
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Obverse. Reverse.

+ EDPER ECXRND + BVRRED ONN SV)D :

(Southwark)

[PI. VII., No. 1.]

+ CDPAR DRC + PILD-RIP ON STA! :

(Stamford)

Illustrated in Hildebrand, pi. 13, type C, var. d; also in British

Museum Catalogue, vol. 2, p. 335, where it forms type iii., var. C.

Similar to Type I., except that Same as Type II.

the legend is not broken by the

bust.

Example.

+ EDPARDRD REX. + O^FER> ON LIN
(Lincoln)

Illustrated in Hildebrand, pi. 12, type A, var. a, also in British

Museum Catalogue, vol. 2, p. 334, where it forms type i., var. b.

TYPE II "RADIATE CROWN" TYPE (HAWKINS., FIG. 226).

Bust to left, with radiate crown. Small cross pattee. Around,

Around, inscription divided by inscription between two circles,

bust : outer circle.

N.B. This simple device is a

survival of one of the earliest and

most general of Anglo-Saxon coin

types.

Examples.

+ EDPER DREXA + FROME ON DEORBPI :

(Derby)

+ EDPE DREXA + H/ERD-ODON ON OCXE
(Oxford)

[PI. VII., No. 2.]

VARIETY I.

Similar, but with diadem (in Same,

lieu of radiate crown).

Example

+ EDPE DREXA + BRVNMYSE O COL
(Colchester)
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MULE

Obverse. Reverse.

Same as Type II. Same as Type III.

Illustration.

+ EDP ERD REXA + O0EH OH EFRPPIC :

(York)

[PL VII., No. 3.]

Coin No. 293 in British Museum Catalogue and pi. xxiv. 7. This

forms type iii., var. b of the Museum system.

TYPE III.
" QUADRILATERAL " TYPE (HKS., 220).

Bust to left, diademed ;
in front, Over short cross voided, quadri-

sceptre (pommee). Around, in- lateral ornament with three pellets

scription divided by bust : outer at each angle, and one in centre,

circle. Around, inscription between two

circles.

N.B. This, allowing for the

difference caused by the inner

circle, greatly resembles the last

type of ^thelrsed II (B. M., type

viii.), and is exactly similar to a

coin of Cnut (alone constituting

type xix. of the British Museum

arrangement of that king's coins,

and figured in vol. 2 of the Cata-

logue pi. xix. 4), and to a coin of

Harthacnut of the same type, lot

148 of the Murdoch collection

(illustrated in pi. ii. of the Sale

Catalogue).

Examples.

+ EDPIIR D. REX + XELHAN ON BEDEF :

(Bedford)

+ EDPE RDREX X + CILD7V ON BEDEP1N
(Great Bedwin)

+ EDPERD REX K + ELFPINE ON HVNT
(Huntingdon)

Additional pellet in 2nd and

3rd quarters of cross.

In the collection of Mr. Thos. Bearman.
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Obverse. Reverse.

+ EDPE RD REX : + PVLM/ER ON RVME :

(Romney)

+ EDPER- -D REX : + PVLM/ER ONN SREO
(Shrewsbury)

[PI. VII., No. 4.]

TYPE III. VARIETY I.

Same as Type III., but bust to Same as Type III.

right.

Example.

iXafldT -3qQ3 + IH3QIVJ MHO 3UdJ3 +
(London)

This is coin No. 905, British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2 (pi. xxvi., 13)

where it constitutes type iii.,
var. a.

This piece is a "
variety

"
by courtesy only. It is the

result of a die-sinker's ignorance or neglect; the work

of a person who did not take into consideration the

obvious principles of his art.

Its chief interest is the disclosure of the fact that

in the case of this coin, at all events, the legends on

the obverse and reverse (including the distinctive names

of the moneyer and place of mintage) were engraved by
the same person who engraved the general types of

the obverse and reverse.

Obverse. Reverse.

Same as Type III. Same as Type IV.

Illustration.

+ EDPE RE-C + LEOFPINE OXF
(Oxford)

[PL VII., No. 5.]

This is coin No. 1113 in the British Museum Catalogue. In the

description of types it there constitutes type ii., var. b.
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TYPE IV." SMALL " TYPE (Hits., 229).

Obverse. Reverse.

Bust to left, diademed. Around, Short cross voided: pellet in

inscription divided by bust : outer centre. Around, inscription ;
outer

circle. circle.

Illustration.

+ EDPE RD RE + HVSCARONLEIC
(Chester)

[PI. VII., No. 6.]

The mule connecting Type IV. with Type V. appears

to be unknown, but this may, perhaps, be accounted for

by the exceptionally small size of the dies from which

Type IV. emanated. The reverses of Varieties I. and

II. of Type V. resemble Type IV. very closely. In the

case of Variety I. the only distinctions are the increased

size of the die and the addition of the letters PfiCX in

the angles of the cross.

TYPE V. "PAX" TYPE (HKS ., 221).

Obverse. Reverse.

Bust to left, diademed ;
in front, Long cross voided, each limb

sceptre (pommee). Around, , in- terminating in crescent
;
in centre,

scription divided by bust : outer annulet enclosing pellet, and in

circle. angles PA EX. Around, inscrip-

tion : outer circle.

N.B. This type is the same as

a Lincoln coin of Cnut, which

alone constitutes type xii. of the

British Museum arrangement. It

is also nearly similar to a coin

of Harold I attributed to " Lon-

don," and alone forming type ii.

of the same arrangement of the

coins of that king. Dr. P. Hauberg,
in his Myntforhold og udmyntn-
inger i Danmark indtil 1146,
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Obverse. Reverse.

published in 1900, illustrates two

Danish coins of Harthacnut with

the PfiCX type reverse, and also

one of Magnus (who reigned from

1042 to 1047) of the same type.

Examples.

+ EDPVAR RECX V + HVNNfi ONN : ME7X
(Malmesbury)

[PI. VII., No. 7.]

+ EDPAR DREX + LI0FPIINE ON Sfi

(Sandwich)

+ EDPfiR DRECX. + PVLM/ER ON SER
(Shrewsbury)

TYPE V. VARIETY I.

Same as Type V. Similar to Type V., but with

short cross voided, and no cres-

cents at ends of limbs.

Illustration.

+ EDPED DREX + EADPOLD ON LVND
(London)

PAXX (instead of PAX) in

angles of cross.

[PI. vii., NO. a]

TYPE V. VARIETY II.

Same as Type V. Similar to Type V., but pellet

at end of each limb of short cross

voided
;
inner circle.

Example.

+ EDPER DREX /. + LEOFNOD ON HERE :

(Hereford)

Illustrated, Hildebrand, pi. 13, type D, var. b, and reproduced
British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2, p. 335, where it forms type iv.,

var. b.

Same as Type V. Same as Type VI.
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Illustration.

Obverse. Reverse.

+ EDPA -RD RE + PINTERFVNL ON EOFER
(York)

Annulet in 4th quarter of cross.

[PI. VII., No. 9.]

TYPE VI." EXPANDING CROSS " TYPE (HKS., 219).

Bust to left, diademed, in front Short cross voided, the limbs

sceptre (pommee). Around, in- united at base by two circles,

scription divided by bust : outer Around, inscription between two

circle. circles.

Examples.

+ EDPE . R V DN + /ELFPII ON D-RATED V
(Cambridge)

[PI. VII., No. 10.]

+ EDP RD R EX + D-ODRIC ON LINCO
(Lincoln)

Var. : large pellet between chin

and sceptre.

+ EDPA RD RE + ODD-RIM ON LINCOL
(Lincoln)

Var.: sceptre terminates in fleur-

de-lis.

+ EDRE -RD REX + L-EOFRIC ON P/ERI :

(Warwick)

+ EDPE V -RD REX + LEFSTAN ON PIHERE :

(Worcester)

MULE

Same as Type VI. Same as Type VII.

Examples.

+ EDP: ERD R E + BRINTPINE ON LVNE :

(London)

Var. : sceptre terminates in fleur-

de-lis.

[PI. VII., No. 11.]
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Obverse. Reverse.

+ EDPV DRE'X: +^> IRED ON NIPEPORT
(Newport, Buckinghamshire)

In the collection of Mr. Thos. Bearman.

+ EDPER. -DREEX : + SODELEOF ON DEOT
(Thetford)

This is coin No. 1542, British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2 (pi.

xxx. 14).

TYPE VII. "POINTED HELMET" TYPE (HKS., 227).

Bust to right, bearded, wearing Short cross voided, each limb

pointed helmet, and holding in terminating in three crescents
;

right hand sceptre, which termi- in centre, annulet, frequently en-

nates in a cross (or sometimes closing pellet. Around, inscrip-

a fleur-de-lis or three pellets), tion between two circles.

Around, inscription divided by
bust : outer circle. N.B. This, adapted to the

circumstance of an inner circle,

N.B. This is similar to the is the same type as that of the

British Museum type xiv. of Cnut, last but one of JEthelreed II

except that the bust of that king (British Museum, type iv., var.

is turned to the left. a), and in each case the three

undivided " crescents
"

probably

symbolise the Holy Trinity.

Examples.

+ EDPER DREX + /EfHTKN ON BRIG-

(Bristol)

/ in 2nd and 3rd quarters of cross.

In the collection of Mr. Thos. Bearman.

+ EDPER. DREI + MORCERE ON EDM
(St. Edmundsbury)

(Fleur-de-lis sceptre.)

[PI. VII., No. 12.]

+ EDP DREX + QODRIC N HVNTE
(Huntingdon)

+ EDPER DREX + QODPINE ON ROFEN :

(Rochester)

(Fleur-de-lis sceptre.) Var. : pellet in 4th quarter of

cross.
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Obverse. Reverse.

+ EDPAR ORE + FORNE ON SNOTINC
(Nottingham)

TYPE VII. VARIETY I.

Same, but bust to left. Same.

N.B. This "variety" is a re-

production of the British Museum

type xiv. of Cnut.

Illustration.

+ EfiD PERD REX + D-ODRICC ONN B7\KNN :

(Bath)

(Sceptre, pommee.)

fPl. VII., No. 13.]

This coin is No. 10, British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2 (pi. xxii. 2).

Other Examples.

+ EDPE R-DR-EX + ERNPI ON I-ERE
(Hereford)

(Sceptre, pommee.)

This is coin No. 545, British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2. (pi. xxv. 8).

+ NDC RfilX + GDI-BRAND ON LEI
(Chester)

(Fleur-de-lis sceptre.)

This is coin No. 645, British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2 (pi. xxvii. 3).

+ EfiDFE -ftR-D REX + EfiDPOLD ONN LVND :

(London)

This is coin No. 993, British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2.

EDPER D REX fiN
' + LEOFRED ON LVNDE :

(London}

(Sceptre, pommee.)

In the collection of Mr. Thos. Bearmau.

+ EADP RDREX AN + P-VLFRIC ONN : CEF
(Shaftesbury)

+ EADPE RD REX AN + 6ARVLF ON PIHERE :

(Worcester)

This is coin No. 1439, British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2 (pi. xxx. 7),

where it is wrongly read, and therefore wrongly attributed to Win-

chester, instead of Worcester. Garulf is a moneyer of Worcester

only.
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MULE

Obverse. Reverse.

Same as Type VII. Same as Type VIII.

Illustration.

+ EDP ED RE V + PVLFRIC OH SCEAF
(Shaftesbury)

[PI. VII., No. 14.]

This is coin No. 1169, British Museum Catalogue, vol. 2 (pi.

xxviii. 6). It alone constitutes type viii. of the British Museum

arrangement of types.

TYPE VIII. " SOVEREIGN " TYPE (HKS., 228).

King seated on throne with head Short cross voided
;
annulet or

in profile to right, wearing crown pellet frequently in centre
;

in

surmounted by three balls : he each angle a bird. Around, in-

holds in right hand long sceptre, scription between two circles,

and in left, orb surmounted by
cross. Around, inscription : outer N.B. This type was revived

circle. in Stephen's reign, and in that of

Richard II a somewhat similar

device was assigned by the

Heralds as the " arms "
of St.

Edward.

Examples.

+ EADPARD REX AHSLO + HILDA O 'N BEDEPIN
(Great Bedwin)

EADPPRD R : + AND-ORV + D-ODPINE V ON LICE^IT :

(Chichester)

[PI. VII., No. 15.]

This is a specimen deriving special interest from the fact that it is

struck upon a coin of Type VII., the old reverse not being completely
obliterated by the new obverse.

ENDPARD REX AM6LOV : + LEOFPINE ON SLEPEE
(Gloucester)

Minor variety. Birds without

legs or claws.

EADPARD REX AN6LO + BRVNMAN ONCIPS
(Ipswich)
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Obverse. Reverse.

EADPARD REX ANSLO + BRIHTPOLD ON OX :

(Oxford)

Minor variety. Inner circle.

[PI. VII., No. 16.]

EADPAREX ANSL - O + LIFtxjTAN ON ROFE
(Rochester)

Pellet in 2nd quarter.

[PI. VII., No. 17.]

EADPARD REX ANS<P V + COLLINC ON TAIVE
(Tamworth)

EAHDPAR -f ANSLO +BR-A-ND ON PA-L-II

(Wallingford)

Minor variety. Orb surmounted

by :
,
instead of cross.

EADPARD REX ANSLO + LVFFIHC OH P/ERPI :

(Warwick)

EADVVEARDVS REX AND-LO + /ELFPINE ON PINCES
(Winchester)

Minor variety. Orb without

cross.

EADPEA RD REX ANSLO +SA-RVL- y F-: ON PI -

SERA
(Worcester)

*
Same as Type VIII Same as Type IX.

Illustration.

+ EADPRD REX AND-ORV : + uo/EM/ER ON HIRFOR
(Hertford)

[PI. VII., No. 18.]

TYPE IX." CROSS AND SEGMENT " TYPE (Hits., 222).

Bust to right, bearded, wearing Short cross voided, each limb

crown of two arches surmounted terminating in an incurved seg-

by three balls; in front, sceptre. ment of a circle
;
in centre, pellet.

Around, inscription, divided by Around, inscription : outer circle,

bust : outer circle.

N.B. There are three blun-

dered coins with similar reverses

illustrated by Dr. P. Hauberg

VOL. V., SERIES IV.
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Obverse. Reverse.

(op. cit., pi. viii. Nos. 5, 6, and 7),

which he attributes to the period

of the wars between Denmark
and Norway, 1044 to 1047. The
historical facts do not, however,
seem to warrant this attribution.

+ EADPAR RD RE + LIOFPIISE ON DIRBI
(Derby)

+ EADPARD RD RE + EADRIC : ON HEREFO
(Hereford)

[PL VII., No. 19.]

This coin is struck upon one of Type VIII. Traces of the old

reverse are discernible through the new obverse, and traces of the old

obverse through the new reverse.

+ EADPAR RD RE + D-ODPINE ON HVNTE
(Huntingdon)

This specimen presents similar features to that lastly above described,

and the precisely similar piece, No. 563 in the British Museum Catalogue

(illustrated pi. xxv. ii.), has the same characteristics.

+ EADPAR RD RE + uo/EPAN ON NIPEP :

(Newport, Bucks.)

Minor variety. A pellet in 1st

and 4th angles of cross.

+ EDPAR D RE + OORSTAN O NOR
(Norwich)

Minor variety, : behind bust. Minor variety, five pellets in

line in the voided portion of the

sinister limb of the cross.

[PI. VII., No. 20.]

+ EADPAR RD RE + CVLLINC ON uoTAFFO
(Stafford)

+ AEADPD RD RE + COLIC : ON TAMPOR
(Tamworth)

+ EADPAR RD RE + LIOFRIC ON PIHRE
(Worcester)

VARIETY I.

Same, except that the legend is Same,

continuous, commencing behind

the bust.
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Examples.
Obverse. Reverse.

EADPEARDRE + SODPINE : ON LVD'
(London)

EADPEARD REX + SAEPINE : ON PILTI -

(Wilton)

EADPEARD REX AN6 + LEOFPOLD . ON PINCE
(Winchester)

[PI. VIII., No. 21.]

MULE ^
Same as Type IX. Same as Type X.

Illustration.

EADPAR RD REX + A6LRIC ON LEhR
(Leicester)

[PL VIII., No. 22.]

This coin alone constitutes type xii. of the British Museum arrange-

ment. It is No. 625 in the Catalogue (illustrated pi. xxvi. 2).

TYPE X. " SMALL FULL-FACE " TYPE (HKS., 225).

Bust facing, bearded; wearing Small cross pattee. Around,

crown, usually arched, generally inscription between two circles,

surmounted by cross. Around,

inscription between two circles, N.B. Again the old Saxon type

usually divided above by head. of reverse is used as in Type II.

of my arrangement. This cir-

cumstance led Hildebrand to class

this as a "
variety

"
of the " Ra-

diate Crown "
type, but this error

was corrected by Dr. Head.

Examples.

EADPARD REX AN - + SODPINE ON 6ILDE :

(Guildford)

[PI. VIII., No. 23.]

EADDARD RE - + 6ODEVERD ON MOI
(Norwich ?)

o2
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Obverse. Reverse.

EADPAERD RE + D-ODRIC ON DETF
(Thetford)

: over crown. Four pellets placed equidistantly
on an inner circle.

In the collection of Mr. Thos. Bearman.

+ EADPARD RE : + (3ARVLF ON PIHRE
(Worcester)

EADPARD REX A + G-ODEtx^BRAND
(Salisbury ?)

Name of moneyer only. Pellet

in field above and below cross.

Bust facing, bearded
; wearing Same as Type XL

arched crown and holding sceptre

in right hand, and orb in left.

Around, inscription : outer circle.

N.B. This is similar to Type

X., but the increased size of the

flans of Type XL, as compared
with Type X., permitted a fuller

representation of the obverse of

that type.

Examples.

EADPARD REX + LEOFRED ON CRECLA
(Cricklade)

Coin No. 157, British Museum Catalogue (illustrated pi. xxiii. 8).

EADPARD RE : + MANPINE ON DOPER '

(Dover)

[PL VIII., No. 24.]

(Not recorded.) + 6ODRIE ON SANDPI
(Sandwich)

(Mentioned in Numismatic Chronicle, New Series, vol. xvi. p. 362).

EDPARD RE + BRVNIN6 ON TAM
(Tamworth)

In the collection of Mr. Thos. Bearman.
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Obverse. Reverse.

EADPARD REX + HEAOEPVLF ON PI

(Worcester)

From the Martin (lot 51), Murchison (lot 342) Bergne (lot 270),

Young (lot 42), Brice, Montagu (lot 159), and Murdoch (lot 160),

collections (illustrated, pi. iii.).

This coin has been attributed in sale catalogues to Hitchin (!)
and

Winchester. Coin No. 1486 in British Museum Catalogue there

assigned to Winchester is of Worcester. This moneyer continued to

coin at Worcester for Harold II and William I.

EADPARD REX + HEOEPI ON PIEPIC
(Worcester)

In the collection of Mr. Thos. Bearman.

TYPE XL "PYRAMID" TYPE.

Bust to right, wearing arched Short cross voided ;
annulet or

crown, from which depends an pellet generally in centre
;
in each

ornament terminating in three angle, pyramid springingfrom inner

pellets ;
in front, sceptre. Around, circle and terminating in pellet,

inscription : outer circle. Around, inscription between two

circles.

Examples.

EAPARD REX A + CILDA ON BEDEPIH
(Great Bedwin)

[PI. VIII., No. 25.]

EADPARD REX + BRIHTPOLD ON OX :

(Oxford)

VARIETY I.

Bust to left : otherwise same. Same.

Example.

+ ERDR D AC + ^PETMAN ON LVI

(London)

Coin No. 1073, British ^Museum Catalogue (pi. xxvii. 7), which

constitutes type xv., var. b, of the British Museum arrangement.

VARIETY II.

Similar to main type ;
no Similar : at end of each limb

sceptre. of cross, segment of circle curved

outwards.
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Illustration.

Obverse. Reverse.

EADPARD REX A + BRIHTM/ER ON PA :

(Wallingford)

[PI. VIII., No. 26.]

This is coin No. 1297, British Museum Catalogue (pi. xxix. 10),

which constitutes type xv., var. c of the British Museum arrangement.

Mr. Thos. Bearman possesses a specimen from the same reverse

die, with obverse of the main type, XI., also a specimen with obverse

of Variety II. (no sceptre) with reverse of the main type. Both are

of the moneyer Brihtmser of Wallingford.

VARIANTS or TYPE XI.

(See Illustrations.)

+ EADPA RD RE + /ELFS ON LE6EEE V
(Chester)

Legend dividedby bust, helmeted

head.

[PI. VIII., No. 27.]

This is coin No. 660 of the British Museum Catalogue : for a similar

specimen see Murdoch Sale Catalogue, lot 158 (illustrated pi. iii.),

Hawkins, Fig. 223.

+ EADPAR D REX + LIOFNOO ON LESECES
(Chester)

Legend divided by bust, helmeted

head.

[PI. VIII., No. 28.]

EADPARD RE + BRIHTPI ON MAL
(Malmesbury)

Curious bust.

[PI. VIII., No. 29.]

EADPARD REX + SPETMfiN ON Hfi

(Southampton)

The pyramid in 3rd quarter
of cross terminates in three pellets.

In the collection of Mr. Thos. Bearman.

EADPARD RX + SNEBEARN ON EO
(York)

Curious bust
;
no fillet. Annulet replaces pyramid in

4th quarter of cross.

[PI. VIII., No. 30.]
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XI.
MULE -rrrrHarold II.

Obverse. Eeverse.

Same as Type XI. PfiX across field between two

dotted lines. Around, inscription

between two circles. (The sole

reverse type used by Harold II.)

Examples.
EADPARD REX + /ELFPINE ON BRYC-

( Bristol)

From the Murchison (lot 343), Montagu (lot 857), and Murdoch

(lot 161) collections.

[PI. VIII., No. 31.]

EADPARD RE + SPEARTIN6 ON PI

(Winchester)

This is coin No. 159, British Museum Catalogue.

EADPARD REX + SENEBRN ON EOFR
(York)

This is coin No. 429, British Museum Catalogue (pi. xxiv. 14).

EADPARD REX + SPARTCOL ON EOFE
(York)

From the Gibbs, Montagu, and Murdoch collections.

[PI. VIII., No. 32.]

Before concluding the descriptions of the types, it

is requisite to refer to two varieties of mule coins, both

of which may be regarded as irregular or accidental,

as distinguished from coins issued, possibly by authority,

during, say, the first three months after the issue of

a new reverse type, for the purpose, it is suggested (inter

alia), of preserving the sequence of the types.

These are

MULE ^
Obverse. Reverse.

Same as Type VII. Same as Type IX.

Example.
+ EDPERD REX O + LIOFDEG-EN ON BEDE

(Bedford)

Montagu sale (lot 146), and Murdoch sale, part of lot 156. For
other examples, see Numismatic Chronicle, Ser. III., vol. v. p. 273.
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As regards this combination of Types VII. and IX.

the obvious explanation would appear to be that during

the issue of Type IX. an obverse die of Type VII. was

used in mistake for the obverse of the current type,

both of which are in profile to right.

MDLE _ ***
William I " Bonnet "

type (Hks. 234)

Obverse. Reverse.

Same as Type XI. A die of William I (Hks., 234.)

Illustration.

EADPARD REX + 6ODEIBRAND ON ?

[PI. VIII., No. 33.]

This is coin No. 1175 of the British Museum Catalogue (pi. xxviii. 7),

in which it alone constitutes type xvi. For the explanation of this
" accidental

"
mule, see Numismatic Chronicle, Ser. IV., vol. ii. p. 216.

For particulars of some other minor varieties of type

not specified in the foregoing list of main types and
"
mules," the reader may refer to Num. Chron., New Ser.

vol. vi.
; ditto, vol. xvi., pi. xii.

; ditto, Ser. III.

vol. v. pp. 260-273
; and to the text and plates of vol. ii.

of the British Museum Catalogue (pp. 334-459 and

pi. xxii. to xxx.).

In arriving at the determination of the sequence of

the types, the evidence afforded by the mule coins and

overstruck specimens there set out has been chiefly

relied on, but the evidence afforded by a perusal of

Hildebrand and the accounts by Dr. Head of the

Chancton Hoard (Num. Chron., 1867), and of portions

of the City Hoard by Mr. E. H. Willett (Num. Chron.,

1876) and Sir John Evans (Num. Chron., 1885) have also

been taken into consideration, and a reference to these

works will show that the facts disclosed by the finds in
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Scandinavia, at Chancton, and in the City of London all

tend to confirm the other evidence first above alluded to.

The like confirmation is also derived from Messrs. W.
A. Kaper and E. H. Willett's account of the Sedlescornb

Hoard (Sussex Areheeoloyical Collections, vol. xxxiii.,

1883).

It will be noticed that the first six types represent

the king's bust in profile to the left and without a

beard. This was probably due to an adhesion to the

conventional method of representing his predecessors,

Harthacnut and Cnut. The remaining five types all

represent the king with a beard, and, when in profile,

with head turned to the right. The rare variety of

the "
pointed helmet

"
type with bust to the left

seems to constitute a link between the earlier and later

style of representation of the king's portrait, and

resembles in the direction of the bust its prototype of

Cnut's coinage.

That Eadward wore a beard in his latter years is

evidenced both by the coins and the following passage in

the Life of Eadivard the Confessor (written between 1066

and 1074 by a partisan of the House of Godwine), printed

from Harl. M.S. 526 in the Kolls Series, 1858

" Erat tune videre in defuncto corpore gloriam migrantis
ad Deum animse, cuin scilicet caro faciei ut rosa ruberet, sub-

jecta barba ut lilium canderet, manus suo ordine directse

albescerent, totumque corpus non morti sed fausto sopori

(omission) traditumque signarent."

Coins officially cut for the purpose of circulation as

halfpennies and farthings exist in the cases of Types II,

III., IV., V., and VI., and also in that of Type X. (small

full-face type), but no similarly cut coins of the remain-

ing types have come to the notice of the writer.
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The second and more speculative portion of the paper

is now reached, viz. an attempt to assign to each of

the distinct types the approximate dates of the com-

mencement and close of its issue.

The coins most likely to give a clue to a date

historically ascertainable are those bearing the word

PAex or PAX on the reverse. The mule coins, obverse

Type XI. and reverse PAX, must be assigned to the end

of the reign of Eadward or to the beginning of that

of Harold II. Taking this word to here mean "
treaty

"

or
"
pact," it may, I think, be fairly surmised that the

last PAX type was intended to record the bargain alleged

to have been made shortly before the death of Eadward

as to Harold being his successor to the throne, and that

the mule coins were issued from 29th September, 1065,

to the death of Eadward, 5th January, 1066. Had not

Eadward been daily expected to die, it is probable that

the new obverse dies would have been issued at Christmas,

1065, but, in the circumstances, new obverse dies with

Harold's head and name were issued as soon as possible

after Eadward's death, and the new and last reverse type

of the late king was adopted by Harold as being a party

to the "
pact

"
and the person most concerned in asserting

it. Should this surmise be correct, it may, perhaps, also

be taken that the earlier PAex type (Type V.) was struck

to commemorate the alleged treaty as to the succession

made on the occasion of the visit to King Eadward

of William of Normandy. Earl Godwine and his sons

had been banished, and his daughter, King Eadward's

Queen, had been repudiated and sent in disgrace to

Wherwell Abbey. The Norman prelates were in high

favour with the king, and it would appear that in or

about September, 1051, William came over to England
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with a vast retinue of Normans. Florence of Worcester

records that King Eadward honourably entertained him

and his companions, and on their return made them

many valuable presents.

I suggest, therefore, that 29th September, 1051, is the

date of commencement of issue of Type Y. (Pax type),

and also that the fact of such a record having been

issued to the public eye was a strong incentive to Harold

in the days of his greatest power and Eadward's greatest

weakness to have issued for public enlightenment a type
of coin recording the rival and later treaty between

Eadward and Harold.
'

The year 1051 is also notable by reason of the fact

that in that year King Eadward released the English
from the heavy tax payable to the Danish troops, in

other words the Danegelt, about sixty years after his

father ^Ethelrsed II had first imposed it.

We have, therefore, four types to account for prior

to 29th September, 1051, viz. from 8th June, 1042,

to 29th September, 1051, and, including the first Pax

type, seven types from 29th September, 1051, to the

death of King Eadward on the 5th January, 1066.

Eadward's first type was a mere continuation of Hartha-

cnut's last type, and probably ceased to be issued at

the first Michaelmas after his succession, viz. 29th

September, 1042. This gives a period of three years

from Michaelmas to Michaelmas for each of the Types

II., III., & IV., which corresponds with the period of issue

in the reigns of William I. and William II. After the

remission of the Danegelt the period of issue of each

type appears to have been reduced to two years, as,

counting from 29th September, 1051, the remaining
seven types, viz. V., VI., VII, VIII, IX., X., and XI ,
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occupying two years each, computed from Michaelmas to

Michaelmas, bring us to 29th September, 1065. It is

fair to conjecture that after the abolition of the Dane-

gelt the people were better able to support the charges

consequent on a more frequent change of the type of

coin.

When, in the early years of the reign of William L,

the tax of monetagium was imposed, the old rule of a

change of type once in three years was reverted to.

The coins themselves from the commencement of the

issue of the Pax type to the close of the reign (with

the exception of the " small full face
"

type) are

heavier in weight than those issued prior to the re-

mission of the Danegelt. It is part of my theory that

the mule coins were issued from Michaelmas to Christmas

after the introduction of a new reverse type, perhaps

for the express purpose of preserving a record of sequence.

The "
artificial

"
mules with full face resembling Type

X. and the reverse of Type XI. present the strongest

argument in favour of this theory, as in those instances

new obverse dies had to be specially engraved. The

mules of Type VIII. ("sovereign" type) and Type IX.

also go far to prove that the mule coins were not made

to deceive or evade, as no dies could be more dissimilar

than the obverse of Type VIII. and that of Type IX.

The view generally hitherto accepted is, however, that

the mule specimens resulted from economy on the part

of the moneyers, who continued to use the lower, or

obverse dies, after the less durable upper, or reverse

dies, had become broken or otherwise worn out. Having

given the reasons for" the arrangement, the following

presents in tabular form the result arrived at :
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Number and name of type.
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antiquities, which have been found in the neighbourhood
from time to time, particularly along the line of the Wall

;

the collection being very rich in altars and memorial stones.

Among other things, I noticed a very remarkable pair of

moulds, made of plumbago, for the contemporary fabrication

of silver coins of Henry VII (1485-1509).
These moulds were discovered in a cairn of stones at Nether-

wasdale, in Cumberland, in the month of April, 1865, and
formed the subject of a paper in the Cumberland and Westmore-

land Archseological Society's Journal for the year 1878, by
Chancellor Fergusson. I thought, however, that the subject
was one of sufficient importance and interest to merit being
brought before the notice of the Numismatic Society.

The Plate shows the two halves of the mould, which are made
from graphite ;

the upper portion weighs 5 oz. 7 dr., the lower
5 oz. 3 dr. The surface of the mould is cut away around the

matrices, which are in consequence raised above their sur-

roundings j
as a result of this, when the metal was poured and

the mould opened the cast came away in a single sheet, the

individual coins requiring to be cut out subsequently.

During the process of casting the two halves of the mould
were kept in position by means of a peg passed through one
corner. Experiment has shown that the best results may be
obtained by using the moulds in a heated condition, as other-

wise the metal is liable to set too soon, and, in consequence, to

incompletely fill the mould.
In regard to the coins represented, we first observe a groat,

which may belong to either Edward IV, Richard III, or the

first coinage of Henry VII, since no name can be deciphered ;

but as all the other coins represented are those of Henry VII,
it is reasonable to suppose that this coin is in reality a London

groat, as the reverse reads CIVITAS LONDON, of the first

coinage, i.e. with open crown.

The half-groat is of Henry's second coinage, the king being

represented with an arched crown, M.M. cross, and purports
to be of Canterbury, as the reverse indicates, Ql VITAS QAflTOR.
The remaining three coins are all pence of the third coinage
of the sovereign type ;

of these two are of the York type,

having two keys on the reverse, the third is of London. These

moulds were doubtless produced in Cumberland, as plumbago
is only to be obtained in that portion of England, and would
no doubt be made by one who well understood the capabilities
of graphite. The forger was evidently a well-read man, since

he was able to write, an accomplishment at that time limited

to the Church, and not only able to write, but able to do so in

a retrograde manner. We may take it, then, that the man
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who executed this work was in all probability a native of

Cumberland, and not unlikely a lay brother of Furness, who
was accustomed to work in metal.

The reproduction of coins for unlawful gain has been known
from the earliest times, moulds in clay, as used by the Romans
for the manufacture of denarii, having come down to us in

large numbers, but of the use of plumbago for this purpose this

is the only example which has, to my knowledge, survived.

I have to record my thanks to the curator of the Carlisle

Museum, Mr. A. Sparke, for his permission to have the

photograph taken from which the plate has been reproduced.
PHILIP NELSON.

AN UNPUBLISHED VARIETY OF THE GROAT OF THE FIRST

COINAGE OF HENRY VII.

OF the first or open crown groats of Henry VII that with
the mint mark of the fleur-de-lys upon a rose is probably the

best known and the least rare. It is, however, a very interest-

ing coin with much historical significance. The fleur-de-lys

appears as a distinguishing mark on the earliest coins of

Henry VI, and was continued at least, on the gold coins

throughout the whole of his reign. It was revived on the

angels and half angels struck during his short restoration in

1470-71, where it took the place of the rose of Edward IV
at the side of the ship's mast, and, I think, from all these

circumstances there can be no doubt of its having been re-

garded by Henry VI and his adherents as his own special
emblem. This being so, it would naturally, after his death,
continue to be considered emblematical of the Lancastrian
cause. Although his claim was of the weakest nature in

reality, we know that Henry VII endeavoured to make him-
self accepted by the people as the heir and representative of

Henry VI, and that when circumstances constrained him to

make a compromise by marryiDg the heiress of Edward IV
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he was most unwilling to acknowledge that he derived any
additional right to the throne by the marriage, although he
was unable at first to ignore the fact that a large portion of

his subjects considered his wife, Elizabeth of York, as the

rightful Sovereign of England. The mint-mark of the fleur-

de-lys upon a rose appears rather well to exemplify the political

aspect of the time shortly after Henry's accession. The fleur-

de-lys representing the Lancastrian cause and his own is

united with the rose of Edward IV, but hardly on equal
terms, as the former is distinct and complete, and is in front

of the latter, which is partially obscured by it.

The groat to which I now wish to draw attention, while
as regards its mint-mark carrying out the same idea as to the

union of the causes of York and Lancaster, does so in a dis-

tinctly different manner, and may be described as follows :

Obv. M.M. Lys and rose dimidiated
; hSriRICC* Dl

RQX x finSL'* -^-FRTXna S; arch of tressure on
breast not fleured. Bust facing, with open
crown.

Rev.M.M. Lys and rose dimidiated; POSVI * DQVQO^DIV-
TOReC*cmVCID. CUVITfiS LOHDOn. Long cross.

The mint-mark on this coin is remarkable in this it so

closely resembles and carries out the idea of the rose and sun

dimidiated on the coins of Edward V and Richard III. The
coin which is illustrated is fortunately very distinct and per-

fectly struck as regards the mint-mark, arid shows the half lys

and half rose very clearly defined and of as large size as the

space admits. I should consider this groat to be an example
of the earliest silver coins struck after the accession of

Henry VII, and it may perhaps be contemporary with the

rare angels and half angels on which the rose and sun appear
as a mint-mark. I have on more than one occasion seen in

sale catalogues groats of Henry VII's first coinage described

as having the rose and sun as a mint-mark, but on careful

examination of the coins I have always found that it was a

blurred or otherwise imperfect striking of the rose on lys

mark, and I doubt whether an unquestionable example exists.

I believe, however, that the groat which I now describe fills

the place the rose on lys groat would have occupied had it

ever been struck, and I venture to think that the resemblance

of the coin in question to those of the two previous reigns is

particularly interesting. I may add that it is an unpublished

variety
FKEDK. A. WALTERS.
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SOME NOTES ON COINS ATTRIBUTED TO
PAETHIA.

(See Plate X.)

FOURTEEN years ago I was permitted to publish in the

Numismatic Chronicle some notes on the initial coinage

of Parthia. The recent appearance of Mr. Wroth's

Catalogue of the Parthian Coins in the British Museum,

which has done so much to illuminate the whole series,

tempts me to return to the subject in order to make a few

comments on some doubtful points in this most difficult

inquiry, and to modify some former views of my own.

Not that I can come to any other conclusion than

I did, on the facts as they were and are generally

accepted, but I begin to have the strongest suspicions

that certain coins which have been generally accepted

as genuine, and which dominate the problem, are very

doubtful indeed. It is always an uncomfortable thing

to raise issues about the genuineness of coins, and, as

a friend of mine said to me not long ago, it is the easiest

way of answering an argument to pronounce the witnesses

dishonest. In the present case, however, we start with

a very strong suspicion. The dealer from whom all the

coins I am now criticizing were, I believe, ultimately

obtained namely, the late Chanda Mall of Eawul Pindi

was a notorious manufacturer of antiquities and coins.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. P
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He took in nearly all the great museums, and he also

deceived two of the keenest judges I ever knew, the

late Sir Wollaston Franks and the late General Cunning-

ham, as they often told me, and as they indeed proved
to me by showing me the actual evidences of his handi-

work. He certainly employed some skilled fingers in

his service, and was also a sharp person. He knew the

Indian coin collectors well, and was on especially intimate

terms with General Cunningham, whom he so grossly

deceived, although none was a keener judge than he of

Indian antiquarian matters. Thus he came to know

what the antiquaries had written, and what they greatly

desired to have, namely, fresh types and forms of coins

and other antiques. To such an extent did his sophisti-

cations go that it is quite plain a prima facie suspicion

attaches to everything that came from his hands. I

do not say that he never dealt in genuine things, but

that everything bought from him needs to justify itself.

The coins whose genuineness I propose to call in

question are those bearing the name of Andragoras,

consisting of gold staters and silver tetradrachms.

We will begin with the gold coins. These coins are

very odd in appearance in every way. Three specimens

are known to me two in the British Museum, of

which one came directly from the very suspicious hands

of the dealer Chanda Mall, and the other belonged

to General Cunningham. These two coins are from

different dies (PI. X,, Fig. 1). The third one is at Berlin,

and came from Mr. Alexander Grant, so that they are all

of Indian provenance. They are entirely different from

any other coins of Greek fabric or quasi-Greek fabric

that have come from any of the countries bordering on

India
;
and when we examine them more closely our
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doubts rapidly increase. On the obverse, we have

a bearded male head with the hair long, and treated

(as is the beard) in a very conventional and curious

manner. The hair is bound by a taenia, and round the

neck is a nondescript garment, neither a chlamys nor

yet a royal robe. This head greatly puzzled Mr.

Gardner when he discussed the coin. In the Catalogue

of Bactrian Coins he speaks of it as that of Zeus.

When he first described it, however, in the Numismatic

Chronicle, he said, "I have called the head of the

obverse that of Zeus, but without full confidence. The

Oriental character of the treatment of the hair and

beard is not to be mistaken. If we are to see here

a representation of the great deity of the Hellenes, it

must be confessed that he has been considerably

modified, taking on probably the nature of Baal or

Orinuzd. . . . The hair is arranged in a strange and

unique manner in tiers or rows of locks, bringing to our

mind the idea of Assyrian rather than Greek art"

(op. cit., 1879, p. 2.) I may add that the occurrence

of a taenia instead of a wreath on a god's head is a

very unusual thing. All this is surely very suspicious,

and ought to arouse the gravest doubt about the coins,

and I venture to think that the head has in fact been

copied, with some slight alterations, from that of Zeus

on a tetradrachm of Antiochus I, figured by Mr. Gardner

on the same page, which came from India, and which

is treated, it seems to me, in a similar way, but wears a

wreath. So much for the obverse.

The reverse is still more extraordinary, and I have

no doubt myself it is directly copied from the similar

reverse on some of the Koman Kepublican denarii (see

PI. X., Fig, 2). It represents Mars being driven in a

p2
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quadriga by a winged Victory. The figures of Mars

and Victory occur in this way on Roman, and nowhere,

so far as I know, on Greek coins. On this coin, again,

the figure of Mars is dressed in the Roman military

fashion, and wears a Roman cuirass, and not a Greek one.

Two of my friends in the British Museum who are skilled

in Greek archaeology, and to whom I have submitted

it, confirm my opinion on this point. The shape of

the chariot and its wheels, and the form of the horses

is just like those on the Roman denarii ;
but the most

singular, and to me the conclusive thing, is the treat-

ment of the horses' legs, which, instead of being carefully

modelled, as they are on Greek gold coins, such as those

of Philip of Macedon, are treated exactly in the same

way that the horses' legs are treated on the Roman

denarii in question, namely, with little lumps or dots on

the joints, involving a very peculiar and unmistakable

technique. The name ANAPA!~OPOY is written in Greek

letters in the exergue of the reverse. This is the internal

evidence of the coins. I may say that, having had my
suspicions completely aroused by this analysis, I asked

Mr. Grueber's opinion about the two gold staters in

question, without disclosing my doubts, when he pro-

nounced them both to be most suspicious.

Unfortunately, this conclusion cannot stand alone.

There is another gold coin in the Museum (see PI. X,,

Pig. 3), also bought at the same time from Chanda Mall,

which must suffer the same fate, while it adds further

suspicion to the coins already discussed. It is so far,

I believe, unique. The obverse has a king's head on

it. It is bearded, and wears a leather cap with flaps,

which is tied under the chin, just like some of the heads

on well-known coins sometimes called sub-Parthian, and
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classed as belonging to the rulers of Persis by Dr.

Mordtmann, and to Armenia by Mr. Thomas, and only

differs from them in having a nondescript garment over

the breast and shoulders, instead of the bare neck the

king has, on the other staters above referred to. This

is, however, only a minor, if a suspicious detail.

Mr. Gardner classed the coin, on the supposition that

it was genuine, with the sub-Parthian coins in question,

of which a considerable series is known in silver, but

none, other than this specimen, in gold; but these

coins have all the fire altar on their reverse, and are

consequently quite inconsistent with the reverse on this

stater. The head is roughly and coarsely modelled, and

has a very uncomfortable and modern look.

What is much more ominous, however, is the reverse.

Here we have a chariot drawn by four horses, modelled

almost exactly like the one on the coins last described.

Mr. Gardner says himself that "the attitude of the

horses, who gallop in step, and the position of the

chariot is the same as on the coins of Andragoras,"
i.e. the coins I consider to be false. The peculiar

modelling of the horses' legs, resembling that on the

Roman denarii, is here again reproduced exactly, as is

the drawing of the horses themselves. The only differ-

ence is that on this coin the figure driving the chariot

wears a Persian leather head-dress, as on jthe obverse,

while the wheels of the chariot have an incongruous

ring of dots round them quite unknown elsewhere and

meaningless. It is another curious feature that the only

occupant of the chariot should be the charioteer.

Let us now turn to the inscriptions on this coin.

These have perplexed everybody, and well they may.

They are professedly in Aramaic, and I am not aware
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that any Aramaic legends occur on the coins of farther-

Asia at all, and certainly none occur on Parthian coins

till the close of the Parthian series. The inscriptions

themselves are most suspicious. In the first place the

letters are fashioned with that firm decided outline and

precise shape which one sees in Aramaic in books, but not

in Aramaic in inscriptions. Secondly, the four Aramaic

letters under the quadriga are the first four letters of the

principal inscription on a rude imitation of a gold stater

of Alexander, which has been in the British Museum for

a long time, and came with the Payne Knight collection,

whose genuineness can hardly be doubted. On what I

deem to be the sophisticated coin they read "ivrn, while

on what I consider to be its original they read H"l~lVH~l.

The latter inscription runs down behind the figure of

Nike on the reverse of the coin, and is no doubt the

king's name. In the coin I deem a copy, as on the

supposed Andragoras stater, it is put into the exergue,

which seems an unusual place for a royal name. On the

other hand, on the doubtful coin, a second name is

written on the obverse behind the head thus : HiAH~l.

This last inscription has puzzled everybody, and has

been read in various ways, none of them satisfactory. It

seems to me to be made up. The last two letters are

a duplicate of the first two, and, what has not been

noticed, they merely reproduce the first two letters on

the Payne Knight stater above quoted, the inscription

on which has been divided in two in order to make up
this one. The third or middle letter seems to me to

be very doubtfully Aramaic, and to be a complete

sophistication.

Under these circumstances I cannot help concluding

that the gold coin I am describing was manufactured
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by Ckanda Mall, who based it partially on a silver coin

of the sub-Parthian class (see PL X., Fig. 4), and partially

on a late Koman denarius.

In addition to this, the internal evidence of the coins

themselves, there is the difficulty of understanding how

any but an independent ruler could have struck coins

in gold at this time. If so, when could he have reigned ?

The Parthians never struck gold coins, nor is there one

known of the sub-Parthian class with the fire-altar on the

reverse, nor of Armenia, nor of Cappadocia. Where else

are we to go for gold coins with Aramaic legends or with

the name of a Qreek dynast on them ?

Let us now turn to the silver coins assigned to

Andragoras. One of them was presented to the Museum

by Sir W, Franks (PL X., Fig, 6), and the other by General

Cunningham (PL X., Fig. 5). Sir W. Franks bought his

for a large sum when the Museum was short of money,
and presented it. It had been offered to the Museum by
the same notorious Chanda Mall. The second specimen

came with the Cunningham collection.

While there is no great disparity between the weights

of these coins, which are 255 -8 and 2524 grs. respec-

tively, the size of the former is I f

15, and of the latter

only 0*95, so until weighed they look like coins of

different denominations. They are from different dies.

The types on these coins are very singular. On the

obverse is the head of a female wearing a civic crown,

a type quite unknown in the Numismatics of the Far

East, and a very incongruous one for a regal coin of

Andragoras, or for any regal coin at all.

This head has nothing in common, it seems to me,

either in its facial contour, the method of doing the

hair, or the pose of the neck with a Greek head, but
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presents to my mind the peculiar qualities of a work

by a Hindoo artist. The mural crown is something like

that on the coins of Aradus and Marathus, in Phoenicia,

where, however, the female head has a veil (see PI. X.,

Fig. 7). The crown itself, however, is pierced in a

curious way, and in this respect resembles the mural

crowns on similar heads on Eoman denarii, as does the

peculiar way in which the hair is treated (see Babelon,

Hon. rep. rom., i. 526, and ii. 324).

The reverse is also very singular. It has on it a

figure of Athene, holding an owl or other bird in her

right hand, and resting her left on a shield. When
we come to examine the details, however, its suspicious

character at once appears. The lance has its head

pointing downwards instead of upwards, and instead of

its being held in either hand or in the fold of the elbow,

it stands quite unattached and unsupported behind the

figure in an impossible way, and in a way we cannot

conceive a Greek artist designing it, and yet it occurs

on both coins. (For the way in which a lance is held on

a genuine coin, see Babelon, Monnaies des Eois de Syrie,

xxv. 7.)

The dress of the figure is still more incongruous.

As Mr. Cecil Smith pointed out to me, the man who

designed the figure had no idea how such a dress was

worn, and he has converted a part of the well-known

Greek dress into a sort of scarf or shawl. Mr. Smith

accordingly ventured, as I had clone on very different

grounds, to suspect the coin.

The nearest types to this standing Athene with the

lance, and leaning on her shield, as Mr. Head has pointed

out to me, are found on coins of the Kings of Cappadocia

(see PI. X., Fig. 8) and on those of Alexander Bala, but
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on these the Athene holds a Nike in her hand, and not an

owl or some other bird, and is of quite different technique.

The fact is that these tetradrachms, like the gold coins

above discussed, seem to me to be unmistakably the

handiwork of Chanda Mall. The name Andragoras upon
them is a further piece of evidence against them. It

is, I believe, a spurious name derived from Justin,

whose work is a by-word for mistakes of all kinds,

and whose statements, the only ones we have unfortu-

nately in regard to some parts of Eastern history, had

been made very familiar in India by General Cunning-

ham's writings. .

It is well to discuss this point at somewhat greater

length.
"

Of Justin we know very little. He was clearly

from his latinity a late writer, but as he is quoted

by Jerome he doubtless lived before the fifth century.

He is professedly a mere epitomizer, and has been

generally accepted as an honest one. He tells us in

his preface that his object in writing was really to

give an epitome of the general history of Trogus

Pompeius, and it is probable that the faults and mis-

statements with which Justin has been charged were

really due to the work he copied.

Trogus Pompeius apparently lived in the reign of

Augustus, and he compiled a general history of the

world in Latin in forty-four books, which he entitled

Historlae Pliilippicae, which is now lost except in so

far as it has been preserved by Justin. His title, and

perhaps a large part of his work, were apparently trans-

lated and taken from the Philippica of Theopompus.
Justin first names an Andragoras in his Book XII,

Chapter 4, where he tells us that "
having defeated the

Parthians, Alexander set over them Andragoras, sprung
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from the Persian nobles, from whom the Parthian kings
afterwards claimed descent." It has been naturally

objected that these facts are not consistent with his

bearing such a purely Greek name as Andragoras a

variant, by the way, gives the name as Mandragoras

(see Droyssen, Fr. ed., ii. 348, note 3). I tried to escape
from the difficulty in my previous paper by arguing

that, having been in the service both of the Persian

and the Macedonian king, he may have had a Greek as

well as a Persian name. This was, however, when I

still believed in the validity of the coins bearing the

name Andragoras. Not believing in them any longer,

I am constrained to join those who altogether reject

the statement about Alexander having appointed an

Andragoras as his satrap in Parthia, for the good
reason that he appointed an entirely different person,

as is attested by competent authorities. Among these,

the best is Arrian, who in his account of Alexander's

expedition, tells us how on the death of Darius, Alex-

ander, having sent his body to be buried among the

Persian kings, appointed Amminapes the Parthian, who,

with Mazaces, had surrendered Egypt to him, governor
of Parthia and Hyrcania (op. cit., iii. ch. 22). Curtius

calls Amminapes
"
Manapin," and adds that he had been

a refugee at the court of Philip. He only speaks of

his having received Hyrcania, and not Parthia; and

Arrian seems here to be mistaken, for not only was

it not the practice of Alexander to appoint new satraps

to districts still unconquered, as Parthia at this time

was, but he presently tells us that as he was marching
into Hyrcania, Phrataphernes, who had been Satrap of

Parthia and Hyrcania under Darius, surrendered to

him.
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Phrataphernes was now reinstated in his old govern-

ment, and Arrian tells us how as satrap of the Parthians

he was sent against the forces of Bessos (Arrian, lib. iii.

ch. 28). When Alexander reached Zariaspa we are told

that he was joined by Phrataphernes, Satrap of Parthia.

He took with him as prisoner Barzanes, who, having

been appointed satrap of the same province by Bessos,

had now deserted him (Ibid., lib. iv. 7). A little later

we find Phrataphernes sent by Alexander to bring

Autophradates, the governor of the Mardi and Topiri

in chains to him (Ibid., lib. iv. ch. 18). While he was

on the borders of India, Alexander was joined by Phrata-

phernes, Satrap of Parthia and Hyrcania, with the

Thracians in his charge (Ibid., lib. v. ch. 20). When
the great conqueror reached the capital of the Gedrosii

on his way home he was joined by Pharasmenes the

son of Phrataphernes, Satrap of Parthia and Hyrcania

(Ibid., lib. vi. ch. 27), and the latter himself brought a

large succour of camels, etc., to his help.

Among the causes of discontent which showed them-

selves on Alexander's arrival at Susa was the promotion
of many Persians and others in the Imperial cavalry.

Among these are specially mentioned Pharasmenes and

Sissinnes, sons of Phrataphernes the Satrap of Parthia and

Hyrcania (Ibid., lib. vii. ch. 6). Nothing can be clearer,

therefore, than that, according to Arrian, throughout his

whole career, from the very conquest of Parthia to his

death, Phrataphernes was the satrap of that country.

The statements of Arrian are amply confirmed by those

of Curtius, and there cannot be the slightest doubt that

Justin's mention of Andragoras as the Parthian Satrap
in the time of Alexander is absolutely mistaken and false.

If an Andragoras was ever Satrap of Parthia under the
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Greeks, it must have been at a later time. Even if

he had been, it is impossible to conceive how he could

have struck gold and silver money within the dominions

of his Imperial master without mentioning his name

on them. Alexander, as we know, was, like the Persian

kings, most exacting in regard to any other person

striking gold coins but himself.

Justin's further statement that on Alexander's death

Stasanor, whom he calls a foreign ally, took the govern-

ment of Parthia, because none of the Macedonians would

take it (xli. ch. 4), is inconsistent with his previous

statement (xiii. 4) that Nicanor took the Parthians and

Philip the Hyrcanians. Both statements seem equally

untrue. As Diodorus tells us (xviii. 3), Phrataphernes

was, in fact, confirmed in the satrapy of Parthia and

Hyrcania.

Dexippus, in Pliotius, lib. 82, does not mention

Parthia, but says that Phrataphernes received Hyrcania
from Perdiccas. It was not until the second partition

of the satrapies in 321 B.C. by Antipater that he would

seem to have been deprived, or possibly he had mean-

time died. Philip, who had previously held the Satrapy

of Bactria and Sogdiana, was then transferred to Parthia

(no doubt with Hyrcania.) Philip was put to death in

318 B.C. by Pithon, who replaced him by his brother

Eudamos, as both Arrian (fragment quoted by Photius)

and Diodorus (xix. 14) tell us.

It would seem, therefore, that up to this point every

statement made by Justin about Parthia and its govern-

ment after its conquest by Alexander is false. He goes

on to say, and probably correctly, that the Parthians took

the side of Eumenes in the struggles which followed, and

on his defeat they went over to Antigonus. After his
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death they remained subject to Seleucus Nicator and

Antiochus the First.

At this point Justin's testimony and that of Arrian

are again at issue, and we can have no hesitation in

abiding by the latter. First about the date of the

Parthian revolt.

Justin (lib. xli. ch. 4) tells us the Parthians revolted

in the reign of Seleucus, whom he calls the great-grand-

son (pronepos) of Seleucus (that is, doubtless, of Seleucus

Callinicus, who reigned 246-226 B.C.) He further says

that this was during" the first Punic war, and when Lucius

Manlius Yulso and Marcus Atilius Kegulus were consuls.

They were consuls in B.C. 256, and defeated Hamilcar in

that year, but this was in the reign of Antiochus the

Second, and ten years before the accession of Seleucus.

In the year 250 B.C. M. Vulso was again consul, not

with Marcus, however, but with Caius Atilius Kegulus,

and the first Punic war was still in progress. Inas-

much as some MSS. of Justin omit the letter marking
the initial of Marcus, it has been suggested that his

reference to the revolt really covers the latter year ; but

unfortunately this date is also inconsistent with the

statement about the revolt having taken place in the

reign of Seleucus, for it is four years before his acces-

sion. It is clear, therefore, that Justin's testimony
about the date of the Parthian revolt is worthless.

Arrian, on the other hand, in a passage of his lost

work on the Parthians, distinctly puts the Parthian revolt

in the reign of Antiochus Theos. Zosimus (Hist., lib. i.

ch. 18), who may be copying Arrian, does the same. The

Armenian historian, Moses of Chorene (Hist. Arm., ii.

1 ad fin.\ distinctly says the revolt took place in the

eleventh year of Antiochus Theos ;
while Eusebius says,
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"Olyin. 132-3 (i.e. B.C. 250-49) Parthi a Macedonibus

defecerunt."

A more satisfactory testimony comes to us from

another source. In his Assyrian Discoveries, p. 309,

George Smith discussed a tablet dated both in the

Seleucidan era and in that of Parthia. The date is

written "Month . . . 23rd day 144th year, which is

called 208th year, Arsaces King of Kings." This

document, really dating from 105 B.C., proves, according

to G. Smith, that the first year of the Parthian era

coincides with the 65th of the Seleucidan, which last

year commenced in October, 248. It is curious that in

St. Jerome's translation of Eusebius he puts the revolt

in Olym. cxxxiii. 1, i.e. 248-7 B.C. The Greek chrono-

logist cited by Scaliger does the same, and this seems

the best attested date we can reach.

Let us now turn to the actual story of the revolt.

Justin tells us that during the disputes between the two

brothers Seleucus and Antiochus, one Arsakes, a man

of uncertain origin, but of undisputed bravery, who was

accustomed to live by rapine, hearing that Seleucus was

overcome by the Gauls in Asia, invaded Parthia with a

band of marauders (Strabo says,
" with the Parni, who were

nomades, a tribe of the Dahae "), overthrew Andragoras,

the lieutenant of Seleucus, and after putting him to

death took upon himself the government of the country."

Here we have the mention of another Andragoras by

Justin, who in this instance is made the lieutenant of

Seleucus, but this statement again is at issue with that

of Arrian.

Arrian says in the fragment of his history of the

Parthians preserved by Photius (Miiller, Fray., p. 248)
that the Parthians were Scythians and subject to the
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Macedonians after the defeat of the Persians. The cause

of their revolt was that there were two Arsacidan brothers,

Arsakes and Tiridates, descended from Phriapites (i.e.
in

Zend Freyapetis= Philadelphia). Pherekles, the satrap

appointed by Antiochus Theos, having tried to outrage

one of the brothers, they killed him, and having com-

municated their plan to five others, they called upon
their people to revolt against the Macedonians. George
the Syncellus (ed. Bonn, p. 539), a late chorographer

who invokes the authority of Arrian, nevertheless has

a story not quite consistent with this. He tells us that

the two brothers mentioned by Arrian were descended,

not from Phriapites, as Arrian says, but from Artaxerxes.

This, as General Cunningham says, is perhaps accounted

for by the statement of Ctesias, that Artaxerxes Mnemon
before his accession to the throne bore the name of Arsikas.

This is not the only difference. The name of the Mace-

donian governor whom the Monk George calls the Eparch
of Persia, and who is given as Pherekles (the Macedonian

form of Pericles) by Arrian was, he says, Agathocles.

By Persia he no doubt means Parthia, for he elsewhere

speaks of Arsakes as reigning for two years over the

Persians. The use of the correct term "
eparch

"
by this

late author is to his credit. He calls the Macedonian

eparch, as we have seen, Agathocles, and not Pherekles,

as Arrian does. No one but Justin calls him Andragoras.

We thus see upon what an entirely delusive basis

the whole story about this Andragoras rests. Even if

Andragoras was his name, however, the notion that he

would have dared to coin money in gold as well as silver

in his own name when, as Justin himself says, he was the

lieutenant of Seleucus, seems to me quite fantastic, and

if he had done so he would assuredly have gone for his
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types to something rather more familiar to his subjects

in the reign of Seleucus Callinicus. The types of the

coins we are criticizing are, in fact, quite inconsistent

with such a date and with such an origin. Mr. Head,

who believes in the authenticity of the coins, or, at least,

of one of them which came from General Cunning-

ham, agrees with me in considering that Justin's two

satraps called Anclragoras, are very improbable as

the issuers of these coins, and he would assign them

to a later period, and perhaps to some rebellious

governor or satrap; but where are we to find such a

person in our not scanty literature of the Seleucidan

period ?

What seems plain to me from all the story is that the

clever person at Kawul Pindi, to whom we have traced

the coins coins which we have shown to be themselves

untrustworthy, had himself relied on a very broken reed

in relying on Justin, whose early history of the Parthians

is a mass of contradictions, including, no doubt, the

creation of the phantom ruler Andragoras.

Let us now turn to other elements of the story.

Justin, as we have seen, merely refers to Arsakes as a

leader of marauders. Strabo calls these latter Parni, and

describes them as a section of the Dahae who lived on

the banks of the Ochus (i.e. the Oxus), and who were

apparently a tribe of Arian nomads living in the steppes

of Khuarezm, or Khiva.

Strabo probably followed Apollodoros of Artemita (a

place near Babylon), whom he quotes, and who wrote a

work on the history of the Parthians, entitled TlapOiKa.

He says the first king of the Parthians, Arsakes, according

to some was a Bactrian, who, withdrawing himself from

the increasing power of Diodotus, occasioned the revolt of
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Parthia (op. cit., xi. ch. 9). The Armenians were after-

wards ruled by a branch of the Arsacidae, and had a

tradition of their own about their origin. This we can

trace back as far as the Syrian writer, Mar Apas Catina,

who is quoted by Moses of Chorene, and who, according

to the excellent authority of Victor Langlois, was also

the source of the same story in the chronicle of the

Armenian patriarch, John Catholicos. He also identifies

him with the Catina mentioned by St. Jerome in the

first chapter of his Commentaries on Ezekiel. Moses of

Chorene makes him the actual contemporary of Mithri-

dates the Great, pf Parthia.

The Syrian author tells us that "
sixty years after the

death of Alexander the brave Arsakes reigned over the

Parthians in the city called Pahl Aravadin in the country

of the Kushans (i.e. at Balkh.) He waged a furious war,

conquered all the East, and drove the Macedonians from

Babylon." It will be seen that neither Strabo nor the

Armenian tradition gives Arsakes a brother Tiridates as

Arrian does.

Isidore of Charax, who lived and wrote among the

Parthians, says in his Stathmoi that Arsakes, or Ashk,

as he calls him, lived in the town of Asaak in the country
of Astauene, not far from the desert and the Caspian sea.

Parthaunisa (vide infra), situated further to the East,

contained the tombs of " the Ashkanes."

Droyssen, who seems to favour the Bactrian origin

of Arsakes, suggests that he was possibly descended

from one of the hyparchs, or pehluvans, of Bactria and

Sogdiana, summoned by Alexander to meet him at

Zariaspa (Droyssen, iii. 347, note 2).

Of Arrian's history of the Parthians we unfortunately

only have a fragment remaining. In it he does not tell

VOL. V., SERIES IV. Q
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us what happened after the revolt of the two brothers,

but George the Syncellus no doubt preserves Arriau's

conclusions in his fragmentary narrative. According to

him, Arsakes reigned two and a half years, i.e. probably

248-246 B.C., when he was killed, and was then succeeded

by his brother, who reigned thirty-seven years, i.e. 246-

209 B.C. Suidas, who probably also relies on Arrian, says

Arsakes was killed by a stroke from a lance.

It has generally been the practice to assign the

various events attributed by Justin to the founder of the

dynasty whom he and others call Arsakes, to the Tiridates

of Arrian, and this may be the best tentative solution in

a difficulty where we have no really very positive light.

Justin says that not long after the death of Andragoras
Arsakes made himself master of Hyrcania (it will be

remembered that Parthia and Hyrcania were really united

in one satrapy), and that he raised a large army through
fear of Seleucus and Theodotus (really Diodotus), King
of the Bactrians, but being soon relieved by the death

of Theodotus, he made peace with his son of the same

name, and soon after defeated Seleucus; and the Parthians

observed the day of defeat as the commencement of their

liberty. Seleucus being called away by family disputes,

Arsakes proceeded to levy soldiers, built fortresses, and

fortified towns. He also founded a city called Dara, in

Mount Zapaortenes, which was encircled with steep rocks,

so that it needed no defenders. It was in the midst of a

very fertile country (" the smiling landscape of Abivard,"

says Gutschmid). He died at a great age, and the

Parthians called all subsequent kings after his name

(op. cit., xli. ch. 5). The struggle with Seleucus Calli-

nicus here mentioned is confirmed by a very definite

statement of Strabo (lib. xi. ch. 8), who, when speaking
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of the Aspaciacae, says that Arsakes fled to them from

Seleucus Callinicus.

The fact that, contrary to the fashion of the Seleucidan

kings, Seleucus wore a beard with which he is represented

on some of his coins, and whence he was called Pogon,

led Eckhel and others to suppose that Seleucus may
have been himself taken prisoner by the Parthians, and

thus adopted their mode of wearing a beard, but M.

Babelon has shown that the passage of Posidonius quoted

by Athenaeus, by which the story was supported, really

refers to a Seleucus, son of Antiochus Sidetes (Monnaies

des Eois de Syrie, Ixv.). It seems very probable, however,

that Seleucus Callinicus merely adopted the fashion of

wearing a beard from having seen it so much worn in his

Eastern campaign.
In regard to the city of Dara, said by Justin to have

been founded by Arsakes, Justi identifies it with the

valley of Derregez, east of Nisa, in the district of

Apauartekem, which was the place where the mythical
Afrasiab had his hunting-park, and which seems to answer

to the Zapaortenes of Justin.

Isidore of Charax tells us, and no doubt rightly, that

the capital of Parthyene, the original Parthia, was

Parthaunisa, i.e. Nisa of the Parthians, which the

Greeks called Nicaea (Frag. Geog., i. 252). It may be

the city still called Nishapur, i.e. the city of Nisa, which

is the capital of Khorasan. Another Nisa, the birth-

place of the famous Muhammed of Nisa, is situated

between Mura and Bakhdi. It is a very ancient site,

and the fifth blessed town mentioned in the Vendidad.

Other writers beside Justin report traditions about

Arsakes. Thus Ammianus Marcellinus tells us that " the

kingdom of Parthia after the death of Alexander received

Q2
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its name from Arsaces, a youth of obscure birth, who in

his early youth was a leader of bandits, but rose to high

renown from his illustrious actions. After many splendid

and glorious achievements, he defeated Seleucus Nicator
"

(Ammianus mistakes S. Nicator for S. Callinicus), "and

having expelled the Macedonian garrisons, lived for the

remainder of his life in peace, a merciful ruler of willing

subjects, and after subduing the neighbouring districts,

died a peaceful death in middle age, after filling Persia

with flourishing cities and well-fortified towns and

fortresses. He was the first among his people, in ac-

cordance with the tenets of their religion, to have his

memory consecrated as among the stars. And it is from

his era that the arrogant sovereigns of that nation have

allowed themselves to be entitled brothers of the sun and

moon. As the title of Augustus is cherished by our

emperors, so all the dynasties won by this fortunate

Arsaces are claimed by all the Parthian kings. So that

they still worship Arsaces as a god, and in giving the

Eoyal power they always choose one of his race, and

in their cruel strife they always avoid wounding a

descendant of Arsaces, whether in arms or living as a

private individual
"

(op. cit., lib. xxiii. ch. 6).

The Armenian tradition, as preserved by Mar Apas

Catina, tells us that the first Arsakes sent envoys to

make a treaty with the Komans against the Macedonians,

and also sent them an annual present of one hundred

talents (kanlcar). He says that he reigned thirty-one

years, and was succeeded by his son Ardashes, who

reigned twenty-six years.

Justin makes his first Arsakes to be succeeded by his

son, a second Arsakes.

It has been argued that in Trogus Pompeius the author
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whom Justin epitomizes the name of this second Arsakes

was given as Artabanus, and this seems to have some

justification, for although the work of Trogus is lost,

the prologues of his various books remain; and in that

of the 41st book we read, "In Parthis est constitutuni

imperium per Arsacen regem. Successores deinde ejus

Artabanus et Tigranes cognomine Deus, a quo subfacta

est Media et Mesopotamia."

Justin tells us that Arsakes, the son of Arsakes,

fought with the greatest bravery against Antiochus the

son of Seleucus (i.e. Antiochus the Third, or the Great,

who reigned 222-187 B.C.), who was at the head of 100,000

foot and 20,000 horse, and at last made an alliance with

him (Ibid., lib. xli. ch. 5).

This war is described in greater detail by Polybius

(28-31). The Parthian king had apparently occupied

Media, and had withdrawn on the approach of Antiochus.

Polybius tells us he thought that Antiochus would

advance as far as the desert separating Media from

Parthia, but would not dare to cross it from the scarcity

of water, but on finding he was determined to do so,

he began to choke the wells. Antiochus, however, sent a

thousand horse under Nicornedes to clear away those

engaged in this work, and then continued his advance to

Hecatompylos, which, according to Curtius (vi. 2), had

been founded by Alexander. We are told it was

situated in the middle of Parthia, and was so named

because all the roads from the surrounding districts

converged there. Having rested his men awhile, he

advanced into Hyrcania, the approaches to which in the

mountain defiles were guarded by the light troops of the

Parthian king. He disposed his men accordingly, and

sent his own light troops, the bowmen, slingers, etc.,
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ahead under Diogenes, while the pioneers prepared the

roads for the phalanx and the baggage animals. Next

to their light troops went two thousand Cretans, armed

with shields under Polyxenidas of Rhodes, while the

rearguard, with breast-plate and shield, were led by
Nicomedes of Cos and Nicolaus the Aetolian.

The transit of the mountains which bounded Hyrcania

(the modern Ala tagh range, called Labus by Polybius)

proved very trying, not merely from their ruggedness,

but from the obstacles put in the way by the enemy.

Diogenes turned these positions with the light troops,

and enabled the pioneers to level the roads and to make

a passage feasible for the heavy troops. The enemy now

abandoned the slopes, and planted themselves on the

crest of the mountain which the Macedonians reached

after an arduous struggle of eight days, and there they

defeated the Parthians, and then advanced into Hyrcania.

Antiochus now advanced upon Tambrax, described as an

unwalled city of great size and containing a royal

palace,
1 while most of the natives fled to the capital

Sirigga (Sari), which was not far off. Antiochus pro-

ceeded to attack the place, which was defended by three

trenches 30 cubits broad and 15 cubits deep, with a double

vallum on the edge of each, behind which was a strong

wall. After a desperate struggle the trenches were filled

up and the walls undermined, the town was stormed, and

the garrison, who had put the Greeks in the place to

death, surrendered (op. cit., lib. x. 28-31.) Polybius tells

us no more of this war, and we are obliged to be content

with the meagre statement of Justin that eventually

1 Thomas identifies it with the modern Barfarosh between Amol and

Sari, Num. Chron., 1871, p. 214.
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the Parthian king became the friend of Antiochus " in

societatem ejus adsumptus est" Antiochus himself derived

his title of Great from his campaigns against the

Parthians and their Eastern neighbours.

According to Justin, the third king of the Parthians

was called Priapatius, i.e. Phriapates, who was also named

Arsakes; of him he records the solitary fact that he

reigned fifteen years, leaving two sons, Phraates and

Mithridates. The former, according to the same writer,

subdued the Mardi.

Isidore of Charax, in one of the fragments of his

Stathmoi Parthityi, tells us that Phraates settled the

Mardi in the city of Ehaga, i.e. the modern Eei on the

south of the Elburz range (Frag. Geog., i. 251). Justin

tells us, further, that he died soon after this, and left

several sons, whom he put aside in favour of his

brother Mithridates, a person of conspicuous ability

(Ibid., xii. 5). As a matter of fact, the practice of

brothers succeeding each other on the throne was

apparently the established rule among the Parthians, as

it was among most Eastern nations.

Justin tells us more definitely of Mithridates, that

under this prince the fortunes of the Parthians were

raised to the highest degree of power ;
inter alia, they

overcame the Bactrians under their king Eucratides.

He further tells us that Mithridates fought against the

Medes and eventually conquered them and appointed

Bacasis as their satrap. He then marched into Hyrcania

(i.e.
went home again, apparently to put down some

outbreak), and on his return conquered the King of the

Elymaeans and appropriated his kingdom. He extended

the Parthian Empire by reducing many other tribes

under his yoke from Mount Caucasus (i.e. the Indian
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Caucasus, or Hindu Kush), to the river Euphrates and

eventually died at a great age (op. cit., xli. 5).

The victory of Mithridates over Eucratides, mentioned

above by Justin, is confirmed by Strabo, who tells us the

Parthians deprived both Eucratides and the Scythians

of a part of Bactria by force of arms (op. cit.
}
xi. 9, 2).

Elsewhere he says that he took from Eucratides the

satrapies of Aspionus and Turiva (Ibid., xi. 11, 2).

Strabo in speaking of his victory over the Elymaeans,

says that Mithridates had heard that the temples in their

country contained great wealth. He invaded their country

with a large army, and took the temple of Minerva and

that of Diana called Azara, and carried away treasures to

the amount of 10,000 talents. He also captured Seleu-

ceia, a large city on the river Hedyphon, formerly called

Soloke (Strabo, xvi. I. 18).

In the prologue to the 41st book of Trogus Pompeius
we are told that Tigranes, who conquered Media and

Babylonia for the Parthians, was styled Deus, i.e. Theos.

It is clear that Tigranes is here a mistake for Mithri-

dates, for it was the latter who thus conquered Media

and Babylonia, and the statement that the Parthians

styled him Theos is a very important one numismatically.

Justin also calls him Arsacides, and tells us how Demetrius,

the Seleucid king, in order to wipe out his own character of

effeminacy, determined to make war upon the Parthians.

This delighted the people of the East, partly because

of the cruelty of Arsacides, and partly because, having
been accustomed to the old rule of the Macedonians, they

could not tolerate the pride of the new race. Having re-

ceived help from the Persians, Elymaeans and Bactrians,

he routed the Parthians in several pitched battles, but

having been captured by them under pretence of an
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offer of peace, lie was led from city to city and shown as

a spectacle. He was eventually sent into Hyrcania,

where he was treated kindly and with honour (Ibid.,

xxxvi. 1). Mithridates also gave him his daughter

Ehodogune in marriage, and promised to recover the

throne of Syria for him, which Trypho had meanwhile

usurped, but he died before he carried out this promise

(Ibid., xxxviii. ch. 9). The date when Demetrius was

captured by the Parthians was probably 140 B.C., when

the first series of his coins ceases. Mithridates had

apparently a second war with Bactria, and took the

larger part of his dominions from Heliocles, the son of

Eucratides (Justin, xli. 6). His death is generally placed

in the year 138 B.C., which must be nearly right, as

Demetrius was released by his son Phraates.

It is time we should now discuss some of the earlier

Parthian coins. These coins are, according to the

accepted authorities on the subject, of two entirely

different classes. In one class, which has been placed by
the latest authorities, including Mr. Wroth, at the head

of the whole series, the king is represented on the obverse

as clean-shaven, and wears a kind of peaked cap, while

the coins themselves, which are all drachms, have a rude

and provincial look, and we cannot suppose that they
were made by Greek artists. The other series is quite

different, at all events in regard to the earlier kings,

and the coins composing it are fine specimens of Greek

workmanship. On them the king is invariably represented

either whiskered or fully bearded, and the reverses are

in style and character echoes and copies of the coins of

the Seleucidae and of those of Bactria.

Let us for the present limit ourselves to the beardless

class above mentioned, which seem to me to present a
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very real difficulty and paradox. Mr. Wroth says in his

catalogue of these coins,
"
They exist of many dies, and

may well be the currency of a long period extending

over more reigns than one." I quite agree that they are

of many dies, but they seem to me to have, nevertheless,

a great family and even closer likeness. As M. Allotte

de la Fuye says of them,
" II est bien difficile de trouver

dans les effigies des differences assez marquees pour per-

mettre des attributions
"
(Nouveau Classement, etc., 28).

Let us now consider their date. We can only approxi-

mate to this by an inference, but this inference seems to

me a very plausible one. Mr. Wroth has divided them

into six classes according to the way the name Arsakes

upon them is qualified. The first class, Mr. Wroth says,

is rare, and is represented by a single drachm in the

British Museum, and by two or three bronze coins with

more or less uncertainty elsewhere. The specimen of

the bronze coin in the Museum has on it the name

Arsakes without any qualification. On the second class,

of which there are eight drachms in the Museum, the

name Arsakes is qualified with the title of Basileos

simply. Neither of these classes offers us any assistance

in regard to date. The remaining four classes contain

qualifying words, which, when compared with the

Seleucidan coinage from which the titles have almost

certainly been taken, enable us to find at least a

terminus a quo by which to date them (PI. X., Figs. 9,

10, and 11).

The title 0EOY which occurs on some of them does

not appear on Seleucidan coins till the reign of Antiochus

Epiphanes, who reigned 175-164 B.C.

That of METAAOY until the reign of Timarchus, who

reigned in 162 B.C.
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That of 0EOTTATOPOZ till the reign of Alexander Bala,

150-145 B.C.

That of AYTOKPATOPOS till the reign of Tryphon

142-139 B.C.

(See for the facts, Babelon, Les rois de Syrie, 226-227,

and Wroth, Catalogue of Parthia, xxviii.-xxx.)

If the argument I have here used, therefore, is of any

value, the coins belonging to Mr. Wroth's last four

classes must have been struck after 175 B.C. Three

of the classes must have been struck after 162 B.C ;

two of them after 150 B.C.
;
and one of them after 142

B.C. That is to. say, they must all have been struck

during the period when, according to the received

chronology of the early Parthian kings, Mithridates the

First was reigning.

This is, of course, on the supposition that the titles in

question were derived from the Seleucidan coins. It has

been suggested, however, by Mr. Wroth that they may
have been derived from the Bactrian coinage. This

seems to me most improbable. The type on the reverse

of the Parthian coins is directly copied from the Apollo
on the omphalos which occurs as the principal type on

the early Seleucidan coins, and I know of no early

Parthian coins showing any connection with the Bactrian

series, nor do I think it likely that the Parthians would

have copied them until their conquest of a part of

Bactria, which was in the reign of Mithridates.

Again, Mr. Wroth only suggests a possible Bactrian

origin for the titles MEFAAOY and GEOY, apparently

quite conceding that the other two titles in dispute
were derived from Seleucidan originals. In regard to

METAAOY, the first king of Bactria who used it was

Eucratides, but he was the contemporary of Mithridates,
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and defeated by him, and granting that he took over the

title from him, it does not alter the fact that the so-

called coins with beardless heads were not struck before

the reign of Mithridates. In regard to the title GEOY,

Mr. Wroth makes Antimachus and Agathocles, who are

supposed to have used it in Bactria, contemporaries of

Eucratides, and they therefore come precisely within

the same rule as those signed METAAOY
;
but the fact is,

the date of Antimachus is quite uncertain, and probably

later than has been supposed. This subject I hope to

discuss on another occasion.

It seems plain, therefore, if the legends here referred

to on the beardless coins were copied from those of the

Seleucidae, as appears to me quite certain, or even from

the Bactrian coins, that none of the coins bearing them

and belonging to the four classes above named can be

earlier than Mithridates, and all of them may have been

struck by him. Mr. Wroth suggests, indeed, that some

of them may have been so struck.

There remain only two classes, on one of which the

king styles himself simply APIAKOY, and on the other

BAZIAEOZ APZAKOY. The latter series simply copy the

ordinary inscription on the Seleucidan coins of this

period. The only class, in fact, not so represented on

Seleucidan coins is that with the name Arsakes without

any qualification, which is a very rare class indeed. It

will be remembered, however, that on a few of his coins

Seleucus Nicator put his name without any qualifying

title. I cannot see any good reason for assigning any of

the beardless coins to an earlier reign than that of Mithri-

dates, and I venture to respectfully question the view that

they can be assigned to his predecessors. Mr. Gardner

attributed some of them to Arsakes the First, and others
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to his brother Tiridates, while Mr. Wroth assigns others

to Phriapates and Phraates the First. The purely

numismatic argument I have used may be supplemented

by another, which is neatly stated by M. Allotte de la

Fuye, when he says,
" L'on aura quelque peine a admettre

que ces souverains, dont quelques uns ont regne jusqu'a

un age assez avance, soient represented imberbes, alors

que Mithridates ler
et ses successeurs portent la barbe

des le commencement de leur regne
"

(op. cit., 28). This

is not the only puzzle, however.

If we attribute all this rude series of beardless coins to

Mithridates the first, what are we to do with the coins

of true Greek fabric which have been generally attributed

to the same king and his ancestors ? I confess that the

notion that the two classes of coins were issued by the

same rulers simultaneously does not commend itself to

me. The representation of a bearded king as beardless,

or the reverse, would be to caricature him in the most

offensive way among his own people, and these old-

fashioned kings were not very prone to forgive offences

of that kind.

Again, as Mr. Grueber suggests, to me it seems quite

impossible to treat the reverses of these beardless coins

as the originals of those of finer style on the bearded

coins. They are clearly copies, debased copies, of the

latter, and not their prototypes.

It seems to me there are only two ways of escaping
from the difficulty. Either all the bearded coins are

posterior to Mithridates the First, which seems almost

incredible, or else the beardless coins do not belong to

Parthia at all; and the fact that they differ so completely
in style and in art from the coins of the later Parthian

series makes the latter view, at all events, plausible. If
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they do not belong to Parthia, what country do they

belong to ? Here I would make a suggestion, which I offer

tentatively as a possible escape from our difficulty. If

we turn to the Armenian writers, we shall find that they

derive their famous royal house of the Armenian Arsacidae

from a brother of Mithridates I, King of Parthia. I

propose to devote a few paragraphs to this obscure corner

of Eastern history.

Justin tells us that when Mithridates conquered Media

and drove out Ortoadistes or Artoadistes (i.e. Artavasdes)

from Armenia, he raised his own brother to the position

of King of the Medes.

Mar Apas Catina, who speaks of Mithridates as Arsakes,

styled the Great, says he made war on Demetrius and his

son Antigonus. Antigonus marched an army against

Babylon, but was captured by Arsakes, and carried off

to Parthia, and put in irons, whence he was called

Siderites. His brother, Antiochus Sidetes, having heard

of the march of Arsakes, occupied Syria, where he was

also attacked by the Parthian king with 120,000 men,

in the middle of winter in a defile. "Thereupon,
Arsakes became master of the third part of the world,"

i.e. Asia. At this time Arsakes appointed his brother,

Valarsakes (Vagharshag), as King of Armenia, giving

him the North and West for his kingdom."
2

Mithridates, according to this writer, proceeded to

organize the country, and put dynasts of high rank in

various parts of it. He finished the war with the Mace-

donians, and set free their prisoners. He then specially

rewarded the Jew, Shampa Pakarad, a powerful and wise

2 M. Langlois connects this with the statement of Justin, that

Mithridates appointed Bacasis as King of Media, and reminds us that

Cedrenus calls a part of Upper Armenia, Media.
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man, and conferred on him and his descendants the right

of crowning the Armenian kings. The office was called

that of Thakatir. He also gave his family the right to

call themselves Pakraduni (i.e. Bagratids). Pakarad

had submitted to Valarsakes before the Macedonian war,

and was further created master of the Royal gate, and

nominated prefect of a corner of the Empire where the

Armenian language was spoken, and prince of 11,000

men in the West.
"
Valarsakes, after the Macedonian war of his brother,

and the conquest of Babylon and the eastern and

western part of .Assyria, raised in Azerbadagan (the

Atropatene of the Classical writers) and Central Armenia

an army of valiant warriors, and summoned Pakarad and

his braves, with the youth of the coast, descendants of

Kegham, of the Cauaneans, of the Shara, the Kushar, and

their neighbours of Sissag and Gatmos, i.e. half of the

country, and marched into Central Armenia beyond the

sources of the great marshes (Medz Amor) on the banks

of the Araxes near the hill of Armavir, where he delayed
a few days. He also got together the Chaldeans (i.e.

the people so-called living in the province of Trebizond,

who were probably of Kurdish origin). Meanwhile, the

people of Lazia, Pontus, Phrygia, Majak (i.e. the capital

of Cappadocia), and other provinces, unaware of the

victories of Arsakes, remained faithful to the Macedonians.

They now revolted together under a certain Morphilig,
and prepared to fight Valarsakes near a rocky hill,

afterwards called Colonia by Pompey. Morphilig is

described as fighting like a hero in his panoply of iron,

but he was killed, and his army routed, and the districts

he had raised, submitted to Valarsakes. The latter now

proceeded to organize his new dominions in the provinces
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of Majak Cappadocia, Pontus, and Colchis (Ekeratzi).

He drained the marshes, cut down forests, and trans-

planted vines and other plants from Armenia. He

prepared a summer residence there, and a park where he

could hunt. He summoned his people from the plains

and from the slopes of Caucasus, and constrained them

to give up their life of brigandage, to obey the law, and

to pay tribute, and he gave them princes and a good

organization. Having thus settled his Western dominions,

he marched into the fertile district of Shara, called by
the ancients Upper Pasene, and where there afterwards

settled a colony of Bulgars, whence it was known as

Vanant. Hence returning to Medzpin, i.e. Nisibin,

his capital, he proceeded to reorganize the kingdom of

Armenia, which, although directly subject to Valarsakes,

seems to have been in effect a glorified satrapy, and

subordinate to the great king of kings, his brother,

Mithridates, of Parthia.

"
Pakarad, in addition to the position of Thakatir,

already named, was also made general of the cavalry,

and was privileged to wear a tiara with three rows of

pearls, but without gold or precious stones in it.

"
Tzeres, of the ancient race of Cananeans, was given

charge of the royal ornaments. His own bodyguards he

drew from the race of Khor, and gave them as chief one

named Malkuz. Others whose names and families are

specially recounted were respectively made master of the

royal hunt, head of the state granaries, major-domo and

chamberlain, and were severally endowed with villages,

and their holdings were called satrapies. Others, again,

were appointed to carry the eagles before Valarsakes, to

preside over the sacrifices, the falcons, the summer palaces,

the making of Koyal sherbets or iced drinks for the Royal
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household, etc. These officers and their families were

duly ennobled. Yalarsakes divided the Eoyal door-

keepers into four bodies, commanded by men of the

highest lineage ;
at first these offices were actually filled

by the descendants of the ancient Royal race of Armenia.

Valarsakes also made eunuchs of certain of the de-

scendants of the same Eoyal stock, and put them under

Haii (meaning chief of the eunuchs), prince of the

country reaching from Azerbadagan to Juash, a canton

of Vasburagan on the Araxes and Nakhchivan.
" The second dignity in the kingdom was given to

the descendants oX Astyages, King of the Medes, while

dependencies and appanages were conferred on many
others of high lineage, who are duly recorded. Having
made all these arrangements, Valarsakes built a temple
at Armavir, where he put the statues of the Sun

(Arekagen, i.e. the eye of Arek, the visible sun, which

the Zendavesta calls the eye of Ormuzd), of the Moon

(Lusin, the female sexual fire, called by Moses of

Chorene the fire-sister), and of his ancestors. He built

many large towns, and arranged the procedure of the

court with great order, fixing the proper times for

audiences, councils, and amusements. He arranged the

militia in several ranks, or classes, appointed two officials,

one to remind the king of the good deeds he ought to

do, and to tell him, when in a rage, of the claims of

justice and philanthropy, and the other of the punish-

ments he ought to inflict. He also appointed special

justices in the towns, and gave the burghers a higher

position than the country peasants.
"
Having several sons, he did not think it prudent that

they should live at Nisibin, but sent them to live in the

district of Hashdiank, and in the frontier valley beyond
VOL. V., SERIES IV. II
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Daron, where he endowed them with several villages, and

gave them pensions. Meanwhile, he kept by him his

eldest son, called Arsakes (Arshag), in order to secure

him the throne, and his grandson, Ardashes, a most

promising boy, whom he tenderly loved. Having done

all these things, and thus organized his kingdom, he died

at Nisibin, after reigning twenty-two years
"

(i.e. from 149-

127 B.C.)
" His son Arsakes reigned for thirteen years.

He followed in the footsteps of his father, and introduced

many wise regulations, made war on the people of

Pontus, and left a monument of his prowess on the

borders of the sea. In his reign there was much strife

and confusion in the passes of the Caucasus, and in the

country of the Bulgars, and many people migrated into

the plains of Armenia. The sons of Pakarad were put

to death by Arsakes, because they would not abandon

their Jewish faith, and adopt that of their master. Some

of them saved their lives by consenting to hunt on

Sunday and to desist from circumcision, and it was made

unlawful for any woman to marry a circumcised person."

At this point terminates the extract from Mar Apas

Catina, which we owe to Moses of Chorene (see Langlois,

Collection des liistoriens, i. 13-52).

Moses of Chorene adds to these statements a list of

the territories made over to his brother Valarsakes by
Mithridates i.e. a part of Western Syria, Palestine, Asia,

Thedalia, the Sea of Pontus as far as the Caucasus,

Azerbadagan and another country equally big ? (Hid., ii.

61 and 62).

On the death of Arsakes, the son of Valarsakes, he

was succeeded by his son Ardashes, called Artaxes, by

the Greeks, who reigned, according to Langlois, from

114^109 B.C. Moses of Chorene says he mounted the
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throne in the twenty-fourth year of the reign of

Arshaghan, King of the Persians, i.e. of the Parthians,

and that, not being willing to play a second part,

Arshaghan ceded him the supreme sovereignty, which

means that he became independent. He was proud and

bellicose. He built himself a palace in Persia (i.e. Parthia),

and struck money with his own effigy upon it. He

made Arshaghan his dependent, and declared his own

son Tigranes King of Armenia, and gave his daughter

Ardashama in marriage to Mithridates, grand pteshkh

of Iberia (Virk), i.e. to Mithridates the Great, and con-

fided to him the government of the mountains of the

North and the Pontic Sea (Ibid., 86).

I do not propose to carry this story further. I have

given it in some detail because, in the first place, it has

not previously, I believe, been told in detail in English ;

and, secondly, to show what a powerful community that

ruled over by the Arsacidae of Armenia was. What I

wish to call attention to especially is, that while it seems

almost impossible to assign the beardless coins hitherto

classed as the earliest coins of the Parthian Arsacidae,

to that dynasty, it may be quite possible to assign them

to the subordinate dynasty of the Armenian Arsacidae.

The Parthian Arsacidae were, as we have said, a

bearded royal race. The Seleucidan kings, on the other

hand, were a closely shaven race. So much so, that one

of them, as we have seen, was specially styled Pogon
because he was bearded, and both he and another

bearded king of the dynasty have been conjectured to

have adopted their beards after having been prisoners

among the Parthians, or as copying them.

Of the Armenian Arsacidae there have hitherto only
been definitely identified, the well-known coins of

E2
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Tigranes already named, who is classed rather curiously

among the Seleucidan kings by almost all writers on

coins. With them he has little in common except that

he defeated them and seized their country, remaining

meanwhile what he had always been, namely, King of

Armenia. His coins ought clearly to be classed among
the coins of Armenia.

Now, it is quite certain that Tigranes is represented on

his many coins as beardless and clean-shaven, and in

this respect he follows the fashion of the Greeks, and

not of the Parthians. This makes it very probable,

indeed, that his forefathers, like himself, were a clean-

shaven race. This is another reason for attributing the

beardless Arsacidan coins to the Arsacidae of Armenia,

rather than to the Arsacidae of Parthia, as has been done

by, I believe, every writer.

It may well be, however, that while the heads on these

coins represent the Arsacidan Kings of Armenia, the

inscriptions have reference to those kings of kings who

stood over them as suzerains, namely, the Arsacidan

rulers of Parthia, and were really issued in Armenia as

the Satrapal coins of the great king were issued elsewhere.

The reverses of the series of beardless coins which

represent Apollo on the omphalos in an Eastern guise

(and perhaps represent the king deified, and in the guise

of Mithras), are crude echoes and copies of those on the

Parthian coins proper.

May I add that the coins which in general appearance

and fabric most resemble these beardless Arsacidan coins

are a series of which Babelon has given a short account

and some figures, vide Catalogue des Monnaies des Hois

de Syrie, xcviii. cc. I am indebted to Dr. Dressel of

Berlin for casts of these three coins (see PI. X., Figs. 12,
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13, 14). These latter coins were apparently issued in

Armenia before its conquest by Mithridates of Parthia,

and it would be most natural that a coinage of a type

familiar to the natives should be introduced by the

intruding conquerors.

These conclusions about the beardless coins of the

Arsacidae are largely tentative, but they seem to me to

solve some difficulties. I hope to return to the subject,

and especially to consider some puzzles which still seem

unsolved in the Parthian series proper, on which the

king is represented bearded.

It seems to me. that the Parthian series of coins has

been antedated by previous writers. The Parthians them-

selves were largely, if not altogether, nomades. They had

no coins of their own in early times, nor was a coinage

known among them, so far as we know. Their country

was very different to Bactria further east, where there was

a large Greek colony and garrison, accustomed to coins, to

whom, in fact, a coinage was a necessity, and for whom,

therefore, it is almost certain that Seleucus Nicator and

his son and grandson had a special issue of coins. I

have, in fact, considerable doubts whether any of the

Parthian kings before Mithridates struck coins at all,

for until his reign their dominion was limited to Parthia,

Hyrcania, and a small corner of Media, far away from

that part of the dominions of the Seleucidae where Greek

culture existed, in a country where, so far as we know,

no coinage had been known, and from which these early

coins do not, so far as we know, ever come. These coins,

again, have Greek inscriptions on them, and a Greek god
on the reverse. It seems to me impossible to attribute

them to any of the earliest kings of Parthia, who were

Iranians by race, as their names prove.
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With Mithridates we enter upon an entirely new era.

There are many reasons, therefore, for making Mithri-

dates the originator of the Parthian coinage. When he

came into immediate contact with the Greeks, and was

in possession of provinces which were well accustomed to

coinage and had been subject to the Seleucidae, and when

he had conquered two provinces from Bactria, it was

natural that he should introduce a coinage and put on

it Greek letters and a Greek god. Before then his rude

nomadic people had no need of, and no use for, coins.

HENRY H. HOWORTH.



XII.

THE COINAGE OF HENRY IV.

(See Plates XI.-XIII.)

HENKY OF BOLINGBROKE (who had recently succeeded

to the Dukedom .of Lancaster) on September 30, 1399,

assumed, with the general assent of the Lords and

Commons of England, the Eegal authority under the title

of Henry IV upon the deposition of his cousin, Eichard

II, which he had successfully brought to pass. The late

unfortunate king was promptly removed to a distant

prison, from which he never emerged alive. Notwith-

standing his unpopularity with a large portion of his

subjects, he had, even after his fall, numerous faithful

adherents in nearly every part of England and Wales,

including, either openly or secretly, the greater portion

of the bishops and clergy, while his recent marriage with

Isabella of Valois secured to him any support that the

Court of France could render. Henry was, therefore,

scarcely seated upon the throne before plots began to be

formed for restoring the deposed king. Within a few

weeks the death of Eichard in his prison was announced,

and to prove its truth his body was brought to London

and exposed publicly in St. Paul's. Many, however,

refused to believe in his death, and for several years

Henry was continually occupied in all parts of England
and Wales, either in suppressing actual rebellions or
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devisiog means to anticipate those of which he was

warned, in favour of various personators of Eichard II,

who, it was alleged, had escaped, and was at large.

These rebellions were the more formidable in most cases

owing to the support and assistance they received from

France and Scotland, both of which countries endeavoured

to take any advantage that the unsettled state of England
offered during the greater part of the reign of Henry IV.

After about eight years of anxious and disturbed reign,

Henry's health began to fail, and by August, 1409, it

was so shattered that, believing his end to be near, he

left the government of the country almost entirely in the

hands of his council, under the presidency of the Prince

of Wales. Although his health subsequently improved,
he appears to have taken little further part in public

affairs during the remainder of his life.
1 It is, therefore,

not surprising that he appears to have found no time to

give personal attention to the coinage in the earlier

years of his reign, and that later he had little inclination

to do so.

The Mint accounts that still exist of his reign show

that only comparatively trifling amounts of either gold

or silver bullion were brought to the Mint or coined.

The little that was actually brought to be coined was all

between his third and sixth year inclusive, and there is

nothing recorded after until his fourteenth year. As is

well known, the weight of the coins remained unaltered

from the issue of groats by Edward III in 1351 until the

thirteenth year of Henry IV (1411-12), viz. 120 grains

for the noble, and 72 grains for the groat, with the smaller

denominations in proportion. The various issues of

1

Wylie's "History of England under Henry IV.," vol. iii. pp. 231, 233.
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Edward III subsequent to 1351 must have together been

very large indeed, and they no doubt formed the great

bulk of the currency of the country so long as the lawful

weight of the coins remained the same. In the reign of

Kichard II, however, we have seen that there were from

its commencement continual and increasing complaints

of the scarcity of money, and that the excuse in answer

to all petitions from the Commons on the subject was

the difficulty the king had in procuring bullion for the

purpose of coining money. Richard, notwithstanding

this difficulty, managed at least in his earlier years to

have coined a certain quantity of halfpennies and farthings

which went some way towards satisfying the most urgent

wants of the poorer people for a time at least. With the

accession of Henry IV the same difficulty was being felt,

and we find the Commons in 1402 petitioning the king
" that he would be pleased to ordain some remedy for the

great mischief amongst the poor people for the want of

halfpennies and farthings of silver which were wont to

be and still were the most profitable money to the said

people, but were now so scarce because none were worked

nor made at this time. Wherefore the people of divers

places of great necessity used the money of foreign lands

as halfpennies of Scotland and others called Galey-

halpenys, and in some parts halfpennies divided (to the

great destruction and waste of the said money), and in

some places tokens of lead, so that not only the destruction

of the said money was inevitable, but also in process of

time that of all other monies of silver, as groat, half-groat,

and sterling, if remedy should not be applied to the case."

The king returned a favourable answer to this petition,

and the Parliament ordained " that the third part of all

the money of silver, which shall be brought to the bullion,
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shall be made in halfpence and farthings, and that of this

third part the one half shall be made in halfpence and

the other half in farthings." I have thought it worth

making this interesting quotation from Kuding (vol. i.

p. 250), as it incidentally gives a general idea of the state

of the country as regards the currency at the beginning

of the reign of Henry IV, and serves as an introduction

to the consideration of what is known as his heavy

coinage, if any of the small driblets which alone appear

to have been struck previous to his thirteenth year can

be called a coinage.

The following details from the Mint accounts are given

by Buding of the quantity of bullion brought to the

Mint for coinage, together with the amounts recorded to

have been coined (so far as any records remain) during

the period within which all the heavy coins of Henry IV

must have been struck :

AMOUNTS OF BULLION BROUGHT TO THE LONDON MINT TO BE COINED.
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may be presumed at least that as much bullion was

coined as was brought to the Mint for the purpose. On

the other hand, the extreme rarity of all heavy coins of

Henry IV (halfpennies being perhaps to some extent

excepted) makes it appear probable that this may have

been about the limit. Although the apparently insuper-

able difficulty of procuring bullion for the purpose pre-

vented the coining of more than a few very small

quantities of money at this period, there must still have

been a large quantity of the money of previous reigns in

circulation, as the king was always able (although usually

with considerable difficulty) to raise money for the pay-

ment of the troops employed in quelling the numerous

rebellions of the time, and in resisting the various

attempted foreign invasions. 2 He was also, in 1402, able

to provide 2000 for the expenses of the retinue of his

daughter, the Princess Blanche, when she left for

Cologne to be married to Prince Louis, eldest son of the

Emperor Kupert, and her treasurer, John Chandeler,

carried with him 16,000 nobles in cash as the first instal-

ment of her dower. Large sums are also recorded to

have been raised in connection with the king's marriage

early in the following year to Johanna of Navarre, show-

ing that there was still much money in the country,

although it could not have been of very recent date. It

is also fairly certain, from the numerous complaints

recorded, that the nobles of Burgundy, which were

exactly of the English type, had for some time been

largely imported, and formed a considerable proportion

of the gold coin in circulation. In September, 1877,

2
"History of England under Henry IV," by J. H. Wylie, vol. i.

p. 254.
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there was found on Bremeridge farm, in the parish of

Westbury, Wilts, a hoard of 32 gold nobles of the

reigns of Edward III and Eichard II, but which included

also four of Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy (Arcliaeo-

logia, vol. xlvii. p. 136). This very possibly shows inci-

dentally something of the proportion these foreign nobles

formed of the English gold currency of this period, and

assists us to an explanation of how it was that the supply

of gold coins indispensably necessary to the country was to

some extent maintained, notwithstanding the inability of

the king and the Mint authorities to obtain any appreciable

amount of bullion for coining English money during the

great part of the reigns of both Kichard II and Henry IV.

In addition to the foregoing reasons to account for the

very few coins that remain of the heavy coinage of this

reign, it may be safely assumed that what little money
of heavy weight was actually coined would, as being
newer and less worn, find its way to the melting pot on

the introduction of the light coinage sooner than money
that had been long in circulation, and that had con-

sequently lost appreciably in weight.

As is usually the case at this period, and as the Mint

accounts also testify in regard to this reign, a consider-

ably larger amount of gold than of silver was coined, and

as a natural consequence a larger number of heavy

nobles (nobles being always more numerously struck

than halves and quarters) are known than of any other

heavy coins of either gold or silver, halfpennies alone

excepted. Even the nobles are, however, extremely rare,

and probably not more than about eight are known to

exist. Two are in the collection of Sir John Evans, two

in that of Mr. Eashleigh, while in the National Collection

there are three, and another passed through the Montagu,
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Durlacher, and Murdoch collections. Two out of the

number are Calais nobles, and have the flag at the stern

of the ship. It is remarkable that of the few known

specimens, all that I have seen are varieties, and appar-

ently from different issues. Five, including two in the

British Museum, two of Mr. Kashleigh's and one of Sir

John Evans', have the arms of France " ancient
"
or seme

de lis, indicative of their having been struck early in this

reign. The two Calais nobles have each the latter charac-

teristics. Henry, Prince of Wales, used the French arms

with three lis only on his shield in the sixth year of his

father's reign, and it may be presumed that he only

followed his example, in which case we may assume that

the nobles having the arms of France "ancient" were

struck previous to Henry's sixth year. Perhaps the.

most remarkable heavy noble is that in the National

Collection of the Calais Mint (PI. XI. 2). It may be

described

hariRICC- Dr*<oR7V*RQX7mGL'"X
hlB'* X * RQT. King in ship with flag at stern;
French arms on shield seme de lis

;
three ropes

from stern and one from prow no mast
;
small

open crown of three fleurs de lis placed perpen-
dicularly between stern of ship and inner beaded
circle of legend.

Rev. * lhC('*7WTe(mSTR7\RSie(nSS PflRSmetDIV'* ILLO-
RVfllt IB7XT. Usual cross flory as 011 nobles of

Richard IT, but with h in centre.

This coin came from the Shepherd Collection, and

later was in that of the late Mr. Montagu. The crown

at the stern of the ship is undoubtedly the mint-mark,

and, curiously, the only known heavy half-noble, also of

Calais, has the same mint-mark, but in the more usual

position, at the commencement of the legend on the
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reverse, while in the National Collection there is a speci-

men of the quarter-noble with a similar mint-mark,

which was strangely ascribed by Kenyon to the light

coinage of Henry VI, notwithstanding the arrangement
of the fleurs de lis in the French arms, which, although

only three in number, have one placed above and two

below, as is frequently found on coins of Edward III and

Eichard II, where France "ancient" was, of course,

intended. The Calais noble in the collection of Sir

John Evans (PL XI. 5) is apparently the only other

known besides the Museum coin. It has also the crown

mint-mark, but on the rudder horizontally. The ship's

mast is not wanting, as on the Museum example, and it

is interesting to note that the French arms are shown

exactly as on the quarter-noble just alluded to. This

coin, although in fine condition, has been so clipped that

it only now weighs 103J grains ;
but its type shows it to

be unquestionably of the heavy coinage. Of the Tower

nobles the first to claim attention (PI. XI. 1) is one which

practically resembles in all respects that first described,

save that it has .neither the flag nor the crown mint- mark,

but it has as a conspicuous distinguishing mark on the

ship's rudder a crescent, which it may be noted in passing

is a mark also found over the shield on a heavy quarter-

noble. Here we are able to identify a badge for which

there is historical evidence of its use by Henry IV in

1400. Holinshed says,
"
King Henry IV, having notice

of the conspiracy of the Earl of Kent, retired from

Windsor Castle, upon which the Earl went to Sunnings

and declared that Henry of Lancaster was fled, and that

King Eichard was at Pomfret with a hundred thousand

men. To cause his speech the better to be believed, he

took awaie the king's cognizances from them that wore
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the same as the Collars (of S S) from their necks and

the badges of cressents from the sleeves of the servants of

the household, and throwing them awaie, said that such

cognizances were no longer to be borne." The crescent

is not usually included amongst the badges used by

Henry IV, and I therefore think it both interesting and

important, especially in regard to what I shall have to

say later on, to have such definite evidence on the point.

The incident referred to by Holinshed occurred in

1400, and I think we may probably assume that the

badge in question was one used early in Henry's reign,

and perhaps discontinued later, seeing that it is so little

referred to. The noble in question has the French arms

seme de lis, but there is another in existence having a

crescent on the ship's rudder which has only three lis.

This latter coin was in the cabinet of the late Mr.

Montagu, and has since passed through the Durlacher

and Murdoch collections. The feature of the change in

the French arms need not, however, be later, if as late,

as Henry's sixth year.
3 The last typical heavy noble to

which I shall allude (PI. XI. 7) is in Sir John Evans's

collection, and is, I believe, of a later date than those to

which I have previously referred. There are only three

lis in the French arms. The king's figure is larger and

bolder, and has a more graceful pose than on the

previously described coins. The lettering of the legend

is also larger and more carefully executed, and altogether

3 A heavy noble, from the Pembroke Collection in the British Museum,
resembles closely in character the second of those previously described,

but the ship's rudder being imperfectly struck, it is impossible to see if

the crescent is there. The French arms in the first quarter have three

lis, one above and two below, and in the fourth quarter three only

arranged in the usual way. The first quartering shows, however, that

France " ancient
" was intended.
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it is a handsome coin. There is no other special feature

or mark to notice on the obverse, but on the reverse

there is a small cross pattee, or possibly quatrefoil, over

the tail of the lion in the second quarter, the only

instance that I have noticed of a special mark on the

reverse of a heavy noble. This coin weighs HSi grains.

Before leaving the heavy nobles, I must mention one at

present in the hands of Messrs. Spink and Son. It

weighs 118'5 grains, and thus should be a heavy noble,

but in all other details and characteristics it exactly

resembles the nobles of the light coinage, which I shall

deal with later on. This coin is, I understand, from a

recent find in Poland, which, in addition to several light

nobles of Henry IV, comprised nobles of Edward III,

Richard II, and also of Henry V and VI. I shall again

allude to this piece in connection with the light

coinage.

Of heavy half-nobles Kenyon remarks, "We know

of no specimens." One, however, does exist, and was

formerly in the collection of the late Kev. E. J. Shepherd,
after which it passed through those of Mr. Montagu and

Mr. Murdoch, and is now in that of Sir John Evans

(PI. XI 3). It is a very interesting and remarkable coin,

and may be described as follows :

Obv. hediRicr* DI '* s'- RQX t ARGL * s * FRTXIV- D'* hi'*

X 7\Q King in ship with flag at stern; French
arms seme de lis.

Rev. Mint-mark, open crown. DOJTftlRGt % HQ 2 in, 1

FVRORQSTVOxfiR6VfiSKme(. Usual floriated

cross with h in centre.

Wt. 58 grs.

Like the noble I first described, this coin is of the

Calais Mint, and the crown mint-mark identifies it as
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being of the same issue. So far this coin is unique, and

a heavy half-noble of the London Mint has still to be

discovered.

Of heavy quarter-nobles the number of known specimens

is exceedingly limited. I have, however, been able to

trace six specimens, amongst which are at least three

varieties. The first to note is one formerly in the Montagu
collection (see PL XI. 4), having the French arms seme

de lis, and reading

Obv * hediRiavs $ D\' SRTV* Tmsu* s * FRTXH. Crescent

over shield.

Rev * QXfiLTfiBITVR $ in $ SLORIfi. Usual floriated

cross with pellet in centre.

Wt. 29J grs.
4

I myself have a specimen with the crescent over the

shield, but with only three lis in the French arms, and

reading on obverse, * hecnRia* DI * GRK'* RaxsfiRSL* FR.

These two quarter-nobles appear to correspond with the

two varieties of nobles with the crescent on the ship's

rudder. Another variety of equal interest, as connecting
it with both the noble and half-noble of Calais, is the

quarter-noble in the National Collection (see PI. XI. 6),

erroneously given by Kenyon to Henry VI after his

restoration. It reads on the obverse^ he(riRlc('* or* SRTV*

Recx i AnSL'* s *
FRTV*. There is nothing over the shield,

and there is no other special mark. The reverse has the

usual inscription with the open crown mint-mark placed
as on the half-noble, and there is a pellet in the centre

of the floriated cross. It may here be remarked that the

open crown used as a mint-mark on the noble, half-noble,

4 Sir John Evans has a specimen in all respects similar, and weighing
30 grains.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. S
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and quarter-noble is perfectly identical in size and form,

and I believe that the same punch may have been used

in each case. Another point of interest is that this is so

far the only quarter-noble of any reign that can with any

certainty be identified with the Calais Mint. I have in

my own cabinet another specimen of this coin, but,

unfortunately, the crown mint-mark is almost obliterated

by a small fracture of the edge. My coin weighs

27J grains, but has suffered a little from wear. The

Museum coin only weighs 25 grains, but it is a good deal

worn. Its deficient weight evidently had much to do with

its misappropriation by Kenyon. The only other heavy

quarter-noble that I can trace is in the collection of

Mr. Eashleigh, and weighs 30 grains, but not having
seen it, I am unable to say whether it differs from any of

the examples I have described.

If the examples of heavy gold coins of Henry IV are,

as we have seen, very rare, those of silver are mostly
rarer still. Up to the present time I believe that no

genuine heavy groat is known bearing the name of

Henry, although an obviously altered groat of an early

issue of Edward III, which was first illustrated in the

plates of Withy and Eyall as far back as 1756, still

exists. It has been successively illustrated or described

by Snelling, Folkes, Euding, and Hawkins. I have seen

the coin, which is now in the possession of Captain

Douglas. It has appeared at several sales, including

those of Willett (1827) and Martin (1859), but was in

both cases recognized as a forgery.
5 As groats, like

5 In Num. Chron., vol. viii. 125, Mr. Christmas refers in a note to

a groat in Ms collection which he attributes to the heavy coinage of

Henry IV, and of which he gives the weight as GO grains, although

clipped. In his sale catalogue, although a Henry IV groat of this
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nobles, were usually the most numerous coins struck of

any mediaeval issues, owing to the fact of their coinage

being more profitable to the Mint authorities than the

smaller denominations, it is difficult to understand, how

it is, that apparently no heavy groat of Henry IV should

have come down to us, seeing that, although of the

highest rarity, there are examples known of both the

heavy half-groat and penny of the London Mint, which,

in the ordinary course, should be considerably more rare

than groats. My own opinion, however, is that, although

very rare, as is naturally to be expected, we actually have

heavy groats of the earlier part of Henry IV's reign,

although they have hitherto been undetected for the

same reason and in the same manner as was for so long

the case with the coins of Eichard I and John. I will

now give my reasons for this opinion. In writing of the

coins of Kichard II, I spoke of certain rare groats and

pennies which I attributed to a very small issue of silver

recorded in the Mint accounts for the year 1396-97,

amounting only to 149 7s. 9d., and I remarked upon
the small likelihood of any appreciable quantity of this

issue having survived, although there are a very few

groats known bearing the name of Kichard which, from

their strong affinity in character to the light groats of

Henry IV, could only belong to a late issue of his pre-

decessor. It will be seen in reference to the Mint

accounts, which I have quoted from Kuding, that up to

the fifth year of Henry IV, 636 12s. Ifd. in silver is

recorded to have been coined, or more than four times

the amount of the issue of Kichard II in 1396-97, and

weight is described, there is nothing said to suggest that it is a heavy
groat, and it only realized a very small sum. I think, therefore, that no

special importance need be attached to it.
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I feel strongly of opinion that the latest dies of Kichard

were used for his successor. They would have had little

previous wear, and the Mint authorities possibly thought
it unnecessary to make fresh ones, or even perhaps had

not the time if, as seems probable, the money was wanted

hurriedly to satisfy some of the many urgent requests to

the king recorded in the history of this period for money
wherewith to pay the soldiers quartered in various parts

of the kingdom in order to prevent their desertion. I

am even prepared to go farther still, and suggest that, in

addition to the old dies of Eichard II being used, others

were made on which his name was still retained, probably

owing to the mechanical or careless work of the engraver,

or possibly by intention on his part. The groat bearing

the name of Eichard II which I described (see PI. XII. 6),

and which is illustrated in my paper on his coinage, is,

I consider, a strong proof of my theory. I have already

suggested that we have in this coin a heavy groat of the

reign of Henry IV, and I myself feel practically certain

on the point. The crescent on the breast at once con-

nects it with the heavy gold coins with that distinguish-

ing mark, and, as we have seen, this was unquestionably

one of the badges used by Henry IV early in his reign.

There is no record of its use by Eichard II, and had it

been used we may be certain that Henry would never

have continued it. This groat has a decidedly earlier

type of portrait than some of the others bearing the name

of Eichard, which so much approach in character to the

light groats of Henry IV, and I believe it to have been

struck from dies made early in the reign of the latter.

I will not describe it again here, but will do so in the

list at the end of the paper. In the Lawrence collection

(Lot 299 in sale Catalogue) was a groat which in character
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of bust, etc., much resembles the one of which I have

been speaking. By weight it is a light groat, but it is

evidently struck from an altered die which had been made

for a heavy groat bearing the name of Kichard.6 This has

been changed to hetriRia, without entirely obliterating all

traces of RlC(fiRD, and the usual accessories of the light

groats have been punched into the die. I consider this

coin another strong proof of the heavy groats of Henry IV

having been struck from dies with the name of Kichard,

but probably made after the death of the latter. A die

actually made in the reign of Eichard II could hardly

have lasted in a? good state until the 13th year of

Henry IV. In advancing this theory, I am not unmind-

ful of the fact that the difficulty
7 has been tentatively

accounted for in another manner,
8 but I will deal with

this later on, when I think I can prove the position taken

to be historically untenable. My arguments, based on

the two groats last referred to, almost carry me further

than I had anticipated, and I feel it difficult not to

assign entirely to Henry IV all those rare groats which,

while bearing the name of Kichard, so strongly approxi-

mate in general character and details to the light groats

of Henry IV
;
and I am almost forced to the conclusion

that perhaps, after all, the groats with the portrait, which

Hawkins describes as the
"
intermediate

"
ones in the

reign of Kichard II, are really the latest struck during

his reign.

In regard to heavy half-groats, the same difficulty does

not exist. No half-groats of Richard II are, I believe,

6 This coin is illustrated on pi. v. No. 2 of the present volume of the

Num. Chron.
7 As to the apparent absence of groats and the great rarity of all other

denominations of the heavy coinage.
8 By Mr. L. A. Lawrence in this volume of Num. Chron.
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known which in any way correspond with the late groats

about which I have been speaking. All that I have seen

have the mark of contraction over the final N in LONDOR,

which is found on none of the later groats bearing the

name of Kichard, and it would thus appear that few, if

any, half-groats were struck after the earlier part of

Kichard's reign.
9 There would probably, therefore, have

been no dies available for striking these coins after the

accession of Henry IV, and evidently fresh ones were

made, although two coins alone now remain to testify to

the fact. I think, however, that they afford confirmatory

evidence as to the correctness of my theory about the

groats. The best known of these half-groats is that

figured in Hawkins, 323 (see PL XII. 8), which has passed

through the Willett, Martin, E. J. Shepherd, Montagu,
and Murdoch collections, and is now in my own. It weighs
33 grains, and reads on the obverse & hfln,Ric(

v *Di v *GR7r*

R3X x7m<3U*x F. The bust is of very similar character

to the two groats that I first described, and is more nearly

like some on the half-groats of Eichard II than that

on the light groats of Henry IV. A feature of special

interest, but not noticed by Hawkins, is a star with long

pointed rays on the point of the tressure or the breast.

Although not quite so distinct as it might be, it is

unquestionably there, and helps us materially in regard

to the correct attribution of heavy London pence. I

have been unable to see the other specimen, which is in

Mr. Kashleigh's collection, and which weighs 35J grains.

8 Since writing, I have discovered a half-groat bearing the name of

"Richard, which appears to be partially altered to hSRRICf, and with

different reading from any published half-groat of Kichard II. The portrait

resembles the Henry IV half-groat (Hawkins, 323). This coin, which I

hope shortly to publish, tends to prove that even heavy half-groats were

struck bearing the name of Richard.
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The reverse of my coin affords a remarkable connecting

link with the first groat described in having, like that

coin, the unbarred N's in London, a most exceptional

feature after some of the early groats and half-groats of

Edward III. It appears strange at first sight that the

groats should continue to bear the name of Kichard,

while the half-groats have that of Henry, but I think it

may be accounted for by the fact that the engraver

probably copied mechanically the legend on a recent die

for the larger coins, while on that for the half-groat,

having no recent model to go by, he exercised more

thought. Possibly, also, the dies for the smaller coins

were made by another and more careful hand. We have

similar examples in the early coins of Edward VI,

numbers of which are now proved to bear his father's

name and even portrait, although a few of apparently the

same period have his own name and portrait.

The heavy pennies of the London mint are almost as

rare as the half-groats, and I can only trace three speci-

mens. The first in order is that described by Mr. Neck
in Num. Ghron., New. Ser. vol. xi. 108. It was from the

Highbury find, and reads * hedtRia'* D'* 68 Rflx s fiRGL * F.

There is a star with long pointed rays on the breast

which connects it with the heavy half-groat, and the

n's in London are of Lombardic character. The weight
is given as 17| grains. I am unable to say where this

coin now is. Another specimen, weighing 16^ grains, is

described in the Whitbourn Sale Catalogue (Lot 181),

and is the coin now in Mr. Bashleigh's collection. The

third specimen is now in my own collection, and is the

only specimen I have actually seen. It was formerly in

that of Mr. Neck's, and was also from the Highbury find.

It has since passed through the Webb (Lot 133) and
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Murdoch (Lot 318) collections and sales (see PI. XII. 7).

It weighs only 14 grains, but is clipped to almost the

middle of the lettering. It is, however, identical in

every respect with the penny first described, including

the star on the breast, and there can be no doubt of its

being a heavy penny, although Mr. Neck curiously put

it with the light pence owing to its weight. On the

reverse, a feature previously unnoticed, is an extra pellet

in the first and third quarters. The bust on this coin

has a small head with long thin neck and bushy hair

standing well away from the head, and it strongly

resembles that on the half-groat. Before leaving the

pennies I would call attention to the strong resemblance

to the penny (in Brit. Mus.) bearing the name of Eichard

shown on PL XIX. vol. iv., Num. Chron., Ser. IV., in con-

nection with my paper on the Coinage of Richard II.

This coin is extremely rare, and I am inclined to think

that it also was struck during the early part of the reign of

Henry IV. On a similar specimen in my own collection

I believe the star on the breast is to be detected, but it

is, unfortunately, too faintly struck to be quite certain on

the point. Were it otherwise the attribution to Henry IV

would be almost certainly correct.

Heavy pennies of the York Archiepiscopal mint were

known before any of London had been discovered, and

are considerably more numerous, although still very rare.

Specimens are known weighing fully 18 grains, but

although in mint state are usually so badly struck as to

be very imperfectly legible, while they are also mostly in

very poor condition. The dies, however, appear to have

been well engraved, and the coins differ in this respect

entirely from the later York pennies of Eichard II. The

heavy York pennies all have the French title, usually
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of exceptional length, as FRfina, or even FRfinaie(. The

bust resembles that on the London pennies in having the

neck thin and rather long, but the head is larger and is

more like that on the earlier coins of Kichard II, or even

of Edward III.

Halfpennies, which are all of the London Mint, are less

rare than any other denomination, either in gold or silver,

of the heavy coinage of Henry IV, although even these

are of considerable rarity. They were probably coined

in some quantity in consequence of the petition of the

Commons in 1402 for the relief of the poorer people,

which I have already quoted, and would possibly not now

be so rare as they actually are had their weight been

more accurately adjusted. It is, however, a curious fact

that they are almost all in excess of their proper weight,

often considerably so, specimens being known as heavy
as 11J grains. This caused them to be collected and

melted down "by goldsmiths and others,"
10 as we find

penalties enacted against such proceedings.

They vary considerably in character. The first variety

to notice, which is perhaps the most numerous, has a

rather large bust, with short neck and shoulders detached

from the inner circle. They usually read hQRRia, or

rarely hetriRiavs . RSX sn6L, or 7^RSLie(, while some read

7XHSL F. There are some rare halfpennies bearing the

name of Kichard which exactly resemble these Henry

halfpennies, and which, I am of opinion, were in all proba-

bility coined during the reign of Henry IV. They also

are usually of excessive weight (my specimen weighs
11j grains, although worn), which is seldom the case with

the ordinary Kichard II halfpennies.

10
Wylie, vol. i. p. 299.
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Another variety has an annulet at each side of the

neck (see PI. XII. 11), of which there was a specimen in

the Montagu collection from the Highbury find. The

bust is smaller than on the first type alluded to, and is

also detached from the inner circle. A specimen in my
own collection, from that of Mr. Longstaffe, is of different

character from the other two (see PI. XII. 10), the letters

are unusually large and well formed, and the words are

divided by double pellet stops instead of the usual saltires.

The initial cross pattee is also unusually large. It weighs
9 grains, although somewhat worn.

A heavy farthing was unknown to Hawkins or to

Mr. Neck, but what is described as one appears in the

sale catalogue of the Montagu collection (Lot 486). As

I have not seen the coin and cannot trace it, I will quote

the catalogue description, which, I believe, is practically

that of Mr. Montagu himself.

Obv. + hSftRia RSX AftSU. Head crowned, facing ;

mint-mark cross.

Rev. CUVITfiS LOftDOn,. Cross with pellets.

Wt. 41 grs. From the Churchill Babington
Collection.

Apart from the weight, which may possibly be due to

accident, the obverse legend would rather suggest its

being a farthing of Henry VI. We may, however, safely

infer from the answer to the Commons' petition in 1402

that farthings were coined to some extent, and perhaps

this is one of them. I have myself a curious farthing,

reading >k RiafiRD : R9X : TmSLiQ, weighing 7 grains, which,

owing to its excessive weight and unusual character,

resembling somewhat the halfpenny with double pellet

stops, I should be inclined to think may be of the reign
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of Henry IV, but in the case of farthings there is less to

help to a definite conclusion than with larger coins.

I have now exhausted so far as I am able the subject

of the heavy coinage, and I trust it may not be without

useful results. Personally, I feel quite convinced that

most, if not all, of the coins of the peculiar type that I

have described bearing the name of Eichard are actually

to be attributed to the reign of Henry IV, and I hope
that the reasons I have given may commend themselves

to acceptance by the Society. If I shall have been the

means of discovering the heavy groat of Henry IV, I

shall feel that I have accomplished something of value

to the cause of numismatic science, and assisted in filling

up the now very few remaining blanks in the sequence
of the mediaeval series of English coins. I may here add

that I consider it highly probable that some of the late

nobles bearing the name of Kichard also belong to

Henry IV, but in their case the reasons are not quite so

strong, for although in the 19th and 20th year of

Richard II the amount of silver recorded to have been

coined amounted to only 149 7s. 9d., the amount of

gold coined during the same year was 536 13s. 3d.,

making it much more probable that we have gold coins

of this issue remaining than silver.

THE NEW OK LIGHT COINAGE.

The early chroniclers, including Grafton, Holinshed,

and Stow, all record as a remarkable event that in the

thirteenth year of his reign Henry IV reduced the weight
of the coins of both gold and silver, and subsequent
writers have all accepted and quoted the statement as
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not being one about which any question ever had been

or could be raised. Recently, however, a suggestion has

been made that the reduction in weight must have

taken place at a considerably earlier date than the

hitherto accepted one. I therefore think it desirable to

give somewhat fully the reasons which, to me, appeal-

conclusive as to the fallacy of this theory.

In the History of England under Henry IV, by
James Hamilton Wylie, vol. iv. p. 43, we read, under

the date 1411,
"
In spite of stringent prohibitions,

large numbers of English gold nobles had found their

way to Denmark and other countries through the

operations of the Hansers
;
and inasmuch as France,

Flanders, Scotland, Denmark, Germany, and the Teutonic

Order had all recently debased their coinage, the Council

now resolved to try the effect of a similar policy in

England, according to the current maxim,
'

Money

changeth oft in price, after that the Prince will ordain.'
"

Holinshed's Chronicle, under heading An. Dom. 1412,

An. Beg. 13, states,
" This yeare the king abased the coines

of his gold and silver, causing the same to be currant in

this realme at such value as the others was valued before,

where indeed the noble was woorsse by four pence than

the former, and so likewise of the silver coines whereof he

appointed to be currant after the same rate." Grafton

makes the same statement in almost the same words, but

under the year 1411. The difference in the year is

accounted for by the fact that the Parliament, in which

the statute was passed putting into force the decision of

the Council, assembled at Westminster on November 3,

and terminated its sittings on December 19, 1411.11

11
Wylie, vol. iv. p. 50.
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The words of the statute are as follows :

"
Item, because

of the great scarcity of money at this time withiu the

realm of England, and because of other mischiefs and

causes manifest, by the advice and consent of the Lords

spiritual and temporal, and at the request of the

Commons, it is ordained and assented, that the master of

the Mint in the Tower of London shall make of every

pound of gold, of the weight of the Tower, fifty nobles

of gold, and of the same pound and weight of silver thirty

shillings of sterlings ;
so that this gold and silver shall

be of as good allay as the old money, as well within the

town of Calais as in the tower of London. And in like

manner shall be made all other kinds of money, which

were wont to be made in ancient times by Royal authority

and grant.

"The said ordnance to commence from Easter next

coming, and to continue to the end of two years. Pro-

vided always, that if at the end of the said two years it

appeareth that the said ordnance is contrary to the good
and profit of the king and his realm, that then the said

ordnance shall utterly cease. And that the king, by
the advice of the council, will renew, reform, and amend

the same, for the good and profit of himself and of his

realm, as may be necessary in the case, this ordnance

notwithstanding."
12

This ordinance, therefore, although passed in 1411,

did not actually come into force until Easter, 1412. Its

effect was to reduce the weight of the noble to 108 grains

from 120, and that of the groat from 72 grains to 60

grains, the smaller denominations of both metals follow-

ing in proportion.

12
Ending, vol. i. pp. 254, 255.
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The new coinage was taken in hand without delay,
13

On May 6, 1412 (Pat. 13 H. IV. 2, 27), Thomas Drayton
was appointed Assayer of the Tower Mint, and on

September 22 an order was issued requiring Henry
Somer, as Warden of the Mint, to secure moneyers and

die-engravers for the work. English silver was procured

from the mines of Derbyshire, Devon, Cornwall, and

Somerset, but the chief supply of the precious metals

came from the Hansers, who imported gold and silver in

bars, logs, and wedges from Hungary, Bohemia, and the

Tyrol. The bullion was brought in plate or in bars to

the King's Change in Lombard Street, to Serves Tower

in Bucklersbury, or to the Old Change near St. Paul's,

to be sold outright or coined into money, the King in

either case taking a considerable royalty from the trans-

action.
14

Altogether, the business of the new coinage

appears to have been so profitable that, owing to the

reduction in weight of the coins, together with the

seizing of forfeited money, etc., the king found himself

in a very satisfactory financial position, notwithstanding

that no tax (i.e. no tenths or fifteenths) was granted to

him by the Parliament of 14 II. 15 As we have seen in

connection with the heavy coinage, no bullion is recorded

in the Mint accounts given by Kuding to have been

supplied to the London Mint after Henry's sixth year

until his fourteenth year (when the statute of 1411 came

into force). Then we find recorded the large amounts of

3612 5s. of silver and 7329 7s. of gold. When we

consider that for this one year alone the quantity of

bullion coined far exceeds that recorded for the whole

reign of Eichard II, together with the previous portion

13
Wylie, vol. iv. p. 47. 14 Ibid.

15
Ruding, vol. ii. p. 255, quoting Parliamentary History, vol. ii. p. 122.
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of that of Henry IV, we can understand that the new

coinage of 1412 was comparatively very considerable,

and we find it somewhat difficult to account in a satis-

factory manner for the great rarity of almost all the coins

hitherto attributed to it. I have, I venture to hope, been

able to show satisfactorily that the historical evidence is

conclusive as to the reduction in weight of the coins

having taken place in 1412, and not before, and that it

was due to the statute of the Parliament of 1411 (specially

summoned for the purpose) coming into force after Easter,

1412.

As we have seen, there is evidence that the work was

vigorously taken in hand in May, and although Henry

only lived for about ten months after (i.e. till March 19,

1413), there can be little doubt but that, owing to the

urgency and importance of the work, all the bullion

delivered, and possibly more, was coined into money
before his death, and I believe that we really have more

light coins of Henry IV than used formerly to be sup-

posed. Although I shall not be able to go quite as far

as Mr. Lawrence, I shall, I think, be able to give reasons

for accepting to some extent his conclusions, although on

entirely different grounds from those on which he bases

them. We have examples in the cases of both Henry VI

during his short restoration, and of the still shorter reign
of Edward V, of how comparatively large a coinage is

possible in a much briefer period than that comprised
between May, 1412, and the death of Henry IV. The

light groats of Henry VI are far less rare than the groats

of Henry IV of the recognized type with the Eoman N
in London, while those struck in the name of Edward V
are hardly more rare than the latter, although probably
all struck within a period of less than three months. It
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may be admitted that several causes contributed to the

disappearance of a large quantity of the coinage of

1412-13. Wylie says (vol. iv. p. 46) under 1412, "Still

the intrinsic value of English coins was found to be

too high when compared with that of foreign countries.

The beautiful nobles and sterlings not only fell a prey
to clippers and hurters, but they were melted down
or taken out of the country in barrels to be replaced

by lushburghs and galyhalfpennies, and Italian, Scotch,

and Flemish counterfeits." Notwithstanding all this,

however, I venture, in agreement with Mr. Lawrence

(although on different grounds), to submit that it is

not only possible but most probable that some at least

of the coins which have been attributed to the earliest

issues of Henry V are really part of the coinage of

1412-13. It is remarkable that amongst the rare

silver coins of the light issue having the Eoman N in

London, there are so many varieties, and I think this

suggests the probability of the dies being the work of a

number of different engravers. If this be so, it is quite

possible that the dies of the so-called transitional or early

Henry V coins are merely the work of another set of

engravers working at the same time, or shortly after, on

the coinage in question. The light groats with the

Eoman N all strongly resemble, as regards the king's

bust, the heavy groats bearing the name of Eichard

which I attribute to Henry IV,
16 and it may well be that

they are quite the earliest struck of the light coins, while

their special rarity may be accounted for by the proba-

bility of very few of this type having been struck. The

die-engravers at first probably followed to a large extent

16 I except the groat with the crescent, which I consider the earliest.
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the style and character of the last dies that had been in

use, but as the work proceeded a new and more original

type may have been thought desirable to distinguish the

most important coinage since the reign of Edward III.

The slipped trefoil is a well-known mark never wanting,

in some position, on the Roman N groats and coins of

other denominations corresponding with them above the

value of halfpence, but there are two other marks, viz.

the annulet and pellet, which in like manner are never

wanting at the sides or over the crown on all silver coins

except halfpence of the London Mint. These latter

marks are also found on some coins of a distinctly different

style, which I believe also belong to Henry IV. I also

believe that the annulet and pellet are marks which are

found on his coins only.

Having indicated the view which a careful study of

the question has led me to take, I propose now to deal

with the light coinage in detail, as I did with the heavy

coinage ;
but as the silver coins appear to me to afford

the real key to the correct classification of the light

coinage, I will reverse the usual order and take them

before the gold.

One of the earliest, as I believe, of the light groats

is one that appears in the plates of Withy and Kyall

(PL VIII. 3), a source which, I am aware, has been

discredited by some, including Mr. Neck, but time has

shown that these earlier authorities were not so incorrect

in regard to some of the coins they illustrated as has been

supposed. I myself have a specimen of the groat in

question (see PI. XIII. 1), which differs in the reading
from what Mr. Neck stated to be the invariable style for

Henry IV. It may be described as follows :

VOL. V., SERIES IV. T
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Obv. * heUlRia'* D6(l g SRfi'x RQX Z TXPISL'* 5
Bust of the king, with indication of drapery ;

slipped trefoil on breast
;
annulet to left, pellet

to right of crown
;
ten arches to the tressure.

Rev. * POSVI ^ oavrn s ADivTOReun s msvm * CUVITTXS

LOHDOH. Usual cross and pellets.

Wt. 57|- grs.

This coin so very closely resembles one bearing the

name of Richard in my collection that I consider it a

valuable connecting link in support of my theory regard-

ing the heavy groats. The portrait is almost identical,

and there is an exact correspondence as to the crown and

hair, the latter in both cases standing far away from the

head. The indication of drapery on the bust is also

practically the same, while the obverse reading of D6U and

7m<3L'* (which is unlike that on any other light groats

of Henry IV), completes the resemblance. The tressure

of ten arches instead of the usual nine is a peculiarity

found neither on the Richard groats nor on those (which

I assume to be subsequent) of Henry with the Roman -N.

Another of the earliest light groats is that previously

referred to as having been in the Lawrence Collection,

from a die on which RltffiRD has been altered to fiSriRia.

This groat reads finxoLlQ only, and omits the French title.

A third variety which I should also place amongst the

earliest of the light groats is one in the National

Collection (see PL XIII. 2). It very closely resembles

the first coin described, and has most of the characteristics

of the groats bearing the name of Richard. It omits,

however, the French title, and reads, * MftRlcc* D6U %

6R7VxR3X SfinxSLiec. It has the usual annulet and pellet

at the sides of the crown, but the latter is on the left

and the former on the right side. The reverse has
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the Roman N in London. A similar coin was in the

Montagu collection (Lot 487 in sale Catalogue), having
been previously in those of Mr. Bergne and Mr. Brice.

The more ordinary type of the groats with the Roman

N has a very peculiar and unmistakable bust of the

king, who has an expression strongly suggestive of a

leer. The hair is thin, and stands well away from the

head, which is generally slightly inclined to the right ;

an annulet and pellet are always at the sides or over the

crown, and a slipped trefoil usually takes the place of

the fleur on the point of the cusp of the tressure on the

breast. There is also almost always a slipped trefoil in

the obverse and reverse legends. These groats all read,

Obv. ^fiecriRicc* DIS SRTV* RSX* TxriSLia ^ 2 FRAna, or in one

instance FRfiriC(ie(. The slipped trefoil in the obverse

legend is usually after FR7mc( (see PI. XIII. 3), and on

the reverse after POSVl. I have an example, however,

where it is after cdVlTfiS instead. To follow what I

believe to be the regular sequence (if, indeed, all are not

contemporary or nearly so), we find a groat with an

obverse exactly similar to the last, but on the reverse of

which four new features are noticeable, viz. the initial

cross pattee is thicker, and has a sunk circle in the centre,
17

there is a quatrefoil instead of the slipped trefoil after

POSVl, and the legend reads fiDiVTORS instead of RSm,

and the Lombardic n is used in London. A splendid

specimen of this coin was in the Montagu collection

(Lot 489 in sale Catalogue) and was previously in the

Shepherd and Webb collections. There is one also in

the National Collection (see PI. XIII. 6), and I myself
have another. This groat is probably a mule, but the

7 This must not be mistaken for the pierced cross of later years,
from which it entirely differs.

T2
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fact of three other examples at least being traceable

suggests that different dies were in use to some consider-

able extent simultaneously. Proceeding a step further,

we find certain very rare groats,
18 with a reverse identical

with the last coin, and with an obverse corresponding to

the reverse in all its characteristics, including the peculiar

initial cross pattee with sunk circle in centre, the

lettering, and a quatrefoil after hSnma. The bust is

equally peculiar in character with that on the Roman N
groats, although quite of a different type. The face,

crown, and hair are larger, and the neck and shoulders

short and thick. The features are emaciated and very

unpleasing. I must admit that the groats of this type
omit the marks of the annulet and pellet at the sides

of the crown, which at first sight appears to be a missing

link, but this is supplied by finding them on a half-groat

and penny of exactly similar character, to which allusion

will be made later. A further variety of groat has the

bust more like the ordinary Henry V type, but retains

the initial cross pattee with sunk circle in some instances,

while in other cases it becomes a plain cross, but still with

the sunk circle, and not pierced. It may, perhaps, be

well here to say that, in my opinion, the mullet was

adopted as the distinguishing mark on all coins struck

after the death of Henry IY, and that all those with

either the mullet on the breast or at the side of the

crown belong to Henry Y. It is a mark that we find on

all his coins up to almost, if not quite, the end of his

reign, and I think it may practically be considered as

his special badge for monetary purposes. It may at first

18 These groats have been alluded to in a paper by Mr. L. A. Lawrence

in the present volume of the Num. Citron., which, however, appeared
after this paper was written.
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sight be considered unsafe to take up this position, seeing

that several coins on which the mullet is found are

known of the unmistakable character associated with

the undisputed coins of Henry IV. I venture, however,

to suggest that there is a very easy and obvious explana-

tion of this apparent difficulty. In the case of the groat

from the Lawrence Collection (Lot 304 in sale Catalogue)

see Num. Chron., Ser. IV. vol. v. PI. V. 71 should

without hesitation say that it was struck from a die of

Henry IV converted into one of his successor by the

simple expedient of punching a mullet on the shoulder.

In the same manner* in the case of pennies there would

be no difficulty in punching a mullet over the pellet at

side of crown. I have two varieties of pennies upon which

I believe it to be quite possible to trace this process,

owing to want of exactness in its execution. Coins of

this peculiar combination type are extremely rare, which

I think is in my favour, as it would point to their being

only hastily struck at quite the beginning of Henry V's

reign ; perhaps the dies were merely used to complete the

coinage of the bullion then in hand, for, according to the

Mint accounts (which may possibly be incomplete) given
in Kuding, no bullion was brought to the Mint for

coinage after the death of Henry IV until the fifth year
of Henry V.

Light half-groats of Henry IV are, like those of the

heavy coinage, excessively rare. When Mr. Neck wrote

(in 1871) one only was known, and this had appeared for

the first time at the sale of the Lindsay collection;

afterwards it passed through the Robinson and Montagu
collections, and is now in my own cabinet. This coin

reads on the obverse ^ hediRicr* D6UB6R7X' RSX TmetL'ss* F.

The bust is not unlike that on the heavy half-groat, but
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has a slipped trefoil on the breast, and a pellet at each side

of the crown. Eev. * POSVI * DSV fiDlVT* ORSmm CUVlTfiS

LO n,DO ft. A slipped trefoil upside down has been pre-

viously the name given to the object after fiDiVT, but I

am inclined to think that it is simply a saltire stop not

quite perfectly struck. The ft's in London, it will be

noticed, are Lombardic, and the pellets are joined.

Another very similar in the Lawrence collection (312 in

Catalogue) reads RDiVTOReun JT16V, and has a trefoil after

London. A third specimen of the same type which was

pierced came under my notice a short time since,
19 but

so far these are, I believe, the only three known of this

earliest variety of the light half-groat. A half-groat

described by Mr. Neck (Num. Chron., New Ser. vol. xi.

PL III. 11) as of Henry V, which no doubt it is,
20

has the reverse from a die of a Henry IV half-groat with

the Koman N in London. This is the only evidence,

so far, of half-groats with the Roman N having been

struck. Another variety of half-groat of Henry IV is

that described in No. 491 of the Montagu Sale Catalogue.

The obverse reads as the first half-groat described, but

the bust is different, and more resembles the peculiar

type of that on the groats with the Eoman N to which I

have alluded. It has the slipped trefoil on the breast

and a pellet on each side of crown. The reverse legend

has no initial cross, and reads ADIVTORS MS. There is no

mark after POSVI or elsewhere, and the lettering is more

after the character of that on the variety of groats that I

claim to belong to Henry IV, although hitherto they

19 This coin is now in the possession of Mr. Lawrence, to whom I am
indebted for the loan of it for the purpose of the list at the end of this

paper.
20 It has the broken annulet on obverse. The annulet on coins I

attribute to Henry IV is complete.
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have been usually given with more or less certainty to

his successor. The coin in question is the only one of its

type that I have seen. It was in the Webb (Lot 124),

Montagu (Lot 491), and Murdoch (Lot 317) collections.

It is now in my own. The last half-groat to describe is

the one which I mentioned in connection with the groats.

It has the different type of bust with emaciated features,

but it has the thick cross pattee with sunk circle dividing

the legend, and the annulet and pellet at either side of

the crown. The inscriptions on both obverse and reverse

are the same as on the previous coin. There is a saltire

stop after POSVl, but no special mark there or elsewhere

on the reverse. I have only seen one coin of this type.

Another very similar half-groat in my collection may

belong to Henry IV, but as it is entirely without any

distinguishing mark (the initial cross being defaced)

nothing definite can be made of it.

Light pennies, although all very rare, afford more

varieties than half-groats. They were issued not only

from the Tower Mint, but from the Episcopal Mints

of Durham and York. To begin with those of London, the

earliest variety, I believe, is one reading ^ hSRRia'x

Dl'* SRA'" R3X " fiftGL, with a bust much resembling that of

Edward III and Eichard II. It has a trefoil on the

breast and an annulet and pellet at the sides of the

crown. The reverse has the Koman N in London. The

obverse of this coin is practically identical with Hawkins

No. 326, save for the mullet at one side of crown. I

strongly suspect this latter coin to be from a Henry IV
obverse die altered to one of Henry V by the punching of a

mullet over the pellet in the manner I have previously

suggested. In the description of this coin an annulet is

stated to be on one side of the head, although the figure
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in the plate shows a mullet on each side. The description

is, no doubt, correct, as it agrees with that in the Montagu
Sale Catalogue, where the same coin appears (Lot 493).

The next coin to notice has a rather different type of

bust, with the hair standing away from the head in an

exaggerated degree, the neck appears slightly bent, and

the head inclines slightly to the left, a peculiarity also

noticeable on some of the groats and halfpence (see

PI. XIII. 8.) This coin reads * hetfimas Rx s Tmsus.

The bust shows distinct indications of drapery, There is

a trefoil on the breast, and an annulet to the left and

a pellet to the right of the crown. The reverse has the

Roman N in London, and a slipped trefoil before CUVlTfiS.

I have another penny with the obverse apparently from

the same die after the pellet to the right of the crown had

been changed to a mullet (see PI. XIII. 9). The reverse

of this latter coin is from what I consider an early Henry Y
die, and it is in that case another example of the conver-

sion of a Henry IV obverse die for use after the accession

of Henry Y. Mr. Neck was rather puzzled by a similar

coin in the collection of the late Mr. Longstaffe (Num.

Chron., New Ser. vol. xi. p. 115), and while hesitating to

give it to Henry IY, says that he is unable to assign it to

Henry Y. The condition of the coin he saw (and which

I have seen) induced him to believe that the object on

the breast was a quatrefoil, but on my specimen (which

is identical with the Longstaffe coin) it is distinctly a

trefoil. The two varieties of London pence described

exhaust the list of those given by Hawkins and other

authorities to Henry IY, but if my theory of attributing

to him all coins with the annulet and pellet at the side of

the crown be correct, I am able to give a third variety.

A specimen of this coin from the Highbury find is in the
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National Collection (see PI. XIII. 15), and may be described

as follows : Mint-mark cross pattee with circular sinking in

centre, heoiRicr* or* GRTV* Re(x*7m6L. Short thick bust

very much of the character of that of the groat described

with similar mint-mark
;
annulet to left, pellet to right of

crown. Rev. cdVlTfiS o Lonoori. Annulet before and Lom-

bardic ft in London. The pellets are very close together,

as on nearly all coins of Henry IY. This penny is

extremely rare, and I have only seen three specimens,

one of which (Lawrence Sale Catalogue 316) is slightly

varied in the bust, which has a longer neck. I have

a penny of which tjie obverse is apparently from the

same die as the latter coin after it had been converted

into a Henry V die by the alteration of the pellet into a

mullet. I may here note that this alteration (as I

believe it to be) is in every case to be detected by
the irregularity of the mullet, which never has the five

points equally spaced out, whereas this irregularity is

never found on coins from regular Henry V dies, where

the mullet is always perfectly formed.

With the new coinage the Episcopal Mint of Durham,
under the moneyer Mulkin of Florence, recommenced

work, after having been apparently inactive since the

early part of the reign of Eichard II. The pennies now

struck of Henry IV are of great rarity ;
the best-known

and probably best-preserved specimen being that formerly

in the Longstaffe collection, and illustrated in connection

with Mr. Neck's paper (Num. Chron., New Ser. vol. xi. pi.

in.). It reads * hSRRiavs'* R6(X * fiftSLia, and has a slipped

trefoil on the breast. Rev. CdVlTfiS DVnOLm'(seePl.XIII.

12). Pellets very close together. There are no varieties :

the coin in the British Museum which reads DVftVltf has,

I believe, been altered as regards the last three letters.
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The Archiepiscopal Mint of York, so prolific during the

reign of Richard II and to a certain extent active during

that of Henry IV previous to the issue of the light

coinage, now struck pennies closely corresponding in

character with those of London and Durham. They differ

from the heavy York pennies in the omission of the French

title, which always appears more or less fully on the latter.

The light pennies read hetfima'o Rx*nn6Lie[. There

is an annulet on the breast in place of the trefoil found

on those of London and Durham, and an annulet after

hSftRia. The hair stands very conspicuously away from

the head. Rev. OCUVITRS e(BOR7\ai. One annulet before

QIVI and two before SBORfiCU, quatrefoil enclosing pellet

in centre of cross. These pennies, which are very rare

(more so, I believe, than the heavy pence), are from well-

executed dies, although I have seen one or two of coarser

execution. There is no specimen in the National

Collection (see PI. XIII. 11).

The halfpence of the light coinage are in some cases

so nearly like those of the heavy that it is not always

easy to determine to which they belong, owing to the

weight being so often an unreliable guide. It would,

however, appear that those struck from dies made for the

light coinage usually, if not always, read RQX fiftSLiQ in

place of the RQX TmSL or 7\nSL F of the heavy halfpence.

One variety reading fin<3Lie( has the head posed very

decidedly to the left, and as this peculiarity is also

noticeable on most of the groats and pennies, it would

appear to have been a feature intentionally aimed at by
a certain set of die engravers, and the coins on which it

occurs may safely be classed as of the same issue. Other

halfpence which from their weight should belong to the

new coinage have the head large and detached from the
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inner circle, while some have an annulet at each side of

the bust, as on some heavy halfpence. These latter,

I think, were probably struck from some of the old heavy
dies on light flans. Halfpence of the heavy coinage

are much less rare than any other denominations, and

were probably coined in some quantity, which may
account for dies being available for use for the light

coinage. A light halfpenny described by Hawkins as in

the Neck collection, and having a large mullet to the

right and a pellet to the left of crown, is in my opinion

another example of an altered die. I have a specimen
of this coin (probably the original one referred to), and

to me the conversion of a pellet into the mullet is .quite

evident, and was apparently done with the same punch
used for altering the dies of the pence. The die of the

halfpenny in question had originally a pellet at each side

of the crown, but, unlike the case of the pennies, I have

found no halfpenny struck from the unaltered die.

I have, however, a very similar halfpenny with a cross

pattee mint-mark, and annulets at the sides of the crown

which are unbroken, and which I ascribe to Henry IV.

One farthing alone has so far been ascribed to the light

coinage of Henry IV. Its weight is given as 3| grains.

It was from the Highbury find, and has passed through
the Neck, Webb (Lot 120), and Montagu (Lot 496) collec-

tions. It is illustrated in Num. Chron., N.S., vol. xi. pi.

iii., and reads on the observe, * hsnma RQX TmsL. Large
head without neck or shoulders. Rev. mviTfiS LOIDOI.

Koman N's were evidently intended, but the available

space was not sufficient. No halfpence, as far as I am
aware, have the Koman N, which makes its use on the

farthing especially remarkable.
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THE GOLD ISSUE OP THE NEW OR LIGHT COINAGE.

Although in the usual order it would come first, I felt

that my theories on certain points would be made more

clear by the consideration of the new gold coinage after

that of the silver. The new nobles have a character

quite distinct from any that had preceded them, enabling

them to be readily detected at a glance by any one familiar

with their appearance. The king's figure has a pose full

of grace and vigour, and the workmanship is careful and

artistic in a high degree. Unfortunately, however, these

nobles appear to have been so hurriedly or carelessly

struck, that a really fine and well-struck coin is of

considerable rarity, although generally, I believe, the

ordinary specimens are much less rare than they have

the reputation for being. The Mint accounts given by

Kuding for the fourteenth and fifteenth year of this

reign state 7329 7s. as the amount of gold coined, or

more than double the quantity of silver for the same

period. As was usually the case, and as the coins them-

selves in this instance testify, the bulk of this amount of

gold was coined into nobles, and the result is that to-day

they are (halfpence alone excepted) probably the least

rare of the coins of Henry IV. They usually read

hanRicr* DI s SRA * Rax x AH6L'* i * FR/mcr* oris s hie'x i A

or fiQ. There are always three lis only in the French

arms, and a trefoil is always, and an annulet usually, to

be found on the side of the ship, although not always in

the same relative positions. In one instance (in Brit.

Mus.) the annulet, instead of being on the side of the ship,

is at the side of the masthead (see PI. XII. 1). It will

be noticed on examination that on some of the light nobles
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the turrets at the stern and prow of the ship are finished

round the top with regular architectural battlements, as

on the heavy nobles of this and previous reigns, but on

others a variation is introduced by having ball terminals

at the angles or at intervals on a straight rail or line.

The reverse of these nobles has the same inscription

and design as all previous nobles, with the cross pattee

mint-mark. The slipped trefoil is, however, introduced

in the field at the head of the lion in either the second,

third, or fourth quarter. A pellet is usually, although

not always, found behind the h in the central panel of

the cross, which may. perhaps correspond with the pellet

so conspicuous on the silver coins in conjunction with

the annulet. The varieties of this type of light noble

are few. I have one with a slipped trefoil at the end of

the reverse legend, which is so far unpublished, and Mr.

Lawrence has told me of one with annulet stops instead of

the usual saltires. The remarkable noble of this type,

weighing IIS'5 grains, to which I alluded in connection

with the heavy coinage, I think must have been struck

in error on a heavy flan from one of the new dies, as it

has all the special marks and characteristics of the light

nobles. 21 The foregoing comprise all the varieties of the

type of nobles hitherto given to the light coinage of Henry
IV, but, following out the same principle that I applied

to the silver coinage, I propose to assign to him (on the

same grounds) another variety of noble. This coin has

the figure of the king very similar to that on the nobles

of Henry V, which it also resembles in the omission of

the Aquitaine title. My reasons for attributing it to

21 This coin has the slipped trefoil above the lion's tail in the second

quarter.
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Henry IV are that it has his mark of the annulet on the

ship's rudder, and that it has no mullet (the special mark,

as I believe, of Henry Y), at the sword-arm or elsewhere.

It also has the peculiar cross pattee, with circular sinking

in the centre, >J< at the commencement of the reverse

legend, which, from the evidence of some of the silver

coins, there is strong reason for considering one of the

special marks of Henry IV. I may here say that the

annulet on all the coins which I have attributed to

this reign is always a complete circle, and quite distinct

from the " broken annulet
"

of the Henry V coins. In

fact, I think it probable that the latter was a mark

adopted as a distinguishing variation from the former on

the first coins of Henry V. On the last-mentioned variety

of noble there is a quatrefoil above the sail of the ship.

This mark, it is true, is continued by Henry V, but on a

heavy noble of Henry IV in the collection of Sir John

Evans the object at the tail of the lion in the second

quarter which (in following Kenyon) I have described

as a cross, may with equal accuracy be called a quatre-

foil, which it probably is. If this be the case, it would

give additional reason for assuming that certain light gold

and silver coins with the quatrefoil belong to Henry IV.

Light half-nobles are extremely rare, four specimens

only being at present known, of which three are in the

collection of Sir John Evans, while the fourth belongs

to Christ Church, Oxford. The last coin I have not

seen, but the others resemble exactly the first type of

light nobles in all their special characteristics. All

have both the slipped trefoil and the annulet on the

ship's side, and the slipped trefoil in one quarter of the

reverse. The three specimens in the collection of Sir

John Evans have it in the first, second, and third quarter
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respectively. The turrets at prow and stern of the ship

are in all three cases battlemented, and not finished with

ball terminals, as on some nobles. A half-noble in the

National Collection has an annulet and pellet on either

side of the top limb of the reverse cross, which, in

accordance with my theory, would place it with those

coins which I have ventured to add to those already

admitted to belong to Henry IV. The obverse of the

coin in question has a mullet over the shield, which

shows it to be from a die, either made for, or altered into

one for, the coinage of Henry V.

Quarter-nobles of tjie light coinage afford more variety

than either the nobles or half-nobles. They are very

rare, but almost every specimen appears to differ in some

more or less important detail from the others. Perhaps
the most remarkable feature of some specimens is the

return in the French arms to the " ancient
"

form, or

seme de lis type. This is specially curious, seeing that

on several specimens of the heavy noble, and even on

heavy quarter-nobles, the arms of France with three lis

only had been introduced. Kenyon states that nearly

all specimens of light quarter-nobles have the French

arms, seme de lis, but in this respect I think he is not

quite correct. I myself have two quarter-nobles with

three lis only, and there are, or were, specimens not only
in the National Collection, but also in the Montagu
and (I believe) Lawrence collections. No. 1 in Kenyon

(quoted from Kuding) I should believe to be a heavy

quarter-noble probably reduced in weight by wear. All

the undoubtedly light quarter-nobles read ^ hSRRlcc*

(or hemmavs) D, DI or oeu s 6Rn % RSX $ TmeL, the French

title never appearing in any form. The shield is usually

surmounted by a lis, and has a slipped trefoil with
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annulet beneath on either side. I have an unpublished

example where the annulets are omitted. Another

exceptional coin in the National Collection which reads

hetriRiavs s D s SRfi omits not only the lis over the shield,

but the trefoils and annulets as well. On the reverse of

all there is a lis in the centre of the cross, and on one

example (formerly in the Lawrence collection) there is

a slipped trefoil at the end of the reverse legend. This

coin as well as the noble with the same characteristic to

which I have before referred are both unpublished and

possibly unique.

I have in my collection a curious quarter-noble that

I am inclined to attribute to the class of coins which I

consider should be added to those hitherto given to

Henry IV. It is of rather rough work, and the legend
is somewhat blundered. It reads : Olv. * hariRia * Deu *

<3Rfi * RSX * TxnsQL. The stops are rather large single

crosses or quatrefoils, and there is one saltire-wise over

the shield. Eev. * axfii_T7\BiTVR * ins SLORifiD *. Quatre-

foil (or possibly trefoil) saltirewise after first word a lis

in centre of cross. This coin may belong to either

Henry IV or Henry V, as neither the annulet of the

former nor the mullet of the latter appear upon it.

To summarize my views and suggestions in regard to

the light coinage as briefly as possible, I will conclude

with the following remarks. Having regard to the

comparatively large amount of both gold and silver

recorded to have been coined during the year 1412-13,

and to the historical evidence of the vigour with which

the new coinage was undertaken, it appears reasonable to

suppose that not only the coins hitherto allowed without

dispute to Henry IV belong to this coinage, but also

certain other coins of a rather different type and character,
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but which retain as special marks the annulet and

pellet (or the annulet alone) which are such invariable

characteristics of his undisputed light coins. The

annulet on all coins attributable to Henry IV is a

complete circle (not broken), and is thus found on all

the coins to which I have referred.22 The mullet I

believe to be the special mark adopted for the first coins

of Henry Y, and where it is found on coins struck from

undoubtedly Henry IV dies it has been punched on to

them to convert them into dies for Henry V, a simple

proceeding which I believe can be fairly well detected

on the smaller coins wkere it has been punched over a

pellet.
23 In connection with the annulet and pellet, I

forgot previously to mention that I think it possible

that the peculiar cross pattee with the sunk circle in the

centre may be intended to embody these symbols. The

effect is that of a pellet within a circle.

Following this paper, I have given a detailed list of

all the varieties which I have been able to trace, pub-
lished and unpublished, of the coins of Henry IV in each

denomination of both the heavy and light coinages.

FBEDK. A. WALTERS.

!3

Unfortunately, the annulet on the penny in the National Collection,
illustrated on PI. XIII. 15, has a slight injury on one side, owing either

to imperfect striking or to a subsequent blow, which might make it

appear to be "
broken," but an exactly similar coin in my own collection,

although more worn, shows the annulet quite complete.
23 In accordance with this theory, I believe that all early groats with

the name of Henry, but on which the annulet docs not appear may, with

every probability, be ascribed to Henry IV. I should also ascribe to him

any early half-groats on which neither the mullet nor the broken

annulet appear. On this principle we can account more satisfactorily
for the proportion of coins that might be expected to be still in existence

from so comparatively large a coinage as that of the last year of Henry IV.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. U
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GOLD HEAVY COINAGE.

LONDON NOBLES.

i. oiv. hariRicr* or* SRTT* RSX * 7\ri6L' s
DHS'*hlB*X AQ. French arms seme de lis;

three ropes from stern of ship, one from prow ;

crescent on rudder; ornaments, lis, lion, lis,

lion, lis, lion, lis.

ihcr* Twram K TRTmsiaris s PSR
ILLORVms IBfiT. Floriated cross, &c., as on

nobles of previous reigns, but with h in centre

panel with a pellet in the middle.

Wt.ll9grs. [PI. XI. 1.] M. B.

2. Ql)V. hedlRICC* Dl'x SRA'x R9X S 7\H6L^ S S FRAna'x D'*

hIB'S AQT. Three lis only in French arms;
crescent on rudder of ship ; ropes and orna-

ments to ship as before. The king's figure is

larger, and differs somewhat from No. 1.

Rev. As last, but CTlQDIVms ILLORV.

Wt. 1 1 9| grs. From the Marsham, Montagu,
Durlacher, and Murdoch Collections.

3. Obv hetnRicr* or* GRA z RQX $ TxnsL's i* FRTmcr* ofis

hlB'x I Z 7\QI x. Three lis only in French arms
;

ropes and ornaments to ship as before; bold

and finely posed figure of the king.

Rev.* ihcr* Twrecm K TR7^nsie(ns s PQR s meoivm s

ILLORVm Z I BAT. Small cross or quatrefoil at

side of crown in second quarter.

Wt. 118| grs. [PI. XL 7.]
Sir John Evans (Kenyon, No. 5).

This coin is of finer workmanship than the

others.

4. The noble shown in PI. III. 3 of Ruding, of which the

weight is given as 113 grs., although quoted

by Kenyon (No. 6), is, I consider, unreliable.

It has apparently most of the characteristics

of a noble of Henry V. The vague object at
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the king's wrist was probably a mullet,

although in the drawing it might be a lis, or

possibly a trefoil, but either of the latter are,

I think, very unlikely to have been on the
coin.

CALAIS NOBLES.

Obv. hSriRICr* Dl'* GRTT* RQX $ TmSL'* X * FR7\ft(X *

DftS * hi B'* X x fiQT. King in ship with flag at

stern
;
French arms on shield seme de lis

;

three ropes from stern and one from prow
small crown perpendicularly placed at stern

between rudder and inner beaded circle
; ship

ornaments, lis, lion, lis, lion, lis, lion, lis. The

king's figure exactly resembles No. I of the

London nobles.

Rev.* nice* Twrarn z TRnnsiaris z PQR z MQDIV z

I LLO R VJYi Z I BAT. Cross flory, <fcc., as on previous
nobles, with h in centre.

M. B. From the Shepherd and Montagu
Collections.

Wt. 119igrs. [PL XI. 2.]

2. Obv. hariRicr* or* <BRA'* RQX z nneL'* s *

DHS'* hi x X *
fiQ. King in ship, with flag at

stern; French arms have three lis only, but

arranged 4
*.

, and intended for seme de lis
;

T*
crown horizontally on ship's rudder ; ship
ornaments as last.

Rev. All as last.

Wt. I03i grs., but much clipped. [PI. XI. 5.]
Sir John Evans (Kenyon, No. 3, but there

imperfectly described).

3. Obv. hediRia . . . 7m<3L - s z FR/mcr* o 1
* MB'* x

Flag at stern of ship; French arms seme de

lis
;
crown placed horizontally on rudder of

ship ;
three ropes from stern, one from prow ;

ship ornaments, lion, lis, lion, lis, lion lis.

Rev. All as before.

Ruding, PI. I. 13.

U2
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LONDON HALF-NOBLES.

None, so far, discovered.

CALAIS HALF-NOBLE.

Obv hSnRICr* Dl'* 6'* R3X B 7m<3L'* X >< FRTm'* D'* hl'X

AQ. Three lis in French arms on shield, but

arranged 5\
, and intended for seme de lis

;

WNV

flag at stern
;
two ropes from stern, and two

(?)

from prow of ship ; ornaments, lion, lis, lion,

lis, lion, lis.

Rev. M.M. crown dividing legend, exactly similar to

that which on the nobles is at the stern of

the ship, nominee s us z in, s FVRORQ s TVO s

TCR6VfiS S met. Floriated cross, &c., with ?i in

centre.

Wt. 58| grs. [PL XI. 3.] Sir John Evans,
from the Shepherd, Montagu, and Murdoch
Collections unique .

LONDON QUARTER-NOBLES.

1. oiv.* hanmavs s DI' SRA'^ Maeu- s % FR7\n (Rax

omitted). French arms on shield seme de lis;

crescent over shield.

Rev. * QXfiLTfiBITVR * ins SLORI7Y. Usual floriated

cross with pellet in centre.

Wt. 30 grs. [PI. XI. 4.] Sir John Evans.

2. Obv. h ... I x (3R7V* RQX R 7\HSL x. Three lis only in

French arms, arranged in the ordinary form
;

crescent over shield.

Rev. As last, pellet in centre of cross.

Wt. 25 grs., but considerably clipped.

F. A. W.
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CALAIS QUARTER-NOBLE.

Obv. hetnmcr* or* SRTT* RQX s firi<3L'* s FRTT*. TSTo

initial cross to legend or emblem over shield
;

three lis in French arms arranged JJJ1
.

Rev. QXfiLTABITVR B in $ GLORIA S. M.M. crown (in

place of usual cross to legend), exactly similar

to that on the noble and half-noble. Floriated

cross with pellet in centre. [PI. XI. 6]

I attribute this quarter-noble to Calais, owing to the

crown mint-mark, which connects it unquestionably with

the noble and half-noble of that mint. It weighs only

25 grains, but is considerably worn. It is in the

National Collection, and is attributed by Kenyon to the

light coinage of Henry VI, which is obviously incorrect.

I myself have another specimen, weighing 27J grains,

although a piece is broken out of the edge.

SILVER HEAVY COINAGE.

GROATS.

These I believe to exist, although bearing the name

of Kichard II, and have already described them. That

having the crescent on the breast is so unmistakably

connected with some of the gold heavy coins of Henry
IV that I think there can be little doubt of its being his.

HALF-GROATS.

Obv. * hSRRICC* Dl'* <3R7V* RQX 3 TmSL'* X * F. Bust
with bushy hair, and differing from that of

Richard II; star of six long points on the

cusp of tressure on breast.

^ POSVI oecvm * ADivTORecm x mev aiVITAS

LONDON. Unbarred N's; usual cross and

pellets. [PL XII. 8.]
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Wt. 33 grs. F. A. W. (from the Willett,

Martin, Shepherd, Montagu, and Murdoch

Collections) ; figured in Hawkins, No. 323, but

imperfectly described and shown.

Mr. Rashleigh has the only other known

specimen, which weighs 35J grs.

LONDON PENNIES.

D'* S % Re(X Z firiGL'* F. Bust with

long, thin neck, and bushy, outstanding hair ;

star of six long points on breast.

Rev. CUVITfiS LOriDOn. Usual cross and pellets, with

an additional small pellet in first and third

quarter.

Wt. 17| grs. From the Highbury find and

Neck and Webb Collections.

I have an exactly similar penny also from the same

source and collections, but which, owing to clipping,

only weighs 14 grs. The description is from the latter

coin.

Mr. Kashleigh has a penny weighing 16J grs., which

is that described in Whitbourn's Sale Catalogue (Lot

181) as "of the London Mint, unique, and unpublished."

The three foregoing pennies are all that I can trace of

the heavy coinage. Hawkins mentions one reading

ARSLIQ, but gives no weight or other particulars. The

reading appears to be that of a light penny.

YORK PENNIES.

. ^ hecriRia s RQX x TmeL'* z $ FRAHCC or

J5et; t COVlTfiS QBORfiCU. Quatrefoil in centre of cross,

with pellet in the middle.

2. Obv.

Rev. As last. [PI. XII. 12.]
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Specimens are known weighing 18 grs. All have a

rather large head with thin neck and bushy hair, rather

resembling some late pence of Edward III.

HALFPENNIES.

l t Obv. * heCRRiaVS * RSX * 7m<oL. Rather large head
;

bust detached from inner circle.

Rev. CdVITfiS LOHDOn. Specimens weighing 7f, 8|,
and 9 grs. Hawkins, No. 324.

2. Obv. hSftRia * RSX * GUSLIS. Large head, with bushy
hair

;
lower part of bust detached from inner

circle.

Rev. As last
;

Wt. 10 grs.

3. Obv. * hSriRia : R6(X : TmSL. Smaller bust, with hair

closer to head
; large cross pattee and lettering ;

double pellets as stops.

Rev. As before, with large lettering.

Wt. 9 grs., although rather worn. [PI. XII.

10.] F. A. W., from Longstaffe Collection.

4. Obv. Inscription as last ;
saltire stops ;

rather small

bust, detached from inner circle, and showing
indications of drapery; annulet at each side

of neck.

Wt. 8^ (ex Longstaffe Collection) and 11 grs.
Webb and Montagu.

5. Obv. * hSn,RIC( S RSX S AllSLI'x. King's head very
large; lower part of bust attached to inner

circle.

Wts. 10* and 11 J grs. Neck (from High-

bury find).

6. Obv. * h9n . . D RSX finSLia Three-quarter face

portrait of the king.

Wt. 10 grs. Neck (from Highbury find).

Mr. Neck gives several other examples of minor
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varieties, all from the Highbury find, in Num. Chron.,

New Ser., vol. xi. p. 109.

HEAVY FARTHING.

Obv. *h6(n,Ria R6(X 7WSLI. Head crowned, facing ;

mint-mark cross.

Rev. CdVITfiS LOnDOn. Cross with pellets.

Wt. 4-| grs., unique. From the Churchill

Babington Collection (Lot 522). Montagu
Sale Catalogue (Lot 486).

GOLD LIGHT COINAGE.

NOBLES.

1. Obv. hSRRICC* Dl x SRA * R3X - ATlSL'x I - FRW* DRS *

hIBxixfiQ. Three lis in the French arms;
three ropes at stern and one at prow of ship ;

ornaments, lion, two lis, lion, lis annulet and

slipped trefoil on second plank ;
turrets finished

on top with ball terminals.

Rev. * iha s TWTam * TRTmsisns $ PQR *. maDivms
ILLORVm S I BAT. Usual floriated cross with h
in centre, with pellet behind ; slipped trefoil

at head of lion in second quarter.

Wt. 108 grs. [PI. XII. 2.] Sir John Evans.

2. Obv. As last, but turrets of ship are finished on top
with battlements, and the ornaments of side

are lis, lion, lis, lion, lis, lion, lis.

Rev. As last, but reads ILLORV, and slipped trefoil is

in third quarter. Sir John Evans.

3. obv. hariRicr* DI

DHS S MB'* IOA. Ropes and ornaments to

ship as No. 1
; slipped trefoil only on side of

ship annulet at side of mast-head.

Rev. ILLORV. Slipped trefoil in fourth quarter.

Wt. 106 grs. [PI. XII. 1.] M. B.

4. Obv. heriRia x DI x 6RA * Kx * TmsL * i x FRTUX x ons x

hIB x i A~Q. Slipped trefoil and annulet on

ship's side.
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Rev. Reads ILLORV; slipped trefoil at end of legend
and at head of lion in fourth quarter.

Wt. 106| grs. F..A. W.

5. Olv. hemma DGU <SRA RGCX ARSL i FRAria D KYB

AQ. Stops where visible, broken
(?)

annulets
;

slipped trefoil on ship.

Rev. Reads me(D IV ILLORVm. Stops, saltires
; slipped

trefoil over head of lion in third quarter.
L. A. Lawrence.

This coin is in a worn state, and I believe that the

annulet stops on the obverse are not broken, although
Mr. Lawrence is of the contrary opinion.

6. 01)v. Same reading as last
; stops, saltires

; slipped
trefoil on second plank of ship's side.

Rev. nmDIVm* ILLORV. Slipped trefoil over head of

lion in fourth quarter.

Manley-Foster Sale Catalogue, Lot 25.

7. oiv. hariRicr* DI * GRA * RSX * AUGL * 5 s FRAHCC*
DRS * hYB -K Three ropes from stern, two
from prow of ship ;

annulet on rudder
;
orna-

ments, lion, two lis, lion, two lis
; quatrefoil

over sail of ship ;
no emblem at sword-arm.

Rev. * ihcr* Twram s TRfinsiecns $ PSR z mecDivs
ILLORV- I BAT. Quatrefoil at head of lion in

second quarter ; mint-mark, cross pattee, with
circular sinking in centre.

I ascribe this noble to Henry IV for reasons given in

this paper.

HALF-NOBLES.

1. Obv. hflriRia* DI "6* R6(XS ARSL^SSFRAa D'-IVAQ.
Ship ornaments, lis, lion, lis, lion, lis, lion, lis

;

annulet and slipped trefoil on second plank ;

two ropes from stern and one from prow;
turrets at stern and prow finished with
battlemented tops ; three lis in French arms.
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. ^ oominec zn%% ins FVRORQ z TVO z ARGVAS s

STMXB. Slipped trefoil over tail of lion in third

quarter.

2. Obv. and rev. All as last, but no stops at end of

reverse legend, and slipped trefoil at head of

lion in second quarter. [PI. XII. 3.]

3. Obv. and rev. All as last, but slipped trefoil at head
of lion in first quarter.

Wt. of all about 53 grs. Sir John Evans.

These three and the one at Christ Church, Oxford, are,

so far, the only half-nobles known.

QUARTER NOBLES.

1. Obv. ^ hSftRICWS * D 3 <3RA $ RQX % Aft<oL. French
arms seme de lis.

Jfcy. *jf SXALTABITVR Z\nt GLORIA *. Lis in centre

of cross.

Wt. 18-8 grs. M. B.

2. Obv. * hflriRia Oe(l GRA RSX AriGL. Trefoil after

each word of legend ;
French arms seme de lis,

and lis above shield.

Rev. Legend as last, but h after GLORIA; trefoils

between each word.

Wt. 23^- grs. Montagu Sale Catalogue,
Lot 481.

3. Obv. * hQriRia B DSI % 6RA B RflX S AftS. French arms
seme de lis

;
lis above

; slipped trefoil with
annulet beneath on each side of shield.

Rev. i Usual legend as before
;
saltire stops ; lis in

centre of cross.

Wt. 20-8 grs. [PI. XII. 4.] M. B.

4. Obv. * hSnRia'* Dl x SRA'* RSX S An<3L. Three lis

only in French arms ;
lis over shield

; slipped
trefoil with annulet beneath on each side.

. * QXALTABITVR B in. $ GLORIA *. Lis in- centre

of cross.

Wt. 21| grs. F. A. W.
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5. Obv. and rev. All as last, but no annulets below the

trefoils at sides of shield.

Wt. 25^ grs. [PI. XII. 5.] F. A. W.

6. Obv. and rev. As last, but annulets below trefoils at

sides of shield
;
number of lis in French arms

not stated.

Rev. Slipped trefoil after GLORIA.

Weight not stated. Catalogue of the L. A.
Lawrence Collection, Lot 295.

LIGHT SILVER COINAGE.

GROATS.

1. obv. * hecn,ma * oeu B BRAS Rax
King's bust within a tressure of ten arches,

those above crown not fleured; shoulders

draped and detached from tressure
; slipped

trefoil on breast
;

annulet to left, pellet to

right of crown
; peculiar hair standing well

away from head. The bust and general charac-

ter of this coin strongly resembles that on one

of the heavy groats with the name of Richard.

Rev.* POSVI f DVmflKDIVTORimmttVmH OIVITAS
LOHDOH. Usual cross and pellets; slipped
trefoil after POSVI.

Wt. 55J grs. [PL XIII. 1.] F. A. W.

This is apparently the coin illustrated in Withy and

Eyall's plates.

2. Obv. *hemRICX (altered from RIOfiRD)S DSI S6R7J'*

RG(X fiRSLiet. Bust of somewhat the Richard
II type, with full bushy hair, trefoil on breast

punched over ordinary fleur; pellet to left,

annulet to right of crown; signs of drapery
on shoulders.

Rev. * POSVI

LOHDOH. Usual cross and pellets.

Lawrence Collection, Lot 299 of Catalogue,
from the Bateman Cabinet.
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3. obv. * hetftRicr* oeu s <3RK ; * RX s TmsLiec. King's
bust within tressure of nine arches, all fleured,

shoulders draped ; slipped trefoil on breast ;

small pellet to left of crown, and larger one,
or possibly annulet, to right. The bust on this

coin is rather similar to that on the one last

described.

Rev.* POSVI Dsvm z TSDivroReun z mecv CUVITAS

LOHDOH. Usual cross and pellets.

Wt. 57 grs. [PI. XII. 2.] M. B.

4. Obv. Similar to last, but legend ending AftSL'* 5 *

FRTtriCXj annulet to left, pellet to right of

crown.

Eev. Saltire after POSVI
; slipped trefoil before

LOMDOM.

Montagu Collection, Lot 488 of Sale Cata-

logue.

5. Obv. *h%nR\Oi DlS<oRA' RSX TmSLlS 3ES FRAIICC.

King's bust slightly posed to the right, with

peculiar, thin, outstanding hair
;

annulet on
left side, and pellet over crown

;
to the right

slipped trefoil on breast.

Eev.* POSVI f oavms ADS ivTOReunsmavm aivi

TAS* x LOHDOH.

Wt. 48 grs. M. B.

6. Obv. All as last, but arch on breast fleured.

Eev. As last, but circular sinking (1)
in initial cross.

F. A. W.

7. Obv.* hn,Ricr* DI K SRA K Rax K TmsLia n s a

FRAnCX'x +. Trefoil at end of legend ;
bust of

king as last, but not posed to one side
; signs

of drapery about shoulders, and slipped trefoil

on breast ;
annulet to left, and pellet to right

of crown ;
arches of tressure all fleured.

Eev. All as last; slipped trefoil after POSVI.

[PI. XIII. 3.] Sir John Evans.

8. Qbv. As last ; trefoil at end of legend ; pellet at each

side of crown.
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Uew._Saltire after POSVI
; slipped trefoil after

Wt. 54| grs. F. A. W.

9. Obv * hedlRICC* Dl SSR7V
Annulet to left

; pellet over crown ; slipped
trefoil on breast

;
bust posed to right ; typical

thin, outstanding hair.

Rev. *&( POSVI f DQvm s fiDivTORS mavtti cuviTfis s

LOnDOn*. Mint-mark cross pattee, with
circular sinking; quatrefoil after POSVI

; Lom-
bardic n's in London.

Wt. 58 grs. [PI. XIII. 6.] M. B.

There was a coin of this type in the Montagu Collec-

tion, and I have another myself.

10. Obv. As last, but slipped trefoil after FR7mC(; annulet
to left, pellet to right of crown; mullet on

right shoulder. (This I believe to have been

punched on the die to make it serve for one
for Henry V.)

Rev. * POSVI * oavms fiDivroRer* msvm aivmxs s

LOnDOn S. Plain cross mint-mark
;
Lombardic

n's in London.

L. A. Lawrence Collection, Lot 304 in

Catalogue.

11. Obv. + hanRICC* Dl'" 6RA * RflX TWSLIQ 5 FRAR-
QIQ S t. Bust of rather different character,

posed slightly to left
;
hair standing far away

from head
; signs of drapery on shoulders

;

annulet to left, pellet to right of crown
; slipped

trefoil on breast and at end of legend.

Rev. Legend ends TXDIVTOReC* mflvm. Mint-mark

plain cross, with circular sinking ;
small saltire

after POSVI
;
Lombardic n's in London.

Wt. 55 grs. F. A. W.
From the Montagu Collection, Lot 164

(final portion).

12. Obv. All as last, but legend ends FR7\naf; pellet to

right of crown.
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Rev. Mint-mark, cross pattee pierced.

Wt. 57 grs. Montagu Collection, Lot 490.

13. Obv. All as last, but pellet to left of crown.

Rev . Slipped trefoil after POSVI
;

the first H in

London is Roman and the second Lombardic.

Neck and Webb Collections. Lot 111 in

Catalogue of the latter.

Pf Dl *6R7\* R9X*7\n6Lie(5"FR7\riC(.

Short thick bust, with large head and different

type of hair ; all the cusps of tressure fleured,

including that on breast ; no emblems at sides

of crown
;
mint-mark cross pattee, with circular

sinking.

Rev. Mint-mark plain cross ; legend ends fiDIVTORS B

mavm.

Lawrence Collection, Catalogue, No. 302.

The "swelling on king's throat" is the fleur of the

cusp.

15. All as last, but reverse legend ends fiDIVTORetm
msvm.

16. Obv. Mint-mark cross pattee, with circular sinking;

inscription as last; quatrefoil after hGtriRICX;

different bust, with smaller head and longer
neck ;

all arches of tressure fleured.

Rev. Mint-mark cross pattee, with circular sinking ;

no mark after POSVI. F. A. W.

The last three coins are of types previously classified

either as of "
Henry IV or V," or

"
early Henry V," but

I give them to Henry IV for reasons previously stated.

HALF-GROATS.

1. Obv. *k hQnRia* D6U SGRfi RaXSfiftSL'SS F. Bust

of the king resembling that on the heavy half-

groat; slipped trefoil on breast; large pellet

or annulet to right, pellet to left of crown.
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POSVI * DflV fiDVIVT* OR6(mm C(IVIT7XS LOft-

DOH. Usual cross and pellets. [PI. XIII. 4.]

F. A. W. From the Lindsay, Robinson, and

Montagu Collections.

2. Obv. * heCRRia Dl SRrt RSX finSL 5 F. Trefoil

on king's breast
; pellets at side of crown.

Rev , ^ POSVI oetvm fiDiVTOReun me(v cuVITAS
LOIlDOn. Trefoil after London.

L. A. Lawrence Collection.

3. Obv. Exactly as last, but annulet distinct at right
of crown.

. * POSVI S DQVm 3 AD S IVTORGUtt S me(V mVITAS x

LOftDCftV. Large hole below bust.

L. A. Lawrence.

Obv. * hSn,RIC( * D6U S 6RA S T^nSL'x 5 - F. Bust with

very outstanding hair, having indications of

drapery, and slipped trefoil on breast ; pellets
at sides of crown.

Rev POSVI Dav.KfiDivTOReismei CUVITAS Lonoon.
Pellets united and small.

Wt. 29 grs. F. A. W. From the Webb,

Montagu, and Murdoch Collections.

5. Obv. *$< Cross pattee, with sunk circle in centre.

hSRRICX * Dl Z 6R7X B RX B 7XH6L S 5 F x.

Rather different bust, with hair closer to

head
;
annulet to left, pellet to right of crown

;

arch of tressure on breast fleured.

Rev. POSVI - DSV - fiDIVTORfl - m CdVITfiS LORDOH.
Usual cross and pellets. F. A. W.

This half-groat corresponds in character with the

groats 14, 15, and 16, but has the annulet and pellet at

sides of crown, which the groats have not.

6. All as last, but without the annulet and pellet at sides

of the crown. F. A. W.
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A half-groat from the Neck and Webb collections,

and now in the National Collection, has the reverse from

a die of Henry IV, with the Eoman N in London, but

the obverse is from a die of Henry V, with his mark of

the broken annulet to the left of the crown. This coin

must, therefore, have been struck by Henry V.

LONDON PENNIES.

l. Obv. * hanma DI SRA RSX * TmeL. Bust like

Richard II, with bushy hair ;
annulet to left,

pellet to right of crown
; (?)

trefoil on breast.

LONDON. Roman N's
; pellets united

;

rather worn and clipped. [PI. XIII. 5.]
F. A. W.

2. Obv. As last, but mullet to right of crown.

Rev. Lombardic ft's in London. Hawkins, 326.

The obverse of this coin I believe to be from a similar

die to No. 1, with the pellet at right of crown altered to

a mullet to make it serve for Henry V.

3. Obv. * hQRRICCS RQX 7XHSLie(. Different bust, with

very outstanding hair
; having drapery on

shoulders, and slipped trefoil on breast;
annulet to left, pellet to right of crown.

Rev. f CUVITfiS LONDON. Roman N's
; slipped tre-

foil before "
Civitas." [PI. XIII. 8.] M. B.

4. Obv. Exactly as last, but mullet instead of pellet to

right of crown.

Rev. aiVITAS LOnDOn. [PI. XIII. 9.]

F. A. W. From the Sainthill and Montagu
Collections.
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I believe that, like No. 2, the obverse of this coin is

from a Henry IV die altered for Henry V. The reverse

is from a regular Henry V die.

5. Obv. *fc hariRICC* Dl'* 6RK'< RSX TmSL. Mint-mark
cross pattee, with sunk circle in centre

;
different

bust, with larger head and very short neck
and shoulders

;
no indications of drapery ;

annulet to left, pellet to right of crown.

Bev. o COVITfiS LOftDOft. Annulet before London;
pellets united.

Wt. HJgrs. [PI. XIII. 15.]

M. B. From the Highbury find.

This very rare coin corresponds with the groat and

half-groat, having the mint-mark cross pattee, with sunk

circle in centre.

YORK PENNIES.

Obv. * hGdlRiao x RSX x fiH6 LIB. Portrait as on
London pennies, with outstanding hair; an
annulet on the breast and after h6(RRIC(.

Eev. CUVITfiS 3 SBORfiai. Quatrefoil, with pellet in

middle, in centre of cross two annulets before
QBORfiC(l. [PL XIII. 11.]

Some York pennies are of coarser workmanship, but I

have remarked no variety of detail.

DURHAM PENNIES.

Obv * hSriRICCVS % RSX 7Xn6Ue(. Portrait more re-

sembling the heavy London penny, with long
neck and outstanding hair

; slipped trefoil on
breast.

Eev. - COVITfiS * DVriOLm'. Pellets united.

[PL XIII. 12.]
F. A. W., from Longstaffe Collection.

VOL. V., SE1UES IV. X
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As I have remarked, I believe that the coin in the

British Museum reading DVHVIC( has been altered as

regards the last three letters, otherwise it appears perfectly

genuine.

HALFPENNIES.

1. Obv. * hetnmcc* RSX7mSLieU Head of the king

slightly posed to the left.

jRev. COVITfiS LOftDOri. Pellets not united.

Wt. 7f grs. [PL XIII. 13.]

2. Obv. As last, but head larger, and bust detached from
inner circle.

Rev. As last, but pellets united.

Wt. 7| grs.

Some of the varieties described amongst the heavy

halfpennies are also found of light weight, showing that

they were probably struck from old dies.

FARTHING.

Obv. ^ hQnRICX RSX 7m<3L. Large head, no neck
or shoulders within dotted circle.

Rev. aiVI TfiS LOI DOI.

Wt. 3| grs. From the Highbury find and
after in the Webb and Montagu Collections.

F. A. W.



XIII.

A NUMISMATIC QUESTION EAISED BY
SHAKESPEAEE.

SOME little time ago I was appealed to, as a numismatist,

in order that I might offer some explanation as to what

at first sight appeared to be a rather difficult question

raised by a passage in one of Shakespeare's plays. As

the matter may be of some interest to a Society like ours,

especially devoted to the study of the coinage of the

United Kingdom, I make no apology for introducing it,

somewhat trivial though it may seem to be.

The passage concerned occurs in the Merry Wives of

Windsor, act i. scene 1 :

"
Falstaf. Pistol, did you pick master Blender's purse 1

"Slender. Ay, by these gloves did he, (or I would I might
never come in mine own great chamber again else,) of seven

groats in mill-sixpences, and two Edward shovel-boards, that

cost me two shilling and two pence a-piece of Yead Miller,

by these gloves."

I may premise before entering upon my subject, that

though the period represented in this play is probably
that of Henry IV, yet that, regardless of any amount of

anachronism, the allusions to money relate to the cur-

rency of the reign of Elizabeth or even that of James I,

rather than to that of the period in which the scenes are

laid.
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In illustration of this I need hardly refer to the well-

known speech of the Bastard Faulconbridge.
1

' ' my face so thin,

That in mine ear I durst not stick a rose,

Lest men should say, Look, where three-farthings goes."

In this passage a coin first struck under Elizabeth is

made to do duty in the reign of King John.

It will be noticed that in the passage now under dis-

cussion three denominations of coins are mentioned :

"
groats," "mill-sixpences," and "Edward shovel-boards."

I propose to treat of the last-mentioned first.

In the Imperial Dictionary "shovel-board" is defined as

" A board on which they play by sliding metal pieces at

a mark." Mr. H. B. Wheatley, in a note on Pepys's

Diary? says,
" The game of shovel-board was played by

two players (each provided with five coins) on a smooth

heavy table. On the table were marked with chalk a

series of lines, and the play was to strike the coin on the

edge of the table with the hand so that it rested between

these lines.

Shovel-boards or shuffle-boards were long narrow tables,

usually about 20 to 30 feet long, such as are still not

infrequently to be seen in old family houses. Strutt

mentions one at a low public-house in Benjamin Street,

near Clerkenwell Green, which was about three feet in

breadth and thirty-nine feet two inches in length, and

said to be the longest in his time in London. It was at

the White Hart at Woolwich, and at Hackney that

Pepys records his having played at shuffle-board, and it

1
King John, act i. sc. 1.

2 Vol. ii. p. 293 ; see also Nares' Glossary, s,v.
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was at a good honest ale-house that Izaak Walton's
"
brother Peter

"
played at shovel-board half the day.

There appear to have been two distinct games with

nearly similar names,
"
shove-groat

"
and

"
shovel-board."

The former was a low kind of gambling amusement

which was prohibited by Act of Parliament,
3 33 H. VIII,

under the name of slide-thrift. The latter, as we have

seen, was in use in the private houses of the upper classes

as well as in ordinary inns and public-houses. Shove-

groat does not appear to have required a table or board,

and may have been somewhat of the nature of
"
pitch-

and-toss." When Pistol has to be ejected downstairs,

Falstaff cries out,
4
"Quoit him down, Bardolph, like a

shove-groat shilling." Such quoiting seems very dif-

ferent from the smooth sliding course of the shovel-

board coin.
"
Away slid my man like a shovel-board

shilling," is an expressive simile used in The Roaring

Girle 5
by Middleton and Dekker, 1611. Sometimes,

however, the two games are confounded by play-wrights.

"Made it run smooth off the tongue as a shove-groat

shilling," as used by Ben Jonson in his Every Man in

his Humour, evidently refers to shovel-board.

A Latin poem in praise of the game will be found in

Musae Anglicanae (5th ed. 1741, vol. i. p. 14). It is

entitled "Mensa lubrica Anglice Shovel-Board," and its

author was Thomas Masters, A.M., Fellow of New

College, Oxford. The poem enters into some of the

niceties of the game, but the orbieuli are not specially

described as King Edward VI shillings. In the British

Museum is preserved an English version as a separate

3 N.&Q., 7th S. vii. p. 230.
4 2nd Part, King Henry IV, act i. sc. 4.

5 Old Plays, vi. p. 103 (p. 1, cd. 1825).
6 Act iii. sc. 5.

x3
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tract, with the title, The Shovel-Board Table turned;

but a knowledge of the game is necessary in order to

understand the points.

It is not, however, with the table or the game that we

are immediately concerned, but with the "
pieces of metal

"

made to slide upon the table. There can, I think, be no

reasonable doubt that Slender's
" Edward shovel-boards

"

were the broad fine shillings of the latter part of the

reign of Edward VI. Indeed, the old quarto edition

reads,
" two faire shovel-board shillings besides seven

groats in mill-sixpences."

Taylor the Water-Poet has addressed a poem
" to all

those that have been, are, or would be, masters of a

shilling or twelve pence."
7 After comparing a twelve-

pence's travels with those of Sir John Mandeville, Marco

Polo and others, which are nothing in comparison with

those of a shilling which passes sixteen times a day from

one man's pocket to another, he says in a note that

" Edward shillings for the most part are used at shouue-

boord." In describing the shilling he writes

" About my circle, I a Posie haue

The title God unto the King first gaue,

The circle that encompasseth my face

Declares my Soueraigne's title, by God's grace.

Upon my other side is POSVI DEVM
Whereto is added ADIVTOREM MEVM. 8

The which last Posie annagrammatiz'd,
Wisdome admit me power, true compriz'd

Wisdome at first upon me did bestowe

Such power that for a SUllink I should goe,

When Wisdome gave me power, I was then

A servant not a Master vnto men."

7
Taylor's Worses, ed. 1630, vol. i. p. 68; see also Halliday's Diet,

of Archaisms, etc., 3rd ed., 1855, s.v. Shovel-board.
8 There is an M too few in the English. Probably the shilling boro

MEV, and not MEVM.
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The most interesting part of the poem is, however, the

complaint of a shovel-board shilling as to the manner in

which it has become worn.

' ' You see my face is beardless, smoothe and plaine,

Because my soveraigne was a child 'tis knowne
When as he did put on the English Crowne.

But had my stamp been bearded, as with haire,

Long before this it had beene worne and bare.

For why ? With me the vnthrifts every day,"
With my face downwards do at shoue-board play,

That had I had a beard you may suppose
Th' had worne it off, as they haue done my nose."

This statement as 4o the Edward shillings being placed

face downwards in the game throws some light on the

cause of the obverse of these coins being so frequently

more worn than the reverse. The enhanced value of the

shillings which, if Slender spoke the truth, was in his

case 117 per cent, above the current value, shows that

they must, in fact, have been in most cases withdrawn

from circulation, and accounts for their rarely occurring

in ordinary hoards. There were, however, a few present

in the Crediton hoard of 1884.9 At the same time, this

enhanced value affords a reason why, at all events with-

in my memory, it was sometimes the case that a small

hoard of Edward VI fine shillings was to be found

among the hereditary treasures of old families.

It is, however, time to turn to the other coins mentioned

in Blender's complaint. We may safely accept the groat

as being of the ordinary value of fourpence, though
instances of the use of the word to indicate higher values

are not wanting. But the question is, how can the definite

number of seven groats, or two shillings and fourpence,

be the equivalent of a definite number of sixpences?

9 Num. Chron., Ser. III. xvii. p. 59.
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As Malone puts it,
" How could twenty-eight pence be

lost in mill-sixpences? Slender, however, has not ex-

plained it to us." The fact that it is not ordinary, but

mill or milled sixpences that are concerned, seems to me
to afford a possible answer to the question. Is it not

probable that the milled sixpences of Elizabeth, like the

Edward VI shillings that we have had under considera-

tion, bore an enhanced value ? They were struck during

a period of fifteen years from 1561 to 1575 in compara-

tively small numbers, the bulk of the currency having

been hammered coins.

This comparative rarity is fully borne out by the

records of hoards. In the Mamborough
10 find there

were present 103 sixpences of Elizabeth, none of them

milled
;
in that of Long Crendon,

11 out of 306, one was

milled; at Whaplode,
12

Lincolnshire, there was one

milled out of 21 sixpences ;
at East Worlington,

13
only

one out of 1053
;
and at Crediton,

14 one out of 617.

Those in their usual condition show, moreover, but

small signs of wear by circulation, and it appears not

improbable that, like the shillings and sixpences of

George III with the date 1787, the milled sixpences, or

those coined by a
"
mill

"
or machine, and not by hand,

were frequently treasured as pocket-pieces, or kept in the

purse to be used as counters at games, or for casting

accounts.

My attention has been called by Mr. Clement J.

Wilkinson, of Windsor, to a passage in one of Ben

Jonson's Masques,
" The Gypsies metamorphosed," which

strongly corroborates the view that the milled sixpences

10 Num. Chron., New Ser., xvii. p. 165.

11
Ibid., Ser. III. v. p. 333. 12

Ibid., xi. p. 302.
13

Ibid., xvii. p. 145. 14
Ibid., p. 159.
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were often kept as pocket-pieces. The passage is as

follows :

" Cockrel. What was there in thy purse 1 Thou keepst such

a whimpering. Was the lease of thy house in it ?

"
Puppy. Or thy grannam's silver ring ?

" Clod. No, but a mill sixpence of my mother's,. I loved as

dearly, and a two pence I had to spend over and above the

harper that was gathered amongst us to pay the piper."
13

This introduces another coin, the harper, which, as

Gifford remarks, was the Irish shilling with a harp on

the reverse, which was current in England for ninepence.

He gives in illustration quotations from Dekker, Sir

Thomas Wyatt, and fieywood. See also Kuding.
16 We

still speak of
"
bringing our noble to ninepence." Many

will remember the lines in Hudibras 17
:

" Like commendation nine-pence crook't

With to and from my Love it lookt."

The practice of reckoning with counters was still in

vogue in Shakespeare's time, but for this purpose a "jet"
of counters, often 50 or 60 in number, and sometimes

even 100, could be employed, as witness the quantities

presented in the Low Countries mentioned by Snelling.
18

When multiplication tables and Arabic numerals were

practically unknown by the common people, counters were

almost a necessity. In the Winter's Tale 12 we find

a clown describing his embarrassment as follows :
" Let

me see ; 'leven wether tods, every tod yields pound and

odd shilling fifteen hundred shorn, what comes the

15
Works, ed. Gifford, 1816, vol. vii. p. 403.

16 Vol. i. p. 340.
17 Canto I. 1. 487.
18 Jettons or Counters, 1769, p. 13. Snelling sets forth the method of

computing by counters; see also Becorde's Grounde of Arts, 1540.
19 Winter's Tale, act iv. sc. 3.
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wool to ? I cannot do it without counters." His counters

were probably much fewer than 50 or 60 in number.

That milled sixpences were used as counters even for

accounts seems evident from a passage in Sir William

Davenant's News from Plimouth,
w where two Sea-captains

discourse :

" Seawit. How thrives your treasure, Cable ? When your looks

Are heavy, we shall need small Magick to

Divine your Pockets lighte.
" Cable. A few

Mild-Sixpences with which

My Purser casts Accompt is all I've left."

"
By way of counters to cast up money," says Stevens,

who quotes the passage in connection with Slender's

speech.

For the purpose of ordinary markers or counters at

games analogous with long whist, or for any scoring

up to ten four counters would suffice, and I submit that

Slender bestowed his seven groats, or two shillings and

fourpence, in the purchase of four milled sixpences of

Elizabeth at the slightly enhanced price of sevenpence

apiece.

I have formerly
21 shown that when Henry III was in

need of some of his gold pennies for offerings in church,

he had to buy them at the rate of twenty-four pence

apiece instead of at their original value of twenty-pence,

and Slender may have been fortunate in not having

to pay more than 17 per cent, premium in his bargain

for the mill-sixpences, instead of the 117 per cent, that

he had to pay Yead Miller for the Edward shovel-boards.

JOHN EVANS.

20
Works, London, 1673, act i. sc. 1.

21 Num. Chron., Scr. III. xx. p. 228,



NOTICE OF RECENT PUBLICATION.

John of Gaunt. By Sidney Armitage-Smith. Archibald
Constable & Co. Westminster, 1904.

In noticing this interesting work in the pages of the

Numismatic Chronicle there is no intention to review it as a

biography of one of the most remarkable characters in the

history of England during the second half of the fourteenth

century, but only to draw attention to it so far as it relates

to the special subject of numismatics.

Fourth son of Edward III, John of Gaunt by his first

marriage, with Blanche daughter of Henry, Duke of Lancaster,
succeeded to that duchy, and by her was the father of a son
named Henry, who afterwards became Henry IV of England.
By his second marriage, with Constance daughter of Pedro
the Cruel, he assumed the title of King of Castille and Leon,
and on two occasions invaded Spain to obtain possession of

that kingdom. On the death of his father he became virtually

guardian to his nephew, Richard II, and for a period of

twelve years administrator of the government of this country,
and in 1390 received by grant the Duchy of Aquitaine.
That such extended administration should be accompanied by
the rights of coinage would only be in accordance with the

usage of the time, and in his "
Appendix VI " Mr. Armitage-

Smith has given in detail records of the occasions on which
John of Gaunt obtained or assumed these rights. These
occurred on four occasions : first in 1370, as Lord of Bcrgerac
under a grant from his brother Edward the Black Prince;
secondly in 1371, on his assuming the title of King of Castille

and Leon
; thirdly in 1377, by special grants from Edward III

to coin money in Bayonne, Guiche, and the Landes for two

years ;
and fourthly in 1390, as Duke of Aquitaine. In each

instance particulars are given in what metals the coins should
be struck, and in the case of the coinage of Castille and Leon
the denominations are mentioned and also the name of the
master of the mint, Mestre Pelegrin de Ser, who was also

appointed to superintend the money to be coined for Bayonne
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Guiche, and the Landes. With such evidence it seems impos-
sible to conceive that John of Gaunt should have omittecl to

put into practice one of the functions so closely identified

with sovereign power. Yet the fact remains that at the

present time no coins are known which can be identified as

emanating from the grants which have been mentioned. None
have revealed themselves in the Anglo-Gallic Series, nor is

there any mention of them in Poey d'Avant's Monnaies

feodales de France ; nor in Heiss's Monedas Hispano-
Cristianas.

Ducarel, in his Anglo-Gallic, Norman, and Aquilaine Coins,

mentions, however, two pieces which he would identify with
John of Gaunt. One is a small silver coin having a crowned
bust on the obverse and three towers on the reverse and with
the legend

" Joann. Rex Castille et Legionis"; the other is a

medal in gold which Ducarel considered to commemorate the

marriage of John and Constance of Castille. In the first

instance the coin in question was struck by Juan I, the

successor of Henry of Trastamare, and the successful rival

of John of Gaunt. On the reverse of this piece are the

letters B. S., the mark of the mint of Barcelona, but which
Mr. Armitage-Smith suggests may be an error for P. S., the

initials of Pelegrin de Ser. The medal referred to in the

second instance is the one described in the Medallic Illustra-

tions of the History of Great Britain and Ireland (vol i. p. 19),

which has been supposed to record the marriage of Henry YII
of England and Elizabeth of York. It shows on the obverse

the half-length figures of a bridegroom and a bride facing, and

around, the legend, "Jungimus optatas sub amico foedere

dextras," and on the reverse a wreath of roses enclosing the

words,
" Uxor casta est rosa suavis," etc. The identification

of this medal with Henry YII and Elizabeth of York is also

without any evidence, as the piece is one of a series of

medallions supposed to have been made by some goldsmiths
at Prague towards the close of the sixteenth century. As
these two attempts have failed, it is hoped that further search

and study may have better results, and that we shall be able

to identify at least some of the money which John of Gaunt
in our opinion must have struck.

H. G.

CORRIGENDUM. In the note on " An Unpublished Yariety
of the Groat of the First Coinage of Henry YII "

(see above,

p. 207), on line 5 from bottom of p. 208, for
" rose on lys

"

read "
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XIV

THE EAELTEST PARTHIAN COINS: A EEPLY
TO SIK HENRY HOWORTH.

"
Words, as a Tartar's bow, shoot back upon the understanding of

the wisest." BACON.

IN a recent paper (Num. Cliron., 1905, p. 209 f.) Sir

Henry Howorth has proposed to attribute to Armenia

the well-known class of drachms of which a specimen

(enlarged from B. M. C., Parthia, p. 2, No. 4) is here

figured. These coins, like many others that perplex the

student of Parthian numismatics, are not easily to be

attributed (as I have myself elsewhere recognized) to

this or that Arsacid ruler
; but, in one respect, they are

fortunate, for there has been, I believe, a consensus of

opinion that, whatever be their precise attribution, they

are at any rate the money and seemingly the earliest

money of the Parthian monarchy. This is certainly

the view expressed in the three latest and most extensive

VOL. V., SERIES IV. Y
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treatises on Arsacid numismatics in Prof. P. Gardner's

well-known book
;
in A. Yon Petrowicz's elaborate Cata-

logue ;
and in my own work on the Parthian coins in the

British Museum.1 The contention now put forward by
Sir Henry Howorth is that these coins are not only

not Parthian, but that they are the coinage of early

Armenian kings.

A considerable part of Sir Henry's paper is concerned

with a discussion of the early history of Parthia and

Armenia
;
but this, however interesting in itself, is not,

of course, relevant to the present issue, which is to

determine the Parthian or Armenian origin of certain

coins. So far as the historic probabilities of the case are

concerned, I will admit (with Sir Henry) at least for

the sake of this argument that there was in Armenia a

race of kings of Arsacid descent who were in a position

to issue money.
2

Such, I say, is the possibility, but the

1 I may also add to those who believe in the Parthian origin of these

coins the name of Col. Allotte de La Fuye, the writer of two admirable

articles in the Rev. Num., 1904, p. 317 f.
; 1905, p. 129 f.

2 Sir Henry's confidence in the credibility of Armenian historians may,

perhaps, be justifiable, and I am not competent to discuss the matter ;

but there are many critics whom he does not name, who are sceptical as

to what is related of the history of these early Arsacid-Armcnian rulers.

See Krumbacher, Gesch. der Byzantinuchen Litteratur, p. 406 ; Baum-

gartner, in Pauly's Real-Encycl., "Armenia;" and an article, easily

accessible to numismatists, by Allotte de La Fuye, in Rev. Num., 1905,

pp. 142-150.

In his quotation (p. 229) from Justin,
"

lib. 41, Prologue," Sir Henry
does not state what edition he has used. Perhaps Jeep's, of 1859,

though Jeep has subacta instead of Sir Henry's reading subfacta. But
in Ruehl's critical edition of 188G one finds the words in question

iirranged in a totally different way, and with entirely different contexts.

Thus, only the first sentence of Sir Henry's quotation (" In Parthis . . .

regem") occurs in Prol. lib. 41 ; while the second sentence (" Successores

. . . Mesopotamia") makes its appearance about the middle of the

Prologue to lib. 42. The result is that Sir Henry's
" Justin

"
yields an

entirely different order for the Parthian kings from the text of Ruehl's

Justin, and unnecessary confusion is brought about. (Cp. B. M. C.,
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question that has here to be discussed is whether, in

point of fact, there is any evidence that these kings did

exercise the privilege of coining, and, if not, whether

we can determine by whom these coins, alleged to be

Armenian, were really minted.

Now, there are, I suppose, two questions which the

practical numismatist is wont to ask in the case of

disputed attributions. He inquires, first, where the coins

under discussion are usually found, and he then asks

himself if there is anything truly decisive about their

types and legends. I propose to apply these crucial

tests to Sir Henry's proposition, leaving to the footnotes

some points which it might appear discourteous to ignore,

though they seem to be rather
"
on the fringe

"
of the

case.

And first as to provenance. It has been to me, and

perhaps to others, a matter of disappointment and sur-

prise that Sir Henry Howorth, in the course of his long

paper, does not once mention this all-important topic.

He leaves the reader without guidance in the matter,

either from his own experience or from citations from

published works. I may say, therefore, that the opinion

I have myself formed after having seen probably nearly

all the numerous Parthian coins that have been brought

or sent to the British Museum during the last few years

is that the general provenance of these " beardless
"

Partlna, p. xix., where I had already cited Gutschmid, Cauer, and
Ruehl as to this matter ; see also Breccia in Lehmann's Beitrdge, 1905,

p. 52, note 3.)

On p. 229 Sir Henry states that Hecatompylos was, "according to

Curtius, vi. 2," founded by Alexander the Great. But what Curtius, vi.

2, really says is that it was founded "by the Greeks," and that it was

already an illustrious city when Alexander arrived there (" Urbs erat ea

tempestate clara Hecatompylos, coudita a Graecis: ibi stativa rex

habuit," etc., vi. 2, ed. Vogel).

Y 2
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drachms is modern Persia, its northern, perhaps, rather

than its southern districts, and that some specimens have

come from India.3 I should not be greatly surprised to

learn that a few of these drachms mixed with Parthian

coins have been acquired in Armenia
; but, as a matter

of fact, I know of no such case, nor, as we have seen, does

Sir Henry mention any. The provenance of these coins

is, then, Persian, and presumably Parthian, and there is

no evidence of Armenian origin.

When we turn to the types of the coins in dispute, we

find that they bear on the reverse a design which has

been universally allowed to be the Arsacid type par
excellence a beardless warrior seated, holding a bow, the

typical weapon of the Parthian. 4 This figure is accom-

panied by the legend BAZIAEQZ APZAKOY, and the like. 5

3 The Persian and Indian provenance of the coins is also indicated by
the sources of acquisition recorded in B. M. C., Parthia. pp. 1-4.

4 The explanation given by Sir H. Howorth of the archer type is that it

is
"
Apollo on the omphalos in an Eastern guise

"
(p. 244) ;

" a Greek god
"

(p. 245 and p. 246). Though it is undeniable that the " naked Apollo
on the omphalos

"
of Seleucid coins was the prototype of the " Parthian "

reverses, it seems difficult to maintain that the Eastern engraver could

have intended to represent Apollo for, if so, why does he dress him in a

coat of mail and a helmet tied with the regal diadem ? In an alternative

explanation of the archer-reverse, Sir Henry admits (p. 244) that it may
perhaps represent a king, deified, though his qualification that this king
is

" in the guise of Mithras " seems to require some proof.
5 All these coins have the name APZAKOY; but there are difficulties,

as Sir Henry points out (p. 23 1), about the various accompanying epithets,

e.g. METAAOY. These difficulties, however, affect only the date and

attribution to specific kings of Parthia, and there is nothing in these

legends that makes them distinctive of an Armenian king.

Sir Henry insists that all these titles were copied direct from coins, and

from Seleucid (not Bactrian) coins. No doubt the coins are a useful

guide, but we cannot always confidently argue from them as to the date

of the first regal employment of such titles, for it is known that some of

them were in use, and " in the air
"
of the East, before they appeared on

coins. Thus, Antiochus II of Syria was called " Theos." Antiochus I

on a Babylonian cylinder is called "the great and mighty" king.

Antiochus III, 222-187 B.C., is called in lapidary inscriptions : Ba<nAevs
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The obverse consists of a beardless bust, presumably

of a king, wearing a peaked cap or helmet, and his bust

is pronounced by Sir Henry to be certainly non-Parthian,

because and this is indisputable Parthian kings on

their portrait-coins are always bearded. He then assigns

the type to Armenia, a country among others, be it

said where, as we know from undoubted Armenian coins,

the barber's razor had no terrors for the reigning monarch.

This, by itself, is hardly a convincing reason for a specific

attribution to Armenia, and Sir Henry endeavours to find

a distinctively Armenian feature in this obverse by

pointing to the peculiar form of the head-dress. He

compares it with the head-gear of certain dynasts who

if not with complete certainty may be admitted to have

been Armenian rulers. But the reader who will compare
the head-dress on the

"
Parthian

"
obverse so to call it,

for distinction with the head-dress of these Armenian

dynasts (Num. Cliron., 1905, PI. X, 12,13, 14), will see at once

that they are by no means identical. The "Parthian"

drachm displays a kind of helmet pointed at the top ;

the Armenian head-dress lies flat on the crown of the

head, and is not peaked, but only pointed at the back

of the head. This comparison, therefore, can hardly

establish the Armenian character of the head on the
" Parthian

"
drachm. And one thing, it may be added,

is beyond doubt the head-dress is not the well-known

tiara of Armenian kings, which (as we learn from coins)

was in use at least as early as the time of Tigranes.
6

/j.fyas 'Avrioxos (see Bevan, in J. H. 8., xxii. p. 241). And in such a case

of dubiety, it does not seem eafe to exclude the evidence of the early

appearance of these titles on Bactrian coins, though Sir Henry may be

right in thinking that there was no direct Parthian imitation of Bactrian

until the reign of Mithradates I of Parthia.
6 See Babelon, Sois de Syr., pi. 29. Sir Henry takes to task (p. 244)
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But there is a simple explanation of this obverse,

which, I venture to think, "leaps to the eyes," and

which, I had imagined, had been generally adopted by
numismatists. The head on the obverse is merely the head

of the personage who is represented at full length on the

reverse. In both cases there is the same peaked helmet

tied with a diadem
;
the same row of curls on the fore-

head
; and, above all, both heads are beardless.7 This

figure presumably represents the first King of Parthia,

who had not yet adopted a beard of formal cut 8 the

those numismatists who have classed Tigranes among the Seleucid

kings :

" His coins ought clearly to be classed among the coins of

Armenia." But Sir Henry has evidently forgotten that all the known
coins of Tigranes were struck, not in Armenia, but in Syria. (See on

this matter Macdonald's careful paper in Num. Chron., 1902, p. 193 f.)
7 The figure on the reverse wears a short military cloak over a suit of

armour. This costume seems to me to be indicated, though clumsily, in

the case of the obverse bust.
8 In specifically attributing (B. M. C., Parthia, pp. 1-5) these beardless

drachms chiefly according to their varying legends to several early

Parthian kings, I have not suggested (as Sir Henry seems to imply,

p. 237) that each head is meant to be the portrait of the king who placed
it on his obverses. The obverse head, in my view, remained for many
years stereotyped (like the head of Philetaerus on the Attalid coinage),
till at length a real portrait or what passed as such of the reigning
monarch (bearded) was substituted for the beardless head, which, how-

ever, continued to be represented by the beardless figure on the reverse.

I may further remark that the position and the number of the words that

form the legend on these beardless drachms seem to lead up by a kind

of crescendo to the legends of the " bearded " drachms. A reference to

the B. M. C., Parthia, pi. i, where four of my six classes are figured, will

show that we have first the single word APZAKOY ; then, BAZIAEQZ
APZAKOY; and then BAZIAEQZ METAAOY APZAKOY, ranged on

three sides of the reverse (in pi. i. 15, a fourth word is added). These

legends, I suggest, pave the way for the legends of the *' bearded "

drachms, where we have first the arrangement on three sides then an

increase in the number of words, and, finally, under Mithradates II, the

arrangement by which the legend forms a square enclosing the type.

Sir Henry is of opinion that no Parthian coins were struck previous to

the accession of Mithradates (i.e. circ. 171 B.C., or circ. 160 B.C. according
to Breccia), and I am glad to be in at least partial agreement with him
in thinking that numismatists have usually assigned too early a date for
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typical archer-hero perhaps divinized of the Parthian

race. But, in any case, it is sufficient to remark that

the Parthians tolerated this beardless personage on the

reverse of all their drachms, from the earliest which-

ever we consider them to be down to the latest, which

were still being coined and spent in the third century of

the Christian era.

If, then, these considerations, drawn from provenance
and type, are well founded, it would seem to be impossible

to admit Sir Henry Howorth's proposition. For he in-

vites us to withdraw from Parthia coins that are always
found there, and to assign them to Armenia, where they
are never found. And he asks us to attribute to Armenia

a type the archer represented both on obverse and

reverse which has no Armenian feature, but which, on

the contrary, is distinctly characteristic of Parthia.

WARWICK WROTH.

the beginning of Parthian coinage. I had already remarked in B. M. C.,

Parthia (p. xxix), that "the peculiar features of early Parthian history
and culture do not necessarily require the assumption . . . that Tiridates

[218 B.C.] struck coins from the first moment of his reign." I should not

be indisposed to regard the beardless drachms with BAZIAEQZ M ETA-
ACY APZAKOY as the earliest drachm-coinage of Mithradates I, who
on his " bearded " coins uses this title ; most of the remaining early
drachms would then be left to his immediate predecessors perhaps only
to Phriapatius and Phraates I. But whatever is the precise date of the

first issue of these beardless drachms, I cannot doubt that they are

Parthian, and that they precede the " bearded "
coins.



XV.

SELECT GREEK COINS IN THE BRITISH
MUSEUM.

(See Plates XIV., XV.)

IN the present article some readers of the Numismatic

Chronicle will probably recognize, under a changed name,

a paper of the kind that I have often laid before them,

and which has at times, I fear, figured as a somewhat

monotonous item in our numismatic bill of fare. After

having published during the last seventeen years almost

an innumerabilis annorum series the papers entitled,
" Greek Coins acquired by the British Museum," I am
now desirous, for various reasons, to continue my publica-

tion of the Museum coins in a somewhat different form,

and without confining myself, as heretofore, to the acqui-

sitions of any single year. And I may, perhaps, be

permitted to mention that I hope to be able to publish,

in some form or other, an index to the complete series of

" Greek Coins acquired 1887-1903," which may be useful

to scholars who may have occasion to consult descriptions

scattered through many volumes of our journal.
1

1 Now, as in all former publications, the descriptions written by Dr.

Head for the Annual Return of the British Museum, have proved an

invaluable starting-point, and I have once more to thank my colleague
Mr. Hill for important suggestions.
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SCIONE (MACEDONIAN CHALCIDICE).

1. Obv. Young male head, r. (athlete, or Apollo?); hair

short, indicated by dots.

^ ix

Rev. Human eye; incuse square.

M. Size -45. Wt. 33 grs. [PL XIV. 1.]

Purchased in 1904.

2. Obv. Young male head, r., similar to No. 1.

Rev. Human eye ;
incuse square.

M. Size '25. Wt. 5'6 grs. [PL XIV. 2.]

Purchased in 1891.

3. Obv. Young male head, 1., tied with taenia; projection
above forehead

;
hair short and dotted.

^ K 2

Rev.
r|.

Bunch of grapes ; incuse square.

M. Size -3. Wt. 9-4 grs. [PL XIV. 3.]
Purchased in 1904.

4. Obv. Young male head, r., tied with taenia
; projection

above forehead
;

hair short (later style than
Nos. 1-3).

\i >
Rev. _

*
Corinthian helmet, r.

;
incuse square.

JR. Size -55. Wt. 42-5 grs. [PL XIV. 4.]
Described B. M. C., Macedonia,?. 102, no. 1.

5. Obv. Young male head, r., wearing taenia (fine style).

Rev. K I O Corinthian helmet, r.
; incuse square.

M. Size -55. Wt. 34'8 grs. [PL XIV. 5.]

Purchased in 1890, and described in Num.
Chron., 1891, p. 121.

2
^ slightly injured, and K incomplete, but the reading is hardly

doubtful.
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6. Obv. Young male head, r., wearing taenia (fine style).

M

A

Rev. ^KIQ M 3 Corinthian helmet, r. (slightly varied

from Nos. 4 and 5) ;
behind

(?) ; slight incuse

square.

M. Size 5. Wt. 30-5 grs. [PI. XIV. 6.]

Purchased in 1 905.

The first of these coins is of considerable numismatic

importance. The legend clearly proves that it belongs
to Scione, the town of Pallene, the western prong of the

peninsula Chalcidice. A similar coin has long been

known, and read, with some hesitation, by Imhoof-Blumer,
as KI0, was assigned by him to a supposed town, Cithus,

in Lesbos. This attribution seemed to be favoured by
the eye type (found, though in a different shape, on

Lesbian coins), but the coin must certainly be transferred

to Scione.4

No. 2, though uninscribed, reproduces the type of

No. 1. I do not know where it was found, but it was

sold to the Museum in 1891, together with several small

3 The 2/fieui/cuot are named in the Athenian quota lists from 449 B.C.

onwards. Hill, Sources for Grk. Hist., ii. 6 if.

4
Imh., Mow. <?r., p. 277, no. 246, describing the specimen in the French

Coll. A second specimen was described in B. M. C., Troas (p. 174, no. 5),

under the " Uncertain Mints of Lesbos." There are only traces of its

inscription, but it must certainly be removed (as Dr. Head has remarked

to me) to Scione. Both these specimens are of base silver, which seemed

to favour the Lesbian attribution. No. 1, supra, seems to be of good
metal. Dr. Imhoof (M. G., p. 277, no. 245) has also assigned to Lesbos a

coin read by him KI0I or KIOI. Obv. Two boars' heads; Rev. Incuse

square. (A similar specimen, inscription obscure, is in B. M. C., Troaa,

p. 173, no. 1,
" Uncertain of Lesbos ;

"
cp. nos. 2-4.) Certainly the type

(boars' heads) is suitable to Lesbos.
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coins of Mende, in Macedonia, and two coins of early

Macedonian kings.

The eye is new as a Scionian coin-type.
5 It appears

to have been employed till about 480 (or rather later),

when the helmet (see No. 4) was introduced. The helmet

is found as the reverse of the two fine coins, Nos. 5 and 6,

which were probably struck shortly before 421 B.C., when

Scione, which had revolted from Athens (423 B.C.), was

captured by the Athenians, who put its male popula-

tion to death. 6
(No. 3, which is probably contemporary

with No. 2, has a third type perhaps only used on

this small denomination the bunch of grapes.)

The large eye, which the ancients placed on their

vases, on their shields, and on the prows of their vessels,

was doubtless at least, in its original intention pro-

phylactic a preservative against the 600aA/*dc Trovripo^.

Whether this is its meaning on coins, it is difficult to

determine. The type, indeed, is a very rare one, and

is found chiefly in the fifth century B.C., or earlier. It is

not easy to recall instances of its occurrence, except on

a few Lycian coins 7
(480-450 B.C.), and on the early

5 As to the form of the eyo, see Cecil Smith, B. M. C., Vases, iii. p. 4,

where an interesting diagram is given of the various stages in the repre-
sentation of the human eye on the early red-figured vases.

6 J. P. Six (Num. Chron., 1898, p. 193) attributed to Scione archaic

uninscribed coins with obv. helmet ; rev. inc. sq. The difficulty of this

attribution is that Scioue would have used first the helmet, then the eye,

and would afterwards have restored the helmet in place of the eye. This

does not seem a probable sequence of types.
7

Hill, B. M. C., Lycia, p. 12, no. 56 ; cp. p. 17, no. 79, eye ? At Side,
in Pamphylia (ibid., p. 143), an eye accompanies the dolphin type (fifth

century B.C.). An eye is the obverse type of a minute electrum coin of

the seventh or sixth century B.C. ; see B. M. C., Ionia, p. 6, no. 27. The
coin of " Cithrum in Thessaly," referred to by Lafaye (after Longperier)
in D. and Saglio, art.

"
Fascinum," at end, is really a coin of Scione, like

our No. 1 .
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billon coinage of Lesbos 8
(550-440 B.C.). The prophy-

lactic interpretation does not seem very probable for

a coin-type, and perhaps the eye had, at Scione, some

mythological significance unknown to us. If S/awi/rj

really means " the dark and gloomy,"
9 the open eye, as its

badge, might be a sort of euphemistic pun.
With regard to the type of No. 1, we may remark, first,

that the head appears to be bare : it is clearly, however,

the same head that is found on Nos. 3 and 4, and also, as

can hardly be doubted, on Nos. 5 and 6. All these are

beardless, and (except Nos. 1 and 2 ?) bound with a taenia.

On Nos. 3 and 4 there is a projection above the forehead,

which has been called, though with little probability, the

horn of Pan. It is more like the projection seen on some

early representations of Greek athletes. On examining
the whole series of heads, I am inclined to suggest that

an athlete is represented. Such a type, though very

rare, is not quite foreign to coins. Thus we have the

well-known figure of a discobolos on early coins of Cos
;

and there is a young head not unlike the Scione

head placed on a circular object on the early

electrum stater (500-480 B.C.) of Cyzicus a type ex-

plained by M. Babelon with high probability as the

head of a discobolos.10

If the athlete theory be not accepted, we may fall

back on the explanation that it is Apollo. Scione, it may
be remembered, was a colony of Pellene, in Achaia, where

Apollo was apparently the principal divinity.

From its style I think the head of No. 1 may be dated

8
Wroth, B. M. C., Troas, etc., pp. 152, 153 (one eye; two eyes).

9
Pape, Wtirterbuch, ..

10
Babelon, in Eev. Num., 1903, p. 423. The coin is figured in B. M. C.,

Nysia, pi. iv. ; p. 21, no. 21.
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500 B.C. : it can hardly be earlier, on account of the

reverse, which shows a type (not a plain incuse square)

and an inscription not conspicuously archaic. Interest-

ing as the head is, it has none of the delicacy and finish

of the well-known ephebus-head found on the Acropolis

in 1887.11 Kather it recalls the heavier treatment of

the athlete head in the Jakobsen Collection.12

The head on No. 5 is not unworthy of comparison with

the heads of ephebi on the Parthenon frieze. No. 6

bears a close resemblance to the head of a youth wearing

a taenia on a sepulchral relief found at Athens, and

figured in A. H. Smith, B. M. C., Sculpture, i. pi. xii.

2 = No. 672.

AENUS (THRACE).

The Museum acquired during 1904 a little series of

diobols which seem worth describing, especially on

account of the comparative rarity of this denomination.

A. Head of Hermes, 1. ; arc. 430-400 B.C.

1. Obv. Head of Hermes, 1., in close-fitting petasos ; hair

short and curly.

Rev. Goat standing, 1., with head turned back to lick

1. fore-leg ;
beneath AINI

;
incuse square.

M. Size -45. Wt. 16 8 grs. [PI. XIV. 7.]

B. Head of Hermes, r. ; circ. 430-400 B.C.

2. Obv. Head of Hermes as on No. 1, but looking r.

Rev. AINI Goat, 1. ; nearer fore-paw on branch of tree
;

incuse square.

M. Size -45. Wt. 20'5 grs. [PI. XIV. 8.]

11
Collignon, Hist. Sculpt. Gr., i. p. 362 ; date circ. 480 B.C.

;
E. Gardner,

Handbook of Gr. Sculpt., p. 187 f., fig. 38.

12
Collignon, i. p. 361.
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3 Obv. Head of Hermes as No. 2.

Rev. A INI Goat, r., biting (?)
leaf of laurel-tree

; incuse

square.

M. Size -4. Wt. 20-5 grs. [PL XIV. 9.]

4. Obv. As No. 2.

Rev. AINI Goat, r. ;
in front, spray of ivy (clear on the

coin, though not well shown in the plate) ;

incuse square.

2R. Size -45. Wt. 19'5 grs. [PI. XIV. 10.]

5. Obv. As No. 2.

Rev. AIN Goat, r. ;
in front, tendril

;
incuse square.

JR. Size -4. Wt. 19-9 grs. [PI. XIV. 11.]

6. Obv. As No. 2.

Rev. AIN Goat, r.
;

in front, term
(i.e. agalma of

Hermes, seen on other coins of Aenus placed in

a throne) ;
incuse square.

M. Size -45. Wt. 20 grs. [PL XIV. 12.]

7. Obv. As No. 2.

Rev. AIN Goat, r. ;
in front, caduceus, upright ;

incuse

square.

M. Size -4. Wt. 20 grs.

8. Olv. As No. 2.

Rev. AIN Goat, r. ;
in front, club

;
incuse square.

M. Size -45. Wt. 25 grs. [PL XIV. 13.]

9. Obv. As No. 2.

t AINI Goat ;
nearer fore-leg raised over fly ;

incuse

square.

JR. Size -45. Wt. 197 grs. [PL XIV. 14.]
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C. Head of Hermes, facing ;
circ. 400 B.C.

10. Obv. Head of Hermes to front; wears close-fitting

petasos ;
hair flowing.

Rev. AIM I Goat standing, r. ;
in front, EP; incuse

square.

M. Size -5. Wt. 20-8 grs. [PL XIV. 15.]

11. Obv. Head of Hermes, as No. 10.

Rev. As No. 10, but in front, corn-grain.

JR. Size -45. Wt. 20-2 grs. [PI. XIV. 16.]

The various symbols in front of the goat are doubtless

best explained as the signets of monetary magistrates,

but some are rather* curious ;
thus the agalma on No. 6

appears as a type on other coins of Aenus. Perhaps it is

the signet of an official connected with the cultus of

Hermes. Some of these symbols seem also to have a

close connection with the goat; so Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5. On No. 3

the goat is biting or preparing to bite the leaf of a laurel-

tree
;
so the ram on a coin of Neandria 13 bites the leaf of

a laurel-branch. On No. 4 the ivy-spray is intended for

the goat's consumption, as may be proved from the

reverse of a stater of Aenus,
14 where this symbol is

" writ

large," and consists of a child holding up an ivy-spray to

the mouth of the goat a charming device.

APOLLONTA PONTICA (THRACE).

1. Obv. Head of Apollo (without neck), facing, laureate.

Rev. Anchor
;
on 1., A

;
on r., crayfish ;

in field 1.,

Magistrate's name, MA ; circular incuse.

M. Size -45. Wt. 19-6 grs. [PL XIV. 17.]

13 Num. Chron., 1896, p. 93, no. 11, pi. vii. 8.

14
Formerly in the Green well Collection : Num. Chron., 1897, p. 274,

pi. xiii. 3.
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2. Obv. Similar
; top of head off the flan.

Rev. As No. 1, with Magistrate's name, Q

JR. Size -4. Wt. 19 -6 grs.

3. Obv. Similar; only the lower part of the face on the

flan.

Eev. As No. 1, with Magistrate's name, AP

M. Size -5. Wt. 17-6 grs. [PI. XIV. 18.]

Evidence continues to accumulate in favour of the

attribution of these anchor-coins to Apollonia Pontica

(Sozopolis), as against some town in Asia Minor. 15 The

three coins here described were purchased at Bukarest,

together with one coin of Mesembria, and two others of

Apollonia Pontica, by Mr. Horace Sandars, who very

kindly presented all of them to the British Museum in

1904. No. 3 is a curious freak of the mint.

THESSALIA.

Obv. NEPnNKAl ZAPeEIZAAflN Head of Nero, r.,

bearded, laureate.

. AA0VXOV ZTPA THTOV Horse walking, r., its

bridle held by a female figure, who moves r.

and looks 1. ;
she wears chiton and peplos, and

holds in 1. two ears of corn.

M. Size 1-35. [PI. XV. 2, rev.]

(Cp. Mion. Sup., iii. 271, 79 ; Leake, N. H., Europ.
Gr., p. 103.)

Purchased in 1904.

15
Cp. Tacchella, in Eev. Num., 1903, p. 40.
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2. Obv. EIPHNH ZEBAZTH0EZZAAQN Bust of Eirene,

r., draped ;
hair loDg and flowing ;

whole in

wreath.

Rev. AA0VXO V ZTPATHT OV Horse walking, 1., its

bridle held by a female figure (represented,

apparently, as on No. 1) standing, before horse,

facing the spectator.

M. Size 1-3. [PI. XV. 1.]

Purchased in 1905.

The female figure on Nos. 1 and 2 is, as I would suggest,

a personification of Thessaly. She seems to hold ears

of corn, significant of the fertility of the country, which

continued to export grain as late as the fourth century of

our era.16 The horse is a still more obvious emblem of

the country, and if these coins were struck at Larissa,

where the Thessalians still held their separate assembly,

it would be specially appropriate.

The types of both coins, taken in conjunction, are

evidently intended to commemorate a period of peace

and prosperity under the golden reign of Nero.

LARISSA (THESSALY).

Obv. Horse standing, r., tethered by his bridle to a ring ;

border of dots.

Jtev A A Nymph Larissa, wearing long chiton girdled at

waist
;
hair tied in bunch behind

;
she is running

r., bouncing a ball with her left hand ; incuse

square.

M. Size -45. Wt. 15 grs. [PI. XIV. 19.]
Purchased in 1904.

One of the earlier obols 480-450 B.C. The same

16 Mommsen, Provinces, bk. 8, ch. 7 ; vol. i. p. 298, Eng. trans.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. Z
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nymph is seen on later coins of Larissa, running and

playing at ball (e.g. B. M. C., Thessaly, p. 26, no. 24
;

p. 28, no. 41). In a former publication in the Num.

Chron.,
17 I have ventured, on the evidence of these obols,

to construct a little story of this lady's movements on a

certain day in a year of the fifth century B.C.

ELIS.

The bronze coins figured in PL XV. 3, 4 belong to a rare

class, which has apparently only come to light in recent

years. The type is not described in Prof. P. Gardner's

well-known monograph on Elis.18 In 1898 Mr. Earle

Fox described two specimens obtained for his collection
;

19

one was purchased for the British Museum in 1899, and

last year the Museum acquired twelve varieties, which,

from their condition and patina, have the appearance of

having formed part of a hoard. The description of these

pieces (sizes '9-1' 15) is as follows :

A. Head r.

Obv. Head of Hera, r. ;
hair gathered up on crown of

head and falling in tresses behind
;

wears

Stephanos, with floral ornamentation; circular

ear-ring and necklace.

Rev. F A Eagle, with wings closed, standing, r., on
fulmen.

(The reverses are slightly concave.)

17
1902, p. 319.

18 Num. Chron., 1879, p. 221 f.

19
Ibid., 1898, p. 292. Should not the name, there read as I A on rev.,

be corrected to [Yl on the B. M. C. coins ?
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fYl (acquired in 1899).

A)

[PI. XV. 3.]
HE (F A)

ZEN (F A)

ZEN (FA, small). [PL XV. 4.]

B. Head 1.

Types and inscriptions as Class A, but head to left.

11. In field r.
oj:

rev. ; hi : slightly concave.

12. r*

13.

1. Infield r. of rev.
;
A
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ATARNEUS (MYSIA).

Obv. Head of Apollo, r., laureate; hair short and rolled.

Rev. ATAP 22
Serpent coiled with head erect, r. ; incuse.

JR. Size -6. Wt. 44-7 grs. [PI. XIV. 20.]
Purchased in 1904.

No silver coin of Atarneus has, hitherto, been pub-
lished. The obv. head is an Apollo of pleasing, if

slightly effeminate, style, and recalls the fine Apollo
heads on the silver staters of Abydos,

23
Apollonia Pon-

tica,
24 and Chalcidice." 25 The coin maybe dated, on

grounds of style, a few years before or after 400 B.C.

Between the years 410 and 398-7 Atarneus 26 was in

the possession of certain exiles from Chios, who made it

their head-quarters for plundering expeditions. In

398-7 it was taken, after an eight-months' siege, by

Derkyllidas the Spartan, who placed a garrison there

under Drakon of Pellene, a man who gained some

notoriety for his effective ravaging of the Mysian plains.

About 360 Atarneus was ruled by the tyrant Eubulos
;

ten years later it was governed by another tyrant,

Hermias, the friend of Aristotle. In 345 it was in the

hands of the Persians.

Dr. Head ^ has assigned the coin to the time of Drakon,

22 Beneath inscr. are some marks which may be part of another inscr.

Sir H. Weber has a fine specimen of this coin.
23 B. M. C., Troas, pi. i. 8.

24 B. M. C., Mysia, pi. ii. 10,
"
Apollonia ad Khyndacum:

"
hair short

and rolled.

25 P. Gardner, Types, pi. vii. 13.

26 On the history of Atarneus, Lolling in AtTi. Mittheil., iv. p. 1 f. ;

Biirchner in Pauly, Encycl., "Atarneus;" Judeich, Kleinas. Stud.,

p. 349, etc.

27 British Museum Return, 1905, p. 89.
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cire. 397 B.C., and has made the very ingenious and

attractive suggestion that the coiled serpent (SpaKwv) on

the reverse is the badge of this redoubtable governor.

Certainly the coin may, for reasons of style, be well

assigned to his period, but some difficulties occur, to my
mind at least, as to the correctness of this explanation

of the reverse.28 It is quite possible though not other-

wise ascertained that Drakon used this punning type

as his signet, but if he placed it so conspicuously on the

coin he must have done so as tyrant of Atarneus,
29 a fact

of which Xenophon and Isocrates, who tell us what we

know of him, furnjsh no hint. Moreover, we find this

serpent, though abandoned as a type, figuring as a

symbol on the coins of Atarneus so late as the third and

the first century B.C.
30

If, then, the serpent is the badge
of Drakon, he must have made no ordinary impression

on the annals of Atarneus, for between the years 397

and the year (cire.) 279 much had happened. The city

had twice been governed by tyrants, had fallen under

the sway of Persia, and very likely had experienced other

vicissitudes now unknown to us.

I should judge that the safest explanation of the

serpent type is to suppose on the lines recently sug-

gested in Mr. Macdonald's illuminating book on coin-

types that it is the badge or town arms of Atarneus.

If we had coins of the fourth century (later than cire.

397 B.C.) we should probably find the serpent figuring

!8 I do not dispute the possibility of the issue of this coin in the time

of Drakon, but it may equally well belong to the Chian period, 410-

398 B.C.

29 It can hardly be his symbol as a monetary magistrate, as in the case

of the continuous series of Abdera and Cyzicus, where the magistrates'

symbols have the importance of
"
types."

30 B. M. C., Mysia,
" Atarneus."
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on them as a type ;
even in the third and first centuries,

when, for some reason, a new type (half-horse) was intro-

duced on the reverse, the serpent still figures, almost

constantly, as a subsidiary device.

This serpent-badge if we do not accept it as the

personal badge of Drakon may, perhaps, be most

easily accounted for as the serpent of Apollo. Less

probably it may be a symbol of Asklepios, as it is on

the second-century coins of the Pergamene kings. And
there is yet a third possible explanation, that it may be

connected in some way with Atarneus, the mythic King of

Mysia, whose temple in the city that bore his name was

evidently of primary importance in the middle of the

fourth century B.C., and in all probability much earlier.
31

CLAZOMENAE (IONIA).

Obv. KAA Fore-part of winged boar, flying, r.

JRev. Ram's head, r. within incuse square.

M. Size -55. Wt. 54-7 grs. [PI. XIV. 21.]

Purchased in 1904.

This drachm is interesting from its inscription and its

combination of types. The inscription is important as

confirming the attribution to Clazomenae of the series of

silver coins with the fore-part of a winged boar that have

been usually assigned to this city, although not inscribed

with its name. 32

The types winged boar and ram's head unite on

the same coin two types often found at Clazomenae.33

31 Hicks and Hill, Greek Hist. Inscr., p. 265, no. 138.

32
Head, B. M. C., Ionia,

"
Clazomenae," no. 3 if.

33 The /R coins with obv. fore-part of winged boar ; rev. Gorgoneion in
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The sequence of the Clazomenian coin-types is some-

what puzzling. On the earliest silver coins of the fifth

century (early) we find the half winged boar; then on

our drachm, which may be dated B.C. 450-400, the ram's

head makes its appearance. But if we accept the attri-

bution of M. Babelon,
34 the ram had already appeared at

Clazornenae on electrum coins of the sixth century. The

earliest type of the city would thus be the ram.

During the fourth century, from circ. 387 B.C., the

principal types are Apolline the beautiful facing head

and the swan of the chief divinity of the city. The boar

has now disappeared, but the ram is found on bronze

coins throughout this century. After circ. 300 B.C. the

boar type again appears, and the ram is still employed,

each being occasionally found on the coins of Im-

perial times. This use of the boar and ram types is

curious, and, if more were known of the antiquities of

Clazoinenae, we might at least be able to discern which

was regarded as the badge of the city.
35

incuse square (B. M. C., Ionia," Clazomenae," nos. 15, 16), must belong to

about the same period as our coin. I do not positively dispute tbe attri-

bution of these to Clazomenae, but the absence of inscription and the

introduction of a new and short-lived type (the Gorgoneion is, however,

found on a coin struck after 300 B.C.) suggest that this attribution needs

further confirmation.
34 Rev. Num., 1895, p. 27 f. Babelon (I.e.) refuses to admit as Clazo-

mcnian the electrum with boar types in B. M. C., Ionia, p. 17, nos. 1. 2.

Dr. Head himself remarks that the attribution to Clazomenae is doubtful.
35 Leake (Num. Hell, As. Gr., p. 43) cites in explanation of the boar

type, Aelian, Hist. Anim., 12. 38 : avv yve<r6at

s, K.T.A..
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MAGNESIA AD MAEANDRUM (IONIA).

Obv. Bust of Artemis Leukophryene, r., wearing stephane ;

at her shoulder bow and quiver ; border of dots.

Rev. MAT NHTn[N] Horseman (Leukippos ?)
in helmet,

Al NYZloz cuirass, and chlamys, riding on
AHM HTPIOY prancing horse, r. ; in r. couched

spear.

M. Thick fabric. Size '75. [PI. XV. 5.]

(Struck after circ. 190 B.C. Cp. B. M. C., Ionia,

p. 162, no. 39; Imhoof, Kleinas. M., p. 516, on
the types ; another at Berlin

; Kern, Inscr. v.

Magn., p. xxii.) Purchased in 1904.

NYSA (LYDIA).

Obv. AVKAA6 (Z?)ANAPOCKAI CA P Bust of Severus

Alexander, r., in paludamentum and cuirass.

Rev. enirPAVPAMMI A NOVNVCAen N The Tyche of
of Nysa standing to front, looking r.

;
wears

turreted head-dress, chiton, and peplos ;
in r.,

bunch of grapes ; 1. hand rests at her side
; in

field close to her 1. arm, a figure of Men, looking
1., wearing Phrygian cap, short chiton, cloak, and
boots, and with crescent on shoulders

;
in his r.,

phiale ; 1. hand on spear.

M. Size 1-25. [PI. XV. 6, rev.]

Purchased in 1904.

The grammateus Aurelius Ammianus is an addition to

the list compiled by Head for B. M. C., Lydia, p. Ixxxi.

The grapes held by the goddess indicate the Dionysiac
interests of the city, while Men who is often seen on

the coins appears here, in close proximity to the god-

dess, as the representative divinity of Nysa. In the

same capacity Men appears on an alliance coin of Nysa
with Ephesus.

36

36 B. M. C., Lydia, p. Ixxxiii.
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OESTRUS (CiLiciA).

Obv. Head of Emperor (apparently Antoninus Pius), r.,

laureate ; border of dots.

Rev. KEZTPHNCxJN Star within crescent
;
border of dots.

M. Size -8. [PL XV. 7.]

(Presented by Mr. F. W. Hasluck, in 1904.

Another specimen of this rare coin was pub-
lished with comments by M. Dieudonne, in Rev.

Num., 1902, p. 82. On Oestrus, see also Imhoof-

Blumer, Kleinas. M., p. 457 f., and Hill, B. M. 0.,

Lycaonia, etc., p. xxxviii.)

WARWICK WROTH.



XYI.

KOMAN COIN-MOULDS FEOM EGYPT.

IN the course of the excavations directed by Dr. Gren-

fell and Dr. Hunt among the rubbish-mounds of Behnesa,

during the early part of the year 1903, a deposit of coin-

moulds was found, the impressions upon which were of

types of Maximinus Daza, Licinius, and Constantinus I.

These moulds are of the same general type as those

described and figured by Babelon (Traite des Monnaies

Grecques et Romaines, cols. 958-961), appearing as

round disks of clay, which bear, as a rule on each side,

an impression of a coin, and have at one edge a triangular

cut to allow the pouring in of metal. The greater part

of the disks were found broken apart ;
but one lot of four

were still stuck together; and, from examination of

these, it was clear that the method of their preparation

had not been, as in the cases quoted by Babelon, by

obtaining an imprint directly from a coin upon a soft

clay disk and subsequently baking it to form one side of

the mould. The process must have been a cire perdue

one as follows : casts of coins were taken in wax, and these

casts were then enveloped in a cylinder of soft clay ;

a triangular cut was made along the cylinder down to

the wax, and the wax was then melted out and the

cylinder baked. Traces of wax could be discerned on

the surface of several of the disks. The majority of the
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moulds had evidently been used, and had doubtless been

thrown away on the rubbish-heap where they were

found after they had been broken apart from the casts

taken in them : the lot found together apparently had

missed receiving their due share of the molten metal, as

one of the moulds had within it a few drops of bronze.

There were in all 105 pieces, only one of which was

entirely defaced: 21 were from the ends of cylinders,

and only bore one impression, the other face of the disk

being rough; of these 16 had reverse types, and 5

obverse types : 2 disks had obverse types on both faces,

and 3 reverse types "similarly : the remainder had upon
one face an obverse type, on the other a reverse type.

In the following list, the pieces have been arranged by
the reverse types, a reference being added in each case

to the impression on the other face, which, however, has

of course only a fortuitous relation to the former. As

all but one of the reverse types are from mints whose

issues during the Constantinian period have been classified

in the Numismatic Chronicle by M. Maurice (Antioch,

1899, p. 208
; Alexandria, 1902, p. 92

; Nicomedia, 1903,

p. 211), his division of issues and series has been

adopted. The moulds were for folles.

OBVERSE TYPES.

Specimens.

(1) GALVALMAXIMINVSNOBCAES Head r., laureate 1

(2) IMPCGALVALMAXIMINVSPFAVG 47

(3) IMPCLICLICINNIVSPFAVG 7

(4) IMPCVALLICINLICINIVSPFAVG 10

(5) FLVALERCONSTANTINVSPFAVG 16

(6) IMPCFLVALCONSTANTINVSPFAVG 4
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REVERSE TYPES.
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Issue. Series.

IV.

Type.

GENIO AVGVSTI As last

Mint-mark.
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V.

VI.

IV.

Series.
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Issue.

V.

III.

III.

Series.! Type.

IOVICONS ERVATORI)
Jupiter with Victory . \

GENIO AVGVSTI Genius >

with head of Apollo . . )

NICOMEDIA.

GEN IDA VGVSTI Genius, 1

holding patera over eagle )

HERCVLI VICTORI Her-

cules leaning on club

CYZICUS.

GENIOAV GV STI [

Genius holding patera

Mint-mark.

* |Z
ANT

*|H
ANT

I
A

SMN

|A
S[MN]

r|
SMN

|

[SjMKT

Other face.

Obv. (2)

Obv. (6)

Obv. (5)

Nil

Nil

Speci-
mens.

The moulds belong to two distinct groups, easily

separated by the clay of which they are made, which is

^e group reddish, in the other grey. The former
Ui*~

[includes all the impressions of reverse types of

group :'

ni) IV> and y of Alexandria, and all those of

issues
types ^ and 2

) Of Maximinus, (3) of Licinius,

obverse^
of Qonstantinus> with the exception of one

L

je
of type (2) of Maximinus : also one reverse

exampl\ iggue jy ftnd Qne of y of ^ntioch, two of issue

type )i -

es 2 of Nicomedia, and the one example of
er

. The other group has all the impressions of

Cyzicus
j.yp

eg of iggue yj of Alexandria, and of obverse
reverse

\
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types (4) of Licinius and (6) of Constantinus, with the

one example of type (2) of Maximinus above noted
;
also

one reverse type of issue IV and one of issue V of

Antioch, and one of issue III series 3 of Nicomedia.

The groups can thus be dated with fair certainty by
the aid of M. Maurice's classification : the first contains

25 reverse types of the Alexandrian issue III, struck

in the latter part of 311
;
48 of issue IV, struck in

312 and the first half of 313; and two of issue V,

struck from July, 313, to October, 314
;
reverse types of

the issues III and IV of Antioch, struck respectively in

309 and 310 May, 311
;
and reverse types of issue III

of Nicomedia, struck from May, 311, to the end of 312
;

also obverse types belonging to the same period, with

one of Maximinus as Caesar, which must have been struck

before May, 309. The moulds of this group must there-

fore have been prepared during the period of issue V,

and probably soon after its commencement, before many
coins of this issue had got into circulation

;
that is, in

the autumn of 313. The second group contains only

reverse types, to the number of 16, of issue VI of

Alexandria, which was struck from October, 314, to

March, 317
;
with reverse types of Antioch and Nicomedia

of the same periods as the previous group; and obverse

types belonging to this issue, with one exception of

an earlier coin of Maximinus. These moulds were

presumably made when issue VI had been in circulation

for some time, and the coins of earlier issues were showing

signs of wear, and thus becoming less suitable for use as

models : the date may be in 316. An additional reason

for preferring the coins of the new series to earli'er ones

in this group may be found in the reduction of weight

which had taken place in the official issues, as it was
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obviously to the advantage of the copyists to adopt the

smaller size in their moulds.

The circumstances of this find do not, unfortunately,

throw any light on the question whether these moulds

were made by forgers working for their private profit,

or, as supposed possible by Babelon (pp. cit., col. 963), were

used by officials under the tacit sanction of the Govern-

ment. Probably there is little, if any, distinction to be

made between the two alternatives : the average Eoman

provincial officer of the fourth century was quite capable

of forging coins and using his position to screen himself.

It is interesting to note how small a proportion of the

moulds are taken from coins of other mints than

Alexandria. No doubt the bulk of the specimens from

external mints which arrived in Egypt in the course

of trade were, by the time they reached Oxyrhynchus,

considerably worn, and therefore, as noted above, not

suitable for the moulder's use. And the coins of Antioch

and Nicomedia actually represented are all of earlier

issues than the Alexandrian types with which they are

associated : in the case of Antioch, the examples were

apparently from four to seven years old when the moulds

were made, in the case of Nicomedia about two to four

years old. From so small a number of specimens,

conclusions are hazardous : but this evidence seems to

suggest that the passage of current coin from Nicomedia

to Egypt was more rapid than from Antioch
;
and this

may be explained by the fact that the Nicoinedian coins
'

would probably come direct from Constantinople to

Alexandria by sea, while the Antiochene ones would

pass from hand to hand overland through Syria. It

would be profitable if further evidence could be collected

in this matter.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. 2 A
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The excavations of Dr. Grenfell and Dr. Hunt in 1905

produced a further collection of similar moulds, which

offer the same general characteristics. The method of

preparation, however, seems to have been slightly

different from that described above : there is nothing
to suggest the use of wax, but impressions from coins

seem to have been taken on each side of a disk of stiff

clay, the edge of which was then bent over to form a

kind of collar on one side
;
the disk was next baked, and

placed in position in a pile of similar disks, which were

wrapped round with clay and again baked, after a cut

had been made down the side of the clay envelope reach-

ing to the spaces between the disks. Moulds made in

this manner naturally did not fit exactly, as could be

tested in one or two instances where the breakages in the

envelope enabled the disks to be arranged in the position

in which they had been used
;
but they were easier to

manufacture than those made with wax, and were probably
more frequently employed, as a fair number of cast coins

have been found at Behnesa, and their appearance in

most instances suggests that their forgers had followed

this process rather than the use of wax, so far as. can be

judged from the ragged and spreading edgp^* and the

flaws in the faces of the coins, which are "excrescences

such as would be produced by a touch- on a clay im-

pression, not hollows such as would result from a mishap

with a wax model.

In this deposit there were 48 pieces,;
for the most part

in excellent preservation. Owing to" this, and as the

impressions on the clay had been made' from coins which

showed no traces of wear, it was possibi,
6 to identify the

number of instances in which the mother had used

a particular coin; and the most convenient method of
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classification will be to catalogue the moulds according

to the coin originals, giving obverse and reverse

types separately. As the reverse types are all of the

Alexandrian mint, the exergual legend, ALE, is omitted

in the description.

OBVERSES.

IMPCGALVALMAXIMIANVSPFAVG Head r., laur. 6 coins. A (3 im-

pressions), B (3), C (3), D (7), E (1), F (2).

GALVALMAXIMINVSNOBCAES Head r., laur. 6 coins. G(3),H(1),
I (2), J (4), K (2), L (1).

IMPCGALVALMAXIMINVSPFAVG Head r., laur. 2 coins. M (5),

N(l).
GALVAL ERIAAVG Bust r., with stephane. 2 coins. O (2), P (2).

IMPCVALLICLICINIIVSPFAVG Head r., laur. 2 coins. Q (2), R (2).

REVERSES.

GENIOIMP ERATORIS InfieldK 4 coins, a (3), ft (5), y (3), 5 (1).

Icoin. e(2).

Icoin. f(l).

1 coin, n (1).

GENIOCA ESARIS

VENER IV ICTRICI

VENERIV ICTRICI

VIRTVSE X ERCITVS

VIRTVSEX ERCITVS

) X 1 coin. 6 (1).

InfieldK
p

5
Icoin. (2).

K 1 coin. K (3).

;K p
1 coin. \ (3).

g
K

p
1 coin.

fj. (4).

? > K [ ] 1 coin, v (1).

In field
^

R 1 coin. |(3).

P
R i coin. (3).

K 1 coin. (1).

K Icoin. p (1).

2 A 2
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The impressions on the disks were associated as

follows :

l+/i:J + M:J+; K+o : K+K : L + 5 : M. + | : N + 7 : + R : P+c :

a + /c:a + At: # + o:5 + A:j + ?r : A + ^u : / + o. The types appearing
with a blank at the other side of the disk are D (2) : G (2) : J : Q (2) :

It will be seen from the foregoing lists that the

impressions on the disks were made haphazard, without

any regular alternation of obverse and reverse types ;

and, as the disks would probably be put together with-

out any attempt to place the impressions according to

the coins from which they were taken, "mules" of

different issues might easily result.

In point of date, this group of moulds is somewhat

earlier than the two found in 1903. The types belong
to the second issue according to Maurice's classification,

and about half of them (obverse types G L, and reverse

types TJ and L p) certainly to the first part of the issue,

whilst only two coins (obverse types M and N) belong

certainly to the second part, which began in May, 309.

The moulds were, therefore, probably made about the

end of 309.

It is noteworthy that there are not in this lot any

impressions from coins struck elsewhere than at

Alexandria, in which it differs from the two collections

described previously of a few years later in date. This

agrees with the fact which I have noticed, that com-

paratively few coins from outside mints are found in

Egypt till the reign of Constantine. This may be

explained by supposing that the Egyptians had been

used for so long to their own currency that, when it was
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abolished by the monetary reform of Diocletian, they

still looked to their local mint to supply them
;

or it

may be due to movements in the Empire. I shall hope
to return to this point at some future date.

The extent to which forgery of coins must have been

practised at Oxyrhynchus in the first two decades of the

fourth century may be judged from the proportion of

cast coins among those found in the course of the

excavations and belonging to this period, which is one

in five,

J. G. MILNE.
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A FIND OF COINS OF STEPHEN AND HENRY II

AT AWBEIDGE, NEAE EOMSEY.

ABOUT three years ago a farmhouse garden was being

enlarged in the parish of Awbridge, near Eomsey, Hamp-
shire, and in the removal of a laurel-hedge there were

discovered, about 2J feet below the surface, all close

together as if they had been in a bag which had rotted,

some silver coins, about 180 in number. The finder

thought little of his discovery, and from time to time

disposed of about 50 of the coins to his friends and

acquaintances at the price of Is. to 6d. each, selecting

for that purpose the better-preserved specimens. The

find having been mentioned to me a few weeks ago

by Mr. G. D. Dietz, of Braishfield Lodge, Eomsey, the

coins were sent through him for examination. They

proved to be pennies of Stephen and Henry II, number-

ing in all 138, viz. 34 of the former and 104 of the

latter. The coins were mostly in poor condition, partly

from oxidation and partly from wear, so much so that

there was scarcely a well-preserved specimen amongst
the pieces of Stephen, whilst of those of Henry II on

14 coins the names of the mints were not legible, and

on 37 the moneyers' names as well as those of the

mints were entirely obliterated.

A description of the coins is appended
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STEPHEN.

HAWKINS, No. 268.

Obv. Bust of King, three-quarters to left; sceptre in

right hand.

Rev. Double cross pommee, with annulet in centre ;

within circle (or quatrefoil) fleured internally.

Obverse.

*STIEFNE

CANTERBURY.
Reverse.

. ^RODBERD- ON CfiN . 1

. ^RODBERT- ON CfiN . 2

. CROSIER ON CENTER . 2

CANT 1

!STIEFNE .

LEWES.

. *hV[NFR]EI :ON : LEV . 1

[*STIEF]NE .

^STIEFNE .

LONDON.

*7\LISANDE[R -ON . LV] .

* DEREMfiN : ON : LV
HTIERR]EI :ON : [LV]ND

ON : LVN
ON : LVND

^STIEFNE
SALISBURY.

. *STfiN[DIN]<3 : ON : SfiL . 1

*STIEFNE .

WARWICK (?).

. . . . ER (?) . 1

WINCHESTER.

^STIEFNE .... ^ hVE : ON : PINCEST . 1.... ^PILLEM :ON : PINT. . 3

^STIEFNE
YORK.

N : EVER . . 1

EVE 1
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UNCERTAIN MINTS.

With moneyera' names, ELLMfiN, SIM . . . PfiEN, and
PELTIER 4

With moneyers' and mint-names effaced 6

HAWKINS, No. 268, VAR.

Obv. Head facing, crowned ; sceptre on his left.

Rev. Double cross pommee, with annulet in centre;
within quatrefoil fleured internally.

HUNTINGDON (?).

. . ST . . . . EX . . -MM .... ON hVN : 1

HAWKINS, No. 270, VAR.

Obv. Bust of King to right, crowned
; sceptre in right

hand.

Rev. Double cross moline, with annulet at each end
and in centre

;
the tressures fleured internally.

SOUTHAMPTON (?).

J^STIEFNE RE ... J<SfiNSON - OHfiNT . . 3

HENRY II.

HAWKINS, No. 285.

Obv. Bust of King, nearly full face, crowned
; sceptre in

right hand.

Rev. Large cross pattee, with small one in each angle.

BRISTOL.
Obverse. Reverse.

*hENRI REX fiNSL . . * ELAF ON BRISTOL . 1

. *R7WL.O[N BRIST]OLE 1

BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

*hENRIREXHNS . . * PILEM : ON : [SC]EDM . 1

*hENRI REX KN6L . . * WILLEM - SC : ON : ED . 1

frhENRI : R:*N . . . * PILLEL5U : ON : 8EDM . 4
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CANTERBURY.

* hENRI REX AN .

fr hENRI : R : A

J< hENRI R .
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NORTHAMPTON.
!hENRI REX fiNSL . . & WfiRNIR : ON : NORhfi . 1

NORWICH.
*hENRI REX fiNSL . . ^ SILLEBERT: ON : NO[RWJ 1

: ON : NORWIC . 1

PI[COT] : ON . NORWI . 1

OXFORD.

*hENRI REX 7XNSL . . ^7\SC[M7^]N : ON : OXEN . 1

THETFORD.
REX fiNSL . . * WILLEMKN : ON : TEF . 1

* hENRI : R : HNS . . ^ PILLEm : ON : TETFO . 1

WILTON.
*hENRI [REX : fiN]SL ..... ON : PI LTV . 1

WINCHESTER.

^hENRI : R : 7\N6 . . ^ hEREMfiN : ON : PIN . 1

*hENRI : REX: AN<3 . . * WILLEM : ON : WINCE . 1

YORK.

REX fiNGL . * 6OD[WIN : ON] : EVEPI . 2

With mint-names effaced, but with moneyers' names, hERBERT,
MARTIN, R7WLF, RICrtRD (2), ROSIER (2), 87XN3V,

VNFREI, PILLEM (4), WIVLF 14

Moneyers' and mint-names illegible . . . . . .37

On the coins of Stephen the mints represented are

those of Canterbury, Huntingdon (?), Lewes, London,

Salisbury, Southampton (?), Warwick (?), Winchester, and

York
;
and they are of two types, i.e. Hawkins, No. 268

and 270 var., but with an interesting variety of No. 268.

All these mints of Stephen are known, but amongst the

moneyers are several whose names do not occur in

Ending's list, and have not been hitherto represented

in the National Collection.
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The coin attributed to Warwick has been given to

that place on the evidence of the Linton find,
1 where

Mr. Wakeford described one of that mint of the type

Hwks. No. 270, with evidently the same moneyer's name
"
Standing

"
which is also found on the penny of Salis-

bury in the Awbridge hoard.

The coin which I have ventured to give to Huntingdon
is an interesting variety of Hwks. No. 268, in having on

the obverse the head only of the King, with the sceptre

on his left instead of on his right, as in the case of the

usual type. It is unfortunate that this interesting coin

is so rubbed and, clipped as to make the legends scarcely

decipherable, and the mint-name somewhat doubtful,

but the letters h and N are fairly clear, whilst the

base of the V can just be traced. The moneyer's name

begins with the letters IM, but I am unable to suggest

its completion. The lettering on the obverse is still

more indistinct than that on the reverse, but one seems

to see traces of the letters STI on the right of the head,

and EX on the left.

Of the mint of Huntingdon the British Museum has

one coin of Stephen which is of the type Hwks. No. 268.

It came from the Montagu Collection, where it was

described as being of an unpublished mint. It reads on

the obverse STIEFN-RE, and on the reverse GODPINE

ON hVN.

Mr. Andrew, in his History of the Coinage of Henry J.,
2

tells us that the mint of Huntingdon was in operation

towards the end of the reign of Henry I (1128-1131),

during a portion of which time David, King of Scotland,

who was Earl of Huntingdon, was there and held an

1 Num. Citron., 1883, p. 115. -
Ibid., 1901, p. 227.
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inquiry touching the alleged treason of Geoffrey de

Clinton, the King's justiciary for that county. Mr.

Andrew further remarks that the mint was closed after

the departure of David, in 1130, but was reopened in

Stephen's time, probably by David's son, Prince Henry,
Earl of Huntingdon, and ceased to exist coincidentally

with his death. It would be very interesting to be able

to connect these coins with Henry, Earl of Huntingdon,
but that seems scarcely possible, if Mr. Andrew's theory

holds good, that the mint was only in operation when

the lord of the manor was resident there, for the

date at which I would fix this issue, viz. during the

last years of Stephen, would be after the earl's death

or only shortly before, when he was certainly not in this

country. Henry, Earl of Huntingdon, was born in 1114,

and died in 1152. He was confirmed in his title as

Earl by Stephen at Carlisle, in 1136, and was in England

during the years 1138-1140. It was in this last year

that he married Ada, daughter of Earl de Warenne,

and there is no record, so far as I am aware, of his ever

having again visited England. On the death of Henry,

Simon de St. Liz, Earl of Northampton, claimed the

earldom of Huntingdon in right of his mother
;
but he

dying in 1153, the title fell into the hands of the English

Crown, and was not restored to Malcolm, King of Scots,

till July, 1157.

The Huntingdon coin in the hoard, besides having the

sceptre on the king's left, is of rude work, and the mint-

mark on the reverse is not the usual cross pattee, but

a cross pommee fitchee. It is unfortunate that the coin

is not better preserved, as otherwise it might have

supplied us with some important data both numismatic

and historical.
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The three coins attributed to Southampton of the

type given as Hwks. No. 270, var. are similar to one

described in the Linton find.3 The Linton coin was

said to have been disposed of in the Montagu sale,
4

and was purchased for the National Collection
;
but this

attribution would seem to be uncertain, if the coin

itself is compared with the illustration in the Numismatic

Chronicle. This type is evidently a variety of Hwks. No.

270, from which it only differs in having a double cross

moline instead of a single cross moline on the reverse.

Whether the attribution of these coins to Southampton
is correct, I am not at the present moment prepared to

say, since ANT could as well be an abbreviation of SANT

(St. Edmundsbury) as for hANT (Southampton). There

is a coin of Henry II in this hoard with the moneyer's

name 8AN8VN, who may be the same as the moneyer,

supposed to be of Southampton, but unfortunately the

mint-name is entirely obliterated.

Mr. Walters, who has seen the coin, suggests that ft NT

is an abbreviation for TSNT (Taunton), the A and T being
combined. He also draws attention to the fact that

Hwks. 270 is the only published type of Stephen known

of Taunton.

In connection with this rare type of Stephen, I have

been struck with its identity with Hwks. No. 259, which

is attributed to Henry I. It is not at all probable that

Stephen would have copied so closely a type of his

predecessor, and I would therefore suggest that the coin

thus given by Hawkins to Henry I was not issued by
that monarch, but was struck by the supporters of Henry
of Anjou during the civil war, thus following an example

3 Num. Chron., 1883, p. 1H. * Lot 120, November 16, 1897.
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set by his mother, Matilda. It would appear that some

such view is held by Mr. Andrew, who does not include

this type in the series of Henry I, and says of it (from the

evidence of the Watford find) that it is impossible to

believe that any of these coins were in circulation during
the issue of Hwks. No. 262 (A.D. 1128-1131), and, more-

over, that they have never been found except with the

coins of Stephen's reign.

The coins of Henry II in the hoard do not appear to

call for any special remarks. They are all of the new

type introduced in 1156, which remained in use till 1180,

and which saw the end of the continuous changes. In

this small hoard no less than sixteen mints are repre-

sented, but there are no new moneyers' names. The

double names of Alwine Fine and Pires M. of London

are already known and are represented in the National

Collection.

Turning to the general composition of the hoard, it

will be seen that it consists entirely of coins of Stephen
and Henry II. So far as I am aware, this is the only

find recorded of coins of Stephen in which any consider-

able number or even any coins of Henry II have

occurred.

The Watford hoard, described by Mr. Kashleigh,
5 con-

sisted of coins of William I, Hwks. 238 (one halfpenny) ;

of Henry I, Hwks. 255 (419), 262 (58) ;
of Stephen,

Hwks. 270 (643) ;
and of the Earl of Warwick (6).

In the Dartford find, also described by Mr. Kashleigh,
6

there were coins of Henry I, Hwks. 255 (4) ;
of Stephen,

Hwks. 270 (51), 275 (1) and 630 (4).

The Nottingham find, described by Mr. Toplis,
7

5 Num. Chron., 1850, p. 138. 6
Ibid., 1851, p. 186.

7

Ibid., 1881, p. 37.
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consisted of coins of Henry I, Hwks. 251, 255, and End.

Supp., PL i. 6, and PL ii., PL ii. 6 (numbers not given) ;

and of Stephen, Hwks. 270 (about 150).

In the Linton hoard, recorded by Mr. Wakeford,8 we

find coins of Henry I, Hwks. 255 (7) ;
of Stephen, Hwks.

269 (39) and 270 (40) ;
and of the Earl of Warwick,

Hwks. 632 (2).

It will be seen that in all these hoards, which contained

coins of Henry I, there were none of Stephen of the type

Hwks. 268, nor any of Henry II. The only inference which

can be drawn from such evidence is that in this type of

Hwks. 268 we have not the earliest issue of Stephen's

reign, as Hawkins supposed, and that in consequence his

classification of the coins of that reign needs some

amending at present. What the precise order of the

various types should be, I am not prepared to say, and I

would rather leave the matter to those who have made a

special study of this series of coins. I would only add

that the presence of coins of Henry I of Hwks. 270 in

all the above-mentioned finds with those of Stephen, and

of Hwks. 269 in the Linton find, shows that these two

types must have been anterior to Hwks. 268, whilst the

evidence afforded by the Awbridge find would place that

type towards, if not actually at, the end of the reign of

Stephen. It would, however, be rash to form any hard-

and-fast conclusions on the evidence of this small hoard,

especially as the circumstances of its burial may have

been peculiar, and it is not improbable that we may have

further evidence which would prove or disprove the

suggestions which have been made respecting the classi-

fication of the coins of Stephen.

H. A. GRUEBER.

8 Num. Chron., 1883, p. 108.
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ANGLO-GALLIC COINS.

(See Plates XVI, XVII.)

THE series of Anglo-Gallic coins commences with the

reign of Henry II, who, by his marriage in the year 1152

with Eleanor, Duchess of Aquitaine (the divorced wife

of Louis VII of France), became, in the right of his

wife, Duke of Aquitaine and Earl of Poitou. We
cannot with any certainty attribute to the four previous

kings of England any coins struck by them for their

Norman possessions. There are, indeed, certain coins

struck for Normandy which have been attributed to

William I, but these do not bear his title as King of

England, and, if rightly attributed to him, were probably

struck by him before his accession to the throne of

England. They do not, therefore, come within this

HENKY II.

In 1154, two years after his marriage, Henry succeeded

to the throne of England. In 1168 he ceded the duchy
of Aquitaine and the earldom of Poitou to his son

1
See, however, Ducarel,Pl. vi. 72, where a coin of William. I is figured

with the title
** Hex An.," and Lillebonne in Normandy given as the place

of mintage. But this coin is probably a forgery.
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Kichard. His Aquitaine coins all bear the title
"
Kex,"

and they must, therefore, have been struck subsequent

to his accession in 1154, and before the cession of the

duchy in 1168.

There are no coins of Henry bearing his name and

struck for the earldom of Poitou, but it is quite possible

that coins were issued for the earldom by his authority.

For three centuries the coins of Poitou had followed a

fixed type, copied in the first instance from the French

regal series. It is only possible to arrange these coins

in chronological order by a comparison of their style of

lettering and the development of the type, and we may,
I think, safely assume that the latest coins in this series

were struck by Henry and his son Kichard.2

The Aquitaine coinage consists of a denier and an obole,

there being two distinct types of the latter. The average

weight of the denier appears to be about 17 grains, and

its fineness 3 parts silver to 9 parts alloy. The types

are as follows :

AQUITAINE.

Denier.

Olv. +hENRICVco REX. Plain cross pattee, within
a beaded inner circle.

Rev.--hfiQVI TfiHI in four lines across the field,

within a beaded inner circle
;
an annulet on

either side of the cross and of the 6.

Wt. 71 grs. [PI. XVI. 1.]

British Museum. Piedfort.

Denier, var.

As last, but reading ENRlCVco on obverse.

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.

2 For a fuller discussion of this point, see M. Lecointre-Dupont's Essay
on the coins of Melle, in Revue Nnmismatique, 1840, p. 50.

VOL. V., SERIES IV. 2 B
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Obole, type 1.

As denier, reading ENRICVco on obverse.

Wt. 7 grs. [PI. XVI. 2.]

My Collection ; possibly the Cuff coin.

Obole, type 2.

Obv. 1- ENRICVS. Cross pattee, within beaded inner

circle; annulet in 1st and 4th quarters.

Rev. REX in a straight line across the field
; above, JYl

;

below, cross pattee ;
all within beaded inner

circle.

Wt. 6-2 grs. [PI. XVI. 3.]
Walters Collection.

None of the Aquitaine coins of Henry are common,
but the denier of the usual type is of fairly frequent occur-

rence. The British Museum has two specimens, weighing
12 grains and 11 grains respectively, besides the pied-

fort described above. The variety is rare. The obole

of the first type is extremely rare. For some time

the only known specimen was the one described in the

supplement to Ainslie (PL i. 2), from the Cuff Collection,

which may be identical with the specimen described

above, and Mr. Walters has another specimen in his

collection. There is no specimen in either the British

Museum or the Bibliotheque Rationale. The obole of

the second, type is not so rare, though it is a rare coin.

There is a specimen in the British Museum weighing

4*5 grains, and Poey d'Avant describes one weighing

6*7 grains.

POITOU.

The following is the type of the Poitou denier and

obole, which I attribute to the reign of Henry II :
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Denier.

, t
--

l_ CfiRLVS REX R. Cross pattee, within beaded

inner circle.

Rev. MET fiLO in two lines across the field, within

beaded inner circle.

Wt. 16-8 grs. [PI. XVI. 4.]

My Collection.

Obole. Same type.

RICHAED COEUE DE LION.

(During the lifetime of Henry II.)

As stated above, Eichard was granted the duchy of

Aquitaine and the earldom of Poitou by his father

Henry in the year 1168. As none of his Aquitaine coins

bear the title of King, we may safely assume that they
were all struck before his accession to the throne of

England in 1189. There is another reason too why we

may assume that these coins were struck during the

period between 1168 and 1189. On the death of Henry
in the latter year, Eichard resigned the duchy of Aqui-
taine to Henry's widow, Eleanor, who reassumed her

title of Duchess of Aquitaine, and exercised anew her

ducal authority over the province.

There are no coins of Eichard bearing his name struck

for the earldom of Poitou before 1189. It is probable,

therefore, that he continued the coins of the " Metalo
"

type down to that date.

The Aquitaine coins of Eichard consist of a denier

and an obole, and there are two distinct issues. Their

weight is the same as those of Henry II, and they vary
in fineness from 8 parts silver and 4 parts alloy to 4 parts

silver and 8 parts alloy. I cannot say which issue is the

earlier. The types are as follows :

2 B 2
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AQUITAINE.

Denier, type 1.

Obv. RICfi RDVS in two lines across the field ; cross

pattee above
; OJ below

;
all within a beaded

circle.

Rev. hfi(3VITfiNIE. Cross pattee, within beaded
inner circle.

Wt. 16-7 grs. [PL XVI. 5.]
British Museum.

Obole, type 1.

Similar in all respects to the denier.

Wt. 10 grs. [PL XVI. 6.] British Museum.

Denier, type 2.

Similar in general type to the denier of type 1, but it

has the cross pattee below the legend on the obverse,
and the CX3 placed thus DQ above it. So far as I have
been able to ascertain, the average weight is rather
less than that of the denier of type 1.

Wt. 12 grs. [PI. XVI. 7.] British Museum.

Obole, type 2.

Similar in all respects to the denier. Poey d'Avant.

The denier of type 1 is fairly common. There are

two specimens in the British Museum, weighing 14 grains

and 16 grains respectively, and differing slightly in the

form of the ua on the obverse. A third specimen in the

same collection (the one illustrated), has .

'
in the place

of the final S in "
Kicardus," and the oj is formed thus 3).

Poey d'Avant describes a variety, in the Bonsergent col-

lection at Poitiers, with the obverse legend retrograde.

The obole of type 1 is not so common as the denier.

There are three specimens in the British Museum, one

(illustrated) extremely fine, weighing as much as

10 grains.

The denier of type 2 is also fairly common, but the
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obole is very rare, and is only known to me from the

specimen described by Poey d'Avant, in his Monnaies

Feodales de France (No. 2761), which weighs 5'9 grains.

POITOU.

Kichard's coinage for Poitou probably consists merely
of a continuation of the types struck by his father Henry,
and cannot be distinguished from them.

ELEANOR
On Henry's death in 1189 and Kichard's accession to

the throne of England, Eleanor assumed again her title

of Duchess of Aquitaine, and took the affairs of the duchy
into her own hands. This circumstance, coupled with the

fact that we have no coins of Eichard struck for Aquitaine
on which his title of King appears, makes it probable

that Eichard, when handing over the duchy to Eleanor,

also gave her the right to issue her own money.
The following coins, though usually attributed to

Eleanor, do not bear her name. I will describe the

coins first, and then discuss the reasons why they are

assigned to her. They consist of a denier and an obole,

and the type is as follows :

AQUITAINE.
Denier.

Obv. h DVCIcolT. Two small crosses pattees, within
a beaded inner circle

;
5TZ above, ft below.

Eev. + fiCVIT7\NIE. Cross pattee, within beaded
inner circle.

Obole.

Exactly similar in type and legends to the denier.

Wt. 67 grs. [PI. XVI. 8.] My Collection.
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The following varieties of the denier occur :

Var. 1. Reading fiSVITfiNIE on reverse.

Wt. 16-5 grs. [PL XVI. 9.] British Museum.

Var. 2. Reading + -fiCVITftNIE on reverse.

My Collection.

The denier is one of the commonest coins in the

whole Anglo-Gallic series, the Poitou denier of Richard

after his accession being, perhaps, the only coin as

frequently met with. The obole, on the other hand, is

unique. It was published in the supplement to Ainslie,

PL i. 1, from the Cuff Collection. The specimen (illus-

trated) which, from its weight (6'7 grains) and general

similarity to the illustration in the supplement to Ainslie,

is very probably identical with the Cuff coin, was pur-

chased by me at the Durlacher sale in 1899 (lot 24).

The denier, variety 1, is as common as that of the

original type ;
the denier, variety 2, is described from a

specimen in my collection.

The question now presents itself Why are these coins

attributed to Eleanor? Some writers suggest that the

letters Jtt fi on the obverse stand for
" Moneta Alienora,"

and I see no reason why this should not be correct. It has

been urged against this view that we have the 5n on the

Aquitaine coins of Richard, placed promiscuously either

like an sn or like an (A). This, however, does not account

for the presence of the ft, and this has been explained

away by saying that the sn is really an inverted w/utya,

and the two symbols are the aX^a and the oyicya. But

if this is the case, why should the to be inverted, and

would it not have been more natural to place the ft above

and the U) below? I think there is no reason why we

should not accept the view that the letters stand for
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" Moneta Alienora," and the fact that the fll appears on the

coins of Kichard, inverted, may easily be accounted for

by the fact that the m, originally used to signify "Moneta,"

had come to be used as an ornament simply.

Another difficulty in connection with these coins is

the obverse legend
" Ducisit." What does it stand for ?

M. Longperier considered it to be an abbreviation for

"Ducisatus," meaning "Duchy," while others have

thought that it stands for Ducisita, or " Duchess." Un-

fortunately, the ordinary word for Duchess is
"
Ducissa,"

and there is no trace of such a form of the word as
" Ducisita."

I am afraid I cannot throw any light on the subject,

but I think that the balance of probability is very

strongly in favour of assigning these coins to the period
of Eleanor's rule over Aquitaine. It would be incredible

that the mints of Aquitaine, which would appear to have

been very active under Henry's rule from 1154 to 1168,

and still more so under Kichard's rule from 1168 to 1189,

should cease entirely on Eichard's accession to the throne

of England. It would be all the more incredible from

the fact that the Poitou mints were at the height of their

activity in Eichard's reign. We cannot adopt the theory
that Eichard's Aquitaine coins were struck during this

period, for, apart from the fact that they do not bear his

title of King, he had handed over the duchy to Eleanor

on his accession. It seems, therefore, indisputable that

some coins must have been struck for Aquitaine during
this period, and in large numbers. These coins, attri-

buted to Eleanor, by their style of workmanship could

only have been struck about this date, and just as

Eichard's Poitou coins issued after 1189 are quite the

commonest coins in the series of Poitou, so are these
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amongst the commonest pieces in the series of Aqui-
taine. I think, therefore, that we may safely assign

these coins to the period of Eleanor's rule over Aquitaine.

The reason why she did not place her own name on them,
if a reason is necessary, may be that, though assuming
the government of the duchy, she did not wish to so far

dissever it from the English Crown as to strike coins in

her own name.

Eleanor continued to govern Aquitaine down to her

death, in 1204.

RICHAKD COEUK DE LION.

(After his accession to the English throne.)

We now come to the coins struck by Kichard after his

accession to the throne of England. As we have seen,

on Henry's death the duchy of Aquitaine passed out of

the hands of Kichard into those of his mother, Eleanor
;

but he still retained the earldom of Poitou. The

coinage of Poitou, however, underwent a change. The
"
Metalo

"
type, after an existence of three centuries, was

discarded, and Kichard issued a new coinage, bearing his

own name and his title of King.

These Poitou coins of Kichard are very common
;
in

fact, the deniers rank amongst the commonest coins in

the whole Anglo-Gallic series. The obole, as usual, is

scarce, but it is not nearly so rare as the oboles of

Henry II and Eleanor. The mints of Kichard must have

been extremely active, as there are no fewer than twelve

distinct varieties of the denier, and of some of the

varieties there are six or eight different readings in the

legends.
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The varieties consist of different markings, chiefly

annulets, on the obverse or reverse, and I would suggest

that these denote the different mints at which the coins

were struck. The various readings may be accounted

for by the fact that the dies would become worn out and

new ones would from time to time be required.

I have taken my descriptions of the different varieties

and of the different readings of each variety mainly from

Poey d'Avant. In fact, many of the varieties and of

the readings are only known to us from his descriptions ;

but I have indicated, by a reference to the collection in

which it occurs, .any coin which I have myself seen. I

have also noted such of the varieties as were known to

General Ainslie.

Poey d'Avant distinguishes between such readings as

REX, REP, and RE
I, but I have not followed him in this,

as I consider that the two last readings are only mistaken

readings of REX. The X was formed thus X , and it seems

to me that the thin cross-line might easily become

wholly or partly obliterated, giving the letter the appear-
ance of an I or a P.

I will first give a description of the general type,

which is the same all through the series, and then

classify the different varieties according to their special

marks.

POITOU.
Denier.

Obv. + RICfiRDVS REX. Cross pat tee, within beaded
inner circle.

Eev. PIC T7WIE NSIS in three lines across the field,

within a beaded inner circle.

Obole.

Same type as the denier.
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Type 1.

Plain, i.e. as type, with no special markings.
(This is the commonest type.)

Denier.

. RICARDVS REX PICT7WIENSIS.

15-5 grs. [PL XVI. 10.] British Museum.
1. PICTTWIENcolco.

c. PICTTWIENSlS.
d. PICTTWIENSlS.
e. RE PICT7WIENSIS.

/. RICARDVw REX British Museum.
g. PICTTWIENcolco.
7i. PICT7WIEN8I5.

. PICTTWIENSIw.
7,-. RICA RDVS REX PICT7WIENSIS.
L RICARDV8 REX PICT7XVIESISN.

Obole.

a. RICARDVS REX PICTAVIENSIS.

9 grs. ; cp. Denier, la. [PI. XVI. 11.]
British Museum.

6. PICTAVIENSiS. Cp. Denier, Id.

c. PICTAVIENSIco.

Type 2.

Annulet in the 3rd quarter of the cross.

(This is a fairly common type.)

Denier.

a. RICARDVS REX PICT7WIENSIS.
b. RICARDVco

15 grs. [PI. XVI. 12.] British Museum.

Obole.

a, RICARDVco REX PICT7WIENSIS.

8 grs. [PI. XVI. 13.] British Museum.

Type 3.

Annulet in the 4th quarter of the cross.

Poey d'Avant.

Denier.

a. RICARDVS REX PICT7WIENSIS.
6. RICARDVw
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Type 4.

Annulet in the 1st quarter of the cross.

Poey d'Avant and Ainslie.

Denier.

a. RICTXRDVco REX PICT7WIENSIS.

Type 5.

Annulet above legend on reverse.

Denier.

. RICfiRDVS REX-PICT7WIENSIS. Cab. de Fr.

b. RICfiRDVco

12 grs. [PL XVI. 14.]
British Museum.

c. RICfiRDVS RE
d. RICARDVS Rll PICT7WIENSI8.
e. RICfiRDVS REX PICT7WIEN8I8.

Type 6.

Annulet below legend on reverse. Ainslie.

Denier.

a. RIC7XRDVS REX PICT7WIENSIS.

Type 7.

Dot above legend on reverse.

Poey d'Avant and Ainslie.

Denier.

a. RICfiRDVS REX PICT7WIENSIS.
6. Rll

c. REX PICT7WIEN0SIS.
d. RICTXRDVco REX PICT7WIENSIS.
e. PICTAVIENcolco.

/. PICTTXVIENSIS.

g. RIC7XRDV3 REX PICT7XVIENSIS.
h. PICTAVIENSI8.

Obole.

a. RICfiRDVS REX PICTAVIENSIS. Cp. Denier, la.

b. RIC7\RDVtf> Cp. Denier, Id.

Type 7, var.

As type 7, but last line of reverse legend retrograde.
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Denier.

RICARDVco REX PICT7WIENSIS.

This coin is of copper, lightly washed with silver.

It was in the St. Saviol find, and passed into the
collection of M. Lecointre-Dupont. (See his Mon-
naies de Poitou, p. 99.)

Type 8.

Dot below legend on reverse. Two varieties.

Yar. 1. Dot below the first S.

Var. 2. Dot below the |.

Denier, var. 1. Poey cl'Avant and Ainslie.

a. RICARDVS REX PICT7WIENSIS.
6. RICARDVco

Obole, var. 1. Poey d'Avant.

a. RICARDVco REX PICT7WIENSIS.

Denier, var. 2. Poey d'Avant and Ainslie.

RICARDVS RE PICT7WIENSIS.

Obole, var. 2. Poey d'Avant.

RICARDVS REX PICT7WIENSIS.

Type 9.

Straight line terminating in a point to left below

reverse legend. Poey d'Avant.

Denier.

a. RICARDVS REX PICTAVIENSIS.
1. RICARDVc/D

Obole.

a. RICfiRDVS REX PICTAVIENSIS.

Type 10.

Straight line ending in a point to right below reverse

legend. Poey d'Avant.

Denier.

RICfiRDVw REX PICTAVIENSIS.

Obole.

RICftRDVco REX PICTAVIENSIS.
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Type 10, var. 1.

As type 10, but annulet in 3rd quarter of cross on
obverse. Poey d'Avant.

Denier.

a. RICARDVco REX PICT7WIENSIS.
b. RICARDV3

Type 10, var. 2.

As type 10, but annulet in 1st quarter of cross on
obverse. Poey d'Avant.

Denier.

RICARDVco REX PICTAVIENSIS.

Poey d'Avant also describes the three following

deniers, which are all of very debased metal, and which

do not fall under any of the above types. They are

possibly contemporaneous forgeries.

1. RICARDVco REX PICTAVIENSIS. Dot over last I of

reverse legend.

2. RICARDVS REX - PICTAVIENSIS. Dot over A of reverse

legend.

3. RICARDVco REX - PICTAVIEESIS. Dot over A of reverse

legend.

It seems almost impossible that all these variations

should have taken place during the ten years of Kichard's

reign, even allowing for the fact that his continual

presence in his French dominions would account for a

great activity in his mints, and assuming that each type

marks a different place of mintage. On the death of

Kichard in 1199, his mother, Eleanor, assumed the

government of the earldom of Poitou, and kept it down

to her death in 1204, when John succeeded her as Earl

of Poitou. I think that it is quite possible that she

continued to strike coins in Kichard's name during this
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period, and this may account for the diversity of the

readings of the legends of some of the types.

In addition to his Poitou coinage, Kichard issued

money for the town of Issoudun, in Berri. In the year

1188 the French King, Philip Augustus, conferred on

Kichard the "
property of Issoudun," which, however,

Kichard restored on coming to the English throne in the

following year. After various wars between the two

kings, a treaty was finally effected in 1196, by which

Philip acknowledged Kichard as legitimate owner of

Issoudun. Kichard died in 1199, and in the following

year the town was ceded to Louis of France by John on

the occasion of Louis' marriage with Blanche of Castile,

the daughter of Eleanor of England, John's sister. This

issue of Richard's, therefore, which consists only of a

rare denier bearing his title of King, must have been

struck between 1196 and 1199.

ISSOUDUN (BERRI).
Denier.

Qlv t RICfiRD' R6X. Cross pattee, within beaded
inner circle.

Rev. h 6XOLDVNI m in centre, annulet below,
within beaded inner circle.

Wt. 12grs. [H. XVI. 15.]
British Museum.

I cannot leave the reign of Kichard I without mention-

ing a denier which has been attributed to him by Ainslie,

and is supposed to have been struck for Normandy at

Kouen. Poey d'Avant questions this attribution, and

assigns the coin to Kichard, Count of Kodez. The

following is a description of the coin, taken from the
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specimen in the British Museum, which is the coin

described by Ainslie :

EOUEN (NORMANDY).
Denier.

Obv. h Rl CfiRD COIIco. Cross pattee, within beaded
inner circle.

Eev. RODCco DVCO- + DVD arranged in the form of

a cross, within a beaded inner circle.

Ainslie reads the legends as
" Kicardcs rx." and " Ko-

dumduco "
(
= Eodomaco, Kouen) ; Poey d'Avant reads

them as " KicarcT comes
"
and " Kodes duco;

"
and I think

that every one, after examining the coin, will agree that

the latter is the more probable reading.

JOHN.

John succeeded to the throne of England on the

death of Eichard in 1199, but, as we have seen above,

the duchy of Aquitaine was already under the rule of

his mother, Eleanor, and on Eichard's death she also

assumed the government of the earldom of Poitou.

Eleanor died in 1204, and on her death the duchy of

Normandy and all the French possessions belonging to

John were confiscated by the French King for John's

murder of his nephew Arthur, the son of his elder

brother Geoffrey. John refused to appear before the

Court of Peers at Paris, and Philip Augustus proceeded
to enforce the confiscation by the sword. It is there-

fore extremely improbable that John struck any Anglo-
Gallic coins, and, if he did, he probably only continued

the existing types. At any rate, no Anglo-Gallic

coins bearing his name are known.
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HENKY III.

On Henry's accession in 1216 he found his kingdom
shorn of nearly all the vast French possessions of

Henry II, and he succeeded only to a legacy of shadowy
claims. Of these, such as they were, he divested himself

in 1252 on the occasion of the betrothal of his son

Edward to Eleanor of Castile, when he ceded to him

all his rights in Gascony, and over all the other lands

taken from his predecessors by the Kings of France.

In the year 1259 Henry entered into a treaty with

Louis IX, by which he formally renounced all claims

to the duchy of Normandy and the earldoms of Anjou,

Maine, Touraine, and Poitou, and, in return, Louis re-

linquished to him certain territories in the south, which

he united into a duchy by the name of Guienne.

These territories consisted of the Limousin, Quercy,

and Perigord, which were to be handed over to Henry
at once, and Xaintonge, the Agenais, and Lower Quercy,

which were to come to him on the death, without heirs,

of Alphonse, Count of Poitiers and Toulouse. As a

matter of fact, the Limousin, Quercy, and Perigord were

not handed over by Louis in accordance with the treaty,

and Henry's claim to the other provinces did not arise

until the death of Alphonse, without heirs, in 1271.

Henry himself died in 1272.

Thus the only French possession for which Henry
could have struck coins was the province of Gascony,

between the years 1216 and 1252. His rights over that

province were only of the slenderest description, and,

as a matter of fact, no coins of his are known. I think

it is extremely doubtful whether any were ever struck.
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EDWABD I.

(During the lifetime of Henry III.)

In the year 1252 Edward was betrothed to Eleanor,

the half-sister of Alphonse X, King of Castile. Eleanor

was the daughter of Ferdinand the Saint by his second

wife, Joan of Ponthieu, and she was, in the right of her

mother, heiress of Ponthieu and Montreuil, in Western

Picardy. On Edward's betrothal, Henry ceded to him

"all that he possessed" of his province of Gascony,

and whatever rights he had over all the other

lands taken from his predecessors by the Kings of

France.

The province of Gascony had been ceded by Henry II

to Alphonse VIII of Castile, in 1170, on the occasion

of the marriage of Alphonse with Henry's daughter

Eleanor. On Edward's marriage to Eleanor in 1254,

Alphonse X gave to him, as his sister's marriage portion,
"
all his claim on Gascony," and thus Gascony became

once more absolutely united to the Koyal House of

England.

Edward, after his marriage, at once proceeded to

Gascony, and spent most of that year and the following

one there. It was probably during this period that

he arranged for the issue of the coins which bear his

title,
" Edwardus films Henrici Kegis Anglie."

The issue consists of a denier and an obole, usually

termed lion denier and demi-lion, from their obverse

type. The weight of the lion denier and its fineness

appear to be the same as that of the deniers of

Kichard I. The type is as follows :

VOL. V., SERIES IV. 2 C
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GASCONY.
Lion denier.

Obv. + 6DWARD' : FILI'. Lion passant guardant to

left, within beaded inner circle.

Rev. + h : R6SIS : fiNGLIG. Plain cross pattee, within
beaded inner circle

; stops in legend ; pellets
on both sides.

13 grs. [PI. XVII. 1.] British Museum.

Poey d'Avant describes two specimens, weighing
14-4 grains each. There is a variety which omits the

stops in the legends on both sides, and another variety
in which the W in GDWfiRD is divided thus, V V. Poey
d'Avant describes a third variety, reading

"
Edwardus,"

from the Eousseau Collection.

Demi-lion.

Type as lion denier, with stops in the legend, but read-

ing AN (3LIE on reverse.

Wt. 6-5 grs. [PI. XVII. 2.] My Collection.

Both these coins are fairly common.

EDWAKD I.

(After his accession to the English throne.)

Edward first heard of his accession to the throne in

Sicily, on his return from the Holy Land. He proceeded

leisurely homewards by land, and in July, 1273, he paid

a visit to Philip of France at Paris. There were im-

portant questions in dispute between the two kings.

The cession of lands promised by Louis to Henry III

at the Treaty of Paris in 1259 had never been carried

out. France had not yielded the Limousin, Quercy,

and Perigord, and, on the death of Alphonse, Count of
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Poitiers and Toulouse, without heirs, in 1271, Philip

had entered, without scruple, upon Southern Xaintonge,

the Agenais, and Lower Quercy.

Edward could obtain no satisfaction from the French

King, but he did homage for "all the lands which he

ought to have held of him," and then proceeded to

Aquitaine, where he remained for more than a year,

finally leaving for England in August, 1274.

In the May of 1279 Edward and his Queen, Eleanor,

crossed over again to France, and took possession of

the county of Ponthieu, to which Eleanor had just

succeeded on ike death of her mother, Joan. In the

same month Edward met Philip at Amiens, and con-

cluded with him the Treaty of Amiens, by which Philip

confirmed Eleanor in her county of Ponthieu, and also

ceded to Edward Agen and the Agenais outright, and

promised to submit Edward's claim over Quercy to a

commission of inquiry. This commission, eight years

later, assigned to Edward a large and rich part of that

province. Edward, in return, abandoned all further

claims on French territory.

In 1286 Edward again quitted England for France.

He met the new King of France, Philip IV, at Amiens,

and accompanied him to Paris, where he did homage
for Guienne, and obtained the final settlement of his

claims on Lower Quercy. He then went to Bordeaux,

where he spent the next three years in putting the

affairs of the duchy on a sound basis. This period has

justly been described as an epoch-making period in the

history of Guienne. After crushing a formidable con-

spiracy, he set to work to promote the commerce of

the province. He founded new towns, called bastides,

which, as well as providing military defences and refuges

2 c 2
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for the country folk in time of war, became flourishing

centres of trade, He busied himself in improving the

administrative system and generally in reducing to

order the government of the duchy.

In 1292 trouble broke out in Aquitaine. A fierce

rivalry, often resulting in actual fighting, had broken

out between the Normans and the Gascon sailors.

Things reached a crisis when, off St. Mahe, in Brittany,

a fleet of Norman ships attacked and defeated a smaller

Gascon fleet, and captured many of the Gascon ships

and a rich booty. The Gascon sailors lodged a complaint

before Philip, who summoned Edward to appear before

his Parliament at Paris. Edward refused to appear, and

Philip pronounced the duchy of Aquitaine to be forfeited

to the French Crown. Edward sent over Edmund of

Lancaster to arrange terms with the French King, and

agreed to cede six Gascon castles to Philip, and to make

a monetary compensation. The castles were duly ceded,

but Philip then declared, with barefaced treachery, that

the terms of reconciliation had been made without his

sanction. Gascony was invaded, and the whole duchy
of Aquitaine passed, without a blow being struck, into

the hands of the French King.

Edward then set to work to regain Gascony, but

troubles were coming thick upon him at home. In

1295 he sent out an expedition under the command

of his nephew, John of Brittany, which met with a

fair measure of success, and established at Bayonne
a centre for a vigorous attempt to regain Gascony,

but it was not strong enough to drive out Philip. At

home, Edward had a revolt in Wales to deal with,

followed in the next year by a campaign in Scotland.

In 1297 he planned another expedition to France, but
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troubles were pressing more heavily upon him, and

some of his nobles refused to follow him to France.

However, he crossed to Flanders, but failed to make

any headway against the French King. Quarrels arose

between his soldiers and his Flemish allies, and Scot-

laud was again in revolt. Finally, he patched up a

two-years' truce with the French King, which became

a definite peace, and in 1303 Gascony was restored to

Edward.

I have thought it well to enter rather fully into

the history of Edward's French possessions, in order to

have a guide to the different coinages attributed to

his reign. It will be seen that for this purpose his reign

can be divided into four distinct periods

(i.) 1273-1286. That is, from his arrival in Aqui-
taine on his way home down to his reorganization of

the province in the latter year ;
to which period I

attribute the coins of a similar type to those struck

before his accession.

(ii.) 1279. The year in which he succeeded, in the

right of his wife, to the county of Ponthieu
;
to which

period I attribute his Ponthieu coinage.

(iii.)
1286-1292. That is, after he had carried out his

reorganization of Aquitaine, down to the forfeiture of

Aquitaine ;
to which period I attribute the coins bearing

the mint-name of Bordeaux, and the coins of a similar

type without mint-name, and also possibly the coins

bearing the mint-letter G (probably Guessin, near

Bayonne), but these coins may have been struck subse-

quent to 1295, the date of John of Brittany's expedition.

(iv.) 1303-1307. That is, after the restoration of

Gascony to Edward. I cannot at present ascribe any
coins to this period.
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I will now proceed to describe the various types.

FIRST PERIOD. 1273-1286.

AQUITAINE.
Denier lion.

Ofo>. +DVVfiRDVco RGX. Lion passant guardant
to right, within beaded inner circle.

.Rev._ + DVX fiSVITfiWe. Plain cross pattee, within

beaded inner circle.

13-5 grs. [PL XVII. 3.]
British Museum.

Demi-lion.

Same type as the denier lion.

7'5 grs. [PI. XVII. 4.]
British Museum.

This type is exactly the same as that of the coins

struck by Edward before his accession, with merely the

legends altered. Instead of "Filius Henrici Regis

Anglie," we get "Rex Dux Aquitanie." There is a

piedfort of the denier lion in the Bibliotheque Rationale

at Paris. The denier lion is comparatively common, but

the demi-lion is rare.

SECOND PERIOD. 1279.

PONTHIEU.
Denier.

Obv. + DVVfiRDVS REX. Plain cross pattee, within

beaded inner circle ;
crescent (? annulet) in

1st and 4th angles ;
annulet in 2nd and 3rd

angles.

Rev. Leopard crowned, passant guardant to left

between two beaded straight lines. Above
MONET, surmounted by a small cross pattee
between two pellets; below, POTIVI, with

annulet below, between two pellets. The
whole within a beaded inner circle.

Wt. 14-3 grs. [PI. XVII. 5.]

My Collection.
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I have taken the liberty of assigning this coin, hither-

to attributed to Edward III, to the reign of Edward I,

and of transferring the coins of Ponthieu, hitherto

attributed to Edward I, to the reign of Edward III.

My reasons for doing so are as follows: In the first

place, the spelling of the King's name with the divided

VV, and the form of the lettering, correspond exactly

with the lion denier of the first period. The Ponthieu

coins usually attributed to Edward I have the King's
name spelt Edoardus, a form of spelling which does not

occur on any other coin of Edward I, while we shall

find that Edward III did spell his name Edovardus on

certain of his coins. In the second place, the reverse

type, the leopard passant guardant to left between two

straight lines, is closely allied to the type of the coins

of Edward I attributed to the third period of his reign.

I think, therefore, that the balance of probability is that

this coin was struck by Edward I and not by Edward III.

It is a rare coin.

Besides this denier struck for Ponthieu in general, we

have two types of deniers struck at the capital town of

Abbeville. These are as follows :

ABBEVILLE.

Denier, type 1.

Obv. + EDVfiRO COMES. Cross pattee, with pellet in

each angle.

Rev. 1- fiBBATSVILLE. Cross, composed of two fleurs-

de-lis and two annulets, with a crescent in

each angle.

This coin is described by Poey d'Avant from a speci-

men in the Dassy Collection, and is, so far as I know,

unique.
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Denier, type 2.

Obv. ABBEVILLE. Shield bearing the arms of Abbe-
ville.

Rev. Lion passant guardant to left
;
REX above.

This coin is also published by Poey d'Avant from a

specimen in the Hermand Collection, and is also unique.

THIRD PERIOD. 1286-1292.

This is the period of prosperity for Aquitaine, and we

have several distinct issues of coins. We have nothing
to guide us as to their sequence, but I have arranged
them according to the best of my ability.

In the Gascony Rolls we find that in 1285 Edward

orders that money shall be struck in Gascony,
3 and four

years afterwards it became necessary to regulate the

prices of various articles according to the new money,
and the Mayor of Bordeaux was commanded to make

proclamation accordingly.
4

The coins of this period are divisible into three classes,

as follows :

(i.)
Those bearing the mint-name of Bordeaux.

(ii.)
Those bearing the mint-letter 6, which Ainslie

states stands for Guessin, a town near Bayonne, where

Edward I had a mint.

(iii.) Those without mint-name or letter.

BORDEAUX.

There are four distinct issues of coins with the

Bordeaux mint-name.

3 Rot. Vase., 13 Ed. I, m. 2, Aug. 2.

4
Ibid., 17 Ed. I, pt. 2, m. 5.
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First Issue.

Denier.

O&v. h QDV7XRDVS R fiNS. Lion passant guardanb
to left, within beaded inner circle.

Bev. DVX fiO-l TBV RD. Long cross pattee extend-

ing to edge of coin and dividing legend ;
beaded

inner circle.

Wt. 12-7 grs. [PI. XVII. 6.]
British Museum.

I assign this coin to the first issue of this period,

because of the general similarity of the obverse type to

the coins of the first period. It is the only coin of

Edward on whteh his English title appears in the

legend, although it occurs in the field on his other

Bordeaux coins. It is a rare coin.

Second Issue.

Denier.

Ofo, }-EDM/fiRDVS REX-7N3L across field between
two straight lines, leopard passant guardant
to left above

;
6 below

;
all within a beaded

inner circle.

Rev . + DVX fiQJT BVRD. Plain cross pattee, within

beaded inner circle
;

in first angle.

Wt. 14-1 grs. [PL XVII. 7.]

My Collection.

This coin is fairly common. Its average weight

appears to be about 14*5 grains.

Obole.

Same type as the denier.

Wt. 4-6 grs. [PI. XVII. 8.] My Collection.

This coin is rather rare. There is no specimen in the

British Museum.
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Third Issue.

Denier.

Obv. As denier of second issue.

Rev. As denier of second issue, but 6 in 1st angle of

cross, and crescent in 2nd angle.

Wt. 14-6 grs. [PI. XVII. 9.]
British Museum.

This coin is as common as the denier of the second

issue. As to the symbol of a crescent in the second

angle of the cross on the reverse, Ainslie states that a

crescent was one of the cognizances of the city of

Bordeaux, which was called Portus Lunae by ancient

geographers. But compare the coins of Ponthieu and

Abbeville, where crescents are also used in the angles

of the cross.

Obole.

Same type as denier.

Published by M. Caron, in his Supplement to

Poey d'Avant, from a specimen in the collection of

M. Lalanne, at Bordeaux.

Fourth Issue.

Denier.

Obv. Same legends as on denier of second issue : 8KGL
across field, between two straight lines

;
crown

above, G below
;
all within beaded inner circle.

Rev. Same legends and type as on denier of second

issue.

Published by M. Caron, in his Supplement
to Poey d'Avant, from the specimen in the

Collection of M. Lefevre, at Paris.

GUESSIN.

There are three different issues of the coins bearing

the mint-letter <3, attributed to Guessin.
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First Issue.

Denier.

Qlv, + eiDVVfiRDVS RSX. Lion passant guardant to

left ; small cross pattee above and below
;

within a beaded inner circle.

fieVt + DVX fiGVIYfiNIE. Plain cross pattee, within

beaded inner circle
;
6 in 1st angle.

Wt. 12-3 grs. [PI. XVII. 10.]

My Collection.

Notice the form of the T in Aquitanie ;
it is a form

which we shall constantly find on the coins of Edward III.

This denier is rather rare.

Second Issue.

Denier.

Same type and legends as last, but 6 in 2nd quarter of

cross on reverse.

Published by M. Caron, from the Lalanne Collec-

tion.

M. Caron states that the reverse legend on this coin

is
" Dux Aquita Burde." I have unfortunately not been

able to see or procure a cast of this coin at present,

and I should like to be satisfied that this legend is

perfectly legible and admits of no doubt, before I accept

it. If it is correct, we have a coin bearing both the

mint-name of Bordeaux and the mint-letter 6, which

would be strong evidence against the theory that 6

stands for the mint of Guessin.

Third Issue.

Denier.

Obv. hGDVARDVS R6X. Leopard passant guardant
to left, between two straight lines : C above,
6 below

; within beaded inner circle.

Rev. + DVX fiGITAme. Cross pattee, within beaded
inner circle, a trefoil between the ft and ft of
"
Aquitanie."

Wt. 15-5 grs. [PI. XVII. 11.]
British Museum.
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Note the secret mark in the reverse legend, which

appears for the first time. We shall find that it

frequently occurs on coins of Edward III. It probably

indicates some special moneyer or mint. Note also the

appearance of the Lombardic n in the legend. This coin

is rare.

AQUITAINE.

Denier.

Obv. +6DVARDVS : RGX. fiNSL across field between
two straight lines

; leopard passant guardant
to left above

;
rosette below

;
all within

beaded inner circle.

Rev. + DVX : fiGITfime. Plain cross pattee, within
beaded inner circle.

Wt. 12-5 grs. [PI. XVII. 12.]
British Museum.

This coin is also uncommon. Note again the Lom-
bardic n and the introduction of stops in the legends.

FOURTH PERIOD. 1303-1307.

As stated above, I cannot ascribe any coins definitely

to this period. It is possible that Edward simply
renewed the previous types, and it is also possible that

the coin last described should be attributed to this

period. The coins bearing the mint-letter 6 may have

been struck during John of Brittany's campaign in 1295,

as Guessin is supposed to have been a town near Bayonne,

where John's head-quarters were.

(To le continued.)

LIONEL M. HEWLETT.



XIX.

THE ASSUMPTION OF THE TITLE
SHAHANSHAH BY BUWAYHID KULERS.

IN the Numismatic Chronicle for 1903, p. 177, Mr. J. GL

Covernton published two coins of rival Buwayhid Amirs

both struck in 428 A.H., and each conferring on the

respective Amir the title of Shahanshah, and he added

a sketch of the historical events under which this

happened. In his concluding note I am made to warrant

one of those events. I may, therefore, take the oppor-

tunity of adducing from an historical source previously

unknown to me, not merely a curiously exact confirma-

tion of one of these coins, but also some account of the

circumstances as there set forth which led to its being
struck with so unexpected a legend. These modify, to

some extent, Mr. Covernton's conclusions.

The historian of the early fourth century of the

Hijrah was Hilal al-Sabi. Of his history, which covered

his own lifetime (360-448 A.H.), only a fragment for 389-

393 A.H. remains. But it is largely drawn on by later

historians, and by none, so far as I am aware, in a larger

degree than by the author of the MS. Munich Arab.

378C

(Cat. No. 952, Suppt. p. 157), which covers the

years 402-436 A.H.

Through the courtesy of Dr. C4. Leidinger, the head of

the Munich MS. Department, I have recently had the
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use of this MS. at the India Office Library. Its author,

who wrote after 644 A.H., is unidentified, but from the

internal evidence it appears to be a part of the Mirat al-

Zaman of the Sibt ibn al-Jauzi, and it is a far fuller, and

therefore presumably later, recension than the MS. of

the work in the British Museum Library, or. 4619.

One of the recurring revolts of the Turkish soldiery

against Jalal al-Daula occurred in 428 A.H,, and led him
to seek a refuge in the quarter of al-Karkh, the strong-
hold of the Shi 'a party, at the house of the head of the

Alides, the Sharif al-Murtada. A Turkish Hajib, Bari-

stughan, had sought a refuge in the Caliph's palace

against Jalal al-Daula, and he, through the Qadi al-

Mawardi, had requested his surrender, or, at least, his

expulsion, but in vain. Later, Jalal al-Daula retired up
the Tigris to Awana, and was joined by Abu-1-Harith al-

Basasiri a name prominent enough at Baghdad twenty

years later with the troops under his command, whilst

his nephew 'Irnad al-Din Abu Kalijar (for so the name
is spelt here and in the authoritative B.M. MSS. of

Dhahabi's Tarikh al-Isldm), by agreement with Bari-

stughan, advanced via Kazirun to al-Ahwaz. Bari-

stughan, at the clamorous instigation of the soldiery, had

quitted the Caliph's palace and placed himself at their

head. They now sought to induce the Caliph to substi-

tute in the Khutbah the name of Abu Kalijar for that of

Jalal al-Daula, which he refused to do, alleging the

rights of the latter. Thereupon they proceeded to use

violence to the Khatib to effect their purpose, and the

historian emphasizes as incredible that the Khutbah

should have thus been altered in the Caliph's city

without his sanction. But the revolted troops went yet

further, for, without authority either de jure from the
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Caliph or de facto from Abu Kalijar, they ventured to

strike coinage (al-Sikak) in his name, bearing
" on the

face
' al-Malik al-'Adil Shahanshah,' and on the other side

the name of the Caliph
"

an exact description of the

first of the two coins published by Mr. Covernton.

Soon Baristughan's star began to pale. His troops

went off in numbers to Jalal al-Daula, who, joined by
the Oqailid Qirwash of Mosul, returned to Baghdad and

occupied the west bank of the Tigris. At this moment,

we are told, were to be heard in Baghdad four separate

trumpet-calls at the hours of prayer in honour of the

Caliph; of Abu ^Kalijar on the east; of Jalal al-Daula

on the west bank
;
and of Qirwash in his camp near the

"Straw Gate" (at the northern extremity of Western

Baghdad). At this point Baristughan was besieged with

questions by the leading Turks as to the non-arrival of

Abu Kalijar, and with complaints that their houses and

property on the west bank were being ruined. He

protested his honesty, and announced the arrival of Abu

Kalijar's troops under the command of Shihab al-Daula

Abu-1-Fawaris Mansur b. al-Husain within three days.

Jalal al-Daula, although joined by the Mazyadid Dubais

and his tribesmen, felt unequal to facing his adversaries

reinforced by Husain al-Daula abu-1-Shauk of Hulwan,
and retired with Qirwash to Takrit. At length Shihab

al-Daula and his force arrived, and joined the rebels in

pillaging the western part of Baghdad, forcing an

entrance into the shrine of Musa al-Kazim (see Le

Strange, Baghdad during the Abbasid Caliphate, p. 161),

and removing the clamps of silver on some of the

royal tombs there, until they were stopped by the

vizier. And the Caliph expressly disclaimed any share

in their acts.
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In the mean time Jalal al-Daula sent to Abu Kalijar,

who was still at al-Ahwaz, a letter of expostulation,

to which he received a respectful answer (in which it

is to be observed that his nephew and rival addresses him

by the title of Shahanshah), to the effect that he had

not dared openly to oppose the Turks from fear of how

those in his service might act, but that at heart he was

his loyal subordinate. And soon, influenced as we shall

see by his vizier, he retired to Ears. Jalal al-Daula now

returned to Baghdad, whence Baristughan fled with his

few remaining troops. Pursued by al-Basasiri, and later

by Jalal al-Daula in person, he was overtaken near Dayr

al-'Akul, defeated, and captured, and, in spite of Dubais'

offer to guarantee his ransom and keep him in safe custody,

he was put to death and his head sent to Baghdad. The

Caliph readily assented to restoring the Khutbah to

Jalal al-Daula, who was heard to say that the whole

mischief had really been caused by his harbouring of

Baristughan.

Before reaching Baghdad, Jalal al-Daula had made

overtures of peace to Abu Kalijar, and, having reason to

anticipate a favourable reply, he was concerned at none

having now arrived. Abu Kalijar's conduct requires,

and indeed receives, explanation. He was, in fact,

wavering. Urged not to forego by a final peace the

advantage of the Turks' support, he consulted his vizier,

al 'Adil abu Mansur Bahrain b. Mafannah. His career

deserves notice, and, except in this MS., it finds only a

passing mention. He did not make much copy for

historians, but he governed well and died in office

a conjunction rare in Eastern annals. In 418 Abu

Kalijar, on removing from Shiraz, where he had succeeded

his father, Sultan al-Daula, in 415, to Ahwaz in Khuzistan,
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where tie had previously resided as his deputy, and which

he may have preferred as his residence, left Ibn Mafannah

as his governor over Fars. He accepted the office with

reluctance, and on his own terms, viz. that he was to

receive neither laqab nor robe of honour, and that his

action was not to be dependent on the sanction of a

distant court, nor fettered by colleague or superior. As

governor he repelled in 419 A.H. an attack on Pars by
Abu-1-Fawaris Qawam al-Daula ;

in 421 A.H. he warded

off, whilst ready to meet, the danger of an attack by
Ma'sM b. Mahnmd b. Subuktigin, then at war with the

Kakwayhid rulei^of Isfahan
;
and his internal government

was so excellent that the people, desirous for once of

ratifying a title of honour in their ruler, had first to

confer it by their own voice.

He now, and not for the first time, succeeded in

dissuading Abu Kalijar from the attempt to acquire

'Iraq. The General Shihab al-Daula professed his

readiness to undertake the task of governing it, but the

vizier pleaded his ignorance of that province, and his

preference for Fars, and by his advice the flattering

offers of Jalal al-Daula, supported by their bearer

al-Mawardi, led to an agreement, ratified by the Caliph,

under which the territory from Basrah to Fars was to be

ruled by Abu Kalijar, and that from Wasit to Baghdad

by Jalal al-Daula.

It was only after these events that Jalal al-Daula

made formal application to the Caliph for the title of

Shahanshah, with the object, we are told, of "marking
his superiority over Abu Kalijar." The Caliph must

have assented, for the title was used in the Mosque,

when it provoked indignant outcries at its impious

character. The question was then referred to a body of

VOL. V., SERIES IV. 2 D
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jurists, who declared the title
'' Shahanshah al-A'zim

Malik al-Muluk" to be lawful. The Caliph required

all of them, whatever their tenets might be, to give

their opinion. Thereupon "some assented and others

dissented." Among the latter was al-Mawardi, and it is

to the credit of Jalal al-Daula, that he in no way
resented his conduct, assuring him that he knew his

opinion to be as honest as his ability was undoubted,

and that it increased his regard for him. The question

was felt to be a thorny one, and when the title was

next used in the Mosque guards were present against

disturbance, but the attendance proved small.

Of Abu Kalijar's application for the title of " Al-Sultan

al-Mu'azzam Malik al-Uman
"

in 423 A.H., referred to by
Mr. Covernton on pp. 185, 186, there is a brief notice in

the Munich MS., but a more circumstantial account is

given by Dhahabi in the Ta'rikh al-Islam (B.M. or. 49,

fol. 13a
),

on the authority of al-Mawardi, the Caliph's

envoy. Jalal al-Daula had been driven by a revolt to

take refuge with the Oqailid Abu Sinan Gharib; and

Abu Kalijar, who was at Ahwaz, had been dissuaded

by his vizier from advancing on Baghdad. Al-Mawardi

and another arrived and were hospitably received. (The

Munich MS. says their mission was to announce

Al-Qa'im's accession.) The Caliph's letter was pre-

sented, and, says al-Mawardi, mutual questions followed.

The conversation turning on the laqab which Abu

Kalijar had previously applied for, he was told that it

was inadmissible as appertaining to the Caliph's dignity,

but that " Malik al-Daula
"
might be entertained, and

al-Mawardi advised a complimentary offering to the

Caliph. The reply was,
"
Yes," but after the grant of the

title. Al-Mawardi urged the inverted order, and this was
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agreed to. Accordingly, the envoys returned, bearing
with them 2000 dinars and 30,000 dirhams in specie,

200 satin robes, 20 mann weight of aloes wood, the same

of camphor, 1000 mithqal of amber, another 1000 of

musk, and 300 porcelain vases. Also an order in favour

of the " Wakil al-Khidmah
"

for 5000 dinars charged on

the revenue of Basrah, and a yearly grant of 3000 baskets

of dates. And there was set apart for the "'Amid

al-Ku'asa Abu Talib b. Ayyub" 500 dinars, 10,000

dirhams, and 10 robes. On their return to Baghdad,
al-Mawardi was sent to inform Jalal al-Daula of the

application, whicji greatly disquieted him, and he insisted

on the matter being dropped, thereby justifying the

wisdom of al-Mawardi's conduct of the business.

It appears, therefore, that this application was

unconnected with any attempt on the part of Abu

Kalijar to gain possession of 'Iraq. The formal sanction

of the Caliph was intended, no doubt, to confirm and

strengthen Jalal al-Daula's title, but it appears both

from Ibn al-Athir and from the Munich MS. that it

had been assumed by his predecessor, Musharrif al-

Daula, and we have seen that Jalal al-Daula was so

addressed by his nephew in the previous year. It may,

therefore, have been included in the titles on the second

coin by Mu'tamid al-Daula Qirwash in 428 A.H. without

any ulterior motive. And, as already stated, the legend
on the first coin, that of 'Irnad al-Din Abu Kalijar, is in

exact accordance with history. Mr. Covernton is to

be congratulated on possessing an example of an issue

unique in character and probably small in number, and

on having identified both the coins and transcribed their

legends so completely.

H. F. AMEDROZ.



MISCELLANEA.

THE HORSEMAN SHILLING OF EDWARD VI.

THE slight discussion that took place recently at one of our

meetings with regard to the mint-mark on certain rare coins

of Edward VI has led me to refer to a short note that I

communicated to this Society, as nearly as possible forty-eight

years ago, on December 18, 1856,1

The subject was the horseman shilling of Edward VI of

the type Hawkins No. 419, of which I exhibited a specimen,
the same, indeed, as that which I now again lay before the

Society. At that time I expressed a doubt whether the
mint-mark might not be "the head of some beast, or that

of a dragon or griffin ; though I at first inclined to the belief

that the head of an ostrich was intended." I had also

another reason for believing the mint-mark to be the head
of an ostrich, as in Burke's 'General Armoury the crest of

a Peckham family is stated to be an ostrich, proper ;
while

Sir Edmund Peckham was, at the time that the coin was
struck High Treasurer of the Mint in Southwark, Sir John
Yorke being the Under-Treasurer.

My old friend, Sir Charles Young, Garter-King-of-Arms,
informed me, however, that Sir Edmund Peckham's crest

was, after all, a leopard's head transfixed with three cross-

crosslets fitchy, and that there is no sign of an ostrich either

in his arms or crest. The connection between the mint-mark
and the Peckham family seemed therefore not to exist. I

now accept the mint-mark as being the head of an ostrich.

That Sir Charles Young was in the main right in his

statement is amply proved by the Confirmation of Arms in

1494 to Peter Peckham, the father of Sir Edmund, recently

published by the Rev. Robert H. Lathbury, in his History

of Denham,
2 in the church of which parish Sir Edmund is

interred. The crest is thus described :

" A lieparts hed

sable, perched thorough his hed and eeres with thre crosses

as is afforesaid," i.e. "botoney fyttshey siluer." The arms
on the monument in Denham Church of the heart of Sir

Robert Peckham, son of Sir Edmund, who died at Rome in

1564, exhibit the same crest.

But though immediate connection with the crest of Sir

Edmund Peckham seems inadmissible, it must be borne in

mind that, in addition to the crest, many families had in old

1 Num. Chron., vol. xx. (1857-8), p. 22.

2
4to, privately printed, 1904, p. 286,
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times their badges or devices "distinct from a shield or crest,

and having a signification of their own." These, moreover,
were often of an allusive or "canting" character. To go
no further than St. Albans Abbey, we find the ram's head
with "

ryge
" on the collar for Abbot Ramryge, and a cluster

of wheat-ears for Abbot John of Wheathamstede. As a

badge for Peckham, the head of a bird seems peculiarly

allusive, and though there is no proof whatever that the

family had such a badge, the fact that it appears on coins

struck under Sir Edmund Peckham is suggestive of its exist-

ence, and the ostrich crest of another branch of the family

may be the transposed descendant of an allusive badge.

J. E.

NOTICE OF RECENT PUBLICATION.

Traite de Numismatique du Moyen Age. Vol. iii. Par Arthur

Engel et Raymond Serrure. Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1905.

This is the concluding volume of this important work on
Mediaeval Numismatics. It includes the period from the

introduction of the silver gros to the creation of the thaler,
i.e. from circ. 1250 to 1550. The first volume embraced the

time from the fall of the Roman Empire in the West to

the end of the Charlemagne period ;
and the second from the

end of the Charlemagne period to the first appearance of

the silver gros. Of the three periods the third is probably
the most important, as besides the institution of the larger
silver coins, it also witnessed the revival of a gold currency
in Western Europe. For centuries previously the coinage
had consisted solely of small silver pieces, deniers or pennies.
The first gold coin struck for general currency was the

fiorino d'oro of Florence, issued in 1252, which soon had a

wide circulation outside Italy, and was subsequently exten-

sively copied in France and Germany. France almost im-

mediately followed the example set by Florence, and three

gold pieces the agnel d'or, the denier d'or, and the royal
d'or were issued by Louis IX (1226-1270). About this

time Henry III of England struck a gold penny, which
found so little favour that it was quickly withdrawn from

circulation, and this country had to wait nearly a century
before another attempt was made. In the meantime the

issue of gold money rapidly extended in France and the Low
Countries, and to some degree in Germany. The style of

2 D 3

'
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all the mediaeval coinages in Western Europe was strictly
Gothic

;
and for beauty of design and perfection of striking,

the gold coins of the period have never since been surpassed.

Amongst the most striking pieces are the chaise d'or of

Philip IV, and the pavilion, the ange d'or, and the florin-

george of Philip VI of France
;
and in the Low Countries

the grand mouton d'or of Gui VI of Luxembourg, and the

lion heaume and the franc a pied of Louis II de Male of

Flanders. Many of these types were adopted for the Anglo-
Gallic coins of Edward III and the Black Prince.

In England and France the silver coins were mostly of

stereotyped designs, but in the Low Countries a greater lati-

tude was exercised, and some of the silver pieces issued in

the 14th and 15th centuries are as decorative in design as

those of gold.
In dealing with so wide a subject spread over so large

an area, M. Engel and M. Serrure have had to compress their

matter, and to confine themselves to general outlines. Our
limited space also prevents our dealing adequately with this

interesting work, and we shall only venture to call attention to

one point. In their account of the gold coinage of Edward III,
the writers question the attribution by English numismatists

of gold nobles and half-nobles to Calais during the reign of

Edward III, and they express some doubt whether the

letter C( which occurs on some of those pieces is the initial of

that mint. It is evident from their remarks that they have
not consulted Ruding's work on the English coinage, for if

they had they would have seen that he gives the precise
amount of bullion in gold which was coined into money at

the Calais mint during that reign. These coins could only
have been nobles, half-nobles, and quarter-nobles, as the

silver coins of that mint were of English types. The quarter-

nobles, however, if struck, have not as yet been separated
from those of the English coinage. We can sincerely con-

gratulate M. Engel and M. Serrure on the completion of

their arduous task, which will be fully appreciated by all

students of mediaeval numismatics.
H. G.

CORRIGENDA. In the paper on
" The Coinage of Henry IV,"

the following corrections should be made :

pe 301. No. 9, quatrefoil instead of slipped trefoil after

POSVI

P. 302. No. 14, quatrefoil instead of slipped trefoil after
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found at, 63

London pennies of the Edwards
found at Lochmaben, 67, 69, 71,

75, 76, 78, 79

Lowestoft, coins of Henry I found

at, 112

M.

MACDONALD, GEORGE, M.A. :

Becent find of Roman coins in

Scotland, 10

Hoard of Edward pennies found
at Lochmaben, 63

Magnentius, coins of, found at

Croydon, 37 ; described, 56

Magnesia ad Maeandrum, Ionia,

copper coin of, 340
Mark Antony. See Antony,
Mark

Mary of England, coins of, found at

Oswestry, 101

MAURICE, JULES :

L'atelier monetaire d'Heraclee
de Thrace pendant la Periode

constantinienne, 120
Maximianus Herculius, coins of,

struck at Heraclea, 124
Maximinus Daza, coins of, struck

at Heraclea, 125 pas.
McDowALL, STEWART A., M.A. :

Find of coins of Henry I at

Lowestoft, 112

Merry Wives of Windsor, pas-

sage in, relating to shovel-boards,
307

Miliarensis, first issue of, 161

MILNE, J. G., M.A. :

Roman coin-moulds from Egypt,
342

Mint accounts, temp. Henry IV,
248

Mint, Royal. See Rpyal Mint
Mithradates Euergetes, King of

Pontus, stele of, 117; date of

reign, 118

Mithridates, King of Parthia, 231,
238

; coins attributed to, 237, 245

Mould, plumbago, for the fabri-

cation of coins of Henry VII,
205

" Mules "
or combination types of

coins of Eadward the Confessor,
182 pas. ; dates of issues, 204

N.

NELSON, PHILIP, M.D. :

Plumbago mould for the fabri-

cation of coins of Henry VII,
205

Nero, copper coin of, struck in

Thessaly, 332
Newcastle pennies of the Edwards

found at Lochmaben, 69, 73

Nicomedia, clay moulds of coins of,

347
Nummus centenionalis introduced

by Constantino the Great, 149,
175

Nysa, Lydia, copper coin of, 340

0.

Ostrich head, badge of the Peck-
ham family (?), 400

Oswestry, find of coins at, 100

P.

Parthia, early coins attributed to,

209, 233; proposed transfer to

Armenia, 243; difficulties of

classification of, 317 f. ; prove-
nance of, 319

; type of, 320

Parthia, early history of, 217 f.

Parthian coins, the earliest, a reply
to Sir Henry Howorth, 317

" Pax "
coins of Eadward the Con-

fessor, origin of type, 202
Peckham family, badge of, 400

Philip and Mary, coins of, found at

Oswestry, 101
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Thraates, King of Parthia, 231;
coins attributed to, 237

Phrataphernes, Satrap of Persia,

etc., 218 f.

Phriapates, King of Parthia, 231 ;

coins attributed to, 237

Plumbago mould for fabrication of

coins of Henry VII, 205

Poitou, Anglo-Gallic coins of, of

Henry II, 366 ; of Eichard I, 373

Ponthieu, Anglo-Gallic coins of,

of Edward I, 386

K.

REINACH, THEODORE:
A stele from Abonuteichos, 113

Richard I, Anglo-Gallic coins of,

struck before his accession, 367 ;

after his accession, 372
Richard II, classification of coinage

of, 85 f.; coin dies of, used by
Henry IV, 260

Roman cast coins, their method of

production, 342
Roman coins found in Scotland, 10 ;

forgeries of, 13 f. ; as votive offer-

ings, 15
Roman coin-moulds from Egypt,

342 ; their dates, 348, 352

Rouen, Anglo-Gal lie coins of, of

Richard I, 379

Royal Mint Museum, some coins of
William II in the, 109

S.

Scione, Macedonia, early silver
coins of, 325

Scotland, Roman coins found in, 10

Serrure, R., his Traittf de Nvmis-
matique du Moyen Age, noticed,
401

Severus II, coins of, struck at

Heraclea, 124 pas.
Shahanshah, title of, assumed by
Buwayhid rulers, 393

Shakespeare, a numismatic question
raised by, 307

Shovel-board, game of, described,

308; coins used at, 310

Shrewsbury mint, removal of, to

Oxford, 107

Stephen, coins of, found at Awbridge,
354; evidence for classification

of, from finds, 362

Sterlings, foreign, found at Locli-

maben, 64, 81, 82

Strabo, his History of Parthia, 224 f.

T.

Thessaly, copper coin of Nero, 332
Traite de Numismatique du Moyen

Age, by MM. Engel and Serrure,

noticed, 401

Trajan, coins of, found in Scotland,
12

V.

Valarsakes, King of Armenia, 238 f.

Vespasian, coins of, found in Scot-

land, 11

W.

WALTERS, FREDK. A., F.S.A. :

An unpublished variety of the

groat of the first coinage of

Henry VII, 207
The coinage of Henry IV, 247

William II, some coins of, at the

Royal Mint, 108

WROTH, W. :

The earliest Parthian coins : a

reply to Sir Henry Howorth,
317

Select Greek coins in the British

Museum, 324

Wroth, W., his classification of the

early coins of Parthia, 233 f.

Y.

York pennies of the Edwards found
at Lochmabcn, 69, 73
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